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Abstrakt Ziel des LENS Projekts ist die Ehtzeit-Spektroskopie von niederenergetishen

Sonnenneutrinos. Der Neutrinonahweis erfolgt durh inverse Elektroneneinfangs-Reaktionen

in einen isomeren Zustand. Die Koinzidenz zwishen promptem Elektron und verzögerter

Kernabregung gibt eine spezi�she Signatur zur Untergrundunterdrükung.

176

Y b und

115

In

sind die aussihtsreihsten Targetisotope. In beiden Fällen wäre der Detektor modular aufge-

baut und das Target-Element in Flüssigszintillatoren gelöst.

Der Neutrinonahweis bei

176

Y b ist aufgrund der kurzen Verzögerung (� = 50ns) und

der niedrigen Energie (E



= 72 keV ) des Koinzidenzereignisses tehnish shwierig. Der Un-

tergrund durh statistishe Selbstkorrelationen einzelner Ereignisse wurde untersuht. Dies

shließt die Messung der Fluoreszenzzeit von metallbeladenen Szintillatoren, die Studie von

Re�ektionen an Photoelektronen-Vervielfahern und die Entwiklung von photonspurverfol-

genden Simulationen ein.

Die Untergrundunterdrükung in einem Indium-Detektor erfordert eine hohe Granularität

und gute Energieau�ösung. Durh Messungen und Simulationen wurde gezeigt, dass die op-

tishen Eigenshaften des Detektors niht durh die Segmentierung dominiert würden. Als

Ergebnis dieser Untersuhungen, konnte das LENS-Projekt mit dem Aufbau von Detektor-

prototypen in die Pilotphase übergehen.

Die optishen Eigenshaften von Prototypzellen wurden gemessen, im einzelnen die Lihtab-

shwähungslänge, Energie- sowie Ortsau�ösung. Erste Ergebnisse zum Untergrund des end-

gültigen LENS Prototypen werden vorgestellt.

Die Folgerungen dieser Untersuhungen für die Mahbarkeit der beiden vorgeshlagenen

Nahweismethoden werden diskutiert.

Abstrat The LENS projet aims at the real-time spetrosopy of low energy solar neutri-

nos. Detetion would proeed via inverse-EC to an isomeri state. The oinidene of prompt

eletron and delayed nulear de-exitation gives a spei� signature for bakground suppres-

sion. The most promising targets are

176

Y b and

115

In. In both ases the detetor would be

modular and the target dissolved in liquid sintillators.

The

176

Y b tag is di�ult, beause of the short delay (� = 50ns) and low energy (E



=

72 keV ) of the oinident event. The bakground due to statistial self-orrelations of single

events was investigated. This inluded the measurement of the �uoresene time of metal-

loaded sintillators, the study of re�etions from photomultipliers and the development of

photon-traing simulations.

In a indium detetor the bakground suppression requires high granularity and good energy

resolution. Through measurements and simulations it was shown that the detetor optial

performanes would not be dominated by the segmentation. As a result of these investigations,

the projet advaned to the pilot phase, with the onstrution of prototype detetors.

The optial performanes of prototype ells were measured, inluding attenuation length,

energy and spatial resolution. First bakground results of the �nal LENS prototype are

presented.

The impliations of these investigations for the feasibility of both proposed approahes is

disussed.
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Chapter 1

Neutrinos, Solar Neutrinos and Low

Energy Solar Neutrinos

1.1 Neutrinos: Standard Model, Masses, Mixing and Flavor

Osillations

Neutrinos were �rst postulated in 1930 by W. Pauli to save the priniple of onservation of

energy and angular momentum whih seemed to be violated in the nulear �-deay. They were

given their name by E. Fermi, who developed in 1933 the �rst theory of weak interations.

Their diret experimental disovery had to await more than 20 years, when in 1956 Reines and

Cowan announed the observation of the anti-neutrino indued reation p(��; e

+

)n in proximity

of a nulear reator [RC56℄. In the lassi form of the Standard Model (SM), neutrinos are

assumed to be massless Dira partiles, members of a weak left-handed isospin doublet made

up of the neutrino and the assoiated harged lepton. Three lepton families are known (e; �; �)

and aordingly three neutrino �avors have been experimentally established. Data from the

width of the Z boson deay at LEP [Gro00℄ have demonstrated that three is also the total

number of light (m

�

< M

Z

=2) neutrinos that ouple to the salar bosons and hene interat

via the weak fore (�ative� neutrinos).

Reent experimental observations have shown that neutrinos undergo �avor onversion,

i.e. a neutrino produed by a weak proesses in a spei� �avor, an be deteted at a ertain

distane in some other �avor. The �rst experimental evidene of suh a phenomenon has ome

from atmospheri neutrinos, where an asymmetry between �downward-going� and �upward-

going� �

�

has been reported by SuperKamiokande and other experiments, onsistent with a

transition �

�

! �

�

of the upward-going neutrinos [SK98℄. Also solar neutrinos show ompelling

evidene for transitions �

e

! �

x

, with �

x

being some ombination of �

�

and �

�

. The reator

experiment KamLAND has reently observed disappearane of ��

e

at long distane, whih is

well onsistent with the solar data (a more detailed disussion about solar and reator data

will follow in Se. 1.4). A ontroversial evidene for ��

�

! ��

e

onversion from the LSND short

baseline aelerator experiment has also been reported [LSND01℄.

The SM of eletro-weak interations does not provide for lepton family number non-

onserving phenomena, and thus neutrino �avor onversion must be somehow aommodated

in an extension of the SM. The most simple and best data-supported explanation is that neu-

trinos do have a mass and that they mix, i.e. that mass and �avor eigenstates do not oinide

(see the histori papers [MNS62℄ and [GP69℄ or the textbook [BV92℄). Eah �avor eigenstate

9



�

e;�;�

is thus the superposition of the three mass eigenstates �

1;2;3

with masses m

1;2;3

:

0

�

�

e

�

�

�

�

1

A

=

0

�

U

11

U

12

U

13

U

21

U

22

U

23

U

31

U

32

U

33

1

A

0

�

�

1

�

2

�

3

1

A

(1.1)

The matrix U is non-diagonal, if mixing does our. It is the leptoni equivalent of the CKM

mixing matrix in the quark setor. Neutrinos are always produed in pure �avor states, whih

are de�ned as those oupling to the eletro-weak vetor bosons. However the propagating

states are the mass eigenstates. In vauum the propagation introdues the phases e

�iE

i

t

,

where E

i

inludes the mass eigenvalues m

i

. As a onsequene of the di�erent masses, an

initially pure �avor state undergoes a �rotation� and beomes a superposition of all �avors.

This implies that there is a ertain probability that the neutrino is revealed in a di�erent

�avor than the original one. The U matrix of eq. 1.1 an be expressed as the produt of

three 2-dimensional rotations, parametrized by three mixing angles

1

: �

12

, �

23

and �

13

. Let us

assume that �avor onversion phenomena among the three generations are nearly deoupled

in 2� transitions, so that only one of the above rotations must be onsidered:

�

�

�

�

�

�

=

�

os � sin �

� sin � os �

��

�

1

�

2

�

(1.2)

where �

�

is the initial �avor and �

�

an other �avor or some ombination of the two other

�avors. Developing the formalism of time evolution in vauum leads to the formula for the

�

�

! �

�

transition probability:

P (�

�

! �

�

) = P

��

= sin

2

(2�) sin

2

�

1:27�m

2

(eV

2

)L(m)

E(MeV )

�

(1.3)

where �m

2

= m

2

2

�m

2

1

, L is the traveled distane and E the neutrino energy. Aording to eq.

1.2 the �avor ontent of a �

�

beam osillates with an osillation length L

os

=

2:48E

�m

2

and an

amplitude given by sin

2

(2�). Mass driven �avor onversions are therefore �avor osillations.

If the soure or detetor extension is muh bigger than L

os

, or in general if the baseline L

varies of an amount �L � L

os

the osillatory term in eq. 1.2 averages out to

1

2

and the

experimental observable onversion probability beomes:

P

��

=

1

2

sin

2

(2�) (1.4)

Ordinary matter is not symmetri with respet to the lepton families, sine eletrons are

present while muons and tauons are not. This implies that the propagation through matter

introdues interation potentials that distinguish �

e

from �

�

and �

�

, whih in turn generate

additional �e�etive mass� terms in the propagation Hamiltonian. In matter, the mass squared

di�erene �m

2

m

and the mixing angle �

m

are in general di�erent than those in vauum. Both

are a funtion of the eletron density, N

e

, and the �avor transition an have a resonant

harater for a spei� value of N

e

. In this ase, for neutrinos rossing layers of matter of

di�erent density, it is also possible to observe an averaged onversion probability P

��

>

1

2

,

whih is not allowed in vauum (f. eq. 1.4). Neutrino osillations in matter are named

MSW osillations, from the name of the physiists Mikheyev, Smirnov and Wolfenstein, who

1

In this simpli�ed disussion omplex phases are negleted



developed for the �rst time the required formalism and applied it to the ase of solar neutrinos

[Wol78, MS86℄.

Several independent experimental data give onvining evidene of mass driven neutrino

�avor osillations

2

: atmospheri-� data point at �m

2

atm

� 2:5�10

�3

eV

2

with nearly maximal

mixing; solar �

e

and reator ��

e

experiments have now onverged on �m

2

sol

� 7 � 10

�5

eV

2

and large non-maximal mixing 0:7 . sin

2

2�

sol

. 0:97, while ��

e

osillations in the range

�m

2

atm

have not been observed, resulting in an upper limit sin

2

2�

13

. 0:1

3

. The di�erent

sales for �m

2

and the smallness of the U

13

parameter, whih onnets solar and atmospheri

osillations, justi�es the simpli�ation of assuming deoupled 2� osillations, used to derive

eq. 1.3. The LSND positive signal implies � - osillations at a third mass squared di�erene

sale �m

2

LSND

� 1eV

2

. If this evidene will be on�rmed then three di�erent sales for �m

2

require 4 mass eigenvalues and hene a fourth neutrino. Sine this neutrino is not observed in

the Z ! ��� deay and does not have a harged lepton partner, it have to be a sterile neutrino.

In this hapter the part of � - osillation evidene relevant to the solar neutrino setor, with

the last developments from reator anti-neutrinos, will be reviewed, with partiular emphasis

on the role of low energy solar neutrino detetion in this ontext.

1.2 The Standard Solar Model and the Preditions for the Solar

Neutrinos Fluxes

1.2.1 Introdution

A solar model is a thermodynami desription of the sun, aiming at understanding and pre-

diting the most signi�ant observables, at any radius and time. A �Standard Solar Model�

(SSM) is a solar model that assumes that best available physis and the most aepted hy-

pothesis. The desription and information reported in this setion are a brief summary based

on refs. [Bah89, Cla83, Cas85℄, with updates from the most reent literature.

The SSM �rst assumes a perfet spherial symmetry (thus negleting any e�et from

rotation and magneti �elds), whih redues the problem from three-dimensional to mono-

dimensional: the free variables are time (measured from the sun's entrane on the main

sequene) and radius (or, equivalently, frational mass). The unknown funtions are:

1. Mass or Radius: M(r; t) or R(m; t)

2. Density: �(r; t)

3. Pressure: P (r; t)

4. Temperature: T (r; t)

5. Luminosity: L(r; t)

6. Chemial Composition: X

i

(r; t) (X

i

hemial abundane of the i

th

element)

2

Stritly speaking, no unquestionable proof was yet found that the observed phenomena are osillations: so

far only neutrino �avor onversions have been observed, but no signature of an osillatory behaviour, neither

in energy nor in baseline, has been reported.

3

The indies are hosen in a suh a way that �

e

is predominantly a mixture of �

1

and �

2

, solar osillations

involve �m

2

12

and �

12

, while atmospheri osillations are driven by the mass di�erene between m

1

' m

2

and

m

3

, with mixing �

23

.



The density an be expressed as the volume derivative of the mass funtion, whih provides a

�rst trivial di�erential equation. It is then assumed that the sun evolves slowly between states

of �quasi-equilibrium�. �Equilibrium� means that eah elementary volume is subjet to a nett

null fore, i.e. the pressure di�erene and the gravitational fore must balane eah other at any

radius, otherwise the sun would rapidly ollapse or expand (hydrostati equilibrium). Also, the

nett energy irradiated by any layer must be ompensated by the energy produed in the layer,

otherwise the sun would not maintain hydrostati equilibrium (thermal equilibrium). These

two onditions translate to di�erential equations for the pressure and luminosity gradients.

In the latter a new funtion appears: the rate of energy prodution per unitary mass, �(r; t).

An additional di�erential equation expresses the mehanism of radiative energy transport in

the star

4

and relates the temperature gradient to the loal luminosity and to the opaity (see

e.g. [Cla83℄ for a de�nition). It states that the energy �ux is proportional to the temperature

gradient and is inversely proportional to the opaity.

Finite equations must be added to solve the system: the pressure is given as P (�; T;X

i

) by

an appropriate equation of state. The wavelength averaged opaity �� is expressed as ��(�; T;X

i

)

by adding the ontributions of all the absorption, elasti and inelasti sattering proesses of

the eletromagneti radiation. Fixing the sun surfae luminosity to the observed value, the

higher the opaity, the higher the temperature gradient and hene the entral temperature.

1.2.2 Nulear Reations

The ondition of thermal equilibrium requires a soure of energy able to ompensate the

radiative energy loss from the sun surfae with a time sale onsistent with its age. It was

soon reognized [Edd20℄ that nulear reations, and in partiular the fusion of 4 protons into

a helium nuleus, is the only possible soure. After preliminary pioneering studies [AH29℄ and

the ontribution of many physiists (e.g. [Wei37℄ and [Gam38℄), H.A. Bethe [Bet39℄ proposed

in 1939 the reation hains leading to the formation of helium, whih are still believed to

power the sun and all the other main sequene stars: the pp-hain and the CNO-yle (Fig.

1.1).

In the pp-hain the sequene is initiated by the weak interation:

p+ p!

2

H + e

+

+ �

e

(1.5)

or, with lower probability (3-body interation) by:

p+ e

�

+ p!

2

H + �

e

(1.6)

In both ases, the deuteron rapidly absorbs a proton and is onverted to

3

He. At this point

the hain presents a branhing:

3

He an either reat with another

3

He (PP-I hain):

3

He+

3

He!

4

He+ 2p (1.7)

or with

4

He (this isotope was already present in the primordial loud from whih the sun

formed and is ontinuously fed by the fusion hains):

3

He+

4

He!

7

Be+  (1.8)

4

Energy transport through onvetion dominates over radiative transport in the outermost regions of the

sun, for R & 0:7R

�
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Figure 1.1: The two nulear reation hains leading to the fusion of 4 protons into a helium nuleus:

the �pp-hain� (top) and the �CNO-yle� (bottom). Not shown in the �gure is the very rare �hep�

branhing in the pp-hain (see table 1.2).



In the latter ase,

7

Be an in turn either apture an eletron or absorb another proton:

7

Be+ e

�

!

7

Li+  (1.9)

7

Be+ p!

8

B +  (1.10)

This seond branhing leads to the hain terminations PP-II and PP-III shown in Fig. 1.1.

Whatever termination, after annihilation of the positrons, any pp-hain has the nett balane:

4p+ 2e

�

!

4

He+ 2�

e

+ 26:731MeV (1.11)

The same result is obtained in the CNO-yle (Fig. 1.1), where arbon, nitrogen and oxygen

simply at as atalysts for eq. 1.11. The energy prodution funtion �(�; T;X

i

) is alulated

by adding the interation rates of eah fusion branhing, times the average energy released per

hain. This is the Q of equation 1.11 (26:731MeV ) minus the mean kineti energy arried by

neutrinos, whih esape the sun. The relative weight of the pp-hain ompared to the CNO-

yle and of the terminations PP-I, PP-II and PP-III within the pp-hain is determined by the

reation rates at the branhing, whih in turn depend on element abundanes (X

i

) and spei�

nulear ross setions. At the typial temperature of the sun ore (T � 1:5�10

7

K), the kineti

energy of the interating partiles are far lower than the Coulomb barrier, therefore the nulear

reations proeed only due to quantum tunneling. As a onsequene, the ross setions energy

dependene is dominated by the exponential suppression fator of the tunneling probability.

The enter of mass energy of two interating partiles is statistially distributed aording to

the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, whih is parametrized by T , so that the energy-averaged

quantum penetration fator is a funtion of the temperature. The temperature dependene of

the reation rates is stronger the higher the Coulomb barrier, thus the higher the produt of

the reagent nulear harges. This makes the preditions of the rates of the most �Coulomb-

suppressed� reations most unertain.

1.2.3 Solution of a Solar Model

The time evolution of the sun is driven by the loal hanges of the hemial omposition, whih

in turn are due to the e�ets of the nulear reations and element di�usion. A solar model is

solved numerially by using all the available di�erential and �nite equations for the unknown

funtions and by imposing proper border onditions for the funtions spei�ed by di�erential

equations (table 1.1). The solution is then evolved iteratively in time, by alulating the

expeted loal hanges in the hemial omposition. The last onstraint is then added, i.e.

that at a time equal to the solar age the atual sun observables (radius and luminosity)

are reprodued. Table 1.1 shows the boundary onditions and the input parameters of the

problem.

1.2.4 Preditions of the SSM

The solution of a solar model provides the radial pro�les of all the unknown funtions at any

time, in partiular �(r; t), T (r; t) and X

i

(r; t). Therefore it is possible to predit the present

rates of all the nulear reations introdued above. It is found [BPB01, Tur01℄:

� The pp-hain dominates the solar energy prodution, while the CNO-yle is expeted

to ontribute only � 1:5% of the total nulear energy generation. This happens despite



Table 1.1: Boundary onditions and input parameters of the SSM. The hemial omposition is

derived by spetrosopi measurement of the solar atmosphere (it is assumed that the sun entered the

main sequene with homogeneous omposition) and by hemial analysis of meteorites. The primordial

abundane of helium is more di�ult to estimate and is normally left as a free parameter of the model.

Age t

�

= 4:57 � 10

9

y

Total Mass M(R

�

) =M

�

= 1:99 � 10

33

g

Atual Radius R(t

�

) = 6:96 � 10

10

m

Atual Eletromagneti Luminosity L(R

�

; t

�

) = L

�

= 3:84 � 10

33

erg=s

E�etive Surfae Temperature T

eff

(R

�

; t

�

) = 5:78 � 10

3

K

Border Conditions M(0) = 0; L(0) = 0; P (M

�

) = 0;

Primordial Chemial Composition X

i

(t = 0)

the fat that the pp-hain is initiated by a weak interation (eq. 1.5 or 1.6), whereas

the proton apture reations in the CNO-yle are all due to strong interations. The

higher Coulomb barriers (and, seondarily, the low CNO elemental abundane) more

than ompensate for the intrinsially lower probabilities of the pp and pep reations.

The CNO yle takes over the pp-hain at a higher temperature and hene in more

massive stars than the sun.

� The PP-I termination takes plae in about 85% of the ases. The remaining � 15% of the

hains is almost entirely terminated via the PP-II branh, while the PP-III termination

is expeted to our only in about 0.02% of the ases. Again, the Coulomb barrier in

eq. 1.10 is the deisive fator in the ompetition between PP-II and PP-III.

� The probability that

2

H is produed by the pep reation (eq. 1.6) is expeted to be

� 0:4%.

Solar Neutrinos The fusion of 4 protons into a helium nuleus (eq. 1.11) requires the

transmutation of two protons into two neutrons, whih ours mediated by the weak intera-

tion, with onsequent emission of two eletron neutrinos. Table 1.2 summarizes the neutrino-

emitting weak proesses of the nulear fusion hains. For eah omplete pp-hain at least one

pp (or pep) neutrino is emitted, while the seond is spei� of the termination: another pp��

in the PP-I, a

7

Be� � in the PP-II or a

8

B � � in the PP-III termination.

Neutrino ross setions with matter at the typial solar energies (sub-MeV up to �

15MeV ), are so low that the sun is almost �transparent�. Neutrinos travel out of the ore of

the sun, where they are produed, to the Earth without signi�ant absorption or sattering.

Therefore they bring diret information about the interior of the sun, otherwise unobservable

via any other known form of radiation. The preditions of the SSM for the neutrino �uxes

mirror the preditions for the reation rates of the proton fusion hains: the pp neutrinos

are the most abundant (� 90:9% of the total �ux), followed by

7

Be (� 7:3%), CNO (total

� 1:6%) and pep (� 0:2%). Only about 0.008% of the predited solar neutrino �ux omes

from the

8

B �-deay. In fat, the PP-III termination plays suh a marginal role for the sun

energetis that �swithing o�� the reation 1.10 would not produe observable onsequenes.

The unertainties of the �uxes are alulated propagating the unertainties of all the parame-



Table 1.2: Weak proesses in the pp-hain and CNO-yle produing neutrinos and reent SSM

preditions for the orresponding year-averaged � �uxes [BPB01℄. The hep reation ompetes with

the strong interations

3

He+

3

He!

4

He+2p (PP-I termination) and

3

He+

4

He!

7

Be+  (PP-II

and PP-III terminations), therefore the hep branhing is very rare. The neutrinos produed in eah

reation are named as the symbol of the reation.

Fusion Chain Reation Symbol SSM � �ux: �(1 � �

�

=�)(m

�2

s

�1

)

PP p+ p!

2

He+ e

+

+ �

e

pp 5:95 � 10

10

(1� 0:01)

PP p+ e

�

+ p!

2

H + �

e

pep 1:40 � 10

8

(1� 0:015)

PP-II

7

Be+ e

�

!

7

Li+ �

e

7

Be 4:77 � 10

9

(1� 0:10)

PP-III

8

B !

8

Be+ e

+

+ �

e

8

B 5:05 � 10

6

�

1

+0:20

�0:16

�

PP-hep

3

He+ p!

4

He+ e

+

+ �

e

hep 9:3� 10

3

CNO

13

N !

13

C + e

+

+ �

e

13

N 5:48 � 10

8

�

1

+0:21

�0:17

�

CNO

15

O !

15

N + e

+

+ �

e

15

O 4:80 � 10

8

�

1

+0:25

�0:19

�

CNO

17

F !

17

O + e

+

+ �

e

17

F 5:63 � 10

6

(1� 0:25)

ters of the model. Eah �ux is more sensitive to ertain parameters (in partiular the nulear

part of the spei� reation ross setions), however the unertainties are rather dominated

by the di�erent degree of dependene of the fusion proesses on the solar onditions and in

partiular on the temperature. The pp reation is the basis of the solar nulear power, whih

is required to be equal to the observed luminosity (thermal equilibrium, or �luminosity on-

straint�). Consequently, the pp� � �ux is predited with a high auray (� 1%). The

7

Be

and

8

B �uxes are predited with less preision (respetively � 10% and � 20%), primarily

beause of the lower ontribution to the sun energetis (the luminosity onstraint is not ef-

fetive) and (espeially for

8

B) the stronger dependene on T . Table 1.2 reports all of the

SSM-predited solar neutrino �uxes and their relevant unertainties.

In Fig. 1.2 the solar neutrino spetrum is shown, deomposed in the single �uxes of table

1.2. The spetra are ontinuous in the energy interval

�

0; Q� 2m

e



2

�

(m

e

rest mass of the

eletron) for the weak proesses with three bodies in the �nal state; disrete lines for the

eletron-apture reations, having two bodies in the �nal state. The two lines of the

7

Be

spetrum orrespond to the deay to the ground state of

7

Li (� 90% branhing) and to the

�rst exited state (� 10%). It is important to note that the fundamental pp omponent of the

solar neutrino �ux has the lowest energy spetrum, and more than 99.99% of the total �ux

has energy below 2MeV .

1.2.5 Helioseismology and the Robustness of the SSM

Se. 1.4 will explain why solar neutrino detetion did not provide diretly the on�rmation

of the theoretial model of the sun. In fat, a thorough test of the SSM based on neutrino

observations still need to be aomplished. Nevertheless, important progress has been made

in the study of the solar seismi waves (helioseismology), observable on the solar surfae

as radial veloity osillations. Only stationary waves an be deteted, whih are deom-

posed into spherial harmonis and ompared with the preditions of the SSM. The result

is that the SSM predited sound speeds di�er from the measured one of an average of 0.1%



Figure 1.2: Energy spetra of the solar neutrinos �uxes (from [Cas97℄). The unit for the ontinuous

soures is m

�2

s

�1

MeV

�1

, for the lines it is m

�2

s

�1

. The end-point of the pp� � spetrum is at

� 420 keV , the two

7

Be� � lines at 384 keV and 862 keV .

for all solar radii between 0:05R

�

and 0:95R, with a maximum di�erene of � 0:35% at

R � 0:7R

�

(orresponding to the transition from the radiative to the onvetive zone). In the

internal region [0:05R

�

; 0:25R

�

℄, where 95% of the nulear energy and neutrino �ux is pro-

dued, the departure of the model from the observations is . 0:1% and the rms is of the same

order of magnitude of the experimental unertainties of the helioseismologi data [BPB01℄.

The sound speed relative unertainty is the sum of the relative unertainties of temperature

and mean moleular weight. Assuming no �ne tuning anellations, it follows that the SSM

relative error for the latter two quantities (in partiular the unertainty of T ) is of the same

order of the relative error of the sound speed. It has been pointed out that suh unertainties

imply errors on the solar neutrino �uxes of several perent or less [Bah97℄.

1.3 Solar Neutrino Detetion

Solar neutrino detetion is a hallenging task, due to the very low interation rates. Irrespetive

of the exploited detetion tehnique, all experiments share some essential harateristis:

� Large Masses: due to the low neutrino ross setions at solar energies, large exposed

target masses are required to obtain interation rates of at least � 1 event per day. Solar

neutrino experiments range from the multi-ton to the several kiloton sale.

� Bakground Suppression: beause of the large detetor masses and the small neu-

trino interation probabilities, events from other natural soures produing signals not

distinguishable from the neutrino signals have typially several order of magnitude higher



rates. The bakground is �rst redued by hoosing an underground loation for the ex-

periment, so that a substantial fration of the osmi rays is shielded. Cosmi rays origi-

nate bakground events by diret interation in the detetor, but also through seondary

partiles, spallations, et. The �external bakground� due to the natural radioativity of

the surrounding roks and to the remaining osmi rays is suppressed by shielding the

sensitive volume with ative veto systems and/or passive high-density shielding. In large

volume targets with spatial reonstrution apability, the external bakground an be

further dereased by imposing a ��duial volume ut�, i.e. rejeting events originating

from the outermost fration of the sensitive volume (self-shielding). The �internal bak-

ground� due to radioative trae impurities in the target mass, suh as the primordial

238

U ,

232

Th (inluding for both the progenies),

40

K, the osmogeni

39

Ar and

14

C, or

the man-made

85

Kr, an still overwhelm the low neutrino signal. Before onstrution,

all omponents of the detetors must be sreened for their spei� onentrations of

radioative ontaminants and arefully seleted. The development of on-line and o�-line

puri�ation tehniques is also part of the experimental onept of most solar neutrino

detetors. A review about low-bakground tehniques an be found in [Heu95℄ and for

further spei� appliations see [Bor98℄. The spetrum of the residual bakground is

higher the lower the energy. For this reason the detetion of low energy neutrinos is

partiularly hallenging, espeially in ase the neutrino events have no distintive signa-

tures.

The measurement of solar neutrinos has been pursued following three main detetion prini-

ples:

1. Inverse Eletron-Capture

2. Eletron-Sattering

3. Disintegration of Deuterium

These are disussed in the three following subsetions, where all the past and running exper-

iments that have implemented those detetion priniples are brie�y desribed. The results of

these experiments and their impliations will be disussed next, in Se. 1.4, while Se. 1.5.2

is devoted to a review of the proposed future experiments for the detetion of low energy solar

neutrinos.

1.3.1 Inverse Eletron-Capture

As �rst proposed in 1946 by B. Ponteorvo [Pon46℄, eletron neutrinos an interat with a

suitable target nuleus via a harge urrent proess, whih is the inverse of the nulear EC

reation:

�

e

+

A

Z

X !

A

Z+1

Y + e

�

(1.12)

Depending on the lifetime and deay-mode of the neutrino-produed

A

Z+1

Y nuleus, the rea-

tion an be exploited through two experimental tehniques: radiohemial and real-time.



Radiohemial Experiments

In radiohemial experiments a large target mass is �exposed� to solar neutrinos for a su�-

iently long time that the produts of eq. 1.12 an aumulate in the detetor in measurable

quantity. The key issue is that the hange of one unit in the atomi number leads to di�erent

hemial properties, so that the few �-produed atoms an be extrated from the target with

high e�ieny in a reasonably short time and subsequently ounted by observing their � or

EC deay. Important tehnial requirements for a radiohemial target are:

1. Lifetime of the produt nuleus long enough that only a small fration deays during

the hemial extration and ounter �lling (� & 1 d ), but su�iently short that the �-

indued exponential ativity an be statistially separated from the onstant bakground

(� . 1 y)

2. High isotopi abundane, to minimize the detetor mass and hene osts and bak-

grounds

3. Low interation threshold, so that a large part of the solar neutrino spetrum an be

probed

4. Interation ross setion known with adequate preision

Two suh target isotopes have been suessfully used for neutrino detetion in three experi-

ments:

37

Cl in the pioneer Homestake experiment,

71

Ga in the SAGE and GALLEX-GNO

experiments.

Homestake The hlorine experiment [Dav68℄ (1970-1994) was loated at the Homestake

Gold Mine (Lead, South Dakota, USA) in an underground faility at a depth of 1478m, 4200

m.w.e. (m.w.e. = �meters of water equivalent�). It onsisted of a steel tank �lled with 615

tons of tetrahloroethylene (C

2

Cl

4

), orresponding to 133 tons of the target isotope

37

Cl.

Neutrino detetion is based on the reation

37

Cl(�

e

; e

�

)

37

Ar, whih has an energy threshold

of 814 keV . The signal is expeted to be dominated by the

8

B �ux, with good sensitivity to

7

Be and some sensitivity to CNO and pep neutrinos (table 1.3).

37

Ar has a lifetime of 50.5

days and deays by EC, giving as a measurable signal a 2:82 keV Auger eletron from the

37

Cl

atomi de-exitation. After � 100 d exposure time, the tank is �ushed with helium, whih

sweeps along

37

Ar and a marosopi amount of stable Ar isotope, added to serve as a arrier

and to determine, at the end of the proess, the overall extration e�ieny. Argon is then

mixed with a ounting gas and introdued in miniaturized proportional ounters. These are

measured for several months, to allow the omplete deay of

37

Ar and a preise estimation of

the bakground. Finally, the neutrino interation rate is determined by �tting the data with

an exponential ativity plus a onstant bakground. The proedure desribed is repeated

ylially to improve the statistial auray of the results and to study the time dependene

of the neutrino rate.

SAGE and GALLEX-GNO SAGE (1990 - ) [SAG99b℄ and GALLEX-GNO (1991 - )

[GAL92℄ use the reation

71

Ga(�

e

; e

�

)

71

Ge. The former utilizes � 50 t of natural gallium

(39.9%

71

Ga i.a.) in pure metalli form (liquid above 30

Æ

C), the latter 30:3 t in 100:9 t of a

GaCl

3

�HCl solution. The threshold for � - apture in

71

Ga in only 233 keV , hene gallium



Table 1.3: SSM predited neutrino apture rates in

37

Cl and

71

Ga, deomposed in the ontributions

of the single neutrino �uxes (ref. [BPB01℄). The signals are given in SNU (Solar Neutrino Units),

where 1SNU is de�ned as one neutrino apture per seond in 10

36

target atoms.

Soure S

Cl

(SNU) S

Ga

(SNU)

pp - 69.7

pep 0.22 2.8

hep 0.04 0.1

7

Be 1.15 34.2

8

B 5.76 12.1

13

N 0.09 3.4

15

O 0.33 5.5

17

F 0.0 0.1

Total 7:6

+1:3

�1:1

128

+9

�7

gives sensitivity to the pp� � �ux. In fat, the SSM predits that more than the half of the

signal is due to pp neutrinos, and the seond most important ontribution omes from

7

Be

(table 1.3). GALLEX-GNO and SAGE are still the only experiments whih have measured

the most abundant and fundamental solar neutrino �ux.

SAGE (Soviet-Amerian Gallium Experiment) is loated in the Baksan underground labo-

ratory, Cauasus, Russia (depth � 2000m, 4700 m.w.e.); GALLEX (GALLium EXperiment)

and its suessor GNO (Gallium Neutrino Observatory) in the Gran Sasso underground lab-

oratory, Italy (depth � 1400m, 3300 m.w.e.).

After an exposure time of 3 to 6 weeks the radioative

71

Ge and a stable arrier are

extrated from the target, synthesized as GeH

4

. The GeH

4

is mixed with Xe and introdued

in miniaturized low-bakground proportional ounters [Win93℄. In SAGE the extration of

germanium from the metalli gallium involves several hemial steps, while in GALLEX-

GNO germanium is diretly available in the form of GeCl

4

. This is highly volatile in an

aidi environment and is swept along by �ushing the target solution with N

2

.

71

Ge has a

lifetime of 16.49 days and deays by EC. The subsequent atomi de-exitation of

71

Ga leads

predominantly to an energy deposition of � 10 keV (�K peak�) or � 1 keV (�L peak�). Eah

proportional ounter is measured ontinuously for � 6 months and regularly alibrated with

external soures. Energy seletion and pulse shape disrimination are employed to improve

the signal-to-bakground ratio.

Real-Time Experiments

In the radiohemial experiments the neutrino interation is not deteted in real time, but

only through the subsequent deay of the radioative produt nulei. As a onsequene, no

information is available on the energy of the interating neutrino and only the integral rate

above the threshold of eq. 1.12 an be measured. However, the inverse-EC proess o�ers also

the potential for a spetrosopi and real-time measurement of the solar neutrino �ux, with

the on-line detetion of the prompt eletron in eq. 1.12. Due to kinematis, the energy arried

by the eletron is nearly equal to the inoming neutrino energy minus the Q of the reation,

so that the spetrosopy of the inverse-EC eletron relates diretly to the spetrosopy of



the solar neutrino �ux. This tehnique is onsidered only for very low Q -values, suh that

the CNO, pep,

7

Be and possibly pp �uxes are observable, sine the real-time and energy

resolved measurement of the

8

B �ux has been suessfully aomplished via the use of other

tehniques (see next setions and Se. 1.4). In this ase the bakground from natural-ourring

radio-isotopes and osmi-rays-indued events is very hallenging. Bakgrounds are however

suppressed if it is required that � interations either produe a nuleus that �-deays with

a short lifetime, or populate an isomeri state that subsequently deays with the emission of

one or more gammas [Rag76℄:

�

e

+

A

Z

X !

A

Z+1

Y

�

+ e

�

A

Z+1

Y

�

!

A

Z+1

Y + s

(1.13)

The oinidene of prompt eletron and delayed gammas provides a �tag� that an redue the

bakground of several orders of magnitude. Target nulei suitable for interations of the kind

of eq. 1.13 have been experimentally investigated within the LENS projet (Chapter 2).

A ommon feature of the experiments based on neutrino apture on nulei is that they

are all based on a harge urrent interation and are thus �avor spei�, sine only eletron

neutrinos an be deteted. Another ommon aspet is that the expeted interation rates

are estimated by ombining the SSM-predited � spetra with the theoretial alulation of

the interation ross setions, �(E). Ground-to-ground state �-indued transitions bene�t

from the measurement of the inverse deay, whih provides the nulear matrix element of

the transition. In this ase the auray of the theoretial alulation of the ross setion is

typially a few perent. If the transition to exited states are important or even dominant, as

in the ase of the real-time targets of eq. 1.13, the nulear matrix element is inferred through

(p; n) or

�

3

He; t

�

reations. Suh determinations lead to a systemati unertainty of the order

of 10% - 20% in the expeted � interation rate. In this ase, dediated experiments for the

measurement of the ross setion with intense arti�ial � soures are often onsidered.

1.3.2 Elasti Sattering o� Eletrons

Neutrinos an be deteted via elasti sattering o� an eletron:

�

x

+ e

�

! �

x

+ e

�

(1.14)

where �

x

is a neutrino belonging to any of the three ative lepton families. In fat, the elasti-

sattering proess (ES) an be mediated by the exhange of either a W

�

or a Z

0

boson.

The former ase is prerogative of the �

e

, whereas neutral urrent sattering ours with equal

amplitudes for �

e

, �

�

and �

�

. At solar neutrino energies, the eletron-sattering ross setion

for �

�;�

is a fator of � 6 smaller than for �

e

, nevertheless the weak sensitivity of this proess

to �

�;�

is important in the ontext of neutrino �avor-osillations. Compared to the inverse-EC

interation, the total ross setion for ES is very well known, beause it an be alulated with

high preision in the frame of the the eletro-weak theory. Another advantage of the ES is its

diretionality: the angular distribution of the reoil eletron is �forward� peaked relative to

the diretion of the inoming neutrinos, hene radially away from the sun. If the detetor has

traking apabilities, signal and isotropi bakground an be separated on a statistial basis.

Eq. 1.14 has no physial threshold, but sine the neutrino signal has no distintive signatures,

exept for the diretionality, the high bakground at low energies imposes an analysis threshold



Figure 1.3: Drawing of the SuperKamiokande detetor.

on the energy of the reoil eletron. So far, ES detetion has been implemented only in water

Cherenkov detetors: Kamiokande, SuperKamiokande and SNO. In the next paragraphs the

two Japanese detetors are brie�y desribed. SNO will be treated separately in Se. 1.3.3.

Kamiokande and SuperKamiokande Kamiokande [Kam96℄ (1987 - 1995) was loated in

the Kamioka mine (200 km west of Tokyo, Japan), at a depth of � 1000m (2700 m.w.e.) and

onsisted of a ylindrial pool with 3000 t of ultra-pure water exposed to 948 PMTs. Charge

partiles were revealed in real time through the detetion of their Cherenkov light. The de-

tetor was originally designed to investigate nuleon deay and only in a later phase modi�ed

for solar neutrino observations, after an upgrade that involved areful water puri�ation from

natural radioative ontaminants, and the introdution of an external anti-oinidene dete-

tor. For the neutrino measurement only a �duial volume of 680 t was used, and the threshold

on the reoil eletron was set at 7MeV , orresponding to a threshold of � 7:5MeV for neu-

trinos. Thus only a portion of the

8

B neutrino �ux was aessible, with additional sensitivity

to the rare, high energy hep � �. The reonstrution of the Cherenkov light one from the

reoil eletron gave an angular resolution of � 28

Æ

for the diretion of the inoming neutrino.

The great suess of Kamiokande promoted the onstrution of a larger and improved

detetor. SuperKamiokande [SK99℄ (1996 - ) is also loated in the Kamioka mine. The

detetor (see Fig. 1.3) is a ylinder 41:4m high with a diameter of 39:3m, divided in two

oaxial volumes. It is �lled with 50 kton of pure water, 32 kton in the inner detetor, 18 kton

in the outer detetor, whih serves as an ative muon-veto. The �duial volume is de�ned

as the innermost 22:5 kton. The inner volume was wathed by 11146 50 � m PMTs

5

. The

5

An aident in November 2001 during water re�lling after a maintenane period has destroyed about 8000

PMTs. The detetor has been promptly rebuilt and restarted in 2002 with about 47% of the initial PMT

overage.
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Figure 1.4: Shemati view of the SNO detetor.

detetion priniple is the same as in Kamiokande, with 33 times larger �duial volume and a

neutrino energy threshold dereased to � 5MeV .

1.3.3 Disintegration of Deuterium

Deuterium is a very attrative target for solar neutrino detetion, beause it o�ers two inde-

pendent reation hannels:

�

e

+D ! p+ p+ e

�

E

�

> 1:4MeV (1.15)

�

x

+D ! �

x

+ p+ n E

�

> 2:2MeV (1.16)

eq. 1.15 is essentially the inverse-EC interation studied in Se. 1.3.1, whih here leads to

the unbound pp system. This reation is due to a harge urrent proess (CC), thus it is

only sensitive to eletron neutrinos. Eq. 1.16 is inelasti neutrino sattering whih breaks

up the deuterium nuleus. It is a neutral urrent interation (NC), with a �avor-independent

ross setion. Therefore this reation measures the total solar neutrino �ux above threshold,

irrespetive of the the �avor ontent (provided ative). Neutrino detetion by deuterium

disintegration has been implemented in the SNO experiment.

SNO SNO [SNO00℄ (Subdury Neutrino Observatory) is a heavy water Cherenkov detetor

loated in the Creighton mine, near Subdury, Ontario, Canada (2073m underground, 6010

m.w.e.). The ore of the detetor is a 12m spherial aryli vessel �lled with 1 kton of D

2

O

(Fig. 1.4). This is surrounded by a geodesi struture, to whih 9456 20 � m PMTs are

mounted. The volume outside the vessel is �lled with 1:7 kton of ultra-pure light water. SNO

detets neutrinos with reation 1.15 by measuring the Cherenkov light emitted by the eletron,



with an analysis threshold of 5MeV for the eletron energy. As pointed out in Se. 1.3.1,

the neutrino energy spetrum (in this ase for the

8

B omponent) is also measured. The NC

interations (eq. 1.16) are revealed by deteting the neutron from the deuterium disintegration.

In the �rst phase of SNO pure heavy water was used and neutrons were deteted via the

6:25MeV gamma asade following the apture in deuterium. In the seond phase, about

2:7 t of salt (NaCl) was added to enhane the neutron detetion e�ieny through apture

on

35

Cl, whih has a higher absorption ross setion for thermal neutrons and gives rise to a

higher energy gamma asade (� 8:6MeV ). In the last phase, the salt was removed and

3

He

proportional ounters are being deployed, so that the NC detetion is ompletely independent

of the other � signals and performed on a event-by-event basis rather than statistially. SNO

detets neutrinos also through ES (eq. 1.14), with similar tehnique as Kamiokande and

SK. The ES hannel provides lower statistis than the CC and NC reations, nevertheless

the strong diretionality of the reoil eletrons allows a lear extration of this signal, whih

provides an important onsisteny hek for the other two reation hannels.

1.4 Solar neutrinos: an Historial Retrospetive

The original motivation of the pioneers of the solar neutrino researh was to look into the

interior of the sun to test diretly the theory of solar energy generation. Nevertheless the �eld

turned out to be even more interesting than this. After a long phase of serious and ontro-

versial disagreement between experimental results and theoretial preditions it was �nally

understood that it was not the �soure�, but rather the �messengers� that behave unexpet-

edly. Solar neutrino observations have eventually revealed new properties of neutrinos that

deeply impat our understanding of the elementary partiles and their interations and have

important impliations for osmology. In this setion the history of solar neutrino detetion

and its impliations are reviewed.

1.4.1 The Pioneer Homestake Experiment and the Birth of the �Solar Neu-

trino Problem�

In 1946 B. Ponteorvo suggested the possibility of using

35

Cl to detet solar neutrinos [Pon46℄,

but only in 1964, after the �rst alulation of the expeted detetion rate was arried out and

an experimental onept established, R. Davis and J. Bahall published a proposal [BD64℄.

The Homestake hlorine experiment started data-taking in its �nal on�guration in 1970 and

measured the � interation rate for 26 years. It was soon lear that the observed rate was

muh lower than the SSM expetation, about 1=3. The Homestake �nal result is [Hom98℄:

R

exp

Cl

= 2:56�0:16(sys)�0:16(stat)SNU , ompared to the SSM predition [BPB01℄: R

SSM

Cl

=

7:6

+1:3

�1:1

SNU . This on�it was named the Solar Neutrino Problem (SNP).

Sine more than 3=4 of the hlorine signal is expeted to ome from the

8

B �ux (see table

1.3), most of the observed de�it had to be attributed to this omponent, while only upper

limits ould be given for the

7

Be�� and CNO �uxes. Already in 1968 Gribov and Ponteorvo

suggested that the interation rate observed in Homestake ould be redued due to neutrino

�avor transitions [GP69℄, but at that time there was no great trust in the SSM alulations

and the neutrino de�it was rather given astrophysial explanations: the

8

B was not predited

with great auray and its dependene on the solar ore temperature is extremely strong.

Several alternative �non standard� solar models were developed (see [Bah89℄), all trying to

redue the sun ore temperature, thus reproduing the Homestake results.



Figure 1.5: Distribution of the reonstruted eletron diretion for the full SK statistis (1496 days).

The points with error bars represent the measured rates, the gray histogram is the best �t solar signal

plus bakground. The absissa is given in os�

sun

, where �

sun

is the angle with respet to the vetor

sun-to-SK. The �rst evidene of the solar origin of the neutrino signal was given by Kamiokande.

1.4.2 Kamiokande and the Seond Solar Neutrino Problem

Kamiokande was the �rst real time neutrino detetor and, beause of the diretionality of the

ES reation and the Cherenkov light, was also the �rst to on�rm that the deteted neutrinos

did ome from the sun (see Fig. 1.5 with the last update of the SK data). Kamiokande

data were easier to interpret, sine the high threshold allowed only the detetion of

8

B � �,

plus a negligible ontribution of the hep � �. Kamiokande's result, �

8

B��

Kam

= (2:82

+0:25

�0:24

�

0:27) � 10

6

m

�2

s

�1

[Kam96℄, showed that the observed

8

B �ux was about 50% of the SSM

expetation. On one hand this reinfored the Homestake evidene of a solar neutrino de�it,

on the other hand raised new questions: the

8

B �ux measured by Kamiokande would have

produed in Homestake, alone, a higher signal than observed. There was no room for �

1:8SNU from

7

Be and the other ontributions, thus Homestake and Kamiokande appeared

in on�it not only with the SSM, but also with eah other.

1.4.3 GALLEX: First Observation of pp-Neutrinos and Indiret Evidene

of Neutrino Flavor Conversion

The experimental solar neutrino data available until 1992 were mostly based on the observation

of the

8

B �ux, whih is totally insigni�ant for the solar energy balane (see Se. 1.2.4) and

very muh model-dependent. It was essential to test the theoretial understanding of the sun

with the most abundant, fundamental, and robustly predited pp � � �ux. This task was

aomplished by GALLEX and SAGE.

GALLEX has provided the �rst observation of pp neutrinos

6

[GAL92℄. The �rst published

interation rate was R = (83 � 11)SNU . This result was more than 3� away from the SSM

6

SAGE released data before GALLEX, however the �rst published results were onsistent with the non-

observation of a solar neutrino signal [SAG91℄.



predition, however it gave the �rst experimental evidene that the sun primary soure of

energy is the pp nulear hain.

The last update of the ombined GALLEX-GNO result is: R = [69:3 � 4:1(stat) �

3:6(syst)℄SNU [GNO03℄. SAGE �nds R =

�

69:2

+4:3

�4:2

(stat)

+3:8

�3:4

(syst)

�

SNU [SAG02℄, whih

is in good agreement with GALLEX. Both gallium experiments are not onsistent with the

SSM preditions: R

SSM

Ga

= 128

+9

�7

[BPB01℄.

The measured interation rate is about equal to the expeted pp�� ontribution. The

8

B

�ux measured by Kamiokande should add � 6SNU (Table 1.3), and there is no room for the

other omponents, espeially for the

7

Be �ux. The gallium results ruled out any astrophysial

explanation of the SNP, sine:

1. no alternative solar models ould explain the data

2. it was shown that hlorine, water-Cherenkov and gallium experiments were inonsistent

with eah other on a solar-model-independent basis, with the unique assumption of the

luminosity onstraint (see e.g. [BKS99℄)

Speulations on the reliability of the radiohemial tehnique were refuted by a two-fold test

performed by GALLEX [GAL98℄: the detetor was exposed twie to an intense arti�ial

51

Cr

�-soure and underwent a

71

As test at the end of data-taking

7

. The ombined result of the two

51

Cr irradiations was R = 0:93� 0:08 (where R is the ratio between measured and predited

signal), showing that GALLEX response to neutrinos is onsistent with the expetations

8

.

The

71

As test gave R = 1:00 � 0:01 and thus demonstrated that the �-produed

71

Ge is

reovered as expeted.

The GALLEX results, ombined with those of the other experiments and with the exellent

agreement of the SSM with helioseismology (Se. 1.2.5) provided a strong evidene, though

indiret, that the SNP must be explained by postulating new neutrino physis (see [Kir99℄ for

a review). The simplest solution was that neutrinos undergo mass-driven �avor-osillations,

as desribed in Se. 1.1. If neutrinos osillate between the three known ative families on the

path from the ore of the sun to the Earth, the eletroni ontent will be depleted in favor

of the other two. Neutrino osillations an explain simultaneously all the observed de�its

beause: 1) the �

e

surviving probability is in general energy dependent; 2) �

�;�

ontribute no

signal in the CC experiments and a weaker signal in the ES experiments.

The global �t of all the measured solar neutrino rates with the model of �avor osillations

(either in vauum and in matter) left distint regions in the osillation parameter spae emerge

(Fig. 1.6). They were alled SMA (Small Mixing Angle), LMA (Large Mixing Angle), LOW

(low mass square di�erene) and VAC (vauum osillations). For the SMA, LMA and LOW

solutions, the MSW e�et is dominant.

1.4.4 SuperKamiokande: the Era of High Statistis

With SuperKamiokande the solar neutrino physis entered a new era of high statistis and

preision measurements. SK provided an unpreedented amount of data on the high energy

solar neutrinos, whih have strongly onstrained the osillation senarios. The measured

integral interation rate is: �

8

B��

SK

= (2:348 � 0:025

+0:075

�0:066

) � 10

6

m

�2

s

�1

, orresponding to

7 71

As deays by EC/�

+

to

71

Ge(t

1=2

= 2:72 d), with a kinemati that mimis the

71

Ga(�

e

; e

�

)

71

Ge proess.

8

SAGE was irradiated with a

51

Cr soure, too. The result is R = 0:95

+0:11 +0:06

�0:10 �0:05

[SAG99a℄.
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Figure 1.6: The osillation solutions onsistent with the gallium, hlorine and water-Cherenkov in-

teration rates (from ref. [GFM00℄). The light-shaded regions orrespond to 2� on�dene, the

dark-shaded to 3�.

22400 � 800 observed neutrinos, about 46% of SSM [SK02℄. Beside integral information, SK

data have been used to produe several �di�erential� distributions, whih have exluded or

strongly disfavored large regions of the osillation parameter spae shown in Fig. 1.6. The

di�erent solutions have distintive signatures, many at reah of the SK sensitivity:

� Spetral Distortions: the �

e

survival probability is a funtion of the energy. Most of

the VAC and SMA solutions predit distortions of the

8

B energy spetrum ompared to

the predited shape above the SK threshold.

� Earth Regeneration E�ets: in the MSW senario, neutrinos �avor-onverted inside

the sun an be �regenerated� as �

e

in the interior of the Earth [CHRV86℄. The e�ieny

of Earth �avor regeneration depends on osillation parameters and � energy. At SK

energies, the SMA solution predits a higher �

e

�ux when neutrinos have to ross the

Earth ore (MSW resonane at high density). The low-LMA and high-LOW regions

predit a measurable night rate enhanement with no zenith-angle dependene (low

density resonane).

The SK energy spetrum shows no distortions, no signi�ant day-night rate asymmetry and

no zenith-angle dependene at night. These results exlude (or strongly disfavor) the VAC

(spetral distortions) and SMA (spetral distortions and zenith-angle modulation) senarios

and shrink the allowed parameter spae for the LMA and LOW solutions [SK02℄.
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Figure 1.7: Left: �ux of �

e

vs. �

�;�

for the

8

B energy range dedued from the SNO results in eq.

1.17. Eah solid band represents one of the SNO measurements, after a hange of variable from CC,

NC, ES rates to � �uxes. The diagonal bands show the total B

8

�ux as predited by the SSM (dashed

lines) and that measured with the NC reation in SNO (solid band). The interepts of all the bands

with the axes represent the �1� errors. The fat that all the bands interset in a small region indiate

that the three measurements are onsistent with eah other and with the hypothesis of �

e

! �

�;�

onversion.

Right: global �t to all solar neutrino data after SNO (2� osillation to ative �avors, �gure from

[Fog02℄). The SMA solution has disappeared, while solutions other than the LMA appear only at very

low on�dene level.

1.4.5 SNO: First Diret Evidene of Solar Neutrino Flavor Conversion

The published �nal result of the SNO pure heavy water phase, given in units of 10

6

m

�2

s

�1

�

e

equivalent �ux is [SNO02℄:

�

SNO

CC

= 1:76

+0:06

�0:05

(stat:)

+0:09

�0:09

(syst:)

�

SNO

ES

= 2:39

+0:24

�0:23

(stat:)� 0:12(syst:)

�

SNO

NC

= 5:09

+0:44

�0:43

(stat:)

+0:46

�0:43

(syst:)

(1.17)

The above �uxes are extrated by a global likelihood �t of the energy, diretion and radial

position distributions for all the events above threshold. Eq. 1.17 is the �rst diret, solar-model

independent proof that solar �

e

undergo �avor onversion to the other ative speies �

�;�

. The

omparison of CC, and NC gives evidene for the presene of �avors other than eletron in the

solar neutrino �ux (the no-onversion senario is rejeted at > 5�). The ES rate is in good

agreement with SK (statistis is limited due to the low target mass) and is onsistent with

the CC and NC rates (Fig. 1.7). The results in eq. 1.17 have also important astrophysial

impliations: the NC reation gives the �rst unambiguous determination of one of the solar

neutrino �uxes (assuming that �

e

onverts exlusively to �

�;�

) and the measurement is in good



agreement with the SSM predition. In Sept. 2003 the SNO ollaboration has released the

�rst data of the salt-phase [SNO03℄:

�

SNO

CC

= 1:59

+0:08

�0:07

(stat:)

+0:06

�0:08

(syst:)

�

SNO

ES

= 2:21

+0:31

�0:26

(stat:)� 0:12(syst:)

�

SNO

NC

= 5:21 � 0:27(stat:) � 0:38(syst:)

(1.18)

Eqs. 1.17 and 1.18, together with the data on the energy spetrum and day-night asym-

metries [SNO02℄, set further onstraints for the global osillation analysis: at 3� level only

the LMA, LOW and a small part of the VAC solutions are allowed and the LMA is strongly

favored (Fig 1.7).

1.4.6 KamLAND and the LMA Solution

Nulear reators are an intense soure of ��

e

from the �-deays of the �ssion produts, with

typial energies of up to several MeV . The detetion of ��

e

is based on the inverse - � reation

on protons:

��

e

+ p! n+ e

+

(E

��

e

> 1:8MeV ) (1.19)

The signal is given by the prompt e

+

in oinidene with the  emission following the subse-

quent neutron apture. The delayed tag is a good experimental tool for �low-bakground� ��

e

detetion. Folding the alulated ��

e

spetrum with the interation ross setion, it is found

that the expeted ��

e

deteted spetrum has a broad peak around � 3MeV . Given this range of

energy and onsidering the 2� osillation senario, eq. 1.3 �xes the relationship between �m

2

and the vauum osillation length, L

os

. If L

os

� L

det

(L

det

distane reator to detetor),

then ��

e

osillations to ��

�;�

are observable. In the past, several experiments at short (. 100m)

and middle (� 1km) baseline have searhed for ��

e

disappearane, in all ases reporting rates

and spetra onsistent with a null e�et, thus setting only limits on ��

e

! ��

x

onversion. Of

partiular importane is the CHOOZ result [CHO99℄. CHOOZ, with a baseline of � 1km,

was sensitive to osillations for �m

2

& 10

�3

and large mixing, the same parameter region

where SK has established �

�

! �

�

onversion for atmospheri neutrinos. The observation

of a number of ��

e

events onsistent with the expetations and of an undistorted spetrum

implies that the admixture of the eletron neutrino �avor eigenstate with the �atmospheri�

mass eigenstate (in jargon �

13

, see Se. 1.1) is small. Moreover, CHOOZ put an upper bound

to the solar osillation analysis, onstraining the LMA solution. With KamLAND for the �rst

time the sensitivity of a reator ��

e

experiment entered the solar osillation parameter region.

KamLAND (Kamioka Liquid Anti-Neutrino Detetor) [Shi03℄ was built in the same en-

larged avern of the earlier Kamiokande. The ore of the detetor is 1 kton of ultra-pure liquid

sintillator (Fig. 1.8). Most of the Japanese nulear power plants are distributed around the

detetor site, with a distane distribution strongly peaked at 175 � 35 km from Kamioka.

KamLAND primary objetive is to probe the LMA osillation solution, by deteting ��

e

disap-

pearane and spetral distortions. KamLAND �rst results have been reported in De. 2002

to be [Kam03℄:

Expeted ��

e

events: 86:8� 5:6

Expeted bakground events: 0:95� 0:99

Observed ��

e

events: 54

(1.20)



Figure 1.8: Shemati view of the KamLAND detetor. The inner nylon balloon ontains 1 kton of

ultra-pure liquid sintillator. The mineral oil bu�er provides hydrostati support for the sintillator

and shielding from external bakgrounds. Nylon vessel and bu�er are ontained in a stainless-steel

sphere, whih supports 1879 inward-wathing PMTs. The outer water-Cherenkov detetor absorbs the

radiation from the roks and tags osmi-ray muons. The detetor onept is similar to Borexino (f.

Fig. 1.10).

The energy-binned statistis for the 54 ��

e

events has not yet determined the presene of

distortions in the energy spetrum.

If it is assumed that the mass pattern is the same for neutrinos as it is for anti-neutrinos -

an impliation of the CPT invariane - then KamLAND evidene of ��

e

disappearane selets

unambiguously the LMA solution of the solar neutrino problem. The global �t of solar plus

reator data is shown in Fig. 1.9. Two separate sub-solutions emerge: LMA-I at �m

2

sol

�

7�10

�5

eV

2

and LMA-II at � 1:5�10

�4

eV

2

, with LMA-I favored. If the solution realized in

nature is LMA-I, then in the future KamLAND will be able to pin down with high preision

the �m

2

sol

by analyzing the ��

e

energy spetrum. In ase the LMA-II is the real solution,

KamLAND would be at the limit of its sensitivity for the spetral shape analysis and a follow-

up experiment at � 20 km baseline should be onsidered [SLO03℄.

1.5 Low Energy Solar Neutrinos

1.5.1 Physial and Astrophysial Relevane

The reent diret observation of �

e

�avor onversion with SNO and the seletion of the LMA

osillation solution with KamLAND have likely given the ultimate solution to the long stand-

ing solar neutrino problem and losed an epoh. Upoming experiments must now address

simultaneously a serious of basi questions, whih an be summarized in 4 items:

1. Independent on�rmation of the most likely post SNO-KamLAND senario

2. High preision parameter determination

3. Study of sub-leading neutrino proesses
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Figure 1.9: Allowed 90%, 95%, 99% and 99.73% (3�)C.L. regions. The hollow lines are the allowed

regions from solar and CHOOZ data alone. The star and the dot represent the best-�t point with and

without KamLAND. Figure from �M. Maltoni et al.�, ref. [FMB02℄

4. Astrophysis

In this setion we brie�y explain what is meant by the above issues. In referene [BP03℄

Bahall and Peña-Garay have reently given an exhaustive state-of-the-art analysis of what

we presumably will know in the near future with better statistis from SNO and KamLAND

and the goals and potential of the future of solar neutrino physis in this ontext.

SK and SNO have measured the total �ux and the �avor omposition of

8

B neutrinos,

on�rming the SSM preditions. With the next ompletion of the SNO sienti� program, it

is likely that the study of the

8

B �ux will be lose to the limit of its potential. The low energy

part of the solar neutrino spetrum has been explored only by radiohemial experiments,

whih annot disentangle the di�erent neutrino omponents. Future experiments have to

omplete the present survey, by measuring pp,

7

Be, pep and CNO neutrinos in real time and

with energy information.

Ultimate Test of the LMA Flavor Osillation Solution Although the evidene for

the �standard� MSW-LMA osillation senario now seems ompelling, this is based on the

observation of a negligible fration of the solar neutrino �ux and on the plausible assumption

that neutrinos do not violate CPT. It is desirable to on�rm the physis of LMA with neutrinos

only and in a di�erent energy range. It was often pointed out in the literature that all the

pre-KamLAND allowed osillations solutions have distintive features in the sub-MeV range

(e.g. [BGP02℄), while they give similar preditions at E

�

> 5MeV (as an e�et of the strong

parameter seletion operated by SK and SNO). The observation of a rate onsistent with

the LMA predition below 1MeV would be a proof that neutrinos do �avor-osillate and not

simply �avor-onvert

9

. If a detailed study of solar �

e

at low energy will not support LMA, new

9

The osillatory harater of the � �avor transitions might be soon revealed by spetral distortions in

KamLAND.



physis might be revealed (CPT violation and more �exoti� �avor onversion mehanisms).

Preision Parameter Determination If indeed LMA is the orret solution, fundamental

physis requires the mixing parameters �m

2

sol

and �

sol

to be determined with the highest

preision. Reator experiments, KamLAND in primis, have muh better sensitivity to �m

2

sol

than solar experiments. On the other hand, the preision of the reator experiments on �

sol

is limited by statistis, while solar neutrino experiments o�er better sensitivity (at present

tan

2

�

sol

is mainly onstrained by solar data). If we trust the SSM, the most intense solar

soure, pp � �, is known to 1%. A omparison between expeted and measured interation

rate an derease the present unertainty in tan

2

�

sol

. However, it is shown in [BP03℄ that a

new pp � � experiment an ontribute signi�antly only with a rate measurement at � 3%

preision, while a

7

Be experiment alone is not expeted to improve the atual onstraints on

�

sol

.

Sub-leading Neutrino Proesses So far, the analysis of solar neutrino �avor onversion

has been redued for simpliity to the ase of 2� osillations between ative families. Future

pp � � and

7

Be � � experiments an further onstrain the admixtures with the third mass

eigenstate (�

13

) and with sterile neutrinos, �

s

. In both ases the departure of the osillation

from the basi �2� - ative� model will manifest in an apparent de�it of the deteted � �uxes.

This de�it would be deteted through the omparison of the experimental rates with the SSM

preditions or, dropping the SSM and assuming only the luminosity onstraint, through the

omparison of the solar � nulear� luminosity, alulated from the measured neutrino �uxes,

with the observed photon luminosity. However, a signi�ant improvement of the atual limits

requires the low energy neutrino interation rates to be measured with a preision of � 1%

[BP03℄.

Astrophysis Neutrino physis and solar astrophysis are tightly oupled: the preise de-

termination of the osillation parameters requires the SSM preditions or at least the minimal

assumption of the luminosity onstraint. Conversely, the inferene of the total solar � �uxes

from the measured experimental rates requires the knowledge of the osillation parameters,

whih determine the �avor onversion fators at all � energies and hene the detetor response.

Unfortunately, there is no equivalent of the SNO NC reation at low energy, therefore

the omparison of CC and ES rates in two separate experiments is the only viable model-

independent method for the experimental determination of pp,

7

Be and the other low energy

� �uxes. However, the preision attainable with this method is limited by the weak sensitivity

of ES to �

�;�

and the relatively low onversion probability for �

e

at low energy, aording to

the best �t LMA solution (P

ee

� 0:63). Therefore CC and ES rates need to be determined

with very high auray: for a � 10% determination of the total �

x

�ux, both the CC and the

ES experiment have to attain a preision of . 1%.

If the LMA senario with the urrent parameter unertainty is assumed (Fig. 1.9), and any

a priori astrophysial assumption dropped, the only solar neutrino �ux that is experimentally

determined with omparable or better auray than the SSM estimations is the

8

B �ux,

measured by the SNO NC reation and through the omparison between the CC rate in SNO

and the ES rate in SNO and SK. All the other omponents, espeially the fundamental pp� �

and

7

Be� �, an be indiretly estimated from the global analysis of all the past and present

experiments with very poor preision [BP03℄. However, Bahall and Peña-Garay have pointed



Table 1.4: Comparison between ES and real time inverse-EC experiments (CC).

ES CC

sensitivity �

e

+ �

1

6

�

�;�

�

e

ross setion well known & 5% unertainty

alibration arti�ial � soure not neessary indispensable

� - tag diretionality e

�

� =� delayed oinidene

ritial bakgrounds natural radioativity target spei�

strategy bakground redution puri�ation, self-shielding �- tag

out that if the luminosity onstraint is added, the pp �ux is determined with � 2% auray

with the existing solar and reator data (espeially with the results of the gallium experiments

plus the assumption of LMA). Furthermore, if a � �5%

7

Be experiment will be performed

in the future, the pp �ux would be determined with � 0:5% auray, even without a new

��pp experiment. Conversely, a preise measurement of the pp�� interation rate would test

the validity of luminosity onstraint, i.e. of the assumption that the sun is in a steady state

and produes all of its irradiated energy via the hydrogen-burning reations desribed in Se.

1.2.2. As for the

7

Be and CNO neutrinos, the urrent bounds from global analysis, with or

without the luminosity onstraint, are so loose that any reasonably preise diret experimental

determination would dramatially redue the unertainty and provide a fundamental test of

our theory of stellar physis.

Conlusions The largest and most fundamental part of the solar neutrino spetrum has

not been explored with omparable preision as the high energy

8

B spetrum. Preditions for

the low energy solar neutrino �uxes, espeially for pp and pep, are very robust, therefore the

MSW-LMA physis established by the existing data an reeive the ultimate on�rmation or

otherwise unexpeted results might reveal new physis beyond the urrent simplest hypothesis.

In ase of no major surprises, the measurement of low energy solar neutrinos, espeially

of the pp � � �ux, ould provide valuable ontributions to the understanding of neutrino

physis. However, future pp experiments have to demonstrate that they an give a superior

sienti� output than that of GALLEX-GNO and SAGE, ombined with the results of the

other experiments. This is only possible if a high preision is ahieved (3% or better).

Last, one neutrino physis will be better understood, solar neutrino detetion will even-

tually ome bak to its original goal: to probe the ore of the sun and test in detail the theory

of stellar energy generation.

1.5.2 Upoming Experiments, Proposals and Ideas for Future Experiments

Upoming and proposed future solar neutrino experiments aim at the real time and energy

resolved measurement of the low energy �uxes [Sh02℄. Either ES and CC experiment are

onsidered and it is desirable that the same energy range ould be overed with both methods

and high preision, to test fundamental physis and stellar astrophysis (see previous setion).

The ES and inverse-EC detetion tehniques have advantages and disadvantages over eah

other (Table 1.4), some of whih have been disussed in Se. 1.3.1 and 1.3.2.



Figure 1.10: Shemati view of the Borexino detetor. Outside to inside: water-Cherenkov outer

detetor, serving as a passive shield for the internal volume and as a muon trak detetor; stainless

steel sphere, where 2200 PMTs with light onentrators are mounted; bu�er of 1 kton of Pseudo-

Cumene (PC); nylon Rn barrier, to prevent

222

Rn from di�using toward the �duial volume; nylon

inner vessel, ontaining 300 ton of ultra pure organi sintillator (PC with 1.5g/l PPO). Only the

innermost 100 ton of sintillator will be seleted for the solar neutrino analysis.

ES experiments The Cherenkov e�et utilized in SK and SNO for the detetion of ES

interations has too poor light yield to be used for sub-MeV solar neutrino spetrosopy.

For this reason most of the future experiments onsider using sintillation light, either from

organi sintillators or from lique�ed noble gases. Sintillation is isotropi and hene the

information about the diretion of the reoil eletron is lost. As a onsequene, there is no

spei� signature that an distinguish a �-sattered eletron from any � partile or  Compton.

The suess of sintillation ES experiments is based on the ahievement of unpreedented low

bakground levels. This is the route pioneered by the Borexino experiment [Bor02℄. Borexino

is the only approved and funded projet for sub-MeV solar � detetion and is urrently near

ompletion of the installation phase at Gran Sasso, Italy. The detetor is desribed in Fig.

1.10 and the relevant aption. The primary goal of Borexino is the measurement of the

0:862 keV

7

Be�� line, a task of fundamental importane to test LMA: the 0:862 keV

7

Be��

line is partiularly sensitive to the best non-LMA pre-KamLAND solutions; to the VAC,

through seasonal rate modulations; and to the LOW, via day-night rate asymmetry. Beside,

the

7

Be � �ux is a fundamental astrophysial datum, whih is at the moment very weakly

onstrained by existing data. Moreover, Borexino's measurements will indiretly redue the

urrent unertainty in the estimation of the pp � � �ux. The threshold of the experiment

will be at 250 keV and the

7

Be rate will be determined by analyzing the Compton-like reoil

spetrum of the sattered eletrons. In order to ahieve a favorable signal to bakground ratio

in the [250 keV � 800 keV ℄ neutrino energy window, the internal bakground rate must be

. 1� 10

�6

s

�1

m

�3

, whih translates to limits of . 10

�16

g=g for uranium and thorium (with

progenies assumed in seular equilibrium), . 10

�14

g=g for potassium, . 10

�10

g=g for argon

and . 10

�16

g=g for krypton. Speial are is dediated to the puri�ation of the sintillator



from the radioative noble gases

222

Rn,

39

Ar and

85

Kr and to the treatment of all the surfaes

in ontat with the sintillator. The detetor onept and the ahievable bakground levels

have been tested in the Counting Test Faility (CTF), a � 4 ton sale Borexino prototype

[Bor98℄. Partiularly attrative is the possibility of measuring the pep �ux with Borexino.

Pep neutrinos are predited with high auray by the SSM (1.5%) and, most important,

their ratio to the pp neutrinos is known with muh better preision and is nearly model-

independent. The limiting bakground is the in-situ prodution of

11

C (t

1=2

= 20:4min) by

osmi ray muons and seondary partiles, whih annot be suppressed by a prompt � - veto,

due to the long lifetime. Suitable spallation uts based on the muon trak reonstrution in the

outer detetor are under areful investigation [Pei03℄. With a larger Borexino-like detetor,

KamLAND may also try to measure the 0:862 keV

7

Be. KamLAND has been optimized

for reator ��

e

detetion, whose purity demands are less stringent than for solar neutrinos.

The experiment has shown to have reahed levels of ontamination for uranium, thorium and

potassium whih would enable the detetion of

7

Be � � [Shi03℄, however other bakgrounds

(

85

Kr and

210

Pb) are still several order of magnitude higher than required.

The ontamination of radiogeni

14

C (� end-point: 156 keV ) in organi sintillators, mea-

sured in CTF at the level of few 10

�18

C

14

=

12

C, represent the ultimate irreduible bak-

ground for pp � � detetion in Borexino-like detetors. Unless a low-

14

C sintillator with

C

14

=

12

C . 10

�20

an be produed, ES detetion of pp � � must use another tehnique. A

promising approah is to use lique�ed noble gases, whih often exhibit higher light yields than

organi sintillators. The XMASS ollaboration onsiders using liquid xenon as target and

aims at a ES measurement of the pp �ux at � 1% preision ([Sh02℄ and refs. therein). Xenon

has high density (� = 3:06 g=l), whih provides good self-shielding, exellent photon yield

(42000 phs=MeV ) and a suitable sintillation wavelength (� = 175nm). The detetor would

have a similar geometry as Borexino with � 10 ton of Xe. The strategy for Xe puri�ation

envisages distillation. The most dangerous bakgrounds for solar neutrino detetion are

85

Kr

and the 2� � �� deay of

136

Xe (isotope separation might be neessary). The projet is in a

pilot phase, with the operation of a 100 kg prototype. Important goals of the pilot phase will

be the study of the 2�� �� deay of

136

Xe and the determination of the optial properties of

liquid Xe. Other projets based on noble gases (e.g. liquid neon in CLEAN and super-�uid

helium in HERON, see [Sh02℄ and refs. therein) have not yet moved from the study and

R&D phase to the realization of real pilot experiments. Another option under investigation

is the use of a Time Projetion Chamber (TPC). The advantage of a TPC is that the re-

onstrution of the reoil eletron trak ombined with the information on the solar position

allows a full kinemati reonstrution of the inoming neutrino energy. Super-MUNU is

one of suh proposed TPC experiments: the detetion onept has been tested in the MUNU

detetor [Bro01℄, whih has performed ��

e

spetrosopy in the MeV energy region.

CC experiments Few isotopes exist suitable for the pp and

7

Be solar neutrino detetion by

means of the harge urrent reation 1.13. They are listed in Table 1.5 .

100

Mo is the target

hosen by the MOON projet [Eji00℄. The threshold for the reation

100

Mo(�

e

; e

�

)

100

T

is 168 keV , su�iently low for pp � � detetion. The � signature onsists of the prompt e

�

and a oinidene �-deay, with end-point energy of 3:2MeV and half life of 15:8 s. For the

energies of pp,

7

Be and pep neutrinos, only 0

+

! 1

+

ground to ground state transitions are

possible and the Gamow-Teller (GT) strength is known with 4% unertainty from the inverse

EC deay and harge exhange reations. In a target of 100 ton of natural molybdenum about



Table 1.5: Candidate nulei for real time spetrosopy of pp and/or

7

Be solar neutrinos. Neutrino

detetion is based for all of the listed nulei, but

100

Mo, on eq. 1.13.

100

Mo is onverted to

100

T via

a ground to ground state transition and

100

T subsequently � deays to

100

Ru. T

1=2

is the half life of

the target nuleus, E

�

the energy released (the Q) in the  (�) de-exitation (deay) of the populated

isomeri state (unstable nuleus), T

�

1=2

the half life of the neutrino-produed nulear state.

100

Mo,

82

Se,

160

Gd and

176

Y b are all �� unstable nulei. Table from ref. [Sh02℄.

Isotope Abundane (%) T

1=2

Q (keV ) E

�

(keV ) T

�

1=2

115

In 95.7 6 � 10

14

y 114 116 + 498 3:26�s

100

Mo 9.6 8 � 10

18

y 168 3209 15:8 s

82

Se 9.4 9 � 10

19

y 173 29 10ns

160

Gd 21.9 �� 244 75+64 6 + 60ns

176

Y b 12.7 �� 301 72 50ns

71

Ga 39.9 stable 404 175 79ns

123

Sb 42.7 stable 541 330 + 159 31ns

159

Tb 100 stable 543 177 + 121 + 56 9:3ns

137

Ba 11.2 stable 611 11 89ns

1 event per day is expeted from pp � � and 3.3 from

7

Be � �. The major hallenge of the

MOON onept seems to be ahieving in a � 100 ton detetor the extremely high granularity

that is required to rejet the bakground from aidental oinidenes in the long time window

of the

100

T lifetime. The bakground from 2���� deay of

100

Mo is not expeted to exeed

the � signal.

82

Se,

160

Gd,

176

Y b and

115

In have been investigated within the LENS projet, whih is

desribed in detail in the next hapter.



Chapter 2

LENS

2.1 Introdution

The aronym LENS stands for Low Energy Neutrino Spetrosopy. It ontains the main goal

of the projet: deteting low energy (< 2MeV ) solar neutrinos, deomposing the �ux into

the individual ontributions: pp,

7

Be, pep, CNO.

2.1.1 Motivations: Old and New Objetives

In Se. 1.4 it was pointed out that after the �rst and seond generation of solar neutrino exper-

iments the global ensemble of data was onsistent with the preditions of the SSM ombined

with the hypothesis of mass-driven neutrino �avor-osillations. However no irrefutable proof

ould on�rm this senario and moreover the global �t of the experimental data still allowed

several solutions spanning orders of magnitude in the osillation parameter spae (Fig. 1.6 on

page 27). It was reognized that the low energy part of the solar neutrino spetrum plays a

ruial role, sine all the osillation solutions onsistent with data predited peuliar signa-

tures in the sub-MeV range (see Se. 1.5.1). It was in this sienti� ontext that the LENS

ollaboration formed. The aim of the projet was to investigate the feasibility of a new so-

lar neutrino detetor with the potential of giving the ultimate answer to the solar neutrino

problem [LENS99℄.

After the results of SNO and KamLAND there is almost unanimous onsensus that solar

neutrinos �avor-osillate aording to the MSW-LMA solution, with mixing parameters shown

in Fig. 1.9 on page 31. Conerning fundamental partile physis, the �eld of solar neutrino

detetion has now to shift from the disovery phase to a phase of on�rmation and preision

parameters determination [Sh02℄. At the same time, solar neutrino physis an address again

its original astrophysial motivations with the new aquired insight on the fundamental neu-

trino properties. In Se. 1.5.1 it was pointed out that, after the upoming measurement of

the

7

Be �ux with Borexino, the sienti� impat of a diret experimental determination of

the pp � � �ux will be signi�ant only if a very high preision is ahieved: � 3% at least,

. 1% desirable. A lower preision experiment would be able to on�rm the urrently favored

osillation solution, however without providing new signi�ant physis and astrophysis in-

puts, unless surprise senarios are revealed. High preision is therefore the goal of the next

generation of low energy solar neutrino experiments.

37



2.1.2 Detetion Priniple and Candidate Target Nulei

The idea of deteting low energy solar neutrinos in real time and with spetrosopi infor-

mation, via harge urrent interations on suitable nulei was proposed in 1976 by Raghavan

[Rag76℄. The detetion priniple has been introdued in Se. 1.3.1 and its implementation

brie�y disussed in Se. 1.5.2. Table 1.5 on page 36 lists all the nulei suitable for low en-

ergy solar � detetion via the reation 1.13, sorted by energy threshold. Only the �rst 5

isotopes an enable the pp�� detetion.

115

In was the �rst target onsidered for this purpose

[Rag76℄. In 1997 Raghavan proposed three of the remaining four target andidates [Rag97℄:

82

Se,

160

Gd and

176

Y b. The last nuleus,

100

Mo, is onsidered by the MOON ollaboration

(see Se. 1.5.2).

82

Se and

160

Gd have been soon disarded by the LENS ollaboration due to unresolved

target-spei� di�ulties. The �-tag of

82

Se poses severe tehnial hallenges, due to the very

low energy (29 keV )and short time window (� = 10ns). A detetion tehnology is required

not yet developed for large sale � experiments. Conerning

160

Gd, the main obstale is the

bakground due to the �-unstable

152

Gd, present in natural Gd with 0:2% isotopi abundane.

152

Gd deays with emission of a 2:2MeV � partile, whih produes in sintillators an eletron-

equivalent observable energy in the pp range, due to �-quenhing. Furthermore, a preise

alibration of the experiment is problemati, beause the total reation ross setion has

ontributions from transitions to several exited states of

160

Tb.

After this preliminary seletion, the LENS ollaboration has foused on the two most

promising targets:

176

Y b and

115

In.

2.2 Experimental Conept

2.2.1 Detetion Tehnique

With the major tehnologial breakthroughs aomplished by the Borexino experiment in

matter of large sale � sintillation detetors and ultra-low bakground tehniques, a natural

approah to implement the LENS detetion priniple is to use organi liquid sintillators. A

key point of the LENS onept is the development of an organi liquid sintillator in whih

the required mass of target element is dissolved. Basi demands for suh a sintillator are:

� High �Metal� Loading: the weight fration of the �-target should be as high as

possible, in order to minimize the total mass of the experiment. The optimal loading

is the best ompromise between osts, whih sale with the total detetor mass, and

sintillator performane, whih degrade with inreasing onentration of non-sintillating

omponents. A further onstraint on the metal loading is set by the alibration of the

detetor with an arti�ial � soure, beause the statistial preision of the measurement

inreases with the detetor �ompatness�. The LENS working hypothesis envisages a

metal loading in the range 2� 10% by weight.

� Chemial Stability: the dilution of the �-target element in the sintillator has to be

realized in a hemial form that ensures long term stability (several years). Furthermore,

the �nal sintillator formulation has to be hemially �robust�, i.e. it has to maintain

stability also in the presene of other hemial speies (e.g. water) and for a wide range

of physial onditions (temperature, humidity, et.).



� Good Optial Performane: for a useful energy spetrosopy it is neessary that

the �nal metal loaded sintillator maintains an adequate Light Yield (LY), de�ned as

the number of primary photons emitted per unitary energy deposition (upon eletron

exitation). The design goal is � 50% of the LY of standard, high-performane liquid

sintillators (� 10000 ph=MeV ). The attenuation length

1

(�) around the emission peak

wavelength has to be su�ient to allow the transport of a substantial fration of the

light to the detetion site. The goal is � & 3m. Last, it is also important that the

sintillation light is emitted with the usual fast timing typial of the �uoresene in

organi sintillators (a few ns), so that an event an be spatially reonstruted via the

photons time-of-�ight distribution at the PMTs.

The minimal omposition of a LENS sintillator onsists of:

1. Fluoresent Aromati Solvent. This is the base ingredient of all organi sintillators.

It has a typial UV �uoresene response to the exitation of energy-deposing harged

partile. Typial solvents onsidered are: PC (Pseudo-Cumene, 1,2,4-Trimethylbenzol),

PXE (Phenyl-ortho-XylylEthane), Anisole (1-methoxybenzene), MN (Methyl-Naphthalene).

2. Fluor. A �uoresent moleule that ouples non-radiatively to the solvent and shifts the

original UV emission to the near UV - optial band. The most employed �uors are:

PPO [2,5-diphenyloxazole℄, BPO [2-(4-bi-phenyl)-5-phenyloxazole℄, p-TP [1,4-diphenyl-

benzol℄.

3. Metallorgani Compound. This is the moleule that brings the target element in

the organi solution. Inorgani metalli ompounds (like nitrates or hlorides) do not

have good solubility in aromati solvents, hene the target element must be bound by

suitable ligands in a metallorgani �moleule� or �omplex�

2

.

In some formulations further hemials are added, to stabilize the metal omplex in the organi

solution.

The presene of the metallorgani ompound (and of other additives in some ases), at

the high required onentration, degrades the sintillator transpareny. For this reason the

sintillator formulation is tuned to shift the light emission to a spetral region where self-

absorption is redued. The strategy is to interept the primary �uoresene and shift it to

longer wavelengths before absorption from the metal-ompound and other optial impurities

intervenes. Wavelength shifters are used (WLS, or �-shifter), whose absorption band overlaps

with the �uor emission. The most used WLS is bis-MSB [1,4-bis(2-methylstyryl)benzene℄.

At a onentration of a few tens mg/l, photons with � . 400nm are typially absorbed and

re-emitted by bis-MSB within few mm or less

3

. The primary �uor emission is eventually

shifted by bis-MSB to a range � & 420nm. Fig. 2.1 shows the emission spetra of the single

�uoresent moleules most used: PPO, BPO and bis-MSB. A model of the physis of light

emission and interation in the sintillator will be presented in Se. 6.4. The physis of

energy transfer from the solvent to the �uors in a speial lass of LENS sintillators is studied

experimentally and theoretially in refs. [MPI03, Bu04℄.

1

De�ned as the distane at whih the intensity of a light beam has dereased to 1=e of its original value.

2

We de�ne here �moleule� a hemial speies with own stoihiometri identity, like a metallorgani salt;

�omplex� a bound equilibrium state in an organi solution.

3

Energy transfer to the �-shifter an also be non-radiative. See Se. 6.4 for a detailed disussion.
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Figure 2.1: Fluoresene spetra of PPO, BPO, bis-MSB, obtained via UV exitation at the wave-

length of maximum absorption. All spetra were measured by us with a �Varian-Elipse� �uorimeter

(see ref. [MPI03, Bu04℄).

2.2.2 Design

As in Borexino and KamLAND, � interations are revealed through the detetion of the

sintillation light. Photons propagate outward from the ionization site and are eventually

deteted by PMTs. For eah event energy and position are reonstruted. The former by

measuring the total harge olleted at the PMTs, the latter by analyzing the photons time of

arrival distribution at the di�erent PMTs. The detetor performane largely depends on its

energy and spatial resolution and on the homogeneity of those parameters within the sensitive

volume.

For a large sale sintillator detetor two alternative designs are possible: homogeneous

and segmented. In the former ase the target mass is enlosed in a unique volume and the

sintillation light is olleted at the surfae of this volume. A segmented detetor onsists

of a matrix of individual units and light is olleted independently in eah of suh units.

The homogeneous design, hosen for Borexino and KamLAND, has the advantage that less

surfaes and ontainment materials are needed for the same sensitive mass. Moreover, an

internal �duial volume an be de�ned, self-shielded by the outermost region against external

bakground soures. For these reasons the homogeneous design is the best strategy to ahieve

the lowest absolute bakground rate. In LENS, however, the key issue is to lower the detetion

energy threshold by bene�ting from the �-tag and hene it is not the absolute bakground

rate the parameter to minimize, but rather the rate of events mimiking the �-tag. In the

LENS onept, the neutrino signature is based on a oinidene between a prompt and a

delayed energy deposition (eq. 1.13 on page 21). A ommon bakground to all targets is the

aidental spatial and temporal oinidene of unorrelated single bakground events. For
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Figure 2.2: Left: typial geometry onsidered for a LENS ell. The innermost region is the sensitive

volume. Its length is of the order of the e�etive attenuation length in the ell for the wavelength range

of the sintillation emission peak. The external setions at both sides (light guides or bu�ers) shield

the sensitive volume from the external radioativity. Two PMTs are oupled to the ends of the ell

to detet the sintillation light. The sum of their signals provide a measurement of the total energy

deposited in the sintillator; the di�erene in the photon time of arrival loalizes the interation site

in the longitudinal oordinate. The side dimension of the ell is �xed by the target-spei� demand

in granularity (in the onsidered design there is no handle for the determination of the transversal

position of an event).

Right: Shemati layout of a homogeneous modular sintillation detetor.

soures uniformly distributed the rate of random oinidenes is proportional to the mass

ontained in the reonstruted volume, i.e. to the spatial resolution. It is noted that the rate

of aidentals as a funtion of the oinidene time is nearly onstant, while the �-indued

signal deays exponentially with time onstant equal to the isomeri state lifetime. This allows

to separate signal and bakground statistially by �tting the data with an exponential signal

plus a onstant bakground, in a similar way as in the radiohemial experiments (Se. 1.3.1).

Therefore a sizable bakground rate an be tolerated, up to S=N � 1 within the �rst few

�-tag lifetimes. A general demand of the LENS onept is the ahievement of the minimal

�granularity� (volume in whih an event an be delimited) neessary to redue the random-

oinidene rate to this level. High granularity is best ahieved with a segmented design,

beause of the physial separation of the single modules. The event loation within a ell is

further onstrained by the di�erential measurement of the photon time of arrival at both ends.

The modular onept is illustrated in Fig. 2.2. The exat demand on granularity is target

spei� and will be disussed separately for

176

Y b and

115

In.

2.3 Yb-LENS

2.3.1 The Target

The level sheme of the �-indued

176

Y b !

176

Lu transitions is shown in Fig. 2.3. Eletron

neutrinos with E

�

> 301 keV an be aptured by

176

Y b (12.7% i.a. in natural Yb), leading

to 0

+

! 1

+

transitions to an isomeri state of

176

Lu with � = 50ns. This deays to the �rst

exited state of

176

Lu with the emission of a 72 keV . Neutrinos with E

�

> 445 keV an also

indue transitions to another 1

+

exited state, whih promptly deays to the isomeri state

with the emission of a 144 keV . The �-tag onsists of the spatial and temporal oinidene



Figure 2.3: Level sheme of the

176

Y b !

176

Lu �-transitions. The arrows on the left side of the

diagram indiate the energy range of pp and

7

Be solar neutrinos, and of the onsidered alibration

soures

51

Cr and

75

Se.

of the prompt e

�

(or e

�

+ 144 keV , for transitions to the higher energy state) with the

72 keV  from the deay of the isomeri 1

+

state of

176

Lu. Eletrons with a few hundreds

keV give a very loalized energy deposition. Gammas with � 100 keV have a short range,

espeially due to photo-absorption from Yb, and deposit their energy near the �-interation

site. Therefore the sequene of the �-signature is: prompt energy deposition (, � energy) !

delay (� = 50ns) ! 72 keV energy deposition in spatial oinidene with the prompt event.

In most ases the two reation hannels of Fig. 2.3 are experimentally indistinguishable.

The strength of the Gamow-Teller transition [B(GT)℄ has been derived with (p; n) and

(

3

He; t) harge-exhange experiments: B(GT ) = 0:21 � 0:04 for the

176

Lu level at 195 keV ;

B(GT ) = 0:11�0:02 for the next level at 339 keV [FB00℄. With these results, � 20 t of natural

Yb are neessary to obtain a total � interation rate of � 1 ev=d (full SSM, 100% detetion

e�ieny). The SSM simulated spetrum for this target mass is shown in Fig. 2.4. The �

ross setion on Yb is alulated with su�ient auray to estimate the neessary detetor

mass, however the present � 20% preision must be redued of one order of magnitude to

ahieve the LENS sienti� goals. It is envisaged to alibrate the transitions to the two 1

+

levels of

176

Lu by exposing the detetor to two intense (several MCi) arti�ial � soures, for

example

51

Cr and

75

Se (Fig. 2.3)

2.3.2 Detetor Conept

An irremovable bakground in organi sintillators is

14

C (see Se. 1.5.2), whih deays �

with 156 keV end-point. Aidental oinidenes of

14

C events an be a limiting bakground

at low energies for neutrino targets with a non highly spei� tag, like

176

Y b (simple double

oinidene). In the CTF of Borexino the

14

C ontamination in several samples of liquid

organi sintillators has been measured:

14

C=

12

C � 10

�18

� 10

�17

[Bor98℄. It has been



Figure 2.4: SSM spetrum simulated for a 20 ton� year natural ytterbium target, folded tentatively

with energy resolution. Neither the bakground nor the detetion e�ieny are simulated. Figure

from [Sa℄.

alulated that at these onentrations the aidental bakground rate for pp� � detetion is

aeptable if two � 100 keV events truly ourring in the same position an be reonstruted

within a volume of . 10

�1

m

�3

[Sh00℄. This goal is unfeasible in a large homogeneous

detetor, where the three spatial oordinates are reonstruted via time of �ight di�erene

at the PMTs. This granularity is however ahievable in a modular detetor, provided that

the module ross-setion surfae is su�iently small. In this ase an event is delimited in

the volume of the ell generated by the spatial resolution in the longitudinal oordinate. The

working hypothesis for an Yb ell onsiders a geometry as the one shown in Fig. 2.2, with

� 20 m side and � 300 m length.

The best performing Yb-loaded sintillators have been produed by using arboxyli aids

as ligand. Yb has 3+ valene and forms equilibrium arboxylate omplexes Y bA

3

in organi

solution, where HA represents the arboxyli aid utilized. In the empirial approah pur-

sued at Bell Labs, light non-linear arboxyli aids are used [e.g. �isovaleri aid�, (CH

3

)

2

�

CH�CH

2

�COOH℄ and long-term stability requires the addition of other suitable hemials

[Rag01a℄. These are thought to stabilize the hemial form Y bA

3

by �plugging� gaps around

Yb and thus preventing hydrolysis and polymerization. Used stabilizers are heavier arboxyli

aids and organo-phosphorous (P = O) ompounds. At MPIK a more methodial approah

was followed, aiming at synthesizing Yb-loaded sintillators with single arboxyli aids. The

stabilization is ensured by ontrolling the pH during the synthesis [Har04℄. An alternative to

the Yb-arboxylates is the use of neutral organo-phosphorous ompounds as ligand [INR01℄.

2.3.3 Tehnologial Challenges and Critial Issues

As disussed in Se. 2.3.1, the �-tag onsists of a spatial and temporal oinidene of two

events, a prompt e

�

with E

e

= E

�

� 301 keV , and a delayed 72 keV , with a typial delay of

the order of 50ns. The neutrino signature with

176

Y b is therefore:



1. Not highly spei�, beause based on the orrelation of only two loalized energy depo-

sitions

2. Tehnologially hallenging, beause of the low tag energy and short time window

Both items make the

176

Y b �-tag weak and allow a wide range of possible orrelated bak-

grounds

4

. The most dangerous are

235

U ,

176

Lu and

169

Y b, whih all have deay branhes that

mimi the �-tag. Fakes due to self-orrelation in single events are another serious bakground.

Uranium-235 This isotope deays � to

231

Th (� = 37h), whih in turn deays � to an

exited state of

231

Pa, with � end-point energy of 305 keV . This deay populates with 64%

total probability an isomeri state of

231

Pa with � = 65ns, whih de-exites to the ground

state of

231

Pa with emission of a 84 keV . Therefore the

231

Th !

231

Pa deay leads in

64% of the ases to an event sequene that is experimentally indistinguishable from a pp� �

apture on

176

Y b.

With a 0.72% isotopi abundane of

235

U in U

nat

, S=N > 1 requires an uranium on-

tamination . 10

�15

gU

nat

=g. Borexino and KamLAND have demonstrated that this level is

ahievable in aromati sintillators, though very hallenging. However, the feasibility of suh

a purity after the additional load of Yb and its organi ligand must be proven.

Lutetium-176 Lutetium is hemially very similar to ytterbium and therefore the standard

industrial rare-earth tehnology delivers Yb ompounds with sizable admixture of Lu (at the

level of � 1 ppm). The long lived

176

Lu (2.6% i.a.) �-deays to an exited state of

176

Hf and,

after a  asade, an isomeri state is populated, with lifetime of 2ns. This de-exites to the

ground state of

176

Hf with emission of a 88 keV . The energy released in the prompt � � 

is in the range of the

7

Be � � signal, the delayed  an mimi the � signature, even though

the time sale is muh shorter. The puri�ation of the Yb material to a level of � 10 ppb of

Lu has been shown to be in priniple feasible [GK01℄, however even at this onentration the

rate of

176

Lu fake events is overwhelming ompared to the � signal and a minimum delay ut

� & 30ns for the tag oinidene must be introdued. This implies a loss of � 50% of the

solar � rate.

Ytterbium-169

169

Y b (� = 46 d) is formed by resonant apture of thermal neutrons from

168

Y b (0.13% i.a.). It deays via EC to (predominantly) a metastable state of

169

Tm at

379 keV with 72ns lifetime. The atom de-exites radiating a � 50 keV X photon, while the

metastable nulear state deays to the next long-lived exited level at 316 keV (� = 952ns),

with emission of a 63 keV . Last,

169

Tm

�

(316 keV ) deays to the ground state with the

emission of one or more gammas. The sequene X (50 keV ) ! delay !  (63 keV ) mimis

the interation of a pp� �.

The

169

Y b equilibrium ativity at sea-level is � 10

8

deays per day in 20 t of natural Yb

and hene a storage underground for � 2 y is needed to ool the

169

Y b ativity to the same

level of the � interation rate [Cri01℄. In addition, a neutron shield against in situ neutron

ativation of

168

Y b would be neessary.

4

It has been onsidered to strengthen the � signature by deteting the � deay of the long lived

176

Lu 1

�

state at 123 keV (the level fed by the � apture reation) to the ground state of

176

Hf . However the time

window of this additional tag is so long (� = 5:3 h) that the demand in single rate bakground and detetor

granularity must be dramatially tightened.



In priniple, the

169

Y b deay results in a triple oinidene that an be tagged imposing a

ut on the late deposited energy. However an ine�ieny must be expeted, due to the esape

of all or a part of the 316 keV from the last de-exitation. MC simulations have shown that

the rejetion e�ieny an be � 10

3

[Mey01℄ and hene a long ooling time is in any ase

neessary and probably the detetor design must be improved to inrease the e�ieny of the

169

Y b ut.

Self-Correlated bakground The low energy and short lifetime of the

176

Y b �-tag an

generate a di�erent kind of bakground: the �self-orrelations� (SC). In a large volume sin-

tillation detetor the integral harge produed by an event is olleted in a typial time of

several tens of ns. The rise time an be fast (a few ns), however the signal pulse shape is

expeted to ontain sizable late omponents. With � = 50ns, the probability that the o-

inidene  of the

176

Y b tag overlaps with the tail of the prompt signal is very high. This

makes the identi�ation of the � signature to a ertain extent di�ult, espeially due to the

very low tag energy. Conversely, a statistial �utuation of the pulse shape of a single event

(in oinidene on both PMTs) an be misidenti�ed as a sequene of a prompt and a delayed

energy deposition. This is a serious bakground for solar neutrino detetion. The rate of suh

SC events is ontrolled by 4 parameters:

1. It is proportional to the rate of single bakground events in the onsidered energy window

2. It is a strong funtion of the energy, beause the larger the signal amplitude the higher

is the probability of generating a �utuation onsistent with the 72 keV of the

176

Y b

�-tag

3. It is a strong funtion of the photoeletron yield at the PMTs (PY, measured in pe=MeV ),

sine the higher the photoeletron statistis, the lower is the probability of a large �u-

tuation relative to the mean pulse shape

4. It is a strong funtion of the average fration of harge olleted from a single event at

a later time than a proper ut

Point 1 says trivially that the rate of singles has to be minimized. Beause of point 2, the SC

bakground is likely to be a more severe problem for

7

Be� � (ratio prompt-to-delayed energy

� 8) and higher energy �uxes, than for pp � � (ratio � 1). Point 3 remarks that the �-tag

quality bene�ts from a high PY. Point 4 implies that the SC bakground an be redued by

inreasing the delay threshold for aepting a oinidene as a �-andidate event, however at

the ost of a loss of e�ieny for the solar signal.

For any given PY, the minimum delay ut to impose depends on the �late� omponent of

the pulse shape of a single event. For the hosen detetor onept, the following soures of

late harge are identi�ed:

1. Late �uoresene of the sintillator

2. Tail of the photon time of arrival distribution at the PMTs

5

3. Photon trapping before detetion, due to re�etions at the PMTs side

5

In the LENS modular geometry most of the olleted light is not diret and the photons an travel a wide

range of path-lengths to reah the PMTs.



4

Figure 2.5: Level sheme of the

115

In!

115

Sn �-transitions. The last update for the Q value of the

115

In �-deay is Q = (499� 4) keV [AWT03℄. The �gure reports an older evaluation.

4. PMT late pulses

The late omponent of the signal pulse shape in a LENS ell has been deeply investigated

during this work. Chapters 3 and 5 are devoted to experimental studies of the deay-time

of sintillator samples and the re�etivity of PMTs, respetively. Results are implemented

in a model of a sintillation ell developed to perform Monte Carlo simulations of photon

propagation, interation and detetion in a LENS module. This model is desribed in Chapter

6. In Chapter 7 the onlusive results of MC studies on the Yb �-tag and the SC bakground

are presented and ommented.

2.4 In-LENS

2.4.1 The Target

The level sheme of the �-indued

115

In !

115

Sn transitions is shown in Fig. 2.5. Eletron

neutrinos with E

�

> 114 keV an be aptured by

115

In (95.7% i.a. in natural indium),

populating the seond exited level of

115

Sn at 613 keV . This state is metastable, with

lifetime � = 4:76�s. It deays emitting a 116 keV  or a onversion e

�

(with nearly the

same probability) to the �rst exited state of

115

Sn, whih in turn promptly de-exites to the

ground state with emission of a 497 keV . Therefore a neutrino interation results in the

sequene:

1. prompt e

�

1

(, � energy)

2. delay (� = 4:76�s)

3. (e

�

=)

2

with loalized deposition of 116 keV in spatial oinidene with e

�

1



Figure 2.6: SSM spetrum simulated for a 4 ton � year natural indium target, folded with the

statistial energy resolution orresponding to 300 pe=MeV . Neither the bakground nor the detetion

e�ieny are simulated. Figure from [Sa℄.

4. 

3

in prompt oinidene with (e

�

=)

2

, depositing 497 keV via multi-Compton intera-

tions in a larger volume around the e

�

1

and (e

�

=)

2

ionization sites.

The �-signature in

115

In is very rih (� 3 point-like energy depositions), has an optimal delay

(neither too long, nor to short) and a spei� topology (two events in the same miro-volume

plus an extended multi-Compton shower).

Only one level is involved in the �-indued

115

In !

115

Sn transitions for energies below

1MeV . The relevant Gamow-Teller matrix element has been estimated via (p; n) reation:

B(GT ) = 0:17(1� 0:2) [Rap85℄. This implies an interation rate of � 1 ev=d from pp� � and

� 0:3 ev=d from

7

Be � � in � 4 t of natural In (full SSM, 100% detetion e�ieny). The

SSM simulated spetrum for the same mass of In is shown in Fig. 2.4. Also in this ase it is

neessary to alibrate the reation ross-reation with an arti�ial � soure. A

51

Cr soure

alone would be su�ient.

115

In has several favorable features as a target for low energy solar neutrino detetion:

high isotopi abundane, very low threshold, � transitions to a single level, strong and highly

spei� �-tag. The reason why this detetion tehnique has not yet been implemented in a real

experiment is that the target

115

In is �-unstable and an deay diretly to the ground state of

115

Sn, with a � end-point energy of 495 keV (Fig. 2.5). The deay involves a highly depressed

9=2

+

! 1=2

+

transition and this explains the very long lifetime of

115

In (� = 6:4 � 10

14

y).

Nevertheless, the spei� ativity of natural indium is 0:26Bq=g, whih translates to a rate

of 2:6MHz in a 10 t indium detetor. The In �-spetrum overlaps with the pp� � signal, the

(e

�

=)

2

and 

3

tag energies. Thus indium itself is the major irremovable soure of bakground.

The various bakgrounds in a In detetor are disussed in the next two setions.

2.4.2 Detetor Design

115

In has a muh more spei� �-tag than

176

Y b, with higher event multipliity and tag

energy. This suppresses the bakground from

14

C and any other non-indium soure of random



oinidenes. However, the intrinsi

115

In �-radioativity sets suh a high rate of singles that

the ontrol of the bakground from In-aidentals requires a even �ner detetor granularity

than what is needed with

176

Y b.

A simple triple oinidene is not su�ient in any pratial design and hene it is requested

that the 497 keV 

3

must produe at least two separate �hits�. This implies a modest loss

of e�ieny for the solar signal, but strengthens the tag from 3-fold to 4-fold. Obviously,

the powerful

115

In �-tag an be fully exploited only if eah hit of the prompt (e

�

=)

2

+



3

oinidene (� 3 hits for the 4-fold tag) is separately identi�ed. This is unfeasible in

a homogeneous detetor, where the light from eah ionization site piles up at the PMTs.

Consequently, the only viable design for In-LENS is a highly segmented detetor, where it is

required that the (e

�

=)

2

+ 

3

tag triggers � 3 ells in prompt oinidene and in a small

volume surrounding the prompt � event. It is found that even with the 4-fold �-tag, the

bakground rate from random oinidenes of In �-deays requires a detetor granularity of

a few liters (the exat value depends on the In loading). This implies that the setion of a

module (Fig. 2.2) needs to be in the range 5� 10 m.

It is noted that in the bakground from random oinidenes the prompt � event is faked

by an In deay, whih an deposit in the detetor an energy E

�

< 499 keV . Therefore, with a

reasonable energy resolution, this bakground does not a�et the detetion of solar neutrinos

of higher energy than the pp.

2.4.3 Tehnologial Challenges and Critial Issues

Sintillator The approah followed by Raghavan for the prodution of In-loaded sintillators

is to repeat the proedure invented for the Yb-loaded sintillators [Rag01b℄ (indium has also

3+ valene). However it is found that indium has a muh higher hemial reativity to OH

�

than to the arboxyli aids: In

3+

begins to reat with water to form hydroxy speies even at

pH 1 [Har04℄. This means that during the synthesis indium-hydroxy-ompounds are formed,

InA

x

OH

3�x

, rather than pure arboxylates InA

3

. Furthermore, even one InA

3

is formed,

the indium in the organi solution readily hydrolyzes in the presene of water (or in general

of OH

�

ations) and preipitates.

Hydrolysis is a severe problem towards the realization of a stable and robust indium-

loaded sintillator (ILS). Two groups in LENS have produed stable ILS following two di�erent

approahes. At Gran Sasso a formulation has been developed, based on the hemistry of

arboxyli aids [INR03℄. Indium is bound into strongly hydrolyzed equilibrium ompounds

(� InA

0:6

OH

2:4

), whih however do not preipitate out of the organi solution beause of

polymerization (polymer hains form, with 9 to 115 In atoms). A single arboxyli aid is

used, and the �-Methyl-Valeri aid gives the best results.

The idea pursued at MPIK is rather to enapsulate the In atom in a stable metallorgani

moleule that preserves its identity in the organi solution. This is aomplished by using �-

diketones as ligand [BHS03℄. The �-diketone moleule has a struture R1� (C = O)�CH

2

�

(C = O) � R2 onsisting of two ketones (C = O) that �sandwih� a methylene arbon CH

2

.

R1 and R2 are two arbon-based side hains. At basi pH the methylene arbon an lose a

hydrogen and a deloalized negative harge is left. The positive metal ion is then bound at the

enter of the [(C = O)�CH � (C = O)℄

�

diketone group, in a form stabilized by resonane.

The arbon side hains promote solubility in the organi sintillator base solvent. Many indium

�-diketonates have been synthesized and studied. The �-diketone moleule �nally hosen for

the LENS prototype is the simplest one, in whih R1 and R2 are both methyl groups. This is



Figure 2.7: Moleular struture of In(aa)

3

. The In

3+

at the enter is �xed by three �aa� ations,

through deloalized resonant bindings. The resulting moleule is very stable and has very low reativity

to OH

�

.

named Haa, and the In �-diketonate In(aa)

3

(Fig. 2.7). In(aa)

3

is produed as a white

rystalline powder, puri�ed by sublimation and �nally dissolved in the sintillator solvent (see

[BHS03℄ for the details about the synthesis). Due to the strong helate bound, the indium

�-diketonates preserve their moleular identity in the organi solution, opposite to the ase

of the arboxyli omplexes, whih are more vulnerable equilibrium states. Consequently,

the indium atoms are proteted against hydrolysis and the sintillator formulation results

inherently stable and robust. The solubility of In(aa)

3

in most of the standard organi

sintillator base solvents (inluding PC and PXE) is found to be rather poor (translating

to . 1:5% indium onentration by weight). Only anisole ensures high solubility, with a

orresponding indium loading limit of 7:9% [BHS03℄.

The most ritial issue in the �-diketonate sintillator formulation is that the In(aa)

3

moleule has an absorption band overlapping with the anisole UV emission and thus interfering

with the energy transfer anisole ! �uor, by opening a onurrent quenhing hannel anisole

! In(aa)

3

. In(aa)

3

is not �uoresent and hene the energy diverted to this moleule is

lost. This issue is disussed in detail in refs. [MPI03, Bu04℄. The problem of optimizing

the sintillator omposition in a LENS ell is studied through MC simulations in Chapter

8. The experimental haraterization of the optial performane of full-sale In(aa)

3

-based

prototype ells are also presented in Chapter 8. Preliminary results of the ongoing bakground

measurements at Gran Sasso are reported in Chapter 9.

Bremsstrahlung and other In-Related Bakgrounds The bakground due to unor-

related In � deays an be e�etively redued with a highly segmented detetor and the

additional request of a 4-fold oinidene. More dangerous, however, are the bakgrounds due

to a simple double oinidene between an indium deay and a multi-hit event with similar

harateristis as the (e

�

=)

2

+ 

3

sequene. Two lasses are identi�ed:

1. bakgrounds related to In deays only

2. bakgrounds due to oinidenes of an In deay and another soure.



Correlated bakgrounds with no In events are negligible ompared to the above ases, due to

the very strong �-tag. In all the ases that will be disussed the prompt � event is faked by

an In deay and hene also these bakgrounds do not signi�antly a�et the detetion of

7

Be

and higher energy solar neutrinos.

A simple oinidene of two indium deays an mimi the �-tag if the seond � emits

Bremsstrahlung (BS) gammas

6

. The sequene most similar to a �-event is given by a �rst �,

mimiking the prompt e

�

from the � apture, followed by a seond � in spatial and temporal

oinidene, where a large fration of the deay Q is onverted into a single BS . The

residual energy deposition from the latter � mimis the (e

�

=)

2

event, the BS photon 

3

.

This bakground is alled hard-BS, beause the sequene an be misidenti�ed as a � event

only if the BS photon arries most of the available energy in the �-deay. The hard-BS

bakground is ontrolled by three parameters:

1. Granularity, due to the spae-time oinidene between the two In � deays.

2. Indium Bremsstrahlung Spetrum, in partiular the integral probability P

BS

(E)

that an In deay is aompanied by a BS photon with higher energy than E. The

probability of hard BS emission is doubly depressed, beause it is the produt of two

low probabilities: 1) that the � arries most of the available deay energy and 2) that

most of this energy is transferred to a single hard BS photon. The funtion P

BS

(E)

has been theoretially alulated for external BS in metalli In [Cri84℄. Its experimental

determination in ILS is one of ruial goals of the In-LENS pilot phase.

3. Energy Resolution. The total energy available for the hard-BS is the Q of the In

deay, Q = 499 keV , whih is lower than the total �-tag energy E

��tag

= 613 keV .

In fat the hard-BS is dangerous only due to the detetor �nite energy resolution. It is

envisaged to apply a double ut: on the reonstruted energy of 

3

alone and on the total

tag energy. For the e�ieny of both uts the energy resolution is the key parameter.

For an order of magnitude estimation of the required detetor performane, if we ask

that the reonstruted energy �2� of a 490 keV � + 

BS

event is inompatible with

613 keV

+x�

�1�

(asymmetri uts ensure a better rejetion), than the limit energy resolution

orresponds to � 300 pe=MeV (for omparison, Borexino has � 400 pe=keV , with � 30%

PMT overage and unloaded sintillator).

Also soft-BS an produe a dangerous bakground to the pp�� signal, however with a di�erent

event struture. A � an emit a few (� 2) soft BS photons, or a single medium-energy BS 

that undergoes multi-Compton sattering before photo-absorption. In either ase, there exist

at least three separate ionization sites in prompt temporal oinidene. If an In deay has taken

plae few �s before this event, in spatial oinidene with one of the low energy depositions

from the BS gamma(s), the observed sequene an mimi the �-tag. This bakground is similar

to the hard-BS and hene has a similar dependene on the ahievable spatial granularity and

energy resolution. It has however a muh higher probability, beause the emission of less

energeti BS photon(s) is involved. Detailed MC simulations [Mey02℄ have shown that, in any

realisti detetor based on the geometry of Fig. 2.2, the soft-BS bakground overwhelms the

�-signal, unless the minimum energy uts on the � signature are so muh tightened that the

e�ieny for solar neutrinos drops to < 10%.

6

Internal Bremsstrahlung is onsidered, as well as external.



Figure 2.8: Shemati layout of the In-LENS �hybrid� detetor onept. Eah In-ell (yellow/light-

shaded) is surrounded by an unloaded sintillation volume (blue/dark-shaded).

A key point helpful for rejeting this bakground is that soft BS photons are muh more

limited in range than 

3

, so that in most of the ases a fake needs the �rst �-deay of the

sequene to our in a neighbouring ell of the seond �-BS event. The remedy is to hange

the detetor onept from homogeneous-segmented to hybrid-segmented : any In-ell should

be surrounded by an unloaded portion of detetor (Fig. 2.8). The soft-BS photons are

attenuated in the unloaded volume, where no In deays an our. MC simulations indiate

that the hybrid design an e�etively suppress the soft-BS bakground with the same detetor

segmentation imposed by the aidentals

7

[Mey03℄. However suh a geometry implies muh

higher hardware osts and a lower attainable preision in the ross-setion alibration with an

arti�ial � soure, due to the e�etive indium �dilution�.

A last dangerous bakground related to the In radioativity is the oinidene of an In

deay, mimiking the prompt � event, with a �� asade from another soure, or a partially

ontained multi-Compton shower from a high energy . Detailed MC studies have been arried

out for the ase of the

40

K ontamination in the PMT glass envelope [Mey03℄. Results indiate

that the sensitive volume of eah ell must be proteted by very long or dense bu�ers (> 1m

aryli), or otherwise an ative shielding must be onsidered.

Light Piping It has been stressed that the In-LENS onept needs a high detetor gran-

ularity to redue the bakground from random and orrelated oinidenes assoiated with

115

In � deays. This requires the In-ells to have a small geometrial ross setion. On the

other hand, the detetor modules need to be as long as allowed by the sintillator attenuation

length, to minimize the total number of PMTs and eletroni hannels, i.e. the osts. The

LENS working hypothesis envisages dimensions of � 5� 10 m � 5� 10 m � 100� 300 m.

With suh a geometry, guiding the sintillation light from the ionization site to the PMTs

with high e�ieny is a hallenging issue: whatever the piping mehanism, photons must un-

7

Very reently our olleagues at Gran Sasso have reported evidene for the experimental observation of a

deay branhing of

115

In to the exited state of

115

Sn at 497:3 keV [Cat04℄, whih seems now energetially

allowed after the last update in [AWT03℄. If this disovery is on�rmed, and the deay has a non-negligible

rate, a new dangerous bakground ould derive. Work is in progress to hek this result and evaluate the

impat on LENS.



dergo many re�etions and even a small ine�ieny an result in large light losses. This has

an obvious impat on the detetor performane, namely on the energy and spae resolution,

whih are the essential parameters towards the bakground redution.

Light piping in optial modules has been experimentally haraterized during this work.

This topi is overed in Chapter 4. The e�et of the measured piping ine�ieny on the

performane of LENS ells is studied via MC simulations in Chapter 7.

Trigger In a detetor of 10 t In mass, the �-deay rate is � 2:6MHz. The detetion of the

solar signal requires a very low-threshold �rst-level hardware trigger. Managing the resulting

huge aquisition rate is unfeasible and hene a high level trigger must be developed, with a

bu�er depth of several �s.

2.5 The LENS Pilot Phase

The LENS ollaboration formed in 1999 with the aim of studying the feasibility of a low

energy, real time, harge urrent solar neutrino experiment based on the ideas disussed in

Ses. 2.1 and 2.2. The �rst phase of the R&D foused on detetor design, development of

metal-loaded sintillators, study of the expeted detetor performane and bakgrounds via

MC simulations, and lastly on the de�nitive hoie of the most promising �-target.

However, the ultimate goal of the LENS ollaboration was to test the experimental onept

in a prototype detetor. The MPIK has �naned, designed and installed the LLBF, a low

bakground faility for LENS at the Gran Sasso underground laboratory [Mot03℄, and an

array of prototype ells to house in the LLBF.

The LENS pilot phase program has addressed in parallel two omplementary questions:

1. The omprehensive study of the �optial� performane of a single LENS prototype ell.

This inludes the haraterization of the light attenuation in the module, the measure-

ment of the photoeletron yield at the PMTs, the measurement of energy and spa-

tial resolution. These parameters are interpreted by omparing the results of the �nal

metal-loaded sintillator ell with the benhmarks measured with the same ell �lled

with a standard, high performane organi liquid sintillator and with the preditions

of MC simulations. This experimental program has been simultaneously arried out

in two laboratories within the LENS ollaboration: at Gran Sasso and at MPIK, for

di�erent indium-based sintillator formulations (In arboxylate for the former ase, In

�-diketonates for the latter). Chapter 8 reports on the measurements performed at

MPIK. The data are ompared with the preditions of photon-traing MC simulations,

also developed during this work (Chapters 6 and 7).

2. The �nal test of an array of optial modules simulating a �blok� of the LENS detetor, in

the ultra-low bakground environment of the LLBF at Gran Sasso. Preliminary results

are presented in Chapter 9.

2.6 The Contribution of this Work

In this setion the struture of the thesis is outlined, with emphasis on the relationship of this

ontribution with some of the ritial issues of the LENS onept disussed in this hapter.



The primary purpose of this work was to address basi questions about the detetor perfor-

mane, in partiular energy resolution, spatial resolution, and pulse shape. In the �rst R&D

phase this program has been pursued by modeling the physis of a single LENS detetor unit

(a sintillator ell). The aim was to set benhmarks for the ahievable detetor performane,

single out the most ritial problems and provide feed-bak for the prototype design. These

goals have required the experimental measurements of key detetor parameters, whih serve

as input data for the aforementioned model. Two experimental lines of researh have been

pursued:

1. Study of the e�ets that in�uene the signal pulse shape, in partiular in the time window

of the

176

Y b �-tag. This issue is ritial to estimate and ontrol the bakground from

self-orrelated events, as disussed in Se. 2.3.3.

2. Study of the e�ets that in�uene the photoeletron yield and hene the energy and

spatial resolution.

Conerning point 1:

� The sintillator �uoresene timing has been measured, in benhmark unloaded organi

sintillator samples and as well in metal-loaded samples synthesized during the LENS

R&D. Chapter 3 is devoted to these measurements.

� The optis of PMTs has been experimentally investigated with several tehniques. The

measurements have been interpreted by �tting the data with a theoretial desription of

light interation with a PMT. The result is a model able to predit the PMT re�etane

as a funtion of the wavelength and angle of inidene, for any optial oupling (e.g. to

air or to sintillators). As a by-produt, the model also predits the angular dependene

of the PMT sensitivity. Chapter 5 overs this topi.

Conerning point 2:

� Light piping via total internal re�etion (sintillator to air) and speular re�etion (via

giant birefringent multilayer polymer mirrors) have been experimentally studied in pro-

totype optial modules. An e�etive re�etion e�ieny has been dedued for both

piping mehanisms at two representative wavelengths. These studies are reported in

Chapter 4.

� A detailed model of light interation with the sintillator has been developed, inluding

absorption and radiative energy transfer, separately for eah omponent of the sintilla-

tor. This is overed in Chapter 6.

All the theoretial and experimental inputs disussed above have been implemented in a model

of light emission, propagation, interation and detetion in a LENS ell, whih is the subjet

of Chapter 6. This model is the base for Monte Carlo simulations, whih have been used to

investigate some of the ruial issues of the LENS onept, either for

176

Y b and for

115

In.

This R&D phase has led to results that have ontributed to:

� Disfavor the

176

Y b option, due to the problem of self-orrelation in the proposed design



� Validate the tehnial part of the In-LENS onept related to light piping and optial

performane

The above items are studied in Chapter 7, whih onludes the part of this thesis devoted to

the �Detetor Modeling�.

Next the LENS projet has fully entered the pilot phase, with the onstrution and op-

eration of full-sale detetor prototypes, as outlined in Se. 2.5. Chapter 8 desribes �rst

the preliminary studies to optimize the MPIK In(aa)

3

sintillator formulation for use in

full-sale optial modules. Then results are given of the experimental haraterization of the

optial performane of a LENS prototype ell �lled with a benhmark sintillator and with

In(aa)

3

-based sintillators, for di�erent metal and �uors onentrations. The measured de-

tetor parameters are: total number of olleted photoeletrons per unit of deposited energy,

energy resolution and spatial resolution. Their dependene on the loation of the ionization

site along the ell length was also haraterized. The results are then ompared with the full

photon-traing MC simulation of the ell and used to selet the sintillator omposition for

low bakground ounting in the �nal LENS prototype.

Chapter 9 desribes the LLBF faility at Gran Sasso. The performane of the shielding

are reported and the prototype set-up is desribed. A matrix of 3 � 3 sintillation modules,

all idential to the one optially haraterized at MPIK, has been installed in the LLBF and

operated in a ultra-low bakground environment. Bakground data are shown and preliminary

analysis presented for the �rst ampaign of measurements, in whih the prototype array was

�lled with a benhmark PXE sintillator, also measured in CTF [Bor04℄. Reently 4 of the 9

PXE ells have been �lled with In-loaded sintillators synthesized at MPIK and Gran Sasso,

and bakground measurements of this prototype set-up are ongoing. First preliminary data

will be shown.

Chapter 10 reviews brie�y the major ahievements of this work and in general of the LENS

pilot phase, and gives an outlook about the future of the projet.
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Chapter 3

Measurement of the Fluoresene

Time in Organi Liquid Sintillators

3.1 Introdution

When a harged partile exites a sintillator moleule, this de-exites (when radiatively)

following an exponential deay law that has the lifetime of the exited state as time onstant.

In fat, several moleular states an be populated by the primary energy deposition, therefore

the emission time distribution is the sum of various exponentials, eah with a di�erent time

onstant. A �uoresene probability density funtion (PDF hereafter) P (t) an be de�ned,

giving the probability that a single exited moleule emits a photon in dt after a delay t from

the exitation. P (t) depends on the sintillator solvent and is in�uened by the properties and

onentration of the �uors. It an be desribed as a multi-exponential deay funtion, where

eah time onstant an be thought of as the e�etive lifetime of a populated exited state

1

.

Therefore the simplest parametrization is:

P (t) =

n

X

i=1

q

i

�

i

e

�t=�

i

(3.1)

where �

i

is the deay onstant of the i

th

omponent and q

i

its statistial weight, i.e. the

probability for a moleule to de-exite radiatively with a �

i

deay onstant

2

. The number of

exponentials n is hosen as the minimum giving a good �t to data, in the onsidered time

window. The fastest deay onstants, �

1

, has normally the largest weight and ontributes

substantially to determine the rise-time of signals in sintillator detetors. The requirement

for many appliations in nulear physis aiming at an event spatial reonstrution is that suh

rise-time is omparable to (or shorter than) the maximum time of �ight di�erene for light

to reah the detetor PMTs. If the sintillator response is too slow, the event position an be

only inferred by harge division, whih has limited performane with low photons statistis

1

In fat this interpretation turns out to be too simplisti: the �rst deay omponent is indeed in relation with

the lifetime of the lowest �uor singlet exited state, but is also determined by the e�ieny of the energy transfer

from the solvent to the �uor itself, hene by the onentration of the latter. The slower omponents are due

to de-exitation of metastable triplet states, through proesses involving interations between two moleules.

In this ase the deay onstants are rather an e�etive mathematial parametrization of the �uoresene time

PDF. The theory of sintillation is treated, for example, in the textbooks [Bir64, Kno89℄.

2

With the parametrization in eq. 3.1 q

i

is the integral of the i

th

exponential, i.e.

P

n

i=1

q

i

= 1
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and transparent sintillators. Standard organi liquid sintillators are known to be su�iently

fast for use in large volume detetors, with main deay onstants of the order of magnitude

of few ns (the speed of light in a liquid with n = 1:5 is 20 m=ns). In this ase, the pulse

rise-time is rather dominated by the detetor geometry, light transport and eletronis jitter.

The slow �uoresene omponents are in�uened by the energy loss mehanism of the exiting

partile. This e�et allows the statistial identi�ation of the deteted radiation, by means of

pulse shape disrimination [RWH64℄.

In the LENS projet the experimental determination of the �uoresene time distribution of

metal-loaded sintillators, as well as benhmark unloaded sintillators, is of great importane.

It must be understood whether the presene of the metal and its ligands, at the high required

onentrations, interferes with any of the steps that lead to light emission, in suh a way that

the sintillator time performane is degraded. If this was the ase, spatial reonstrution,

essential in LENS for bakground rejetion, may be severely limited. Furthermore, in Yb-

LENS it is ruial to haraterize the delayed �uoresene, beause it ontributes to inrease

the probability that, due to statistial �utuations in the pulse shape, a single ionization

event is misidenti�ed as a �-event andidate. For this reasons, we have set up a system to

haraterize the �uoresene time of liquid organi sintillators under  irradiation. Samples

of interest for the LENS projet have been measured and, for omparison, sintillators used in

Borexino. Our goal was to determine the deay time of the prompt sintillation �uoresene

and as well to study the late emission, over a time range of � 1�s.

3.2 Experimental Tehnique

The measurement of the �uoresene deay time of sintillators has been aomplished by

using the start-stop method based on the single photon sampling tehnique, whih is brie�y

desribed in this setion (a detailed treatment is also found in [Ran94℄ and referenes therein).

The goal of the measurement is to determine with whih probability the exitation of a

single sintillator moleule at time t = 0 results in the emission of a photon at a delayed time

t. An ionizing partile losing energy in a sintillator will typially exite a large number

of moleules. Ideally, it would be neessary to be blind to all the de-exiting moleules

but one, and to measure the delay between the primary exitation and the detetion of the

emitted photon. An implementation onsists in wathing a sintillator sample irradiated by

a radioative soure with two PMTs. The optial oupling must be suh that one PMT an

see a large number of photons per event. If the sample is su�iently small, it an be assumed

that any interation of a harge partile exites the sintillator moleules all at the same time,

so that the onset of the analogial signal delivered by the high rate PMT de�nes the time

of the energy deposition (disregarding the insigni�ant onstant delay for signal forming and

detetion). If the seond PMT is oupled to the sample in suh a way that it an detet

only one photon from the event, the delay of the detetion time of this photon relative to the

other PMT gives the atual deay time of a single moleule. The �uoresene PDF is then

determined by repeating the proedure, until su�ient statistis for eah time bin is aquired.

Summarizing, the method requires a set-up onsisting of the sintillator sample to measure,

a radiation soure, two PMTs and a suitable �hronometer�. One PMT, strongly oupled, gives

the start to the hronometer, the other, weekly oupled, must trigger on a single photoeletron

and provides the stop signal.

Let us onsider the ase of an ideal system, having a Æ funtion of time as response and no



Table 3.1: E�etive deay time of the PDF of the �rst pe, alulated by �tting eq. 3.3 with a simple

exponential funtion, for the ase of F

0

=

1

�

e

�t=�

. The input deay time is � = 3ns and the �t is

performed in the interval [0; 6ns℄.

m 1 0.2 0.1 0.05 0.01 0.001

� from �t (ns) 2.01 2.74 2.87 2.93 2.986 2.9986

bakground (the orretions to apply for a real detetor will be disussed in the next setions).

In priniple, a delay measurement an be biased by systematis on both start and stop signals.

Both have been studied and the latter will be �rst onsidered.

Biases from the statistis of the start signal The number of photons deteted by

the stop PMT follows a Poisson distribution parametrized by the mean number of deteted

photons per event, m. The Poisson statistis biases the measured PDF, sine whenever the

low rate PMT detets more than one photon the stop signal has an e�etive shorter deay

time. In order to minimize this bias, the oupling must be tuned until the mean number of

deteted photons per event is � 1 (sub-Poisson statistis). This implies:

X

n>1

P (n)� P (1) (3.2)

where P (n) is the probability that n photoeletrons (pe hereafter) are deteted. Following

[Ran94℄, the requirement expressed by eq. 3.2 an be further quanti�ed, by onsidering the

PDF of the �rst pe, when the average number of pe is m:

P

first

(t) =

me

�mF (t)

F

0

(t)

1� e

�m

(3.3)

where the time t is measured from the sintillator exitation, F

0

(t) is the detetion time PDF

for the single pe and F (t) =

R

t

0

F

0

(s)ds. In the ideal ase onsidered here (in�nite resolution,

no bakground), the distribution F

0

(t) is equal to the sintillator �uoresene PDF.

In a real experiment, P

first

(t) is the probability that is diretly measured with the start-

stop tehnique, not F

0

(t). Assuming for simpliity that the sintillator �uoresene PDF is

an exat single exponential with � = 3ns, eq. 3.3 has been evaluated for di�erent values of

m and ompared to the original PDF. The results are shown in Fig. 3.1. It an be seen that

working at an average of one deteted pe per event leads to a highly biased distribution. For

an average of one pe in 20 events a small departure from the real PDF is still observable.

Previous determinations on organi liquid sintillators of interest in neutrino physis have

shown that typially the �rst exponential has a deay time of a fator 10 shorter than the

seond, and also about a fator 10 greater weight [Ran94, RGL98℄. Therefore the fast om-

ponent dominates the sintillator response for a time of the order of � 2�

1

. In Table 3.1

it is alulated how large the systemati error of the sintillator deay time is, when this is

experimentally determined through P

first

(t) in the time interval [0; 2� ℄, as a funtion of the

level of illumination of the low rate PMT. This illumination-dependent systemati an be

analytially orreted by using eq. 3.3, as in ref. [Ran94℄. However, Table 3.1 shows that for

m � 0:01 this bias is < 0:5%, whih we onsider negligible for the level of auray we aim
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Figure 3.1: Probability density funtions for the time of detetion of the �rst deteted photon,

alulated for m = 1; 0:2 and 0:05 under the assumption of exponential emission PDF, with � = 3ns.

at. Consequently, in all our measurements we have tuned the oupling of the low rate PMT

to redue the illumination to m � 0:01.

Biases from the statistis of the stop signal So far, the assumption was made that the

time zero is the instant of the energy deposition in the sintillator. In reality, this time is the

moment in whih the analogi signal from the high rate PMT goes over the threshold, whih

in turn has its own PDF with respet to the real time-zero. If P

stop

(t) is the PDF for the

detetion of the �rst photon in the low rate PMT (equal to P

first

(t) in eq. 3.3) and P

start

(t)

the probability distribution of the trigger time for the high rate PMT, the measurement of

the delay �t = t

stop

� t

start

will provide an e�etive measured PDF, P

meas

(t), given by:

P

meas

(t) =

Z

1

0

P

start

(s)P

stop

(s+ t)ds (3.4)

It is important to note that, if P

stop

(t) is an exat exponential, then P

meas

(t) / P

stop

(t),

irrespetive of P

start

(t). This is a onsequene of the exponential statistis, whih is insensitive

to time shifts, and an be easily veri�ed by replaing P

stop

(s+t) with ke

�(s+t)=�

and evaluating

eq. 3.4 at t+ dt.

Eq. 3.4 has been evaluated for the base ase of P

stop

given by eq. 3.3, with an exponential

�uoresene PDF, � = 3ns and m = 0:01. P

start

has been given several distributions: eq. 3.3

with high values of m (ideal ase), gaussian (simulating a jitter), onstant (the �worst� ase).

The resulting P

meas

(t) funtions have been analyzed in the interval [0; 6ns℄ to determine the

e�etive deay time that would be measured under the above assumptions. Table 3.2 shows

the results. Sine in our ase P

stop

(t) is �very similar� to an exponential distribution the

onlusion valid for an exat exponential still holds: the measured PDF is nearly independent



Table 3.2: E�etive deay time for the alulated PDF of the measured start-stop delay, for some

example P

start

(t): statistis of the �rst deteted photoeletron for m = 100 and m = 10, gaussian

distribution with � = 1ns, step funtion with P

start

= 1 for t 2 [�6ns; 6ns℄, 0 elsewhere. The P

stop

(t)

distribution is �xed to the funtion given by eq. 3.3 for m = 0:01 and F

0

=

1

�

e

�t=�

. The input deay

time is � = 3ns and the �t is performed with a simple exponential funtion, in the interval [0; 6ns℄.

P

start

(t) eq. 3.3 m = 100 eq. 3.3 m = 10 gauss � = 1ns step [-6,6℄

� from �t (ns) 2.986 2.987 2.989 2.993

of the time distribution of the start signal and almost indistinguishable from the PDF of the

�rst deteted photoeletron.

The onlusion of this analysis is that setting the experiment suh that the low rate PMT

has the proper sub-Poisson statistis automatially makes the time distribution of the start

signal unimportant.

3.3 Bakgrounds, Instrumental Artifats and Resolution

In the previous setion the biases of the start-stop tehnique with single photon sampling have

been studied for a system with ideal response. In a real experiment several other problems

an bias the measurement. These an be lassi�ed as bakgrounds or instrumental artifats,

depending whether they originate from bakground start-stop sequenes or from the response

funtion of the system, respetively. In this setion these problems are desribed and it is

disussed how they have been redued in our measurements. The response funtion of the

system is also related to the time resolution, whih is disussed in the last part of the setion.

3.3.1 Bakgrounds

Both PMTs are a�eted by dark noise ounts, whih an interfere with the measurement by

giving fake start or stop signals:

Dark Counts from the start PMT It an happen that a dark ount from the start PMT

opens a gate that is stopped by a signal in the low rate PMT. In this ase a time interval

is aquired, whih is not related to the sintillator �uoresene. This bakground has been

suppressed by simply inreasing the threshold of the start PMT above the end-point of its

dark noise spetrum, with no drawbaks for the deay time measurement.

Dark Counts from the stop PMT This ase is more dangerous than the previous one

beause:

1. Real signals (single pe) and dark noise have the same range of amplitude, so that the

bakground annot be suppressed by inreasing the threshold

2. The ondition of low illumination expressed by eq. 3.2 worsens the signal-to-noise rate

ratio of the stop PMT



As a onsequene, if the low rate PMT has a high dark ounts rate, the bakground beomes

overwhelming at large t, severely limiting the time depth of the measurement. The only

solution for this problem is to use a PMT with an intrinsi dark noise rate R

dark

satisfying;

R

dark

D � m (3.5)

where D is the time depth of the measurement and m the average number of deteted pho-

toeletrons per event in the time interval [0; D℄. If D = 1�s and m � 0:01, eq. 3.5 gives:

R

dark

� 10 kHz. Sine the PDF of a stop signal has a fast deay, whilst the bakground

is nearly onstant, the ondition in eq. 3.5 has to be interpreted in a strong sense to pre-

serve an aeptable signal-to-noise ratio in the tail of the distribution. Standard PMTs with

� 1 kHz dark noise rate are therefore not suitable. The PMT we have used, a Hamamatsu

R1527P, is speially designed for single photon ounting appliations and shows a dark noise

rate < 10Hz.

Bakground from Misidenti�ed Sequenes In our measurements, the start trigger rate

is omparable to D

�1

and the low rate tube is operated in sub-Poisson statistis. In this

ase, sine our eletronis is non-updating (a new start does not reset the system), another

bakground must be onsidered: it has been observed that after a �rst start signal sometimes

a seond interation an our in the sintillator within the time depth of the measurement

and the latter is followed by a stop. In suh ases it is more likely that the pe deteted

by the low rate PMT is assoiated with the seond start event, but the reorded sequene

t

start

1

! t

start

2

! t

stop

2

results in the aquisition of the wrong delay t

stop

2

� t

start

1

. We have

suppressed this bakground by adding a hardware logi ondition that vetoes the aquisition

whenever the stop signal is preeded by more than one start within the time window D.

3.3.2 Instrumental artifats

Instrumental artifats related to the time response funtion of the stop PMT to a single photon

an add fake strutures to the measured distribution:

Late Pulses Between the PMT illumination and the subsequent detetion of the resulting

avalanhe a typial time elapses, whih is alled �transit time�. This delay orresponds to the

dynami of the photoeletron fousing on the �rst dynode and of the sueeding multipliation

through the dynode hain. The transit time shows a gaussian-like spread, whih adds a time

jitter to the measurement. With a ertain PMT-dependent probability (typially few perent)

the photoeletron an follow a muh longer path before undergoing multipliation, resulting

in a delayed signal. Suh events are alled late pulses. For a given PMT, the late pulses

time distribution shows a well de�ned peak (see Fig. 6.3 on page 135, with typial delays of

20 � 100ns, depending on the size of the PMT. In a �uoresene time measurement the late

pulses of the stop PMT add a delayed peak to the distribution, a lower amplitude mirror of

the prinipal peak at t = 0. This e�et an thus jeopardize the analysis of the tail of the

distribution. A possible solution is to determine preisely the response funtion of the stop

PMT to a single photon and then to deonvolve it from the measured urves. However this

proedure is tehnially di�ult and gives results of limited preision. The best option is

to hoose a speial PMT, with very low intrinsi probability of generating late pulses. The

Hamamatsu R1527P is a �side-window� PMT and it is found that this geometry is partiularly

favorable to redue the rate of late pulses [RGL98℄.



After Pulses Contrary to late pulses, after pulses are not due to the pe itself, but to

positive ions from the residual gas inside the PMT produed during the avalanhe, whih

move upstream, strike the photoathode and indue a seond delayed avalanhe. In this ase

two orrelated pulses are deteted: the original and the ion indued one. The delays are

longer than for late pulses, of the order of few 10

2

ns to miroseonds. After pulses are always

preeded by the orresponding prompt signal, nevertheless after pulses of the low rate PMT

are of nuisane, beause in some ases it happens that the prompt pe gives a sub-threshold

pulse, whereas the following after pulse triggers, providing a delayed stop. The solution we

applied is to introdue a hardware logi ondition triggered by a very low stop threshold,

whih vetoes the aquisition whenever two suh stop signals our in the gate opened by a

start.

3.3.3 Resolution

Several omponents ontribute to determine the time resolution of the system. The transit

time spread of the PMTs has been mentioned above. Both our PMTs have been seleted

among the types with the fastest rise-time and lowest jitter

3

. The next step in whih a time

unertainty is introdued is the analogi-to-logi onversion of the signals (disrimination). For

this reason a �onstant fration� (CF) disriminator was preferred to a higher walk �leading

edge�. The outputs of the CF disriminators need to be shaped and delayed, whih adds

another time jitter. Last, further unertainties are assoiated with the hronometer, in our ase

a Time to Pulse Height Converter (TPHC). Due to all these e�ets, what is really measured

is the �uoresene PDF of the sintillator sample onvoluted with the response funtion of

the whole experimental apparatus. In order to failitate the deonvolution of the sintillator

performane, the total resolution of the system should be . � and the response funtion as

regular as possible (i.e. gaussian-like).

3.4 Experimental Set-Up

The onepts desribed in the previous setions have been implemented in the set up shown in

Fig. 3.2. It onsists of a blak, light-tight box where the sintillator sample and the soure are

plaed. The inner walls are overed with a Te�on layer to improve light olletion for the high

rate PMT. The holders of the two photomultipliers are srewed into this blak box. The high

rate PMT is a fast 2

00

�front-window� Photonis XP2262, the low rate PMT is a �side-window�

Hamamatsu R1527P. Some important features of the two PMTs are reported in Table 3.3.

The very low dark ounts rate of the R1527P PMT enables the measurement of the deay

time over a time range of � 1�s, with very low bakground. The neutral (non wavelength

dependent) �lter in front of the stop PMT dereases the illumination to the desired level.

A simpli�ed sheme of the logi of the eletronis is shown in Fig. 3.3. The analogi signals

from the PMTs are disriminated by a CF disriminator. When the pulse from the high rate

tube goes over the threshold, a logi signal of the duration of 1�s is generated and sent as a

3

In Se. 3.2 it was shown that the time distribution of the start signal has a very modest impat on the

deay time measurement, provided that the stop PDF does not di�er very muh from an exat exponential.

However, the real PDF of the stop signal is the onvolution of eq. 3.3 with the response funtion of the low

rate PMT and subsequent eletronis, whih is no longer �very similar� to an exat exponential. Therefore the

onlusion that the time distribution of the start signal is unimportant is not neessary true for a system with

�nite resolution.
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Figure 3.2: Sheme of the experimental set up used to measure the deay time of sintillator samples.

Table 3.3: Some �gures of merit of the two utilized PMTs. The dark noise rate have been measured by

us, at operating voltage and with a threshold of ' 0:2 pe. The other parameters are the manufaturer's

spei�ations.

High rate Low rate

Type Photonis XP2262 Hamamatsu R1527P

Rise Time ' 2:0ns ' 2:2ns

Jitter (1�) ' 0:5ns ' 0:5ns

Dark ounts ' 1 kHz ' 7Hz
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Figure 3.3: Simpli�ed sheme of the logi of the eletronis used to measure the deay time of

sintillator samples.

Table 3.4: Thresholds for aquisition and veto, in units of the single pe amplitude peak.

Start PMT Stop PMT

Aquisition � 10 pe � 0:7 pe

Veto/Monitor � 3 pe � 0:1 pe

start signal to a TPHC. Similarly, a pulse above threshold from the low rate PMT produes

a logi signal that stops the TPHC. Both logi signals are delayed to let the trigger take the

deision whether to aept or not the ourring sequene. For eah PMT two setions of a

CF disriminator are used, with di�erent thresholds settings: higher for the aquisition and

lower for veto and monitor purposes (see Table 3.4). The outputs of the CF are used to form

a trigger logi that opens a gate for the TPHC whenever:

1. Start and Stop are in oinidene within a time depth of 1�s

2. Within this interval there is no other low-threshold start before a stop has ome

3. Within this interval there is no low-threshold stop before the e�etive high-threshold

stop.

Condition 1 is trivial, onditions 2 and 3 veto the bakgrounds due to misidenti�ed sequenes

and after pulses of the low rate PMT, respetively, as explained in Ses. 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. The



threshold for the aquisition of the start signal is high enough to suppress the dark noise

triggers and make sure that the signals used for the referene time-zero have a regular pulse

shape and high statistis. For the stop PMT, it is neessary to trigger on a single-pe. However,

it has been notied that the disrimination of low amplitude single-pe pulses is a�eted by

a large jitter, hene the threshold hosen is the lowest preserving an aurate disriminator

output. The veto and monitor systems have to trigger on the highest possible number of

physial events: the threshold of the start PMT is set suh to aept a large fration of

soure events, while utting most of the dark ounts; the veto threshold of the stop PMT sits

just above the baseline noise. The trigger rates of the two PMTs are monitored through a

saler-timer unit, to hek whether the low illumination regime of eq. 3.2 is ful�lled.

One an event sequene meets the onditions 1, 2 and 3 above, the TPHC is enabled and

onverts the start-stop delay into a pulse of proportional amplitude, whih is sent to a Multi-

Channel Analyzer (MCA). The MCA was set to over its dynami range with 2048 hannels,

orresponding to an instrumental sensitivity of � 0:5ns=h.

The alibration of the hannel-to-time sale was obtained by measuring the MCA response

to a series of �xed delays in the range 50ns � 1�s. The start and stop have been provided

by a ouple of oinident signals from a Gate & Delay generator. The various delay between

the two signals were set on the module and measured with a digital osillosope (TDS 7000,

Tektronix).

3.5 Data Analysis

The sintillator �uoresene PDF an be parametrized by eq. 3.1. The MCA output spetra

are the onvolution of the sintillator PDF with the response funtion of the system. The

latter inludes the hannel-to-time alibration of the TPHC-MCA sub-system and the time

response to a single photon of PMTs and eletronis. The analysis is arried out by �tting

the measured urves with the funtion:

f(x

i

) = [kP (t� t

0

) + b℄
R(t) (3.6)

where the right hand term has to be evaluated at the time t

i

:

t

i

= 

0

+ 

1

x

i

+ 

2

x

2

i

(3.7)

where x

i

is the MCA i

th

hannel, t

i

the orresponding time. In eq. 3.6 P (t � t

0

) is the

multi-exponential funtion of eq. 3.1 with an overall time o�set t

0

given by the sum of all the

o�sets between the start and stop signals; k is an absolute normalization, b a onstant rate

desribing the total ontribution of the unvetoed bakgrounds

4

(f. Se. 3.3.1); R(t)is the

response funtion of the system and the symbol 
 represents the onvolution produt. The

response funtion R(t) has not been experimentally measured and was approximated with an

asymmetri gaussian (di�erent standard deviations on the left and right side of the peak).

This assumption is justi�ed by the observation that the response of a PMT around 0 is always

4

The bakground rate is here assumed onstant, thought it is in priniple time-dependent. It an be shown

(see e.g. [Ran94℄) that the relative variation of the bakground rate on a time sale of the order of the

�uoresene lifetime is of the order of 1 � e

�m

, while asymptotially it sales as e

�R

d

t

, R

d

dark ounts rate.

In both ases the variation is negligible, due to the high signal/bakground ratio at short times, the smallness

of m and the very low bakground rate R

d

.



Table 3.5: Free parameters of the �t of the �uoresene time spetra (eq. 3.8, see also the de�nition

of the �t funtion in eq. 3.6). For n free deay onstants, only n-1 weights are free parameters, due to

the normalization onstraint:

P

n

i=1

q

i

= 1.

Parameter Explanation

�

1

; ::: ; �

n

Deay Constants

q

1

; ::: ; q

n�1

Weights of the Components

t

0

Time O�set

k Global Normalization

b Bakground Rate

�

dx

Right Instrumental Resolution

�

sx

Left Instrumental Resolution

well approximated by a gaussian funtion and that side-window PMTs show a negligible rate

of late pulses.

The hannel-to-time sale has been alibrated as desribed in the previous setion and

interpolated with a seond order polynomial (eq. 3.7). The oe�ient of the quadrati term



2

is negative and the non-linearity of the sale modest: j

2

=

1

j � 10

�6

, implying a maximal

relative orretion assoiated with the quadrati term of � 10

�3

. The polynomial gives a

good �t to the alibration points and two independent alibrations performed at a distane

of several days have given similar results. The resulting relative unertainty in the hannel-

to-time onversion

5

is lower than 0:002 over the whole 1�s measurement depth, whih has a

negligible e�et on the determination of the �uoresene parameters.

Eq. 3.6 has been implemented in a omputer program that minimizes the �

2

funtion of

the �t to the data, de�ned as:

�

2

(p

j

) =

h

X

i=l

[N(x

i

)� f (x

i

; p

j

)℄

2

N(x

i

)

(3.8)

where fp

j

g is the set of free parameters of the �t (see Table 3.5), N(x

i

) is the number of

ounts in the MCA i

th

bin and f (x

i

; p

j

) is given by eq. 3.6. The error used for the single bin

is the square root of the bin ontent: �(x

i

) =

p

N(x

i

). The interval of �t [x

i

; x

h

℄ exludes, on

the left side of the peak, the range whih is not well desribed by the �t funtion due to the

non gaussian tail of the PMT response; on the right side, the last over�ow hannels. The �

2

minimization is performed by the MINUIT pakage of the CERN libraries. All the measured

urves ould be desribed with the sum of 3 to 4 exponentials.

3.6 The Measured Samples

Five samples have been measured: three of them where non metal loaded, benhmark organi

liquid sintillators of interest in neutrino physis; two samples were high metal loaded sintil-

lators synthesized during the early phase of the LENS R&D program. Before measuring, all

5

For this omparison the di�erene of the onstant terms 

0

in eq. 3.7 has been orreted, sine the �t

funtion has an additional time-o�set free parameter.



the samples were bubbled with N

2

for 5min to remove oxygen, whih is known to derease the

light yield and at the same time to attenuate the slow time omponents (see [Bir64℄). The sam-

ples have been irradiated with pure  emitters:

137

Cs and

54

Mn. Gammas from these soures

have Compton interations in the sintillator, so that the measured �uoresene urves refer

to the sintillator exitation by eletrons. The neutral �lter in front of the low rate PMT was

tuned suh to have m � 0:01, so that the systemati distortion of the �uoresene PDF due to

the statistis of the stop signal was negligible (f. Se. 3.2). The parameter m was estimated

by monitoring the ratio (start & stop rate)/(start rate): typially R

start& stop

� 10 � 20Hz

and R

start

� 2 kHz, measured with the �aquisition� thresholds of Table 3.4.

3.6.1 Benhmark Sintillators

The unloaded sintillator samples measured were:

� BC505: high light yield, fast response, standard organi sintillator produed by the

BICRON orporation. Its exat omposition is not published, however its harateristi

odor reveals the use of PC as solvent and �uorimetri measurements show that bis-MSB

is also employed as WLS [Bu04℄

� PC + PPO(1.5 g/l): a sample of idential omposition as the sintillator proposed

for the Borexino experiment [Bor02, Bor98℄. The PC was purhased by Aldrih and

has slightly di�erent properties ompared to the PC delivered by Enihem for Borexino

([Bu04℄).

� PXE + p-TP (2.0 g/l) + bis-MSB (20 mg/l): a sintillator deeply studied by

the Borexino ollaboration. The sample investigated is the same PXE-based sintillator

measured in CTF [Bor04℄.

3.6.2 Metal Loaded Sintillators

Both the investigated sintillator samples, one loaded with ytterbium, the other with indium,

have been synthesized by R. Raghavan at Bell Labs in 2001 and are based on the hemistry

of arboxyli aids [Rag01a, Rag01b℄. The In sample turned out to fail essential demands in

matter of transpareny and espeially of hemial stability, therefore it is not representative

of the kind of sintillator suitable for the LENS experiment. Nevertheless its limitation did

not prevent the reliable measurement of the deay time and the study of the in�uene of

the metal and its ligands on the sintillator �uoresene. A measurement of stable In-loaded

sintillators, available only at a later time, has not been arried out, beause the deay time

is muh less ritial for the indium projet than for ytterbium, due to the very long tag-time.

Table 3.6 gives a desription of the two investigated samples.

3.7 Results and Conlusions

The experimental �uoresene time PDF and the �t obtained with the funtion of eq. 3.6

are shown in �gs. 3.4 to 3.8. Table 3.7 reports the best �t values for the most signi�ant

parameters. All the measured urves are regular over the entire time depth, whih on�rms

that late and after pulses from the stop PMT have been redued to a negligible level and no

other major instrumental artifats are present. The low dark noise ounts rate of the R1527P



Table 3.6: Data of the measured Yb and In loaded sintillators [Rag01a, Rag01b℄. The Light Yield was

measured by us with a Compton-Bak-Sattering (CBS) tehnique on a 20ml sample, under irradiation

with

137

Cs and

54

Mn soures (CBS will be desribed in Se. 8.3) TMMA: Tri-methyl-aeti Aid.

TBPO: Tri-Butyl-Phosphine-Oxide.

Name BL Yb #260F1 BL In #381MP

Date of Synthesis 1/22/2001 8/8/2001

Metal Loading (In wt.) � 10% � 12:5%

Light Yield (rel. BC505) � 45% � 39%

Carboxili Aid Iso-Valeri Iso-Valeri

Solvent PC MN

Fluor BPO (8 g=l) BPO (8 g=l)

�-shifter bis-MSB (10mg=l) bis-MSB (10mg=l)

Further Ingredients TMMA TMAA; TBPO

Comment visous low transpareny, hemially unstable
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Figure 3.4: BC505: experimental (blak solid histogram) and best �t (red dashed urve) �uoresene

time PDF. The right plot displays the �rst 200ns.
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Figure 3.5: Fluoresene urve of the PC + PPO(1:5 g=l) sample.
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Figure 3.6: Fluoresene urve of the PXE+p-TP(2:0 g=l)+bis-MSB(20mg=l)sample.
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Figure 3.7: Fluoresene urve of the Yb-loaded sintillator.
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Figure 3.8: Fluoresene urve of the In-loaded sintillator.



Table 3.7: Parameters of the �t of the �uoresene urves. The deay times �

i

and the resolutions

�

sx;dx

are given in ns. Results are presented from either a 3-exp and a 4-exp �t: in some ases 4

exponentials are neessary and with 3 only the �t tries to ompensate the missing term by inreasing

the bakground. On the other hand, when 3 exponentials are su�ient, the fourth is rather used to

�ne tune the �t and an lose its physial meaning.

�

1

�

2

�

3

�

4

q

1

q

2

q

3

q

4

�

sx

�

dx

BC505 (3 exp) 1.96 14.1 87.1 / 0.935 0.056 0.009 / 1.4 1.9

BC505 (4 exp) 1.63 3.36 21.4 103 0.716 0.242 0.035 0.007 1.4 1.9

PC + PPO (3 exp) 3.09 23.2 121 / 0.956 0.038 0.006 / 1.3 1.8

PC + PPO (4 exp) 3.09 21.6 73.1 209 0.955 0.037 0.006 0.002 1.3 1.8

PXE (3 exp) 3.87 20.7 127 / 0.853 0.115 0.032 / 1.4 1.8

PXE (4 exp) 3.78 15.4 59.7 215 0.831 0.114 0.040 0.015 1.4 1.8

BL Yb 260F1 (3 exp) 2.31 20.5 144 / 0.893 0.089 0.018 / 1.2 1.5

BL Yb 260F1 (4 exp) 2.23 11.1 34.5 173 0.872 0.070 0.043 0.015 1.2 1.6

BL In 381MP (3 exp) 2.86 28.9 142 / 0.946 0.028 0.026 / 1.3 1.6

BL In 381MP (4 exp) 2.81 13.5 58.0 185 0.939 0.020 0.024 0.017 1.3 1.7

Table 3.8: First deay time �

1

for the Borexino PXE sintillator. The entry y is our determination,

all the other deay times have been measured by the Borexino ollaboration (ref. [Bor04℄). The

�uorimeter measures the deay time upon UV-exitation. No triplet states are populated, resulting in

a redued late light fration. However, the fast omponent is expeted to be the same as for eletron

exitation.

p-TP onentration �

1

�uorimeter �

1

-soure

2:0 g=l 3:7� 4:0ns 3:8ns

y

3:0 g=l 3:2ns 3:1ns

PMT, has ensured adequate signal-to-bakground ratio up to � 1�s from the exitation time.

Moreover, the bakground level on the left of the time zero seems reasonably ompatible

with the ount rate in the tail of the �uoresene urve, proving the absene of unaounted

bakgrounds. All the �ts extrapolate from the experimental urves onsistent time resolutions

(last two olumns in Table 3.7), whih are adequate, though the system was not optimized to

this regard.

The standard BC505 shows the fastest sintillation response. The main deay onstant,

�

1

� 2ns, is onsistent with the BICRON spei�ations. The PC + PPO (1:5 g=l) mixture

exhibits a slower deay time, as a onsequene of the low �uor onentration (see [Bir68℄). Our

results are however not ompletely onsistent with those reported in [RGL98℄ for Borexino,

where the authors �nd a still slower �rst deay onstant (�

1

' 3:6ns) and a larger fration of

late light. The PXE + p-TP (2:0 g=l) + bis-MSB (20mg=l) sample shows the slowest response.

Our results are onsistent with those reported in [Bor04℄, as shown in Table 3.8.

The performane of both metal-loaded samples from Bell Labs is in the same range of the

benhmark sintillators, either for the main deay onstant and for the relative fration of



slow light, in spite of the high metal onentration, the large non-aromati volume fration

and the presene of other hemials. Thus there is no experimental evidene that the metal

loading degrades the sintillator fast response or leads to a larger fration of late light. The

onsequene is that spatial resolution and signal pulse shape in LENS are not degraded by the

presene of the metal. However, the measured total weight of the slow omponents in the Yb

sample is non negligible, � 10%. A large fration of this light is emitted in the time window

of the �-tag (t & 30ns), enhaning the probability of fake � identi�ation from statistial

�utuations of the pulse shape of single events, as disussed in Se. 2.3.3. The impat of late

�uoresene on this bakground will be studied in Se. 7.1.





Chapter 4

Measurements of Light Piping for

Appliation in LENS Cells

4.1 Introdution

In Se. 2.4.3 the problem of guiding light to the PMTs in the Indium-LENS onept has

been introdued. As an example, in Fig. 4.1 the results of a Monte Carlo simulation of a

5 m � 5 m � 200 m ell are reported, where light propagation is based on Total Internal

Re�etion (TIR), the medium has n = 1:5 and an absorption length of 4m. The �gure displays

the expeted distribution of the number of re�etions at the ell-to-air interfae before a photon

reahes a PMT (ideal TIR is assumed). The mean is 48 re�etions, the most probable number

' 35. For an order of magnitude estimation, if R is the real TIR re�etane, I the light

intensity at the PMT, I

0

the limit intensity for R = 100%, then I � I

0

R

n

, where n is the

average number of re�etions. For n = 48, I=I

0

> 0:5 requires R & 98:5%. The In-LENS

onept is therefore very demanding in matter of light piping. For this reason a ampaign of

measurements has been arried out, aiming at testing whether suh stringent demands an be

met with ommerially available tehnology.

In Se. 4.2 the main mehanisms useful for light guiding in a sintillation ell are outlined:

TIR and Speular Re�etion (SR). Se. 4.3 desribes the samples that have been measured

for both TIR and SR. Se. 4.4 reports on the measurements of absolute mirror-like re�etane

of samples suitable for SR light guiding in LENS ells. Se. 4.5 gives a desription of the

method employed to measure and analyze light piping via TIR and SR in optial modules.

The results of these measurements are reported in Ses. 4.6 and 4.7. The onlusions follow

in Se. 4.8.

4.2 Light Piping Mehanisms

In the geometry of a LENS module (Fig. 2.2 on page 41), the solid angle for diret illumination

of the PMTs is very small in a large fration of the volume. Therefore it is neessary to have

some other mehanism to guide light to the PMTs. The only two suh mehanisms are total

internal re�etion and speular re�etion.

Total Internal Re�etion A natural possibility for light guiding is o�ered by the hange

of refrative index at the boundary with air (Fresnel re�etion). The e�ieny for unpolarized

75



Figure 4.1: Distribution of the number of re�etions before PMT, for a soure 2m distant in a

5 m � 5 m � 200 mell with absorption length of 4m. A square geometry and ideal TIR piping

are assumed (the MC simulations of optial modules are desribed in Chapter 6).

light is given by (see e.g. [BW64℄):
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(4.1)

where �

i;r

are the angle of inidene and refration respetively, related with eah other and

with the refrative index by the Snell's law. For a medium with n � 1:5 (typial range of

many organi liquids and as well of materials that an be used for a ell, suh as glass, quartz

or aryli), eq. 4.1 has a plateau at ' 4% for �

i

. 35

Æ

, then goes up to 100% at the ritial

angle �



:

�



= arsin(1=n) (4.2)

whih gives �



' 42

Æ

. Fresnel re�etion is very poor for light piping below �



, whereas for

�

i

� �



TIR ensures in priniple a perfet light guiding. In a TIR-based ell light striking the

interfaes with �

i

< �



is lost after a very short distane, while the rest propagates theoretially

without attenuation (as far as light guiding only is onerned). The e�ieny of a real system

is < 100%, beause of losses due to absorption in the ell walls, surfae defets and roughness.

Speular Re�etion An other option onsidered for LENS is the design of ells based on

speular re�etion, nearly equally e�ient at all angles. The advantage of SR over TIR is

the bonus of reovering the solid angle lost with TIR (� 50% of the total 4�) and, from

the point of view of the detetor design, the implementation of SR does not need modules

physially separated by air gaps. On the other hand, it is hard to �nd mirrors ompeting

with TIR in matter of re�etane. With a photon survival probability P = R

n

, the LENS

geometry is extremely sensitive to even small departures of R from 100%, as argued in Se.



4.1. Conventional metalli re�etors with typial R . 90% are not suitable. However, the

reent development of multi-layer dieletri foils with reported R & 99% at all wavelengths

above ut-o� and all angles (VM2000 from 3M, ref. [Web00℄, appliation in optial modules

reported in [Ste02, Bog01℄) has made SR appealing for LENS.

Mixed Light Guiding In ase R

TIR

> R

SR

, a design an be hosen that takes the best

of the two methods: light should be guided via TIR above the riti angle, otherwise via

SR. This is realized by wrapping an optial module in a non-oupled mirror pro�le. In the

implementation in a segmented detetor, this solution has also the advantage of isolating

neighbouring ells against light ross talk.

4.3 Desription of the Samples

4.3.1 VM2000 Re�etive Foils

The optial properties of three samples of VM2000 foils by 3M have been studied:

1. The standard version �rst put on the market by 3M

2. A UV-extended version

3. An improved standard version on the market sine 2002

It will be referred to these samples as old, UV and new VM2000, respetively.

4.3.2 Quartz Tubes

Two quartz tubes have been used for the measurements of light piping. One ' 55 m long, the

other ' 110 m long. Their setion is square with rounded orners, with ' 15mm external

dimension, ' 2mm quartz thikness and ' 2mm urvature radius at the rounded orners

(shown in Fig. 4.4 on page 80). The tubes have been provided by Heraeus Quartz Glas GmbH.

Materials and surfae �nishing are similar to those of the �nal LENS prototype ells (Chapter

8). At one side of the tube a suprasil quartz window has been glued for liquid ontainment.

4.4 Measurements of Re�etane of Mirror Foils

In order to study the re�etane of the VM2000 foils, a V-W aessory mounted on a Varian

Cary-400 spetrophotometer has been used. The V-W tehnique allows to measure the speu-

lar re�etane of a �at sample, with no need of alibrated referenes. Fig. 4.2 and its aption

desribe the priniple of the method. The experimental systematis limit the preision of

the measurement at the level of � 1% (delared instrumental spei�ation). Re�etane was

measured in air, at an inidene angle of 7

Æ

, in the near-UV to visible spetrum. In Fig. 4.3

a representative measurement for eah one of three investigated VM2000 samples is reported.

It has to be remarked that measurements of the same sample an di�er from eah other up to

� 2%. This error inludes non uniformities of the samples (di�erent spots were probed), as

well as the intrinsi systematis of the instrument and the method.

The features of the old VM2000 are: ut-o� at � 400nm, plateau of R ' 97% in the

range [400nm � 440nm℄, dip down to R ' 94% in the interval [440nm� 520nm℄, R & 98%



M1 M2

Reference

M3

M1 M2

M3

Sample

Figure 4.2: Shemati diagram of the V-W tehnique applied to measure the absolute re�etane of a

sample. The light intensity with the apparatus in the �Sample� on�guration (I

S

) is ompared to the

one measured in the �Referene� on�guration (I

R

). The mirrors M1 and M2 are in a �xed position,

while the mirror M3 an be moved as shown on the right side of the �gure. The sample to measure

is loated exatly half way between the two slots for M3. The optial length is the same in the two

on�gurations, as well as the re�etane at the mirrors M1, M2 and M3. The only di�erene is that

light in the right side on�guration must re�et twie on the sample. Thus: R =

p

I

S

=I

R

. The result

is an average of the sample re�etane in the two illuminated spots. In the V-W aessory of the

Varian Cary 400 spetrophotometer the angle of inidene on the sample is 7

Æ

and the instrument is

designed to operate in air.

for longer wavelengths. The UV VM2000 has ut-o� at � 310nm, a similar spetrum above

400nm, however with slightly lower re�etane in the interval [400nm � 460nm℄.

These results are in good agreement with previous measurements [Bog01℄ and on�rm

that, above ut-o�, old and UV VM2000 are superior to the best onventional metal-oated

mirrors. However their performane is not su�ient for the LENS demands: in LENS the

sintillator omposition is tuned to shift the emission in the �blue-green� spetrum, 420nm .

� . 500nm, whih ombines a higher sintillator transpareny and good photo-sensitivity of

standard PMTs. In that wavelength range the measured average re�etane is � 96%.

The new VM2000 performs substantially better: the dip has disappeared and the re-

�etane is onstantly & 98% above 420nm, whih is of great interest for light piping appli-

ations in LENS.

The spetrophotometri V-W measurements of the VM2000 gives important preliminary

indiations, but further srutiny is needed, beause the systemati unertainty of the method

is too large. The performane of a sintillation module have a very strong dependene on R

and hene an error as large as the estimated �1% results in a huge unertainty. Furthermore,

V-W re�etane is measured in air at near-normal inidene, while in a ell light re�ets

with a ontinuous angular distribution from a medium with n � 1:5. Last, obviously TIR

re�etane annot be measured with the same tehnique. In order to give a more preise and

realisti haraterization of TIR and SR, we have set up a system in our dark room for the

measurement of light piping in prototype ells, whih is desribed in the next setion.
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Figure 4.3: Re�etane spetra of the 3 samples of VM2000 foils. The bottom graphis is the

magni�ation of the top one in the region of interest. For omparison, we also reported the spetrum

of an aluminum-oated mirror employed in the �Hess� -ray Cerenkov telesope [HES03℄, measured by

us.
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Figure 4.4: Shemati view of the experimental set-up for light piping measurements. Pulses of

monohromati light are generated with a LED. An optial �ber is oupled to the LED and guides

light into a prototype quartz ell. The light intensity is read-out by the PMT at the bottom. The ell

is �lled with a transparent liquid, whih provides the refrative index neessary for TIR light piping.

For the measurements of SR piping the ell was lined with a pro�le of VM2000.

4.5 Method for the Measurement of Light Piping

4.5.1 The Experimental Set-Up

The aim of the measurements was to haraterize light guiding in ells based either on TIR or

SR (via VM2000). In order to deouple the light losses due to imperfet re�etion from those

due to absorption in the liquid, short ells (l � 1m) have been used and optial media featuring

very high transpareny in the wavelength region of interest (absorption length & 20m). The

required high sensitivity in R was obtained by using pipes of small ross-setion (d = 15mm),

thus inreasing the number of re�etions. Only the best performing new VM2000 was tested.

A drawing of the setup used for light piping haraterization is shown in Fig. 4.4. It

onsists of a quartz tube oupled to a PMT on one side and open on the other side for �lling

and insertion of a light �ber, whih is oupled to a LED. The LED is onneted to an eletri

iruit developed by the eletroni department of the MPIK [Pei03℄. Light is emitted in form

of fast pulses when the iruit is triggered with an external logi TTL signal. At the free side

of the �ber a Te�on di�user is onneted, to isotropize the light diretion distribution inside

the ell.

The same system has been adapted for the measurement of a SR-based ell: a long square

pro�le of VM2000 is inserted into the quartz tube, so that the quartz internal surfae is entirely

lined with re�etive foils. Dimensions of the VM2000 pipe are: � 9:3mm� 9:3mm� 600mm.

The PMT used is a Photonis XP2262; it is read out by a VME aquisition system (DAQ

desribed in ref. [Las02℄). The trigger logi is very simple: a ouple of gate & delay generators

produes a periodi TTL signal for the LED and a time gate synhronous with the PMT pulse

for the VME eletronis. Eah LED pulse produes a signal in the PMT, that is measured by



an ADC.

The light �ber is deployed at various distanes from the PMT. For eah position typially

50000 pulses are aquired and the light intensity is determined as the average ADC signal.

Eah measurement onsists of a san of the light intensity as a funtion of the distane.

As light soure two LEDs have been used, with emission peaked at 380nm and 430nm.

The former delivers pulses very sharp in time, with few ns width (details in ref. [Pei03℄), while

the latter exhibits a muh broader pulse shape (� �s fall time). In the �rst ase the PMT

signal was read by a VME integrating harge-sensitive ADC, in the seond it was neessary to

use a shaping ampli�er and then a peak sensitive ADC. The data aquired with the 430nm

LED are partiularly signi�ant for LENS, beause the metal loaded sintillators are tuned

to have an emission peaked at � � 430nm. Wavelength-shifters are used, suh as bis-MSB,

whih have very high absorption for � < 400nm, so that typially light primarily emitted in

this range is shifted to longer wavelengths before the �rst re�etion. Nevertheless, data for

� = 380nm provide interesting indiations of the re�etane wavelength dependene and give

a ross-hek for systematis, sine the aquisition of the nanoseond LED pulses requires an

eletronis set-up di�erent from the one used for the slow 430nm LED.

The ell must be �lled with a liquid to simulate a sintillator-like refrative medium.

We have hosen �Uvasol� ylohexane (n ' 1:42), �Uvasol� ethanol (n ' 1:37) and �99+%�

dodeane (n ' 1:42), all showing exellent optial properties. All these liquids turned out to

be hemially aggressive against the able of the light �ber and exhibited a degradation of their

transpareny after prolonged ontat with it. Therefore the adopted proedure was to measure

the light intensity from the bottom to the top, gradually �lling the ell and making sure that at

any step only the Te�on di�user was immersed in the liquid (as in Fig. 4.4). In addition, at the

end of eah san the absorbane of the liquid was heked at our spetrophotometer in a 1 m

vial and the measurement validated only if no worsening of the transpareny in the wavelength

region of interest was observed. The VM2000 was found hemially ompatible with ethanol

and dodeane, but not with ylohexane, whose absorbane in the visible inreased after

ontat with the foils.

4.5.2 Data Analysis

A measurement onsists of a san of the light intensity measured by the PMT as a funtion

of the soure distane. Due to the small ross setion, the solid angle for diret illumination

of the PMT is negligible for a large fration of the ell length and hene the light attenuation

urve tests the e�ieny of light piping.

Data analysis is not trivial, beause many photons are emitted and eah propagates in the

ell di�erently, depending on the initial diretion. There are paths to the PMT involving a

small number of re�etions at near grazing inidene, others spiralizing forward, with many

re�etions at �

i

� �



. The observed result is the superposition of all the possible propagation

senarios.

Strategy The measurements have been analyzed by omparing the experimental light at-

tenuation urves with MC simulations, in whih the surfae re�etane has been tuned to

reprodue most losely the data. The simulations are photon-traing MCs based on a simpli-

�ation of a more elaborated optial model that will be presented in Chapter 7. Important

features implemented in the simulations are:



� Cell geometry, desribed as a square tube with rounded orners, as in Fig. 4.4

� Two de�ned volumes: liquid and quartz. They are assumed optially oupled

1

, but may

have di�erent absorption lengths

� Light re�etion at the external surfae via Fresnel re�etion (eq. 4.1) plus TIR, or SR.

The TIR and SR e�ienies are assumed for simpliity onstant at all angles and are

the �free parameters� of the MC

� Photon interation with the media, through the de�nition of an absorption length in

liquid and quartz. Interating photons are onsidered lost (elasti sattering is negleted)

In the standard analysis a 20m �guess� attenuation length is assumed for both quartz and

liquid, while di�erent values are used to investigate the systematis of the method. Suprasil

quartz has �virtually� no absorption in the visible range. The liquids utilized have been

measured by us at the spetrophotometer and none of them has shown a detetable absorption

at the onsidered wavelengths. In both ases 20m attenuation length is rather the lower limit

given by the sensitivity of the measurement.

Simpli�ed Analysis Both experimental and simulated urves are �tted with a double ex-

ponential funtion:

f = I

1

e

�(x�x

0

)=�

1

+ I

2

e

�(x�x

0

)=�

2

(4.3)

where x

0

is the distane of the losest data/simulation point (normally x

0

= 5 m). The

empirial �tting funtion 4.3 has no diret physial meaning and is just intended to give an

e�etive parameterization of the attenuation urves.

Eq. 4.3 �ts well both data and MC simulations in all the ases onsidered. In Fig. 4.5 an

example of double exponential �t to data is shown.

The �t returns two e�etive attenuation lengths (�

1

and �

2

), the weights at the referene

distane x

0

(I

1

and I

2

) and the unertainties for those parameters. The amplitude parame-

ters I

1

and I

2

are not physially meaningful, beause the absolute normalization of the light

attenuation urves -for data as well as simulations- is not signi�ant in this ontext. Only the

ratio W

1;2

= I

1;2

=(I

1

+ I

2

) is meaningful: it gives the fration of the intensity measured by

the PMT at x

0

, whih is attenuated with a �

1;2

attenuation length.

The orret modeling of the system behaviour near the PMT an be di�ult, beause many

fators beside pure guiding e�ieny an in�uene the light intensity urve, suh as: geometry,

anisotropies, optis at the interfaes and interations with the PMT. In many ases, most

important for this study is the longest attenuation omponent, say �

2

, whih haraterizes

light piping at a distane from the PMT where the e�et of suh other light-loss mehanisms

has deayed out. In a �rst simplisti analysis proedure the best estimation of the e�etive

re�etane is given as the value produing the simulation with predited attenuation length

losest to data:

�

sim

2

(R

best

) ' �

data

2

(4.4)

1

At the wavelengths of the measurements, quartz has n ' 1:47, the optial liquids used to �ll the ell

n ' 1:42. Sine n

liquid

< n

quartz

, the riti angle for TIR depends only on the ratio of the refrative indies

of liquid and air, as a onsequene of the Snell's law. Light refration at the liquid-quartz rossing auses a

small deviation of the ray path in quartz, whih is onsidered negligible.
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Figure 4.5: Example of double exponential �t (solid blak line) on real data (red markers). Data are

normalized to 1 for d = 50 m.

The �1� error is estimated from the re�etane interval at either sides of R

best

for whih �

sim

2

is still ompatible with �

data

2

. This proedure simpli�es the analysis, ompared to �tting data

with a parametrized MC, and has the advantage not to depend on the normalization of data

and simulations (only attenuation lengths are used).

�

2

Analysis An other data-analysis approah, tehnially more orret, however posing

some more di�ulties, is the standard �

2

�t to data with a MC, with the e�etive re�etane

R as free parameter. The MC simulations are used only to predit the shape of the light

attenuation urves, hene there is still a free normalization between data and simulations. For

simpliity, not to introdue a new �t parameter, both experimental and predited urves are

normalized to 1 at a entral position of the san (for instane at d = 50 m, as in Fig. 4.5).

Due to omputation time, only a few simulations for a limited set of values of R, fR

j

g,

are performed and for eah one the �

2

of the �t is evaluated as:

�

2

(R

j

) =

n

X

i=i

0

�

data(x

i

)�MC

j

(x

i

)

�

�

2

(4.5)

The �rst used data-point x

i

0

is hosen at a distane where the simulations reprodue orretly

the shape of the experimental attenuation urve.

The set of �

2

(R

j

) is �tted with a paraboli funtion of R and the point of minimum is

hosen as a best estimation of the e�etive pipe surfae re�etane.

In order to use the �

2

analysis also to estimate on�dene intervals, two onditions must

be ful�lled:

1. The model must reprodue exatly the data, for a proper hoie of the free parameters.



2. The error � at denominator in eq. 4.5 must be preisely known. This is the sum in

quadrature of the statistial error of the simulation and the experimental error of the

light intensity.

The �rst ondition has indeed to be proven and annot be simply assumed. In many ases we

observed that the model is in good qualitative agreement with the experimental urves, how-

ever there are statistially signi�ant departures between MC and data, namely simulations

reproduing well the tail of the attenuation urves are often in less good agreement with the

�rst part, and vie versa. It is for this reason that the �

2

funtion 4.5 is evaluated from x

i

0

,

assuming that the tail of the urves is more signi�ant for the estimation of the re�etane.

For ondition 2, the alulation of the statistial error of the simulation is trivial, whereas

it is more di�ult to make a preise experimental determination of the error of the single

light intensity in a san sequene. This error is systemati-dominated, beause the number of

aquired LED pulses per position is su�ient to limit the statistial error to < 0:1%, while

data show a muh larger satter. Unfortunately not enough data was olleted to estimate

the standard deviation from repeated measurements. Therefore a usual statistial proedure

is applied, whih onsists in �tting data with a suitable funtion and evaluate a-posteriori the

mean standard deviation from the point-to-point satter with respet to the best �t:

��

data

=

n

X

i=1

(data(x

i

)� f

best

(x

i

))

2

n� p

(4.6)

where n is the total number of data-points and p the number of parameters of f .

Eq. 4.6 gives a good approximation of the real experimental error only if the �t funtion

is an exat model of the data, otherwise the error is overestimated, beause it inludes the

systemati departure of the �t funtion from data. Besides, it makes sense to apply eq. 4.6

only if all the measured points are expeted to have the same error. Given the �

2

de�nition

in eq. 4.5, it is obviously not possible to use a MC simulated urve as �t funtion for eq. 4.6,

hene eq. 4.3 is used and it is pragmatially assumed that eq. 4.6 holds.

Both the methods desribed above, �

2

(R) and �

2

(R), are applied for the analysis of the

TIR measurements and lead to onsistent results. However, it turned out that none of them is

suitable for the analysis of the SR data (a disussion will be found in the relevant setion). For

this ase the analysis relies on a qualitative �visual� omparison of data and MC simulations,

with estimated errors orrespondingly enlarged.

4.6 Measurements of TIR

Several light olletion sans have been aquired, both at 380nm and 428nm wavelength.

Only those satisfying the following riteria were seleted:

1. System stable during the measurement (no gain drifts, good reproduibility)

2. Liquid used not optially degraded after the measurement (transpareny heked at the

spetrophotometer)

The two items are losely related, sine most of the times the measurement was not repro-

duible beause the liquid had been ontaminated by aidental ontat with the light �ber

able.
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Figure 4.6: Measurement of light intensity as a funtion of distane from the PMT, at � = 380nm.

The �lling liquid is ylohexane. Three MC simulations are shown, for TIR re�etane of 98:8%, 99:0%

and 99:2% and an assumed attenuation length � = 20m, both in liquid and quartz. The urves are

arbitrarily normalized to 1 at d = 50 m. The mean standard deviation of the single measured point,

alulated with eq. 4.6, is �

data

' 0:01, i.e. �

data

=data � 1%.

4.6.1 Measurements at 380 nm

Fig. 4.6 shows the results of the measurement at 380nm and for omparison three MC

simulations of the system. The quality of data is good: no jumps or irregularities are present,

thus proving that the ell has a homogeneous surfae quality. The rms of the measured light

intensities with respet to the best �t with eq. 4.3 is � 1% and the experimental urve is well

reprodued by the MC simulations. Table 4.1 reports the parameters of the �t to data and

simulations with eq. 4.3.

A simple �visual� analysis of the �gure suggests that the best estimation for the e�etive

re�etane is R

TIR

(380nm) ' 99:1%. This is on�rmed by a omparison between the mea-

sured and simulated attenuation length. Making a linear extrapolation for the funtion �

2

(R)

from data in Table 4.1 and onsidering only the statistial error of �

2

for data and MCs, it is

found:

R

TIR

(380nm) = (99:11 � 0:04)% (4.7)

The �

2

(R) funtion for the �t with the MC is shown in Fig. 4.7. For this analysis the �rst

two points are not used, beause they are not well �tted by the simulations.

The re�etane giving the minimum �

2

isR = 99:12% and �

2

min

=dof = 0:981 for (13 points�

2 onstraints) = 11 dof . If the �rst two rejeted data-points are also inluded, it is found

R = 99:06% and the �t is less good (�

2

=dof = 3:99 with 13 dof).

Sine the MC �t without the �rst two data-points is statistially good, it makes sense to



Table 4.1: Fit parameters of data and MCs for the TIR light piping measurement at � = 380nm. See

Se. 4.5.2 for the de�nition of the parameters.

W

1

�

1

(m) W

2

(�

2

� �) (m)

Data 0:126 5:5 0:874 199� 6

MC R = 98:9% 0:109 8:1 0:891 168� 2

MC R = 99:0% 0:105 7:5 0:895 180� 2

MC R = 99:1% 0:104 7:7 0:896 197� 2

MC R = 99:2% 0:102 7:5 0:898 215� 2

MC R = 99:3% 0:108 8:2 0:892 244� 4
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Figure 4.7: �

2

(R) funtion for the �t of the measured light intensity san with MC simulations. The

markers represent the �

2

values for the simulated re�etanes, the solid line is a paraboli �t. The �

2

was alulated with eq. 4.5, where i

0

= 3 (the �rst two points are not used). The minimum of the

urve is found for R ' 99:12%.
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Figure 4.8: Measurement of light intensity as a funtion of distane from the PMT, for � = 430nm.

For this wavelength two measurements are available, one with ylohexane and the other with dodeane

as �lling liquid. Three simulations for di�erent TIR re�etane are superimposed. The urves have

been arbitrarily normalized to 1 at d = 50 m.

estimate the �1� interval, by solving for �

2

(R) = �

2

min

+ 1. It is found:

R = (99:12 � 0:02)% (4.8)

whih is in good agreement with the estimation of eq. 4.7.

Both parameters used in the analysis, �

2

(R) and �

2

(R), are very steep funtions of R,

so that the sensitivity of the measurement is at the level of few 10

�4

in �

R

=R. This is a

onsequene of the hosen set-up, in partiular of the small ross-setion of the quartz tube,

whih turns into a high sensitivity in R. The systematis are however not inluded. In Se.

4.6.3 it is disussed how the systemati errors an be estimated and a �nal result will be given.

4.6.2 Measurements at 430 nm

Fig. 4.8 shows the measurements with the 430nm LED, arried out in ylohexane and

dodeane. In Table 4.2 the same analysis is reported, as in Table 4.1.

We observe that the two sets of measurements are onsistent with eah other and this

is signi�ant, sine di�erent liquids have been used. The agreement with the MC predited

attenuation urves is also good, though the measurements show in omparison a systemati

faster attenuation in the �rst part of the san.

The analysis of the long attenuation length leads to:

R = (99:35 � 0:05)% (4.9)



Table 4.2: Same as Table 4.1, for � = 430nm

W

1

�

1

(m) W

2

(�

2

� �) (m)

Data Cylohexane 0:110 3:6 0:890 260� 7

Data Dodeane 0:110 6:4 0:890 257� 7

MC R = 99:2% 0:102 7:6 0:898 213� 3

MC R = 99:3% 0:109 8:4 0:891 244� 5

MC R = 99:4% 0:109 8:5 0:891 274� 9

MC R = 99:5% 0:113 9:0 0:887 320� 7

MC R = 99:6% 0:106 8:0 0:894 359� 9

The �

2

analysis is in this ase more di�ult, beause the MC reprodues data su�iently well

only at far distanes, d & 20 m. For example, a ombined analysis of the two measurements,

in whih only data for x � 30 m are used, leads to:

R = (99:36 � 0:02)% (4.10)

with �

2

min

=dof = 1:56. Using all available data-points would lead to R = 99:43% and a bad

�t (�

2

min

=dof = 3:3).

4.6.3 Disussion on Systematis and Final Results

The results given in the preeding setions do not inlude systemati errors. These are now

disussed.

This data analysis is based on the omparison with MC simulations and hene depends

on the assumed input parameters and on the approximations of the model. A large model

inauray is unlikely, beause the system has a relatively simple geometry, a single wavelength

and a very high attenuation length. Nevertheless, the simulations may not reprodue orretly

the reality, for example beause the light pipe may not behave as an ideal system (e.g. due

to non-uniformities) and beause the model itself may be too simplisti or its assumptions

wrong.

The e�et of two suh systematis are onsidered:

1. Departure of the real geometry from the simulated one

2. Attenuation length in the propagation media

The model �rst used to arry out a preliminary analysis assumed for simpliity a perfet

square geometry. It is interesting to evaluate how suh inaurate simulations ompare to

those presented in the previous setions, in whih the more realisti geometry with rounded

orners is implemented.

For point 2, � = 20m in quartz and optial liquid has been simply assumed. Measuring

very low absorbane at the spetrophotometer free-of-systematis is very hard, either beause

the sensitivity of the instrument is not su�ient and beause there is no referene to om-
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Figure 4.9: MC preditions of light attenuation urves. The dark gray line is the output for a perfet

square geometry 15mm � 15mm � 1060mm, the red line that for a ell with rounded orners (radius

of urvature 2mm). The former is arbitrarily normalized as in preeding �gures, the latter is saled

aordingly (so that their ratio is preserved). The same attenuation length (20m) and surfae TIR

re�etane (99:5%) is assumed.

pare the sample with

2

. Also in this ase it is interesting to test how the MC preditions

hange when the attenuation length in the media varies within the interval allowed by the

spetrophotometri measurements.

Geometry Fig. 4.9 shows the MC simulation alulated for the perfet square geometry

and for the base ase of square geometry with rounded orners. Both urves are omputed for

a ommon TIR re�etane, R = 99:5%.

The model predits that the e�et of the rounded orners on light propagation is dramati:

already at 5 m distane, more than 20% of the light that would otherwise be deteted is lost.

However, the surviving light propagates with longer attenuation length. This happens beause

it is mostly the �spiralizing� photons that esape at the orners (those with inidene little

above the riti angle and small forward omponent, whih need to re�et the most before

getting to the PMT). Light surviving the orners seletion is more �forward-oriented� and

hene weaker attenuated.

In Table 4.3 the �t parameters of some examined variant MC simulations are reported.

A omparison with Table 4.2 shows that using the perfet square geometry would lead to a

� 0:25% higher TIR re�etane estimation (data onsistent with R ' 99:25% would be best

2

A standard analysis proedure uses �self-referening�, i.e. the absorbane of a sample at a ertain wave-

length is ompared with the minimum of absorbane in the spetrum, assumed to be 0 (see ref. [Bu04℄). This

proedure annot be applied for the ase of very transparent samples, sine the absorbane spetra are nearly

�at and the e�et of the wavelength-dependent Fresnel light losses are a dominant systematis.



Table 4.3: MC preditions for a ommon TIR re�etane, R = 99:5%. The �base ase� is the one

disussed in the text. In the other rows variations are onsidered: square setion, in�nite attenuation

length, poor attenuation length (5m in liquid, 10m in quartz).

W

1

�

1

(m) W

2

�

2

� � (m)

MC base ase 0:113 9:0 0:887 320� 7

MC square � 0 ::: � 1 229� 3

MC � =1 0:101 7:3 0:899 372� 8

MC � = 5m=10m 0:111 8:8 0:889 228� 4

�tted by the �wrong� simulation with R = 99:5%). We also observe that the predited shape of

the light attenuation urve without rounded orners is nearly a perfet single exponential and

does not �t the data, whih prefers a double exponential funtion, as the �best� simulations

do.

The ase studied above is an example that shows to whih extent wrong assumptions on

the geometry an a�et the analysis. It might be argued that the idealization of the geometry

as square with irular orners, whih was assumed to derive the best re�etane values, still

departs from reality. Considering that the perfet square setion model is ertainly a muh

rougher approximation, we onlude that the systemati error due to the departure of the

real geometry from the simulated one must be muh smaller than 0:25%: � �0:1% seems a

reasonable guess.

Attenuation In Fig. 4.10 the e�et of the assumptions on the liquid and quartz atten-

uation lengths is studied. Data in Tables 4.3 and 4.2 show that for a real TIR re�etane

R = 99:5% the onsidered unertainty in the attenuation length would lead to a

+0:15

�0:25

%

systemati error. However, an attenuation length as short as 5m would be learly at reah

of the spetrophotometer sensitivity in a 1 m vial and an in�nite attenuation length is not a

realisti assumption. Therefore, it seems reasonable to redue suh error to � �0:1%.

Other Systematis and Conlusions Other possible systematis related to the model

dependent analysis are: non perfet soure isotropy, light elasti sattering, unimplemented

optis at the liquid to quartz and quartz to PMT interfaes, et. Their total ontribution is

estimated not to exeed the one of the systematis examined, hene � �0:1%.

Last, an experimental error might ome from drifts in the gain of the PMT and subsequent

eletronis. The high voltage for the PMT had to be swithed o� and on before any new

measured point to move the light �ber and �ll the ell. It is then questionable whether the

PMT ould reover eah time to the same gain. However, it was observed by repeated tests

at onstant distane that the results were reproduible.

In onlusion, the estimated TIR re�etane at the two investigated wavelengths is:

R

380

= (99:1 � 0:2)%

R

430

= (99:35 � 0:2)%

(4.11)

where the estimated errors are the sum in quadrature of the four onsidered unertainties

(statisti, systemati related to the geometry, systemati related to the absorption, other

systematis).
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Figure 4.10: MC preditions of light attenuation urves. The dark gray line is the output for the

base ase � = 20m; the red line that for a ell with in�nite attenuation length; the green urve was

alulated for � = 5m in liquid, � = 10m in quartz. The urve with no attenuation is arbitrarily

normalized as in preeding �gures, the others are saled aordingly. In all the MCs the same surfae

TIR re�etane is assumed (R = 99:5%).



In priniple, there should be no reason why for TIR R(380nm) 6= R(430nm), however the

two measured values in eq. 4.11 do di�er from eah other, though they are ompatible within

the unertainties. In fat, all the onsidered systemati errors are wavelength independent,

exept the ontribution related to the absorption length. Considering only this systemati

error and summing in quadrature with the statisti error of eah measurement (where the

more onservative estimation from the �

2

(R) method is used), it is found: R

430

� R

380

=

(0:25 � 0:16)%, whih is statistially ompatible with zero at � 12% of on�dene level.

4.7 Measurements of VM2000-SR

The measurements of speular re�etane have been arried out in a similar way, as desribed

for TIR. Data were also olleted at � = 380nm and � = 430nm. Sine SR piping does

not neessarily need a medium with refrative index n > 1, measurements were performed

either in liquid (ethanol and dodeane) and in air. This permits to test whether the VM2000

performane is medium-independent, whih might be not true, beause the giant re�etane

is based on birefringene [Web00℄, therefore it may be a�eted by the optis of the medium

oupled to the foils. Besides, the measurements in air, whih are free of possible biases related

to the liquid and its optial properties, o�er an independent hek of the spetrophotometri

results for the re�etane at near normal inidene, reported in Se. 4.4, however probing a

wider angular range.

The model used to interpret data is simpler than for TIR, beause neither quartz walls,

nor rounded orners must be implemented. On the other hand, the foils are �exible and hene

the VM2000 pipe has no perfetly �at surfaes, nor a stritly onstant setion.

4.7.1 Measurements at 380 nm

We expet from the V-W measurement (Se. 4.4) the new VM2000 re�etane at � = 380nm

to be rather poor. The spetrum has a sharp ut-o� around this wavelength, hene a preise

determination from the spetrophotometri data is di�ult. In fat, assuming that the LED

spetrum is a narrow peak at � = (380 � 5)nm, the mean re�etane from the V-W data

ould be any value between � 30% and � 90%.

Figs. 4.11 and 4.12 report the measured light intensity sans for the ell �lled with air

and dodeane respetively, together with the preditions of MC simulations. At a �rst glane,

data either in air and in liquid seem onsistent with re�etane between 95% and 97%.

It has to be remarked that in this ase, due to the relatively poor re�etane and smaller

pipe ross setion, the short distane part of the urves gives the highest sensitivity to the

re�etane parameter, while the tail ontributes less. This is learly seen by omparing the

preditions of the MC simulations for R = 95:0% and R = 97:0%. We onlude a posteriori

that it would have been desirable to have more data points in the �rst part of the urves, even

at a shorter distanes than 5 m.

A full analysis of these measurements is not arried out, beause the VM2000 re�etane

at � = 380nm does not play an important role for the LENS projet. The onlusion from

a visual qualitative analysis is that 95:0% . R

VM2000

(380nm) . 97:0%, with no apparent

di�erene between re�etane in air and in dodeane.

This result is muh better than expeted. An explanation for this �too good� performane

is given by the observation that some of the plasti layers of the foils sintillate [Lor02℄. Further
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Figure 4.11: Measurement of light intensity as a funtion of distane from PMT, for a VM2000 light

pipe in air, at � = 380nm. The preditions of MC simulations for SR re�etane of 95% and 97% are

also shown. The light intensity urves are arbitrarily normalized to 1 at d = 20 m.
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Figure 4.12: Measurement of light intensity as a funtion of distane from PMT, for a VM2000 light

pipe in dodeane, at � = 380nm.
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Figure 4.13: Measurement of light intensity as a funtion of distane from PMT, for a VM2000

light pipe in air, at � = 430nm. The preditions of MC simulations for SR re�etane of

98:3%; 98:5%; and 98:7% are also shown. The light intensity urves are arbitrarily normalized to

1 at d = 20 m.

investigations arried out at MPIK have on�rmed that the VM2000 do at as a wavelength-

shifter below the ut-o� for giant re�etion [MS04℄. In this wavelength range absorption

dominates (transmission is at the level of � 4%) and the �-shifting quantum e�ieny an be

as good as � 50% of that of a standard �uor like BPO. This means that light absorbed by

the VM2000 is reemitted at longer wavelength about half of the times BPO does (BPO has

virtually QE � 100%). The peak of the emission is at about 420nm. The MC simulations

in �gs. 4.11 and 4.12 do not inlude suh a feature. It is likely that a large part of the light

surviving the 5 m distane of the �rst data point has already been shifted to a range where

the VM2000 is an e�ient re�etor.

4.7.2 Measurements at 430nm

Also for � = 430nm data were taken in air and in optial media. Figs. 4.13 and 4.14 report

the results and the MC preditions. In Tables 4.4 and 4.5 the parameters of the 2-exp �t to

data and MC simulations are reported, in analogy with tables 4.1 and 4.2.

It is �rst observed that the simulations do not reprodue perfetly the data. The exper-

imental urves tend to behave as �high� re�etane models predit at short distanes and as

�low� re�etane models at further distanes, with turning point around d � 20 m. It is not

possible to �nd a unique simulation reproduing data equally well over the entire range of

probed distanes. The interpretation of data is in this ase more di�ult and ambiguous.

Using only the tail of the urves to estimate the re�etane is in this ase less appropriate, for

two reasons:
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Figure 4.14: Measurement of light intensity as a funtion of distane from PMT, for a VM2000 light

pipe, at � = 430nm. The pipe was �lled with ethanol (round markers) and dodeane (square markers).

Table 4.4: Fit parameters of data and MCs for VM2000-SR light piping in air at � = 430nm

W

1

�

1

(m) W

2

(�

2

� �) (m)

Data run1 0:095 7:9� 1:9 0:905 45:8� 1:0

Data run2 0:129 10:6� 3:0 0:871 50:5� 2:6

MC R = 98:3% 0:302 11:6� 1:2 0:698 55:9� 3:2

MC R = 98:5% 0:322 13:1� 0:3 0:678 65:2� 1:0

MC R = 98:7% 0:281 13:9� 0:3 0:719 68:4� 0:9

Table 4.5: Fit parameters of data and MCs for VM2000-SR light piping in liquids at � = 430nm.

The �t of the dodeane urve was done exluding the point at d = 50 m.

W

1

�

1

(m) W

2

(�

2

� �) (m)

Data dodeane 0:082 0:40� 0:03 0:918 38:7� 0:3

Data ethanol 0:243 13:0� 1:7 0:757 51:9� 2:5

MC R = 98:3% 0:325 10:0� 0:4 0:675 48:5� 1:2

MC R = 98:5% 0:331 11:4� 1:2 0:669 54:0� 3:7

MC R = 98:7% 0:303 11:8� 1:8 0:697 58:6� 5:1



1. the dimension of the pipe is smaller and the re�etane of the foils lower, hene the

dynamis of light attenuation is muh faster and the �rst measured data points are as

important as the others

2. in the measurement of TIR piping the �rst attenuation onstant was dominated by a

geometri e�et, i.e. the rounded orners (see �gure 4.9), rather than by re�etane,

while for the VM2000 pro�le only re�etane matters

If the long-range attenuation length �

2

is used to derive the re�etion oe�ient, then the

qualitative �visual� analysis from Figs. 4.13 and 4.14 does not agree with the quantitative

evaluations reported in Tables 4.4 and 4.5. The experimental light attenuation urves, either

in air and in liquid, are onsistent with the preditions for R = 98:7%, at d . 20 m, and with

those for R = 98:3% � 98:5%, at d & 20 m, however data are �tted by a shorter e�etive

attenuation length �

2

.

The reason for the mismath between visual and numerial analysis is that the shape of

experimental and simulated urves are slightly di�erent and hene the attenuation lengths

annot be diretly ompared. In partiular, the simulations need more weight in the short-

range attenuation omponent. Sine �

1

is not muh shorter than �

2

for this ase, the two

parameters orrelate in the �t, so that a longer �

2

is required to �t the tail. In the TIR

analysis suh an ambiguity was not found, beause the two exponentials of eq. 4.3 have very

di�erent attenuation lengths, thus they do not orrelate strongly with eah other during the

�t.

Similarly, a �

2

analysis would not be appropriate for this ase, either, sine the MC does

not give a good �t to data in a su�iently large interval of distanes.

For all these reasons, it seems more appropriate to rely on a visual omparison of the

measured urves with the simulations, in the entire range of distanes. The estimated e�etive

re�etane of the new VM2000 is then: R

VM2000

(430nm) = (98:5 � 0:2)%, where the error

is large enough to aommodate the systemati unertainty related to the departure of the

model from data. Other systematis are not inluded.

Systematis A systemati error that has been studied is the e�et of the unertainty of the

transverse dimension of the VM2000 pipe, whih had neither a stritly onstant ross setion,

nor a perfetly square shape. Moreover, the foils are �exible and the surfaes not perfetly

�at, whih makes the unambiguous determination of the dimensions di�ult, in absene of

an internal support. The measured transverse dimension is s = (9:3 � 0:3)mm (the error is

a onservative estimation from repeated measurements). For a given re�etane, the larger is

the pipe, the less the attenuation.

MC simulations have been arried out, whose outome is that, for the above unertainty in

the pipe transverse dimensions, the orresponding error of the re�etane is muh lower than

the �0:2% estimated above. This also implies that non uniformities in the pipe transverse

dimension annot explain the di�erene between observed and predited shape. A possibility

that has been onsidered is that the VM2000 re�etane is not onstant at all angles, as

assumed in the model. For example, a higher re�etane at near normal inidene than at

larger angles an reprodue the experimental trend. Light would be �rst guided with the

highest e�etive e�ieny, then with a lower and lower e�ieny, the further the soure is,

beause it is mostly the �grazing� photons, whih need less re�etions per unit length, to reah
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Figure 4.15: Preditions of �variant� MC simulations, for light transport through VM2000 foils in

liquid. The red and dark gray solid urves orrespond to the standard simulations also shown in Fig.

4.14 for R = 98:3% and R = 98:7%, respetively. The dashed magenta and dotted dark blue urves are

alulated for R = 98:5% and pipe dimension of s = 9:0mm and s = 9:6mm. The dashed-dotted light

green simulation orrespond to a model with R

1

= 98:0% for � > 45

Æ

and R

2

= 99:0% for � < 45

Æ

,

where � is the angle of inidene on the foil. All urves are normalized to 1 at d = 20 m.

the PMT and these are piped with a lower re�etion oe�ient

3

.

This hypothesis has been heked with a MC simulation, whih assumed R = 99:0% for

� < 45

Æ

and R = 98:0% for � > 45

Æ

. The alulated light attenuation urve is similar to the

standard one for R = 98:5% at short distanes and to the one for R = 98:3% in the tail, thus

mathing better with the observations.

The simulations of all the the �variant� ases disussed above (di�erent transverse dimen-

sion, bi-modal re�etane) are shown in Fig. 4.15, together with two base-ase simulations

for referene. The �gure on�rms that the re�etane determination reported in the previous

setion is robust against the onsidered variations. The �nal estimation is:

R

VM2000

(430nm) = (98:5 � 0:3)% (4.12)

for re�etane from air as well as from media with higher index of refration. The error in eq.

4.12 has been slightly enlarged ompared to the previous �0:2% for onservativeness, sine

it is likely that not all the soures of systematis have been identi�ed. Eq. 4.12 is in good

agreement with the near-normal mirror-re�etane measured with the V-W tehnique for the

same wavelength (Fig. 4.3). The latter has however a muh larger unertainty.

3

It is assumed that the supposed angular dependene of the re�etane is not su�iently strong to have a

seletive e�et on the photons diretion distribution at a far distane from the soure. This would primarily

depend on the number of re�etions neessary to reah that distane, instead (long-propagating photons are

on average more grazing).



4.8 Conlusions

Guiding the sintillation light to the PMTs is a ritial issue for the LENS onept, due to

the small geometrial ross setion of the detetor elementary unit, ompared to the length.

Light piping via total internal re�etion on �nished quartz surfaes and via speular re�etion

of VM2000 super-re�etive foils from 3M has been studied at � = 380nm and � = 430nm in

prototype ells. Data have been analyzed by omparing with photon-traing MC simulations.

The results are expressed in terms of angle-position averaged re�etion oe�ient and are

summarized in eqs. 4.11 and 4.12. The method developed has shown a very high sensitivity

to the light piping e�ieny, with an ahieved preision of �

R

=R � 2� 3 � 10

�3

, as required

by the strong expeted dependene of the LENS optial performane on R.

Notable e�ieny for TIR re�etion has been found, whih promotes TIR as the base high

e�ieny light piping mehanism for LENS. The re�etane of the VM2000 foils at 430nm,

a wavelength representative of the typial emission spetrum of seondary �uors in organi

sintillators, is remarkably high, though lower than TIR, thus making VM2000 a powerful tool

for light guiding appliations in optial modules.

Based on these results, the expeted optial performane of TIR, SR and mixed TIR/SR

LENS ells is studied with MC simulations in Chapter 7.



Chapter 5

Optial Measurements of Bialkali

Photoathodes

5.1 Introdution

Photomultipliers based on bialkali photoathodes are widely used in astrophysis, nulear and

partile physis. In many ases, the only optial property of a PMT a user is interested in is

its spetral sensitivity, i.e. the fration of photons onverted into deteted photoeletrons as

a funtion of the wavelength (Fig. 5.1). Reent developments in partile physis, espeially

in neutrino physis, have led to the onstrution or proposal of several kiloton detetors in

whih the interations are deteted either via Cherenkov light in water or via sintillation light

from organi liquid sintillators, as outlined in Ses. 1.3 and 1.5.2. Data analysis in these

experiments often relies on the omparison with the preditions of MC simulations, whih have

to implement the response of the detetor as preisely as possible, inluding the non trivial

desription of light interation with the PMTs. Three proesses are possible for a photon

impinging on a PMT:

1. Absorption in the photoathode, with probability A(�; �)

2. Re�etion o� the PMT window or o� the photoathode, with probability R(�; �)

3. Transmission inside the PMT, with probability T (�; �) = 1�A(�; �)�R(�; �)

Fig. 5.2 illustrates the three ases. In ase of absorption, a photoeletron is produed, whih

has a ertain hane to esape the layer toward the interior of the PMT, where it is aelerated

to the �rst dynode. An avalanhe then begins, resulting in a �nal detetable signal. It is

onvenient to express the probability that a photon ontributes to a signal as the produt of

two probabilities:

QE(�; �) = A(�; �)� P

onv

(�) (5.1)

where A(�; �) is the probability that the photon is absorbed in the photoathode, whih is

a funtion of the wavelength � and the inidene angle �, and P

onv

is the onversion fator

for suh absorption to result in an avalanhe, whih is assumed independent of � and only

dependent on � (due to the di�erent kineti energy transferred to the photoeletron in the

absorption proess) and - not shown in eq. 5.1 - on the loation of the photon absorption

on the PMT surfae (typially photoeletron olletion is less e�ient at the PMT border).

99
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The probability QE(�; �) is alled Quantum E�ieny and is one of the most important

�gures of merit of a PMT. It depends on the window glass (for the short-wavelength ut-o�),

the photoathode material and its thikness. In Fig. 5.1 the typial QE spetra are shown

of two of the most employed photoathodes: the standard bialkali (KCsSb) and the green-

enhaned bialkali (RbCsSb). The urves are measured by the PMT manufaturer in air for

light impinging at near normal inidene (� � 0).

For most appliations the information in Fig. 5.1 is su�ient, sine it haraterizes the

PMT detetion e�ieny for �standard� operation. However the physis of light interation

with the PMT is more omplex than that. First beause the QE is not only a funtion of �,

but also of �, seond beause in neutrino detetors PMTs are typially oupled to liquids and

not to air, last beause the probabilities R(�; �) and T (�; �) are not impliit in eq. 5.1. In any

lose-volume PMT-based detetor, like LENS and other solar neutrino experiments desribed

in Ses. 1.3 and 1.5.2, light re�eted o� the PMT is not lost: it keeps on propagating and an

eventually be deteted at a later time. This has two onsequenes: 1) more light is olleted;

2) this extra-light deforms the pulse shape, adding a ontribution to the signal tail.

In spite of the great importane of this topi for detetor-modeling, surprisingly very little

is doumented in the literature. A major breakthrough was aomplished by Moorhead and

Tanner [MT92℄ (hereafter referred to as M&T), who measured the optial onstants of a

KCsSb bialkali photoathode at the wavelength of � = 442nm, for implementation in the

MC simulation of the SNO experiment. The method they used gave them the ability to

break the ambiguity typial of this kind of determinations. In their work M&T also tried to

dedue the wavelength dependene of the photoathode optial onstants, by reinterpreting

and reanalyzing earlier measurements at disrete wavelengths in the visible spetrum, reported

in [Tim76℄. Later on, Lang has used M&T's set-up to hek their measurements on the

same photoathode and to extend the investigation to several other photoathodes [Lan93℄,

inluding the RbCsSb.

Our purpose was to extend M&T's and Lang's measurements on the KCsSb and RbCsSb

photoathodes, by overing the whole visible spetrum. The two investigated photoathodes

are the most usual hoie in neutrino physis. The former is suitable for the detetion of

Cerenkov light and sintillation light from primary �uors, the latter ensures good blue-green

sensitivity and mathes better the emission spetra of seondary �uors (wavelength-shifters)

in three-omponents organi sintillator mixtures.

The original motivation for this work was the study of the impat of light re�etions o�

PMTs on the Yb-LENS experiment. In the assumed detetor onept it is not possible to

avoid that a fration of the primary light re�ets o� the PMTs and is eventually deteted at a

later time, with a delay given by the time of �ight inside the volume. In a typial LENS ell,

for a length of � 4m, this delay is of the order of � 30ns, with a large spread orresponding to

all the possible photon paths, hene this late light falls in the time-window of the
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oinidene. Consequently re�etions, as any other soure of late photoeletrons, ontribute

to inrease the probability that single events are misidenti�ed as orrelated double events,

i.e. �-andidates. In a similar way, also the performane of the Borexino detetor ould be

a�eted by light re�etions: this e�et might for example weaken the � � � disrimination

power, whih is based on the fat that �-exitation in organi sintillators leads to a larger

fration of late light (see refs. [RWH64, RGL98℄).

These examples larify in two spei� ases the importane of haraterizing the optial

properties of photoathodes. However, several other appliations of an optial model of PMTs

are oneivable, for example the predition, based on eq. 5.1, of the angular dependene of



the QE, for a PMT in air as well as in liquid.

5.2 Theory and Methodology

5.2.1 Introdution

The photoathode of a PMT is a thin layer of a multi-alkali semionduting alloy, whih is

evaporated onto the bak plane of the glass window during prodution. Light impinging on a

photoathode is in part re�eted, in part absorbed and in part transmitted, due to the very

thin thikness of the layer (Fig. 5.2). The thikness is a ompromise aiming at maximizing

the probability that a photon results in a signal: if the photoathode is too thin, little light

an be absorbed; if it is too thik, the resulting photoeletrons annot e�iently esape the

photoathode.

The desription of suh and similar systems is overed by the �optis of thin metalli

�lms�, a wide �eld on whih a very rih literature exists (see e.g. the textbook [Hea91℄).

The theoretial model merges the optial desription of an absorbing material, through its

omplex refrative index, and the optis of thin layers, where the series of wave fronts of

di�erent orders of re�etions are added oherently to alulate the resulting re�eted wave

amplitude. Assuming that the surfae of a photoathode is regular and uniform enough that

the model of thin metalli �lms is appliable, then the funtions A(�; �), R(�; �), T (�; �) are

preditable in any ondition, one the three parameters of the problem are known: real and

imaginary part of the refrative index, n

�

= n+ ik (i imaginary unit, both n and k funtion of

the wavelength) and thikness of the layer, d. The hallenge is to invert the results of optial

measurements performed under ertain spei� onditions (angle of inidene, polarization,

refrative index of the medium in oupled to the PMT) in order to infer the onstants (n,k,d).

This is done by �tting the experimental results with the optial model of the photoathode,

with (n,k,d) as free parameters.

Unfortunately the problem has often a high degeneray: for a single measurement (for

example absolute re�etane at a ertain inidene angle) there exist in�nite solutions for

(n,k,d) able to reprodue the data. For eah onsidered wavelength at least 3 independent

measurements are needed, but this is often still insu�ient to guarantee the onvergene to a

unique solution.

Several tehniques have been developed for the study of thin solid �lms, whih might

be applied to this partiular ase (see refs. [Hea91, TMG99℄ for a review). However, the

photoathode of a PMT is a hallenging sample. It annot be diretly studied, beause it is

not hemially stable when exposed to air, therefore some information is either unaessible,

like transmittane, or only in part available, like re�etane: only the re�etane from the

glass side an be measured, whih is not the same as the re�etane from the photoathode

side. Furthermore, any polarization analysis of the light re�eted o� the photoathode is

disturbed by the birefringene that is indued on the glass window by the mehanial stress

due to the pressure di�erene (the interior of the PMT is under vauum).

5.2.2 The Model

Dealing with light re�etion o� a PMT, four regions an be de�ned, eah haraterized by its

own refrative index: the medium where the light originates, with n

1

; the PMT envelope, with

n

2

; the photoathode, with n

�

3

= n

ph

+ ik

ph

, and the vauum inside the PMT, with n

4

= 1.



The amplitudes of the re�eted and transmitted waves at the interfae glass-photoathode (n

2

to n

�

3

) are given by the following formulas (see e.g. [BW64℄ for a derivation):

a
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(5.3)

In eq. 5.3, n

l

is the omplex refrative index of the l

th

region, �

k

the angle of the propagating

light beam with respet to the normal in the same region, alulated using the Snell's law

starting from the angle of inidene on the PMT window, �

1

� �. Eq. 5.2 holds for both

the light polarizations, perpendiular and parallel relative to the photoathode plane (s and

p waves respetively), providing that the de�nitions for r

ij

and t

ij

are hanged by swapping

the i and j indies as indiated in eq. 5.3 (the formulas with �rst indies apply to p-wave).

Eq. 5.2 an be used to predit the total re�etane of the PMT by adding the Fresnel

re�etion on the medium-to-window interfae (n

1

to n

2

) to the re�etane from the photo-

athode:

R
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where the quantities:

F
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represent the Fresnel re�etane at the interfae with the PMT window (see [BW64℄ and f.

eq. 4.1 on page 76). Eq. 5.4 is derived by solving the series: R = F + (1 � F )

2

R + (1 �

F )

2

FR

2

::: + (1 � F )

2

F

n

R

n+1

= F + (1 � F )

2

R

P

1

n=0

(FR)

n

, whih represents the in�nite

sum of the intensities of the waves re�eted from window and photoathode. Similarly for the

transmittane:
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(5.6)

The last optial funtion, absorption, is dedued from eqs. 5.4 and 5.6, by using the identity:

A(�; �) = 1�R(�; �)� T (�; �) (5.7)



A omputer ode has been written to implement eqs. 5.2 to 5.7.

5.2.3 Experimental Approahes

Preliminary Remarks The angle at whih a ray of light with a given inidene angle

emerges after rossing a series of parallel layers depends only on the refrative index of the

�rst and last medium, as a onsequene of the Snell's law. If n

1

= 1 (PMT in air) there is

no ritial angle in the system of Fig. 5.2. The part of the PMT re�etane due to the diret

Fresnel ontribution of the window is trivial. In a large region of the (n,k,d) parameter spae

the photoathode re�etane for both polarizations (given by eqs. 5.4 after subtration of

the window ontribution F

s;p

) is nearly onstant for �. 60

Æ

and then drops to zero (simply

beause the Fresnel-re�etane of the window rapidly inreases to 100% for � approahing 90

Æ

and less light an refrat and reah the photoathode). Therefore, re�etane measurements

in air, even at di�erent angles, provide a weak onstraint on the solution of the �t, as pointed

out by M&T in [MT92℄.

On the other hand, if n

1

> 1 (for example PMT in water or sintillator), then there is

a ritial angle �



above whih no light an be transmitted. In this ase the photoathode

re�etane shows a plateau until �



and then a peuliar shape, very di�erent for parallel

and perpendiular polarization. The optial model of the photoathode shows that, in this

ase, the free parameters (n,k,d) are strongly onstrained by the angular dependene of the

re�etane, in partiular by the shape around �



.

An example is reported in Fig. 5.3 for the two ases disussed above: PMT in sintillator

and in air.

Previous Measurements Based on this fat, M&T have built an experimental set-up to

measure the photoathode re�etane as a funtion of the angle of inidene for a PMT

immersed in water, at the wavelength of � = 442nm, provided by a He-Cd laser. With

this tehnique they were able to establish unambiguously the three optial onstants of the

KCsSb bialkali photoathode they investigated: n = 2:7� 0:1, k = 1:5� 0:1, d = (23� 2)nm

[MT92℄. The result was obtained by �tting the data with the same optial model summarized

in eqs. 5.2 to 5.5. The goodness of the best �t was su�ient to demonstrate that the assumed

theoretial model is an aeptable desription of the photoathode.

This Work Our strategy was to investigate the optial properties of bialkali photoathodes

by sanning the whole visible spetrum with ommerial equipments, instead of following

M&T and setting up an ad-ho system at a single wavelength. All our measurements had to

be performed in air, therefore we tried to break the degeneray of the problem by performing

a global �t to a set of independent measurements. This kind of approah is quite �standard�

in the study of thin solid �lms, as disussed in [TMG99℄. For a photoathode of a PMT,

light re�eted from the glass window side is the only aessible observable. Beside simple

re�etane determinations, we also performed ellipsometri measurements.

Ellipsometry (see [TMG99℄) is an optial tehnique devoted to the the analysis of surfaes

and in partiular thin �lms. It is based on the measurement of the hange in the polarization

state of light upon re�etion o� a plane surfae. In short, an ellipsometer onsists of a polarizer

and an analyzer: light is linearly polarized, sent to a sample and �nally the re�eted beam is

analyzed. In general the re�etion hanges the polarization from linear to ellipti, in a way

that depends on the three optial onstants (n,k,d). Any linear polarization an be thought
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Figure 5.3: Top left: preditions of the optial model of thin �lms for absorption, re�etane and

transmittane from the photoathode of a PMT, assuming the following parametrization: n

1

= 1:5

(sintillator), n

2

= 1:51 (glass), n

3

= 2:7 + 1:5i (photoathode), n

4

= 1 (vauum); d = 20nm;

� = 442nm.

Top right: re�etane for unpolarized light, perpendiular and parallel polarization for the same ase.

The disontinuity of all the optial funtions at � ' 42

Æ

orresponds to the onset for the ondition

of total internal re�etion: transmittane to vauum drops to zero, re�etane shows a peak for the

p-wave (in a dieletri re�etane would rise to 100%). It is found that in this ase the re�etane

spetra onstraint e�etively the parameters n

2

, n

�

3

and d.

Bottom left: preditions for the same parameters, but PMT in air: n

1

= 1. The absene of a ritial

angle for total internal re�etion gives no speial features to the urves and an optial measurement

in this ondition provides a very weak onstraint for parameters determination.

Bottom right: re�etane for unpolarized light, perpendiular and parallel polarization for the same

ase.

In all the graphis, the ordinates are given in perent of the inident light and the �rst order Fresnel

re�etion from the glass is not inluded (for this reason the sum A+R+T drops to zero, for � ! 90

Æ

).



of as the superposition in phase of two orthogonal omponents. The frame of referene is

hosen relative to the sample plane, whih de�nes the parallel p-wave, and the perpendiular

s-wave. The re�etion o� a surfae hanges the relative intensity ratio between p and s waves

and introdues a phase delay. This an be expressed by the ratio of the omplex re�eted

amplitudes, whih translates to an angle and a phase:

a

p

R

a

s

R

= tan	e

i�

(5.8)

where a

p

R

and a

s

R

are the same amplitudes appearing in the �rst row of eq. 5.2. The angle 	

and the phase � are the two parameters measured by ellipsometry.

Ellipsometry is one of the most sensitive methods for the analysis of thin �lms and has

the advantage over onventional re�etometry to be independent of absolute determinations,

where systematis are often not under ontrol. To our knowledge, this tehnique has been

applied here for the �rst time to the study of PMT photoathodes.

5.3 Optial Measurements of Photoathodes

Two 1; 5

00

PMTs from ETL have been investigated: a 9102B and a 9902B, the former endowed

with a standard KCsSb bialkali photoathode, the seond with a RbCsSb �green-enhaned�

bialkali photoathode. Both PMTs have a �at photoathode, with a geometry similar to the

one of the shemati model in Fig. 5.2. The measurements performed are:

1. Absolute re�etane for unpolarized light at � = 7

Æ

in the wavelength range [250nm �

700nm℄

2. Relative re�etane for p and s polarizations at � = 45

Æ

; 55

Æ

; 65

Æ

in the wavelength

range [390nm � 700nm℄

3. Ellipsometri measurement of (	;�) in the wavelength range [420nm� 740nm℄

5.3.1 Absolute Re�etane at a Fixed Angle

The absolute re�etane of glass plus photoathode has been measured in air, at near normal

inidene (� = 7

Æ

), with a V-W aessory of a Varian Cary 400 spetrophotometer. The V-W

tehnique, desribed in Fig. 4.2 on page 78 and relevant aption, allows the measurement of

the absolute speular re�etane of a �at sample without the use of any referene mirror.

A preision of � �1% is attainable (instrument spei�ation). At this level of auray, the

�utuations within our sample PMTs due to non homogeneities of the surfae are the dominant

unertainty. Consequently, in �g 5.4 the average spetra from several measurements of both

PMTs are reported (relative deviations of � 10% are observed).

It is remarkable that both PMTs show a � 20% re�etane in the visible region. This

means that roughly 20% of the light interating with the PMTs remains in the detetor. The

same range of re�etane has also been measured by us in other investigated samples. From

other investigations, it seems to be typial of all the bialkali PMTs [Lan93℄.

Moreover, we found that the spetral shape of the re�etane is reprodued in other PMT

equipped with the same bialkali photoathodes.
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Figure 5.4: Average PMT absolute re�etane spetra of an ETL 9102B (blue solid urve) and an ETL

9902B (green dashed urve). The former has a standard KCsSb bialkali photoathode, the latter a

RbCsSb �green-enhaned� bialkali photoathode. The re�etane is the sum of the Fresnel omponent

from the glass window and the dominant photoathode ontribution. The short-wavelength ut-o� is

in both ases due to the absorption from glass.



5.3.2 Relative Re�etane at Variable Angle

Experimental Tehnique The re�etane of the samples has also been investigated with

a VASRA aessory (Variable Angle Speular Re�etane Aessory) of our Varian Cary 400

spetrophotometer, whih allows to measure the speular re�etane of a sample tuning the

angle of inidene in 0:5

Æ

steps in the interval 20

Æ

� � � 70

Æ

. The VASRA has no self-

referening apabilities, ontrary to the V-W aessory, therefore any measurement needs to

be referened to a alibrated standard.

Unfortunately the instrument exhibited very poor reproduibility: the repetition of a san

after resetting the aessory often resulted in a large disrepany in the absolute sale of the

spetrum (the shape, however, was reproduible). It has been �gured out that this systematis

is due to the fat that the VASRA sample holder was not very stable. Eah time the angular

setting of the instrument was hanged or reset, the holder was not able to restore exatly the

same orientation in the plane perpendiular to the optial path. The optis of the devie is

very sensitive to suh small displaements of the re�etion plane and hene the e�et was a

dramati hange in the olletion e�ieny of the re�eted light. Several attempts to �x the

vertial orientation of the holder were unsuessful. For this reason, the VASRA measurement

is used for spetral shape data only, while the absolute normalization is onsidered as an

indeterminate parameter.

In order to orret for the instrument spetral baseline the VASRA is referened with the

response to a VM2000 sample, whih is known from the V-W measurements to have a nearly

�at (at � 1%) re�etane spetrum above ut-o� at near normal inidene (see Se. 4.4).

A polarizer is employed to selet the p ans s waves before re�etion o� the sample, and a

depolarizer is mounted at the end of the optial path, to avoid biases related to the sensitivity

of the spetrophotometer light sensor to the polarization state of the outgoing light.

Summarizing, the proedure adopted for the VASRA measurements is:

1. Selet with the polarizer the perpendiular or parallel polarization

2. Set the instrument in sequene to � = 45

Æ

, 55

Æ

and 65

Æ

and take a referene spetrum

for eah angle of inidene with a VM2000 re�etive foil sample

3. Mount the PMT in the sample holder, set the instrument in sequene to � = 45

Æ

, 55

Æ

and 65

Æ

and aquire a re�etane spetrum for eah of the three angles of inidene

4. Normalize the spetra aquired at point 3 by the referene spetra taken at point 2,

assuming R

VM2000

(45

Æ

) = R

VM2000

(55

Æ

) = R

VM2000

(65

Æ

) = 100% for both parallel and

perpendiular polarization

1

The above VASRA angles are hosen beause the strongest onstraints in the determination

of the photoathode optial parameters are expeted from measurements at high angles of

inidene. Furthermore, the investigated angular range lays around the Brewster's angle for

Fresnel's re�etion o� the glass, so that the PMT re�etane of the parallel polarization is

largely dominated by the photoathode ontribution.

1

Sine the foils have � 98%� 99% re�etane, this implies an absolute error of . 2%. However this error is

insigni�ant, sine the absolute sale of the measurement is free. The only signi�ant systemati error impliit

in this proedure is related to the wavelength dependene of the foil re�etane. The former was measured at

near-normal inidene (see Se. 4.4), where it was found R

max

�R

min

' 1% in the wavelength range used for

the analysis.
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Figure 5.5: Re�etane spetra of the PMTs ETL 9102B (top) and ETL 9902B (bottom) for parallel

(left) and perpendiular (right) polarized light, reorded with a Varian Cary400 spetrophotometer

by using a variable angle speular re�etane aessory. Ordinates are given in perent of the ini-

dent light, but the unertainty in the absolute normalization of the measurements is very large (see

text). The three shown spetra per PMT and polarization state orrespond to di�erent angles of

inidene: � = 45

Æ

(red); 55

Æ

(green dashed), 65

Æ

(blue dot-dashed). The measurements were limited to

� > 400nm beause the referene VM2000 foils have their re�etane ut-o� at � � 390nm.

Results and Disussion Fig. 5.5 displays the measured re�etane spetra. We observe

that the main features observed with the VASRA aessory (peaks and dips) are also found

in the V-W absolute re�etane measurements (Fig. 5.4).

In Fig. 5.6 the V-W re�etane spetrum of the PMT ETL 9102B at the �xed � = 7

Æ

is shown, together with the average VASRA spetrum of the two polarization for � = 45

Æ

.

The optial model desribed in Se. 5.2.1 predits a negligible di�erene for this ase between

� = 7

Æ

and 45

Æ

. The two spetra are in good agreement, exept the normalization onstant.

5.3.3 Ellipsometri Measurements

Experimental Tehnique The ellipsometri measurements on our two sample PMTs have

been performed at the Institute for Applied Physial Chemistry (Angewandte Physikalishe

Chemie) of the University of Heidelberg, with a M-44 J.A. Woolam spetral ellipsometer

2

.

2

The support of Prof. Grunze and the help of Dr. T. Bastuk for the realization of the measurements is

aknowledged.
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Æ

, � 1% preision) and the average of the re�etanes

for p and s waves, measured with the VASRA aessory at � = 45

Æ

.

The ellipsometri angle of inidene on the sample was � = 60:75

Æ

� 0:01

Æ

, measured by

ellipsometry itself on a referene SiO

2

�lm. Light was linearly polarized and the polarization

state of light upon re�etion was then analyzed by deomposing the elliptial polarization into

the parameters 	 and � of eq. 5.8. The thikness of the PMT glass window was su�ient

to allow a lear separation of the beams re�eted o� the glass and the photoathode, so that

it was possible to selet only the photoathode-re�eted light to the analyzer. This seletion

failitates the sueeding interpretation of data. For both PMTs three ellipsometri sans

have been performed in the wavelengths interval 420nm < � < 740nm, orresponding to the

illumination of di�erent spots of the photoathode.

Results and Disussion The results are shown in Fig. 5.7. It an be seen that for the

PMT ETL 9102B the three sans of the 	(�) funtion are in exellent agreement with eah

other, while the �(�) spetra measured in di�erent positions are similar, but shifted by nearly

onstant phases. This is likely to be an artifat introdued by the PMT glass window, whih

has to be rossed twie by light before the analyzer. As mentioned in Se. 5.2.1, the glass

of a PMT is under stress due to the pressure di�erene at the two sides. Mehanial stresses

in dieletris indue birefringene, whih results in a phase shift between the two orthogonal

polarization states. The latter adds to the shift due to re�etion. The stress on the PMT

envelope is di�erent in di�erent positions, and this an explain the observed phase shifts

between the di�erent measurements of �(�). Di�erenes are also observed in the 	(�) sans

of the ETL 9902B PMT, where this e�et annot be explained by glass birefringene. It is

likely that the photoathode of this sample is not homogeneous, for example in thikness.

3

Before performing any quantitative analysis, we observe that the ellipsometri spetra

show lear features (peaks and �bumps�) where the re�etane spetra have their loal maxima

(ompare Fig. 5.7 with Fig. 5.4 and 5.5).

3

The proess of photoathode growth through evaporation is not under omplete ontrol and some non

homogeneities in the deposition are in general to be expeted.
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Figure 5.7: Ellipsometri measurements on a ETL 9102B (top, KCsSb bialkali photoathode) and a

ETL 9902B (bottom, RbCsSb green enhaned bialkali photoathode) PMT. The graphis show the

wavelength spetra for the 	 and � funtions (equation 5.8. The three urves orrespond to di�erent

spots on the PMTs (red solid: enter; green dashed and blue dashed-dotted: lose to the edge, at � 90

Æ

from eah other). The measurements refer to light re�eted from the bak-plane of the PMT window,

where the photoathode layer sits. The instrument was set at an ellipsometri angle of � = 60:75

Æ

.



5.4 Data Analysis

In Se. 5.2.1 the equations desribing the optial model of a thin metalli �lm have been

introdued and in Se. 5.3 all the optial measurements performed on two sample PMTs

have been reported. The purpose of data analysis is to ombine theory and experiments to

derive the unknowns of the problems, so that the theoretial model an be used to predit the

behaviour of a PMT under any ondition. Those unknowns are:

1. The photoathode refrative index, n

�

(�) = n(�) + ik(�)

2. The photoathode thikness, d

For simpliity, it will be assumed that the glass refrative index, also entering the model as

an unknown parameter, is indeed a known onstant: n

glass

= 1:50.

4

A omputer program has been written, implementing eqs. 5.2 to 5.5, whih is used to per-

form a global �t of the experimental data based on a least square minimization. The program

uses the pakage MINUIT of the CERN software libraries to perform suh minimization. The

global parameter d is easily inluded, while real and imaginary part of the photoathode re-

frative index are in priniple ontinuous funtions of the wavelength. They are implemented

in the global �t as a table of parameters at disrete wavelengths, with a step of 15nm, and

then interpolated at eah data-point wavelength by using a ubi spline funtion. As men-

tioned in Se. 5.3, some of our measurements su�er from systematis implying a partial loss

of information. This fores the introdution of new unknown free parameters in the �t:

1. Six normalization fators for the variable angle re�etane measurements (Fig. 5.5),

expressing the systemati unertainty in the absolute sale of the sans.

2. One onstant phase o�set for the � ellipsometri spetrum, aounting for the average

shift introdued by the glass birefringene

The �t is performed in the wavelength range 410nm � � � 680nm. The lower limit is due to

the lak of ellipsometri data at shorter wavelengths (an extension down to � = 390nm would

be possible, by using re�etane data only). The least-square �t is preferred over the standard

�

2

�t, beause the errors of the photometri and ellipsometri measurements are di�ult to

evaluate. Furthermore, it was not possible to �nd a unique solution (to be disussed in the

next setion) and in this ase a omplete �

2

analysis is not meaningful.

The funtion FCN minimized by MINUIT is expressed as the sum of 4 ontributions:

FCN = FCN

V�W

+ FCN

V ASRA

+ FCN

	

+ FCN

�

. Eah one, FCN

l

, is de�ned as:

FCN

l

(p

j

) =

1

n

n

X

i=1

[y

i

�model(�

i

; p

j

)℄

2

(5.9)

where the values y

i

are the optial measurements at the wavelength �

i

and model(�

i

; p

j

) are

the preditions of the theory, for a partiular hoie of the parameters set fp

j

g. Eq. 5.9 is

normalized to the total number of data-points n to have eah measurement ontributing the

global �t the same statistial weight.

4

The refrative index of the borosiliate glass employed in the two investigated PMTs is measured by many

manufaturers to be in the range 1:48 . n . 1:52 in the visible spetrum.



5.5 Results

It turned out that the inversion of the experimental data by using the desribed �tting proe-

dure does not lead unambiguously to a unique solution. In Se. 5.2.1 it was pointed out that

at least three independent measurements per wavelength are neessary to determine the three

free parameters (n; k; d). The thikness d is ommon to all wavelengths, so that even a weaker

onstraint might be su�ient with a multi-wavelength data-set. However, our measurements

are not independent: the V-W absolute re�etane spetrum strongly orrelates with the vari-

able angle re�etane data, whih in turn orrelate with eah other for the di�erent probed

angles and with the ellipsometri measurements (in partiular with 	). Furthermore, some

measurements provide only partial information. Last, measurements in air give admittedly

poor onstraints, being the model highly degenerate in the optial parameters for this ase

(see Se. 5.4). In onlusion, the FCN funtion does not show a well de�ned minimum, so

that the problem is mathematially indeterminate. A way of breaking the degeneray is to �x

some parameters and hek how the �t onverges varying the value of the �xed parameters.

It is found that �xing the thikness to a guess-value during the �t leads to a unique solution,

stable against hanges in the parameters initialization. M&T have found d = (23 � 2)nm as

best �t value for their sample [MT92℄. Lang has derived for 12 di�erent PMTs values of the

thikness typially laying in the interval 10nm . d . 40nm[Lan93℄

5

. Therefore the PMT

thikness has been �xed to d = 15nm; 20nm; 25nm; 30nm and a global �t to the data

performed, with all the other �t parameters free.

5.5.1 KCsSb Bialkali Photoathode

An example of global �t to the optial measurements performed on the PMT ETL 9102B is

shown in Fig. 5.8, while Fig. 5.9 reports the best �t solutions for the omplex refrative index.

The goodness of the global �t annot be statistially evaluated, sine a reliable estimation

of the measurement errors is missing. The �t seems however good for the V-W absolute

re�etane, the set of VASRA spetra for the perpendiular polarization and the ellipsometri

	(�) urve. The �t to the VASRA parallel polarization spetra and the �(�) urve is less

good and this is a hint either for the presene of systemati errors in the measurements, or for

the non ideal behaviour of the photoathode. In Ses. 5.3.2 and 5.3.3 the known systematis

a�eting the VASRA and the � ellipsometri measurements have been disussed. It is likely

that the reason for the bad �t is related to further experimental problems, whih are still

not ompensated by the introdution of the free normalization parameters (VASRA) and the

free phase shift parameter (�). In this regard, it is interesting to hek the robustness of the

results of the analysis by dropping some experimental data. An example is reported in Fig.

5.10, where the optial onstants derived by the global �t are ompared with those obtained by

�tting only R

V�W

(�) and 	(�)

6

, i.e. the most robust experimental data. It is remarkable that

the results do not di�er very muh, whih implies that data are onsistent with eah other.

On the other hand, it is shown that the measurements performed do not really ontribute

independent information and thus the indetermination of the problem is the onsequene of

suh strong orrelations.

5

The manufaturers give no spei�ation for this parameter.

6

One measurement does not provide alone a su�ient onstraint for the onvergene to a unique solution,

even with �xed photoathode thikness.
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Figure 5.8: Best global �t to the optial measurements on the ETL 9102B sample PMT, for the

partiular ase of photoathode thikness �xed to d = 20nm. Top: V-W absolute re�etane spetrum

(left); VASRA re�etane spetra, perpendiular polarization (enter); VASRA re�etane spetra,

parallel polarization (right). Bottom: ellipsometri 	 (left) and � (right) parameters. The measured

spetra are displayed in olored solid line (see �gs. 5.4, 5.5 and 5.7), the �ts in blak dashed line. The

�ts obtained after �xing d to the other onsidered values are all very similar to the one shown here.
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Figure 5.9: Best �t spetra for real (left) and imaginary (right) part of the omplex refrative index

of a KCsSb photoathode. The four displayed urves orrespond to di�erent assumed photoathode

thikness: d = 15nm (red), 20nm (green), 25nm (blue), 30nm (gray), �xed during the �t.
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Figure 5.10: Spetra of the omplex refrative index of a KCsSb photoathode dedued by the �t

of optial measurements with �xed d = 15nm. Comparison between the results of the global �t (red

solid urves, also shown in Fig. 5.9) and those of a partial �t that uses only the V-W re�etane

measurement and the ellipsometri 	 data (blue dashed urves).

The results in Fig. 5.9 show that the spetral shape of the real part of the photoathode re-

frative index is well onstrained by the data, while the absolute normalization anti-orrelates

with the thikness in the �t. The solution for the imaginary part is nearly independent of

assumptions of the photoathode thikness for � & 480nm, while at shorter wavelengths k

anti-orrelates with d. In fat, M&T have observed that the �

2

of their �t inreases the least

steep in the parameter region around the minimum with onstant jn

�

j

2

d and n=k, beause

the re�etane below the ritial angle remains onstant over this surfae.

A diret omparison of our results with those of other authors [MT92, Lan93℄ is not

straightforward, beause our data are not �tted by a unique solution. Table 5.1 reports the

published results for � = 442nm, the only wavelength investigated with M&T's method,

together with examples of our determinations. The three measurements from M&T and

Lang are in agreement with eah other within the quoted errors. Despite the indetermination

intrinsi in our estimation, it is di�ult to reonile our results with those of the other authors:

Fig. 5.9 and Table 5.1 show that our estimation of n is onsistent with the results of M&T

and Lang for d ' 15nm, while a good agreement for k requires d ' 30nm. Fig. 5.11

shows a graphial omparison of our results and those of M&T, inluding a re-analysis that

M&T propose of previous measurements by Timan at few other wavelengths in the visible

region [MT92℄. Our spetrum of the real part of the refrative index seems onsistent with

M&T alulations, assuming a low value of the photoathode thikness (d � 15nm� 20nm).

Our urves of the imaginary part are systematially higher, instead, irrespetive of d. The

wavelength dependene is however in qualitative agreement.

5.5.2 RbCsSb Bialkali Photoathode

A similar analysis has been arried out with the optial measurements on the PMT ETL

9902B (RbCsSb bialkali). For this sample as well the global analysis leads to a bad �t to the

VASRA and � measurements, hene the results of the �t of only the V-W and 	 spetra are

reported, following the indiations of the previous analysis that those two measurements are

su�ient. The estimated real and omplex part of the refrative index as a funtion of the
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Figure 5.11: Real and imaginary part of the KCsSb bialkali photoathode. The solid urves are our

results, for di�erent �xed photoathode thikness (as in Fig. 5.9). The markers show M&T analysis

of their own data at � = 442nm and their re-analysis of Timan's measurements [MT92℄.

Table 5.1: Optial parameters of the KCsSb bialkali photoathode, for � = 442nm, from [MT92,

Lan93℄ and our analysis. Our estimations are obtained with arbitrarily �xed photoathode thikness,

therefore they annot be given a signi�ant �1� error.

PMT n� 1� k � 1� d� 1� (nm) ref.

ETL 9124 2:7� 0:1 1:5� 0:1 23� 2 [MT92℄

ETL 9125 2:71 � 0:10 1:62 � 0:06 18:1 � 1:2 [Lan93℄

ETL 9125 2:27 � 0:19 1:68 � 0:13 38:4 � 3:5 [Lan93℄

ETL 9102 2:69 2:28 15 (assumed) our analysis

ETL 9102 2:12 2:11 20 (assumed) our analysis
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Figure 5.12: Best �t spetra for real (left) and imaginary (right) part of the omplex refrative index

of a RbCsSb photoathode. The four displayed urves orrespond to di�erent assumed photoathode

thikness: d = 15nm (red), 20nm (green), 25nm (blue), 30nm (gray), �xed during the �t.

Table 5.2: Optial parameters of the RbCsSb bialkali photoathode for � = 442nm, from [Lan93℄ and

our analysis. Our estimations are obtained with arbitrarily �xed photoathode thikness, therefore

they annot be given a signi�ant �1� error.

PMT n� 1� k � 1� d� 1� (nm) ref.

ETL 9124 2:73 � 0:15 1:37 � 0:08 18:8 � 2:0 [Lan93℄

ETL 9124 2:38 � 0:10 1:32 � 0:06 24:3 � 1:6 [Lan93℄

Hamamatsu R268 3 2:29 � 0:10 1:65 � 0:07 35:0 � 1:8 [Lan93℄

Hamamatsu R268 1 3:15 � 0:26 2:16 � 0:17 14:4 � 2:5 [Lan93℄

ETL 9902 2:70 2:20 15 (assumed) this analysis

ETL 9902 2:16 2:04 20 (assumed) this analysis

wavelength are plotted in Fig. 5.12.

The solutions show similar features to the ase of the KCsSb: the same kind of anti-

orrelation with d is found, for the funtion n(�) as well as for k(�). Lang has used M&T's

method to determine the optial parameters of the RbCsSb photoathode, at � = 442nm. His

results on four PMTs are summarized in Table 5.2, whih also reports some of our determina-

tions for the same wavelength. In the omparison with our urves another indiation is found

of systemati higher values for the imaginary part of the refrative index. Lang's results show

however suh a large satter that it is not possible to onlude that our estimations are not

onsistent.

5.6 Disussion and Appliations

In the previous setion it has been pointed out that our measurements on the two investigated

PMTs are not su�ient to determine unambiguously the photoathodes optial parameters.

Nevertheless, data provide strong onstraints, whih are expressed as unique solutions for a

�xed photoathode thikness. It should be noted that even with a preise determination of the



photoathode optial parameters in one PMT, the problem of prediting the behaviour of any

other similar PMT would still remain indeterminate, beause the thikness of the photoathode

an vary of a fator � 2 from one PMT to another, as shown by Lang's measurements. Last,

it is questionable whether it is really possible to assign a well determined refrative index to

the photoathode material: in [Hea91, TMG99℄ the authors point out that the parameters

measured for a thin �lm di�er from those of the bulk material and that they an also di�er

in layers of di�erent thikness, i.e. n

�

(�) = n

�

(�; d). Furthermore, a PMT-to-PMT variation

is to be expeted, beause the photoathode material is an alloy, rather than a well de�ned

hemial speies. In fat, the optial parameters obtained by Lang on PMTs equipped with

the same photoathode show sometimes variations inonsistent with the experimental errors

[Lan93℄. For these reasons, any investigation of the optial properties of photoathodes should

aim only at an approximate understanding of the PMT optis.

The original purpose of this study was to provide a model able to make preditions on

the optis of a PMT, under any experimentally relevant ondition. In the following, we try to

probe the degree of preditability of our model and to evaluate the unertainties originating

from the ambiguity left in the problem, with the aid of some seleted examples. The aim is

to provide some �rules of thumb�, whih are believed to be useful in detetor modeling. In

all the alulations it will be assumed that light impinging on the PMT is unpolarized, as for

sintillation light.

5.6.1 Qualitative Understanding of the PMT Sensitivity

First we hek whether the model is able to predit the main features of a quantity that the

PMTs manufaturers measure: the quantum e�ieny QE in air, at near normal inidene.

QE is related to the photoathode absorption, as expressed in eq. 5.1 on page 99. Fig. 5.13

shows the wavelength dependene of the absorption, dedued from our model after seleting

the solutions for �xed photoathode thikness d = 15nm and d = 25nm. A diret absolute

omparison between the two PMTs from Fig. 5.13 is not obvious, beause the two thiknesses

may be di�erent and �xing them to a ommon value would not be orret. However, Fig. 5.13

shows learly that the green-enhaned bialkali photoathode is expeted to have a plateau

of maximum absorption extending further into the �green� visible region, ompared to the

standard bialkali. Absorption is largely determined by the imaginary part of the refrative

index, so that the features of the alulated spetra re�et the shape of the k(�) funtions in

�gs. 5.9 and 5.12, where it is also found that the RbCsSb photoathode spetrum peaks at

longer wavelengths than the KCsSb photoathode. The �gure also shows that hanging the

assumed photoathode thikness and orrespondingly the best �t optial parameters has no

e�et on these qualitative assertions, mostly resulting in an o�set for the alulated absorption

spetra.

The orret predition of the sensitivity of the two photoathodes, though only qualitative,

is non trivial, beause it has been based on the study of the re�eted light only. However,

the alulated absorption spetra are in disagreement with the reported QE (see Fig. 5.1 on

page 100), espeially in the tail, where the QE drops to zero, while the model predits only a

fator � 2 redution. This may be explained with the hypothesis that the onversion fator

P

onv

(�) in eq. 5.1 on page 99 goes to zero at long wavelengths: photoeletrons are indeed

produed, but with insu�ient kineti energy to esape the photoathode.
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Figure 5.13: Absorption alulated for PMTs in air and light impinging with � = 5

Æ

. The photoath-

ode thikness is �xed to d = 15nm and d = 25nm and the orresponding best �t optial parameters

are used (see �gs. 5.9, 5.12).

5.6.2 Predited PMT Re�etane and Absorption as a Funtion of � and

�

One of the main motivations for this study was the determination of the typial re�etane of

a PMT optially oupled to a sintillator, as a funtion of wavelength and angle of inidene.

This information is of great importane for the

176

Y b-LENS and Borexino experiments, as

explained in the introdution.

Re�etane Wavelength Dependene Fig. 5.14 reports the wavelength dependene of

the re�etane at various angles, alulated for our sample ETL 9102B in (or oupled to)

liquid sintillator (n = 1:5) by hoosing the optial solutions for d = 15nm.

At near normal inidene the spetrum is very similar to the one measured in air (f. Fig.

5.4) and does not hange muh until � approahes �



(' 42

Æ

). Above the ritial angle the

spetrum behaves di�erently, with higher re�etane at longer wavelength: sine transmission

is suppressed at � > �



and absorption dereases with � (f. Fig. 5.13), the re�etane must

neessarily ompensate, to preserve A+R+ T = 1.

The preditions for the RbCsSb green-enhaned photoathode are qualitatively very sim-

ilar. The only visible di�erene is that the main features of the re�etane spetra (peaks

below �



, slope hange above) appear � 40nm shifted to longer wavelengths oherently with

all the optial measurements.

In Fig. 5.15 it is shown how the indetermination in our model a�ets the preditions: for

� < �



the models with d = 15nm and d = 25nm give the same results, whereas at higher

angles the di�erenes an be quite large. This is related to the fat that the behaviour of a
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Figure 5.14: PMT re�etane as a funtion of the wavelength at some angles of inidene, alulated

for the sample ETL 9102B in a medium with n = 1:5, hoosing a photoathode thikness d = 15nm

and the orresponding optial parametrization in Fig. 5.9.
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Figure 5.16: Predited angular dependene of re�etane and total absorption (see footnote on the

urrent page for the de�nition), for the investigated ETL 9102B PMT in optial ontat with a

sintillator (n = 1:5), at three representative wavelengths. For the alulations the model from �gure

5.9 for d = 15nm was employed.

PMT in liquid below the ritial angle does not di�er very muh from that of a PMT in air

(after the Fresnel re�etion o� the glass is orreted). The seleted solutions are those best

�tting the measurements in air, onsequently they also make very similar preditions for a

PMT in liquid at � < �



. On the other hand, Fig. 5.15 orroborates the statement that the

degeneray of the model is most e�etively broken by measuring the re�etane of a PMT in

liquid, above the ritial angle for total internal re�etion.

Angular Dependene of Re�etane and Absorption In Fig. 5.16 the angular de-

pendene of re�etane and total absorption

7

is shown, for three representative wavelengths.

In all ases the re�etane has a plateau below �



, then a sharp peak at the ritial angle,

followed by an extended angular region where R has similar or higher values than at near

normal inidene; �nally the spetrum has a fast inrease to 100% for �! 90

Æ

. Similarly the

total absorption has a �at angular dependene for � < �



, a sharp dip at the ritial angle,

followed by a broad peak and it �nally goes to zero to keep A+R = 100% (T = 0 for � > �



).

At di�erent wavelengths the branhing between re�etion and absorption hanges, as well as

the shape of the peak around the ritial angle. The analysis of the RbCsSb photoathode

leads to very similar preditions.

It is important to note that, sine the onversion fator P

onv

(�) in eq. 5.1 is not expeted

7

The total absorption also inludes the fration of transmitted light that is bak re�eted onto the pho-

toathode by the aluminized internal surfae of the PMT and eventually absorbed. Sine simulating optis

inside the PMT would be too ompliated, it is assumed for simpliity that on average a fration � 0:7 of the

transmitted light (T ) hits the photoathode again. The probability for absorption is given by the same optial

model whose equations are presented in Se. 5.2.1, simply by exhanging the order of the refrative indies,

going from vauum to sintillator. Absorption from the photoathode side is a very �at funtion of �. Using the

model for the PMT ETL 9102B orresponding to d = 15nm, it is found: A(425 nm) � 0:42, A(500 nm) � 0:36,

A(560nm) � 0:25. These values are multiplied by 0:7T and added to the absorption from the sintillator side

to obtain the total absorption funtion. The e�et of this orretion is to inrease absorption below the ritial

angle, resulting in a higher QE. As a by-produt, the PMT e�ieny has a more uniform angular dependene.
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Figure 5.17: Re�etane alulated for the investigated PMT ETL 9102B operating in optial

ontat with a sintillator (n = 1:5), at the wavelength � = 425nm. The di�erent urves orre-

spond to the hoie of eah of the four best �t solutions obtained for �xed photoathode thikness:

d = 15nm; 20nm; 25nm; 30nm.

to depend on �, the angular dependene of the total absorption funtion is the same as that

of the PMT QE. As a onsequene, the e�ieny of a PMT an be predited for any angle of

inidene and wavelength, by resaling the alulated absorption with the ratio QE(�)=A(�)

at near-normal inidene.

In Fig. 5.17 the impat of the indetermination of the optial parameters is studied, for

the example of the PMT ETL 9102B at � = 425nm, whih is representative of the typial

wavelength range of the light emitted by sintillators doped with bis-MSB. It is again found

that all the models give the same preditions for � < �



, whereas they slightly di�er from eah

other at larger angles of inidene, even though the angular dependene is qualitatively the

same. We remark that a single re�etane measurement with the test PMT in liquid, at a

single wavelength, by � ' 43

Æ

or 60

Æ

. � . 80

Æ

, would probably be su�ient to break the

degeneray left over by the entire set of optial measurements performed.

5.7 Conlusions

The optial properties of two test PMTs, an ETL 9102B and an ETL 9902B, the former

endowed with a standard KCsSb bialkali photoathode and the latter with a RbCsSb �green-

enhaned� bialkali photoathode, have been investigated, through the measurement in air of

the absolute re�etane at near normal inidene, the relative re�etane at variable angles of

inidene for both polarization and the study of the polarization of light upon re�etion o�

the photoathode (ellipsometry). The experimental data have been �tted with a model based

on the optis of thin �lms to determine the photoathode optial parameters. The problem



turned out not to have a unique solution, however data provided su�ient onstraint for the

�t to onverge to a lass of solutions depending on a single free parameter, for example the

photoathode thikness. Based on this observation, the optial properties of both PMTs ould

be predited in the wavelength region 410nm � � � 680nm, and the unertainty originating

from the degeneray of the model was evaluated and disussed. The latter is su�iently small,

to allow the formulation of �rules of thumb� for the predition of the angular and wavelength

behaviour of re�etane and absorption from a bialkali PMT in ontat with any medium.

As an example, the ase of KCsSb PMT oupled to a sintillator was studied in detail. The

model predits that the re�etane is nearly onstant for light with inidene 0

Æ

< � . 40

Æ

,

with values of R � 15%� 25% depending on the wavelength, aording to the spetra shown

in Fig. 5.14. Figs. 5.15 and 5.17 show that in this angular range, the preditions of the model

are robust, beause strongly onstrained by the diret measurement of the PMT re�etane

(shown in Fig. 5.4). Above the ritial angle (� & 42

Æ

) the degeneray is broken and the

unertainty of the model larger. However, �gs. 5.15 and 5.17 show that also in this ase

quantitative preditions are made at the level of . 10% preision. This auray is fully

adequate for the simulation of light propagation in large Cherenkov and sintillation detetors.

A simpli�ed model based on this work has been already implemented in the Borexino light

traing MC. Fig. 5.16 shows that the quantum e�ieny of a PMT, normally measured for

near-normal illumination, an be predited at any angle, through the angular dependene of

the photoathode absorption. It is found that the PMT has nearly onstant sensitivity for

� < �



, a � 20% higher e�ieny for 45

Æ

. � . 70

Æ

and an e�ieny dropping to 0 for

�! 90

Æ

, where the PMT re�etane goes to 100%.

The optial model of a PMT disussed in this hapter is implemented in the simulations

of light transport in a LENS ell, whih are desribed in Chapter 6 and whose results are

presented in Chapters 7 and 8.





Chapter 6

Optial Model of a LENS Cell

6.1 Introdution

The demands of the Yb-LENS and In-LENS experiments are quite di�erent, however they

share many features of the proposed designs (Se. 2.2), suh as: segmented liquid sintillator

detetor, uboid unitary ell, energy and time of �ight read-out through two PMTs, one at

eah side. These similarities allowed a uni�ed approah to the problem of light transport and

detetion in the detetor. A detailed optial model for implementation in Monte Carlo (MC)

simulations of a single sintillator ell is a fundamental tool for LENS, toward:

� Identi�ation the most ruial detetor parameters

� Predition and understanding of the performane of the detetor in di�erent on�gura-

tions

� Determination of the optimum design, the best uts strategy, the �-tag e�ieny, et.

The above goals are ahieved by prediting the two fundamental observables of the detetor:

� Photon arrival time distribution, whih determines the signal pulse shape

� Photon olletion e�ieny, whih determines the detetor energy and spae resolution

These parameters are determined as a funtion of the event position inside the sensitive volume.

Starting from a ore of simple geometrial photon traing, the model was ontinually

improved, through the introdution of �seond order e�ets� and the implementation of a

more re�ned physial desription. At eah stage, the predition of the �state of the art�

simulation was ompared to experimental data, leading on one hand to the identi�ation of

features requiring a more appropriate implementation in the model, on the other hand to the

optimization of the detetor design. In several ases the need to improve the model or to feed

it with the most appropriate input data has led to self-standing experimental studies of single

detetor elements that over an important part of this work (Chapters 3, 4 and 5). The �nal

result of this development is a model that has been used to:

1. estimate the performane and the instrumental bakground of an Yb ell

2. optimize the design of an In ell
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3. interpret the results of the optial measurements of the MPIK In-LENS prototype ell.

These studies will be reported in Chapters 7 and 8. In the next setions the �nal result of suh

development is desribed, while other �preursor� and intermediate models will be negleted,

though for many appliations the use of all of the implemented features is not neessary and

many of them an be �swithed o��, leading to simpler desriptions (this is for instane the

ase of the simple photon-traing simulations used to analyze the light piping measurements,

as disussed in Chapter 4).

This model is a multipurpose tool easily adaptable to any detetor based on the LENS

design. The aim of this hapter is to set the general physial framework, the de�nitions,

onventions and assumptions. Only the input parameters and the physis ommon to all the

simulations will be disussed here. More detetor-spei� input parameters and the results of

various appliations of the model for LENS are given in the next hapters.

6.2 Simulation Strategy

The �optial� performane of the LENS detetor depends entirely on pulse shape and photon

olletion e�ieny. This is true for

176

Y b as well as

115

In, however there are peuliarities of

the two isotopes, whih make eah one partiularly sensitive to spei� aspets of the problem.

For Yb-LENS one ritial point is the short lifetime of the ��populated

176

Lu

�

metastable

state and the low energy of the oinidene , whih an lead to misidenti�ation of the �-

tag from statistial �utuations or instrumental self-orrelations of single events (Se. 2.3.3).

Therefore in the model several features are inluded that a�et the pulse shape of a signal and

in partiular its tail, over few hundreds nanoseonds: sintillator deay-time, light re�etion

o� the PMTs and late pulses from the PMTs. At this regard, important inputs ome from the

spei� experimental studies reported in Chapters 3 and 5.

For the Indium ase, the tag is muh less sensitive to the signal pulse shape, whih plays

a (modest) role only for the spatial resolution. Here, it is ruial to show that in the frame

of a realisti detetor design energy and spatial resolution are su�ient to rejet the In-

bremsstrahlung and other bakgrounds. In this ase the fous is on the details of light transport

and interation, with the inlusion of all known e�ets leading to photon loss, absorption and

sattering. Partiular important for these issues are the results of the light piping study

reported in Chapter 4, the implementation of a faithful detetor geometry and of the optis

of sintillators. The last two items are desribed in this hapter.

The optial model developed is used to run �single-photon-traing� Monte Carlo simula-

tions. Eah yle of a MC loop starts with the generation of a new photon and �nishes with

either its detetion or its loss. At generation a set of observables are assigned to the photon,

hosen randomly from input probability density funtions (PDF). The photon is propagated

inside the detetor volume aording to its table of observables and the �laws of propagation

and interation�, to be soon desribed. The photon evolution proeeds step by step, where

eah step an either be a re�etion-refration-transmission at the interfae between di�erent

regions, or an elasti-inelasti sattering in the medium, or an absorption in the medium as

well as at an interfae. Photons impinging on the photoathode of the PMTs an either be

deteted, bak-re�eted or lost, aording to well de�ned probabilities.

Two options an be followed to implement a model of light propagation in a MC: to use

existing simulation toolkits, suh as GEANT4, for the general framework of the simulation

and introdue the spei� physis whih is not provided; or writing a simulation ode, to have



a more diret ontrol on the most ritial issues. The latter strategy has been followed, sine

the physis of light interation with sintillators and PMTs is only very roughly implemented

in GEANT4. The MC ode is written in FORTRAN programming language and makes use of

the CERN libraries for the random number generator and other useful mathematial funtions.

6.3 Geometry

During the development of the model, two main geometry frameworks have been implemented:

parallelepiped and ylindri. The Monte Carlo has been optimized for the former, while the

latter has been developed mostly to test the ylindri geometry and ompare it with the square

one. Fig. 2.2 on page 41 shows the typial geometry onsidered for In-LENS and the detetor

prototypes. The simulated volume is divided in regions, eah haraterized by spei� optial

and physial properties. In the most general implementation, suh regions are:

1. Sintillator

2. Air gap (inside the ell, on top of the sintillator)

3. Cell walls

4. Bu�ers

5. PMTs

The ell is desribed at �rst approximation as a square parallelepiped with free dimensions

(Fig. 2.2 on page 41). After the �rst prototype quartz ells were built, the simpli�ed square

geometry has been improved to obtain a more realisti desription. For example, the mea-

surements of light piping reported in Chapter 4 have been arried out using a square ell

with rounded orners, as shown in Fig. 4.4 on page 80. In that analysis it was stressed that

the implementation of the rounded orners for the ase of TIR-guiding improves signi�antly

the agreement between simulated and experimental light intensity urves (f. Fig. 4.9). In

general, the features of the implemented geometry are detetor spei� and are tuned to re-

produe the real geometry of the LENS prototype ells (f. Fig. 8.4 on page 167). The bu�ers

are usually de�ned as simple solid bars. Some examples of PMT oupling in a simple square

geometry are shown in Fig. 6.2 on page 134.

6.4 Sintillator and Other Media

Light is �rst emitted by the sintillator, then has to propagate through it before being de-

teted. Consequently several properties of the sintillator enter the model. The physis of the

sintillator (and of other media in a ell) is a fundamental issue for the LENS onept and as

well for the optial model desribed in this hapter.

Refrative Index As any dieletri medium, all sintillators are haraterized by a refra-

tive index spetrum n(�). For a medium with normal dispersion law, n dereases smoothly

with inreasing � over the near UV-visible spetrum (Cauhy's law). This variation is a few

perent over the sintillator emission spetrum and is negligible ompared to other unertain-

ties in the model, therefore a single value for n is assumed. Typially n � 1:5 in organi



sintillators. The same arguments apply to the walls and light guides materials. For example,

the Borexino sintillator has n ' 1:505, suprasil quartz n ' 1:47, aryli n ' 1:49. For sim-

pliity it is assumed that all the regions of the ell are perfetly oupled: n

walls

= n

lg

= n

sint

.

The refrative index of the medium determines the speed of light and hene in�uenes the

signal pulse shape and the left-right time of �ight di�erene. Most importantly, it determines

the ondition for total internal re�etion at the interfae to air (see Se. 4.2). The higher the

refrative index, the larger the solid angle for e�ient light transport.

Sintillator Light Yield The Light Yield (LY) is de�ned as the number of emitted photons

per unitary energy deposited by an eletron. It represents the e�ieny of onversion of the

deposited energy into a form suitable for detetion, i.e. photons. It is one of the most impor-

tant �gures of merit of a sintillator. Measuring the LY of a sintillator free of systematis

is di�ult, hene the light output relative to a well known and reproduible standard is nor-

mally measured (see e.g.. [Bu04℄). The LY enters the model as a multipliative normalization

fator, either for estimations of the total olleted light orresponding to a given deposited

energy, or for omparison between di�erent sintillators, whose relative yields are known. The

MC simulations predit the fration of primary photons that is eventually deteted at the

PMTs. This e�ieny an be multiplied by the LY to alulate the total number of deteted

photoeletrons per unitary deposited energy, often given in units of pe=MeV . This number

gives the limit of the ahievable detetor energy resolution.

Sintillation Deay Time The �uoresene deay time of organi sintillators has been

de�ned in Chapter 3, where the experimental tehnique and the results of measurements

arried out on several samples are also reported. The �uoresene PDF an be approximated

with the multi-exponential funtion of eq. 3.1 on page 57. Three exponents are in most of the

ases su�ient, therefore the input data of the model are the three time onstants �

1

;�

2

, �

3

and the three relative weights q

1

, q

2

, q

3

. The sintillator deay time enters the optial model

in the determination of the signal pulse shape: eah photon has an assoiated �generation�

time, randomly hosen using the multi-exponential PDF. This time is an o�set whih is added

in the alulation of the photon time of arrival.

Sintillation Emission Spetra The physis of light emission from a omposite solvent-

�uor-shifter system is rather omplex and will not be treated here in detail (see e.g. the

textbook [Bir64℄). Eah omponent is haraterized by its own pure emission spetrum, nor-

mally measured by exiting the moleules in an optially inert solution at their absorption

peak and observing the orresponding emission. In an aromati sintillator mixture the pri-

mary deposited energy exites the solvent, whose emission is typially in the UV. The �uor

moleules are tuned to have their absorption band overlap with the solvent emission spetrum,

so that they interept the solvent exitation and reemit light at a longer wavelength. The same

is done (when needed) by a seondary �uor (Wave Length-Shifter, WLS, or �-shifter), whih

onverts the primary exitation into a �nal �blue� spetrum, where the sintillator has a high

transpareny and the PMTs sensitivity is good.

Two mehanisms an apply for the wavelength shift: radiative and non radiative energy

transfer. In the former ase the transfer from a donor to an aeptor moleule (solvent !

�uor, or �uor ! �-shifter) is mediated by a real photon, in a proess of emission-absorption-

reemission. In the non-radiative ase, the donor transfers its exitation energy to a neigh-



bouring aeptor without emission-absorption of real photons. When the energy transfer is

radiative, the initial sintillation spetrum is the one of the donor moleules. Photons then

propagate out of the prodution region and are absorbed and reemitted at longer wavelengths

by the aeptor moleules. The longer the distane, the more the spetrum results shifted.

In ase of non radiative energy transfer, the initial sintillation spetrum is diretly the one

of the aeptor. It is desirable to have non radiative energy transfer dominating, beause the

e�ieny of wavelength shifting is higher in this ase.

The understanding of the mehanisms of energy transfer from the solvent to the �uor

and �nally to the WLS is a key issue in LENS, espeially for the luminesent properties

of the �-diketonates sintillators developed at MPIK [MPI03, Bu04℄. Experimentally, an

energy transfer has been onsidered radiative when in a solution ontaining both moleular

speies, donor and aeptor, the exitation of the donor results in the diret emission of the

aeptor spetrum, when �uoresene is measured in �front-fae geometry�. In this geometry

the light is observed from the same side where the sample is exited, so that self-absorption

and wavelength shifting are negligible. Conversely, the energy transfer is onsidered radiative

when in front-fae geometry the �uorimeter output is the emission spetrum of the donor. It

is found that the transfer from any sintillator solvent (Anisole, PC, PXE) to suitable �uors

at usual onentrations (order of few g/l) is mostly non-radiative. The transfer to the WLS at

typial onentrations (few tens of mg/l) is predominantly radiative, instead. Non-radiative

transfer beomes important at muh higher onentrations, whih are however not suitable

for sintillation detetors due to intense self-absorption of light.

The model requires the initial spetrum of the emitted light to be known. This is the

spetrum that �propagates� in the simulation. Therefore, it is neessary to know how energy

is transferred from the solvent to the �nal �uoresent moleule. In the model the assumption

is made that the initial spetrum is the measured emission spetrum of the last non-radiatively

populated omponent. This is an approximation, sine in the ase radiative and non radia-

tive energy transfer have omparable importane, the �uoresene light has an intermediate

spetrum between donor and aeptor, but this e�et is in part aounted for by inluding

the radiative energy transfer in the model, as explained in the next setion.

The experimental spetra implemented in the model are those of PPO and BPO for the

primary �uors; bis-MSB as WLS. They are shown in Fig. 2.1 on page 40.

Extintion The basi interations of optial photons in a medium are:

1. absorption: the photon is lost, its energy dissipated

2. elasti sattering: the photon satters o� an eletron or o� non homogeneity of the

medium. It ontinues to propagate in a new diretion with the same wavelength. In

ase of Rayleigh sattering the new diretion is statistially orrelated with the one of

the inoming photon aording to a /

1

�

4

(1 + os

2

�) law, where � is the angle to the

original diretion

3. inelasti sattering: the photon is absorbed by a moleule, whih de-exites emitting

a photon of longer wavelength (see disussion above about the radiative energy transfer).

The �uoresene is isotropi and there is no orrelation between the old and new photon

diretion



In a system in whih di�erent hemial speies are present, eah moleule ontributes to all

three proesses. It would be desirable to know the ross setions of every single interation

mehanism as a funtion of the wavelength, for eah omponent of the sintillator mixture.

However, a spetrophotometer measures simply the fration of light whih is lost from a olli-

mated beam, whatever the mehanism, in a nearly mono-dimensional set-up. This �light loss�

is alulated by omparing the residual light intensity measured after rossing of a thikness d

of a solvent and after rossing of the same thikness of a solution of the same solvent and the

substane under investigation. This information onverts into a molar extintion oe�ient,

whih is used to alulate an attenuation length, �(�), for any given solute onentration.

This is the quantity that enters the Lambert-Beer's law of attenuation:

I(x) = I

0

e

�x=�

(6.1)

where I(x) is the residual light intensity in the beam after a distane x and I

0

the unattenuated

intensity. Eq. 6.1 holds independently for eah omponent of the sintillator mixture and

assuming that the attenuation proesses are independent of eah other, the attenuation is still

given by the Lambert-Beer's law, with:

� = �

tot

=

 

X

i

1

�

i

!

�1

(6.2)

where �

i

are the ontributions from the single omponents.

With the experimental proedure outlined above, absorption, elasti and inelasti satter-

ing are indistinguishable, as they all result in removing photons from their original diretion.

This is the reason why � is alled the attenuation length and not absorption or sattering

length: attenuation is what an be most easily measured. In the optial model of a LENS ell,

absorption, elasti and inelasti sattering are all implemented, but sine their individual ross

setions are not experimentally known, it is neessary to use the measured attenuation lengths

�

i

and make assumptions on the relative probability of the three proesses. Elasti satter-

ing has usually been �swithed o��, sine it is sub-dominant in most ases. Consequently,

the measured extintion spetra are onsidered omposed of two ontributions: absorption

and inelasti sattering. The model must implement the relative probability of those two pro-

esses. These probabilities are estimated based on the knowledge of the �uoresene properties

of the moleules involved and on the measurements performed with our �uorimeter [Bu04℄.

In general the materials of a sintillation detetor belong to two ategories: pure absorbers

and �uoresing omponents. For the former the attenuation length is in reality an absorption

length: any interation with a photon results in its destrution. For the �uoresing speies, a

�uoresene quantum yield, �, must be de�ned, whih is the probability that an absorption is

followed by a prompt photon re-emission, i.e. the probability that an absorption is indeed an

inelasti sattering. In Table 6.1 the values assumed for the LENS simulations are reported.

In ase of inelasti sattering, a new photon is generated, with the emission wavelength PDF

relevant to the absorbing moleule, with the energy-onserving onstraint �

new

> �

old

.

Other Media The walls of the ell and the light guides are de�ned in the model as separate

regions of the detetor, having the same refrative index of the sintillator and a onstant

attenuation length, due to pure absorption, of 20m. The latter attenuation length is simply

assumed as a lower limit for a highly transparent medium (see disussion in Ses. 4.5.2 and



Table 6.1: Estimation of the probability distributions between absorption and inelasti sattering for

all the detetor omponent of a LENS ell. � is the probability that an absorption results in a new

photon emission, � the wavelength of the absorbed photon. It is assumed � = 0% for the solvent

at all wavelengths beause the solvent emission spetrum has typially a negligible overlap with the

emission of the �uors [Bu04℄. Therefore the �uor sintillation light absorbed by the solvent is not

reemitted. Fluors (BPO was hosen for most simulations) are known to have very high quantum yield

for absorption of photons in their absorption band, virtually � = 100%. However a more onservative

90% is hosen, beause the yield for photons overlapping with the emission band may be lower and

beause the sintillator may ontain impurities that quenh the emission. For an exiting radiation

with � & 410nm (for BPO) no measurable light output is found at the �uorimeter [Bu04℄, therefore

it is assumed � = 0%above this threshold. Similar arguments are used to justify the parameters

hosen for the bis-MSB. The organo-metalli ompounds bringing the �-target metal in solution have

never shown �uoresene in the optial band [MPI03, Bu04℄. Similarly, quartz and bu�ers are pure

absorbers.

Solvent Metal-Compound Fluor (BPO) bis-MSB Quartz & Bu�ers

� 0% 8� 0% 8�

90% � < 410nm

0% � > 410nm

95% � < 450nm

0% � > 450nm

0% 8�

4.6.3). The materials for the LENS prototype ells and the bu�ers are quartz and aryli

respetively, both extremely transparent in the visible and near UV spetrum. In general,

the implementation of the quartz walls in the model has the e�et of inreasing the e�etive

attenuation length, espeially in small ells, where the quartz volume is a non negligible

fration of the total volume available for light transport: photons are re�eted at the boundary

with air and hene they travel part of their way to the PMTs in an optially inert medium. A

similar argument holds for the air gap above the top sintillator surfae, where n = 1 (light

refration at the interfae is orretly implemented) and no absorption is assumed.

6.5 Light Piping

Light piping in optial modules has been studied in Chapter 4. This issue is strongly related

to the detetor energy resolution, whih is a ritial for the LENS onept toward high �-tag

e�ieny and espeially bakground redution. Therefore light piping must be implemented

in the model with the highest preision. The main options for light piping, de�ned and

disussed in Chapter 4, are reonsidered in the next setions, with fous on the appliation in

sintillation modules.

Total Internal Re�etion The TIR re�etane o� quartz �nished surfaes has been exper-

imentally determined and the results reported in Se. 4.6. It was found R

TIR

= (99:35�0:2)%

at � = 430nm. In a ell of larger dimensions than the one used for the light piping mea-

surement this e�ieny may even be higher, due to better surfae homogeneity. TIR o�ers

therefore a high piping performane when a large number of re�etions are neessary to guide

light to the PMTs. Fresnel re�etion is implemented in the model (eq. 4.1 on page 76), as well

as TIR with its e�ieny parameter.
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Figure 6.1: MC-alulated geometrial light olletion in some representative positions in the plane

transversal to the longitudinal axis of the ell, for a square parallelepiped and a ylinder.

In a three-dimensional model, even for a simple square geometry, as the one in Fig. 2.2,

it is not trivial to alulate analytially the solid angle for TIR aeptane, whih is found

solving the integral:




TIR

=

Z

juj;jvj<os�



d
 (6.3)

where u and v are the osines of the photon diretion in the plane transversal to the ell axis.

One a photon is generated with diretion in the aeptane solid angle of eq. 6.3, in any

square geometry the ondition for TIR will be always satis�ed, providing no other proesses

intervene.

First Results of �Geometri� Simulations Eq. 6.3 has been numerially estimated with

a Monte Carlo for the partiular ase n = 1:5. It is found:




TIR

=4� ' 0:491 (6.4)

It is important to note that eq. 6.4 is not dependent on the light soure loation in the

ell transversal plane. This is a onsequene of the square geometry and eq. 6.3. On the

ontrary, in a ylindri ell the geometrial light aeptane for TIR is strongly dependent

on the position of the light emission site in the transversal setion. In fat, for a soure in

the ylinder axis the omponent of the photon momentum in this transversal plane annot

ontribute to TIR and the angle of inidene to the ylindri surfae depends only on the

omponent of the photon diretion along the ell axis. In this ase, the aeptane is given by




TIR

=4� = 1�sin �



= 1�1=n. The more the soure moves toward the external irumferene,

the larger beomes the solid angle for TIR, as more and more �spiralizing� paths enter the

TIR aeptane expressed by the eq. 6.3. In Fig. 6.1 the results of MC alulations of the

geometrial olletion e�ienies for several positions are reported, for a typial n � 1:5. This

means that in a ylindri geometry based on TIR light piping the same energy deposited at

di�erent radial positions results in signals of di�erent amplitudes. Sine in a longitudinal

ell there is no handle for reonstruting the position of an event in the transversal plane,



a ylindri geometry would jeopardize the energy resolution of a TIR-based detetor. The

geometry in Fig. 4.4 (see also Fig. 8.4 on page 167) is an intermediate ase between the two

ases disussed above, due to the rounded orners. Light in the aeptane solid angle of eq.

6.3 an lose the TIR ondition at a orner or just after re�etion o� a orner. In Se. 4.6.3

it was disussed how this departure from the square ase an a�et the performane of an

optial module. This subjet will be further studied in the frame of the simulations of an In

ell in Se. 7.2.

Speular Re�etion and Mixed TIR-SR SR light guiding is also implemented in the

model, through the e�etive surfae re�etane measured for VM2000 light pipes, as reported

in Chapter 4. The result of this measurement is R

VM2000

= 98:5 � 0:3 at � = 430nm. The

spetral dependene of the re�etane was measured at the spetrophotometer to vary of

� �0:5% in the wavelength range of interest for LENS (Fig. 4.3 on page 79). Intuitively, it

is expeted that pure SR-piping has absolute better performane than TIR when the number

of re�etions is not too high, beause of the � 50% loss of aeptane solid angle with TIR.

However, the higher TIR re�etane ensures a longer piping attenuation length and is more

suitable when light has to re�et many times before detetion. Quantitative onlusions on

the relative omparison between TIR and SR in optial modules require a full MC study,

whih is arried out in Se. 7.2.

As suggested in Se. 4.2, sine R

TIR

> R

SR

, the solution for the optimal light piping

onsists in using TIR whenever possible, SR otherwise. A TIR-based ell wrapped in non-

oupled VM2000 foils implements this onept. Beside maximizing the piping e�ieny, the

re�etors outside the ell an also partly ompensate for a non ideal ell behaviour, due e.g. to

loal surfae non homogeneities, roughness, et. Considering whether or not suh irregularities

are also the primary ause for the � 0:65% TIR re�etane ine�ieny, two opposite senarios

are oneivable:

� TIR or SR: light is guided via TIR or SR, depending on whether the angle of inidene

is larger or smaller than �



. Light lost due to ine�ient TIR-guiding is not reoverable.

� TIR and SR: light missing TIR re�etion, even for � > �



, is simply transmitted aross

the quartz and an be still re�eted by the foils around the ell. As a result, the e�etive

re�etane e�ieny is inreased to R

TIR&SR

' 99:99% for � > �



.

Mixed TIR+SR light piping has not been investigated with the tehnique desribed in Chapter

4, however reality is likely to lay somewhere between those two extremes. In the model the

e�et of the VM2000 for reovering light esaping TIR at � > �



is simulated by arti�ially

inreasing the TIR e�etive re�etane, with the ondition R

TIR

� R

TIR&SR

(� > �



) �

R

TIR

+ (1�R

TIR

)R

SR

.

6.6 Light Interation with the PMTs

Photons that are not absorbed, nor lost due to ine�ient piping, will eventually strike the

photoathode of one of the two PMTs, where they an be onverted into a useful signal.

Assuming that the glass of the PMT ouples perfetly to the quartz - sintillator system,

the whole physis of the light interation with the PMTs redues to the understanding the

proesses that a photon an undergo when it hits its photoathode. This topi is the subjet



flat PMT/photocatode hemispherical PMT

full coverage

flat PMT/photocatode

partial coverage partial coverage

Figure 6.2: The three implemented PMT-to-ell interfaes. The PMT has always rotational symmetry,

while the ell has square setion.

of Chapter 5, where the theory of light interation with a PMT is presented and the optial

measurements performed on two di�erent photoathodes presented. The result is an optial

model of the photoathodes, whih is able to predit the funtions A(�; �), R(�; �), T (�; �)

(see Se. 5.1 for de�nitions) for a PMT in any medium. This model has been implemented in

the desription of a sintillator ell to alulate the probabilities for a photon to be deteted,

re�eted or lost at the PMT:

P

D

(�; �) = QE(�; �) = QE

0

(�; 0) �

A

�

(�;�)

A

�

(�;0)

P

R

(�; �) = R(�; �)

P

L

(�; �) = 1� P

D

(�; �)� P

R

(�; �)

(6.5)

with the following meaning for the symbols used:

P

D;R;L

(�; �): probability for photon detetion, re�etion and loss, as a funtion of � and �.

A

�

(�; �): e�etive absorption probability, de�ned as A

�

(�; �) = A(�; �) + 0:3 � T (�; �),

following the arguments in the footnote 7 on page 121. The assumed e�ieny

fator 0:3 omes as the produt of two probabilities: 0:3 � 0:7 � 0:4, where 0:7

is the assumed mean probability that a transmitted photon is eventually bak

re�eted to the photoathode, 0:4 the typial probability that this event results in

an absorption.

QE

0

(�; 0): Quantum E�ieny funtion measured in air at � = 0 (Fig. 5.1 on page 100),

orreted with a ' 4% fator, whih takes into aount the slight inrease expeted

due to the PMT optial oupling with the medium where the light originates (no

loss due to Fresnel re�etion at the PMT glass window).

It is noted that the equation for P

D

in eq. 6.5 makes use of eq. 5.1, whih states that the

angular dependene of the quantum e�ieny is the same as the one of the absorption.

The geometrial shape of the photoathode plays an important role in this ontext, for

two reasons: 1) all the probabilities in eq. 6.5 depend on �, thus also on the photoathode

geometry; 2) light bak re�eted has an angular distribution that depends on the photoathode

shape. Two photoathode geometries have been implemented in the model: �at (with omplete

or partial overage of the surfae area) and hemispherial (Fig. 6.2).
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Time (ns)

distribution
Pseudo−Gaussian

Late Pulses

Figure 6.3: Response funtion to a single photon of a Borexino 8� PMTs (ourtesy Oleg Smirnov for

the Borexino Collaboration). The shown distribution is the one with the lowest fration of late pulses

in an ensemble of � 100 measured samples. About 3% of the total harge is olleted after 30ns from

the time-0.

6.7 Eletronis

So far light interation with the PMTs has been disussed only from the point of view of optis.

Photoeletrons that are suessfully aelerated to the �rst dynode start an avalanhe, whih is

olleted at the anode as a urrent pulse. The latter typially undergoes a �ltering and shaping

(due to the presene of ables, impedanes and apaitors). The signal is then integrated, to

lead to a �harge signal� proportional to the initial light pulse, and disriminated, to get a

time that is used for event spatial reonstrution by omparing with the time of the seond

PMT. The eletroni signal building from the PMT to the digitization is not implemented in

this optial model: harge signal and pulse shape are simply assumed to be equivalent to the

total number of photoeletrons and to their time-of-detetion distribution.

The only feature of the eletronis that is implemented is the system time response to

a single photon. This inludes the time jitter from PMT and eletronis and the PMT late

pulsing. The former is given by the spread in time intrinsi to the photoeletron olletion,

multipliation and detetion proess (a gaussian distribution to a good approximation). The

late pulses our a few tens of nanoseonds after the referene time and are not preeded by

any orrespondent prompt pulse (late and after pulses are also de�ned in Se. 3.3.2). The time

jitter ontributes to worsen the time resolution of the detetor, while late pulses represent a

potential danger for the
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Y b LENS onept, sine their timing typially overlaps with the

oinidene time window of the �-tag. In Fig. 6.3 an example of PMT time response to a

single photon is shown, as measured for one of the Borexino 8

00

PMTs. The impliations of

late pulses and are soures of late light in a Yb ell will be studied in Se. 7.1.



6.8 Traing a Photon

In Se. 6.2 the MCs based on of the optial model desribed in this hapter were de�ned

�single-photon-traing� simulations. In this setions this de�nition is lari�ed, by showing

how a simulation works, step by step.

Input Data First the simulation framework and its input parameters have to be hosen:

� detetor geometry (shape, dimensions, PMT interfae, et.)

� sintillator (refration index, deay time, omposition, emission and extintion spetra)

� light transport (TIR, SR, or mixed; re�etion oe�ients)

� PMTs (QE, optial onstants of the photoathode, time response)

It is also possible to �swith o�� any of the implemented physial proesses for debugging or

interpretation purposes, but in the following the running of the omplete simulation will be

assumed.

Photon Generation As a photon is generated, a table of observables is assigned to it:

� Position: the (x; y; z) oordinates inside the sensitive volume. They an be all �xed,

to study the expeted detetor response at a given position. Otherwise the longitudinal

oordinate an be �xed and the position in the transversal plane randomly hosen with

uniform distribution, to simulates the e�et of a ollimated external  soure (when

attenuation is negligible).

� Diretion: two random numbers are generated to selet isotropially the photon dire-

tion osines.

� Wavelength: the photon is given a random wavelength, aording to one of the emission

spetra shown in Fig. 2.1.

� Attenuation Length: the seleted wavelength determines the photon attenuation

length in the sintillator.

� Delay: two random numbers are generated, whih are used to de�ne the emission time

of the photon, following a triple exponential deay. The �rst deides the time branhing

(�

1

, �

2

, or �

3

, through the weights q

1

, q

2

, or q

3

), the seond the emission time.

� Jitter: a random number is generated to produe a jitter-time, either following a mea-

sured time distribution (as the one in Fig. 6.3), or using a simple gaussian funtion with

the standard deviation given by the PMT spei�ation from the manufaturer. Thus,

the o�set for the photon detetion time is t

0

= delay + jitter



Propagation Regions The simulated volume is divided into physial regions, haraterized

by di�erent propagation-absorption properties. The regions are de�ned as:

� Sintillator

� Cell frame (walls)

� Air gap (between sintillator and top wall)

� Bu�ers (light guides)

� PMTs

� �Outside�

The regions are separated from eah other by planes and/or more omplex surfaes, whih

are all individually de�ned and numbered and are alled interfaes. Given the photon initial

position and diretion, the ode determines the losest interfae, the distane to be traveled to

reah it, the intersetion oordinates and the angle of inidene �

i

. The hit interfae onnets

two regions that an have either di�erent or equal refrative index. Those two main ases are

onsidered in turn.

Propagation between Regions of Di�erent n If the interfae separates regions with

di�erent refrative index, two sub-ases must be onsidered:

1. light omes from an optially denser medium (ell/bu�er-to-outside or sintillator-to-air

gap)

2. light omes from an optially less dense medium (only realized at the air gap-to-sintillator

interfae)

When the ondition 1 is met, it is evaluated whether �

i

is smaller or greater than �



. If �

i

< �



4 ases are possible:

1. a Fresnel re�etion takes plae, with probability given by eq. 4.1 on page 76

2. no re�etive foils outside the interfae are simulated, no Fresnel re�etion ours, hene

the photon leaves the region

3. re�etive foils are inluded, whih re�et bak the photon

4. although mirror foils are present, the photon is not re�eted, due to R

SR

< 100%

In the ases 1 and 3 the photon is ready to propagate further in the same region; the new

diretion of propagation is alulated and the intersetion point is assumed as the new photon

position. In ase 2, the photon exits the ell and is lost, unless the rossed interfae is the

sintillator-to-air gap, in whih ase it undergoes refration and ontinues propagating. In

ase 4 the photon is de�nitively lost.

If �

i

> �



(TIR ondition) the two following possibilities are given:

1. the photon is TIR-re�eted



2. the photon misses TIR re�etion due to R

TIR

< 100%. R

TIR

an inorporate the

positive ontribution from re�etive foils behind the interfae, in ase �TIR and SR�

piping is simulated (see Se. 6.5)

Here similar onsiderations hold, as in the previous disussion for �

i

< �



.

In the seond ase onsidered in this paragraph, i.e. light rossing an interfae oming

from an optially less dense medium, it is simply assumed that light is entirely transmitted,

with a hange in diretion aording to the refration law (for simpliity Fresnel re�etion at

these interfaes is negleted).

Propagation between Regions of Equal n For simpliity, it is assumed that sintilla-

tor, walls, bu�ers and PMT envelope have the same refrative index, therefore all interfaes

between those regions belong to this ase. The diretion of motion remains unhanged, the ge-

ometri and physial properties of the new region will be onsidered from the next propagation

step.

Attenuation At this point it is known where the photon will strike, whether it will re�et

o� the interfae or will propagate into a new region or whether it will be lost due to ine�ient

guiding. Before ontinuing the propagation an absorption distane is randomly generated using

eq. 6.1 and the total photon attenuation length �

region

(�). If suh distane-to-interation is

shorter than the distane to be traveled to reah the next interfae, the interation position

is determined. For interations in the sintillator, it is then deided whih of the sintillator

omponents was responsible for the absorption, making use of the absorption probabilities

P

i

=

1=�

i

1=�

tot

. It is then deided whether or not suh absorption eventually results in a re-

emission, with the parameters given in Table 6.1. In ase pure absorption takes plae, the

photon is lost and the loop starts again with a new photon. Otherwise the photon is �rereated�

and its list of observables reset: the start position oinides with the interation position, a

new wavelength is randomly seleted out of the emission spetrum of the absorbing moleule

(or of the orresponding aeptor �uor, for e�etive non-radiative energy transfer), with the

onstraint �

new

> �

old

. A new absorption length is derived and the photon is assigned a new

isotropi diretion of propagation and a further random sintillator deay time is added to t

0

.

Interation with the PMTs In ase an inelasti sattering has ourred, or the photon has

been re�eted, the propagation ontinues for another step: the next intersetion is alulated

and, again, either the losest interfae is reahed or the photon undergoes an interation.

This propagation loop ontinues until the photon is either lost (at the interfaes or by

absorption) or reahes one of the detetor PMTs. In the latter ase, the probabilities of eq.

6.5 are evaluated for the atual (�; �). A random number is generated, whih deides whether

the photon is onverted into a photoeletron, re�eted or lost. In ase of detetion the time

of arrival, de�ned as t

d

= flight time + t

0

, is stored in a histogram, the ounter of deteted

photons inremented, and the loop starts again with a new photon. If a re�etion at the

photoathode ours, the new diretion is alulated and the photon is propagated until it

gets lost or has a new enounter with a PMT.

MC output At the end of the loop on the hosen number of generated photons several

distributions are obtained:



� Total number of photoeletrons at eah PMT

� Distribution of the photon time of arrival at eah PMT

� Number of photons lost due to ine�ient light piping, absorption in the detetor, in-

omplete PMT area overage, et.

� Wavelength spetrum of the deteted photons at eah PMT

� Photon angular distribution at the PMTs

� Distribution of number of re�etions o� PMT before detetion.

� Time of arrival for photons one, twie, et. re�eted o� the PMTs, or inelasti-sattered

� Others ...

The �rst two give the predition of light olletion and pulse shape, the others are important

information for debugging and interpreting the results.

6.9 Conlusions

A model of light propagation and detetion in a sintillator ell has been developed. A faithful

detetor geometry and a detailed desription of the physis of sintillators are implemented,

the latter based on the measurements reported in refs. [MPI03, Bu04℄. The model also

implements the inputs from the experimental studies reported in Chapters 3, 4 and 5, for

the sintillation deay time, the light piping e�ieny and the physis of photon interation

with the PMTs. The purpose of the model is to run MC simulations of a LENS ell and

therefore, due to the segmented design, to predit and understand the performane of the

whole detetor. A simpli�ed simulation based on this model was already used in Chapter 4

to analyze the measurements of TIR and SR light piping. In the next hapter the appliation

of this model for the investigation of fundamental issues of the Yb and In LENS onepts are

presented. In Chapter 8, devoted to the optial measurements of full-sale LENS prototype

ells, the prototypes performane will be ompared with the MC preditions.





Chapter 7

MC simulations for Yb-LENS and

In-LENS

7.1 MC simulations for the Ytterbium Target

7.1.1 Introdution

The LENS detetion onept based on

176

Y b as a � target was introdued in Se. 2.3. During

the LENS R&D the ytterbium projet has lost momentum, due to the onurring e�et of two

fators:

1. Several bakgrounds were identi�ed (Se. 2.3.3) and some of them put the feasibility of

the Yb-LENS onept in serious doubt

2. The proposal of the

115

In isotope as a target for

7

Be and possibly pp solar neutrinos

o�ered a very attrating alternative to

176

Y b for the realization of the LENS goals

In this setion one of the most ritial issues of the Yb-LENS onept is studied: the bak-

ground from self-orrelated (SC) events. This problem is studied by MC simulations and the

analysis involves the experimental and theoretial modeling overed in the previous hapters.

For a better understanding of the following analysis, the key points of the disussion in

Se. 2.3.3 are realled. The most ritial detetor parameters ontrolling the SC are:

� The �nal photoeletron yield at the PMTs

� The signal mean late harge

The latter is meant as the fration of the signal harge aquired after a minimum delay ut

for the observation of the tag . Three main fators are identi�ed, whih determine the

single-pulse late harge:

1. sintillator �uoresene time

2. photons time-of-�ight distribution, inluding re�etions o� the PMTs

3. PMT late pulses

At this stage other soures of late harge are not onsidered (e.g. eletroni noise and signal

re�etions).
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7.1.2 Simulation of the Signal Time PDF for a Single Energy Deposition

Input Parameters of the MC The �rst step towards the study of SC in Yb-LENS is

the simulation of the single pulse PDF. As a benhmark ase, the typial geometry onsid-

ered for an Yb ell is simulated and a reasonably transparent metal-loaded sintillator. The

assumptions and input parameters of the MC are:

� Parallelepiped ell geometry with external dimensions 20 m � 20 m � 300 m, square

setion, 5mm wall thikness and 5mm air gap on top of the sintillator. Two 20 m �

20 m � 50 m bu�ers are oupled to the ell ends.

� Light soure at the ell enter.

� Sintillator deay-time as measured in this work for an Yb-loaded sample (Chapter 3).

� The sintillator base orresponds to the hoie of anisole as solvent, PPO at 6 g=l as

primary �uor, with 20mg=l bis-MSB as �-shifter

1

. For the metal omplex, it is simulated

that Yb is in solution as Y b(aa)

3

and the extintion oe�ients measured for In(aa)

3

are used

2

. The metallorgani ompound is simulated at the onentration required for

a 50 g=l Yb loading.

The total attenuation length at � = 430nm is � � 2:7m, dominated by the absorption

from the Y b(aa)

3

moleule (� � 4:1m). The parameters in Table 6.1 are used for the

relative probabilities of absorption and inelasti sattering. It is assumed that bu�ers

and ell walls have a onstant absorption length of 20m.

� The emission spetrum of bis-MSB is assumed as primary sintillation spetrum (Fig. 2.1

on page 40), beause of the good overlapping of the PPO emission with the bis-MSB

absorption band.

� Light piping via TIR and SR. The refrative index of sintillator, walls and PMT window

is n = 1:5. The re�etion oe�ients are R = 99:7% for � > �



and R = 98:5% for � < �



.

This hoie orresponds to an intermediate ase between the limits �TIR or SR� and 'TIR

and SR� de�ned and disussed in Se. 6.5. SR piping an be swithed o� and in this

ase R

TIR

= 99:4%.

� PMT oupled to the ell ends with �at photoathode and omplete surfae overage.

The �green-enhaned� QE is hosen (Fig. 5.1 on page 100). The optial model of the

PMTs is implemented, as desribed in Se. 6.6.

� The experimental response of the PMTs to a single photon, inluding the late pulses, as

measured in Borexino (Fig. 6.3 on page 135). This an be swithed o� and in this ase

a gaussian time-jitter with � = 1ns is simulated.

The geometry and the sintillator attenuation lengths implemented in the simulations are

shown in Fig. 7.1.

1

All attenuation and emission data used for the simulation reported in this hapter ome from spetropho-

tometri and �uorimetri measurements performed by us at MPIK [Bu04℄.

2

This is simply an exerise, beause no real Y b(aa)

3

moleule has been synthesized and measured.
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Figure 7.1: Left: Geometry simulated for the Yb-ell. Right: Simulated attenuation lengths in the

sintillator.

Results Several single-pulse PDFs have been generated via MC, obtained by �swithing on�

one by one all the investigated e�ets that are related to the signal pulse shape. The results

are shown in Fig. 7.2. In the �basi TIR� ase only the dispersion of the distane traveled to

the PMTs determines the pulse shape. The features observed in the other simulations are:

� The introdution of the re�etive foils determines a sizable enhanement of the signal

tail, due to the opening of the geometrial aeptane to photons with large transverse

momentum.

� The implementation of the sintillator �uoresene time produes a dramati e�et: the

late harge inreases of one order of magnitude and the signal tail extends for several

hundreds of ns (re�eting the measured �uoresene PDF, see Fig. 3.7 on page 71).

� The PMT re�etions ontribute a �bump� in the signal PDF for �t � 25ns � 60ns,

orresponding to the �rst re�etion peak (one re�etion, then detetion at the opposite

side).

� The late pulses ontribute a further harge aumulation at �t � 50ns � 70ns (as in

Fig. 6.3 on page 135).

The integral of these PDFs above various minimum delay ut has been omputed and is

reported in Table 7.1. It an be seen that the onsidered soures of late harge provide

ontributions of the same order.

7.1.3 Estimation of the Detetor Photoeletron Yield

The information on the signal PDF has to be ombined with the detetor photoeletron yield

(PY). This is the produt of the sintillator LY times the photon detetion probability (alled

PDP hereafter). The latter is the fration of primary photons onverted into pe and inludes

light transport to the PMTs and photo-onversion probability. The PDP is also predited by

the MC. Table 7.2 shows a breakdown of the alulated PDP. The full simulation predits

a PDP of � 9:6%, under the assumption that the entire end side of the ell is overed by

the PMT, with uniform response. However, in a real modular detetor it is di�ult to have
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Figure 7.2: Simulated single-pulse PDFs for a soure in the ell enter. The �basi TIR� simulation

(blak solid) inludes geometry, TIR light piping (R

TIR

= 99:4%), absorption and inelasti sattering,

and a gaussian time-jitter (� = 1ns). In the brown-dashed simulation the TIR plus SR piping

is implemented. The other simulations add one by one: the sintillator deay-time (green-dotted

histogram); the PMT re�etane, (red-dotted-dashed histogram); and the experimental response of

the PMTs to a single photon. All the histograms are normalized to the same total integral. The time

t = 0 is the instant of photon generation (the minimum time of �ight to the PMT is 10ns).

Table 7.1: Integral fration of late harge predited by the simulations in Fig. 7.2, for various lower

integration limits. The delay is alulated from the bin on the left side of the peak where the signal is

� 10% of the peak value. This orresponds to � 10ns in the �gure.

Late Charge (%)

Delay > 30ns > 40ns > 50ns > 60ns

Simulation

basi TIR 0.61 0.24 0.11 0.06

+ Mirror Foils 2.35 0.99 0.47 0.24

+ Deay Time 10.1 6.59 4.68 3.48

+ PMT re�etions 14.4 8.72 5.77 4.19

+ Late Pulses 17.8 11.8 8.12 5.35



Table 7.2: Predited photo-detetion probability (fration of photons onverted to photoeletrons)

for a soure in the ell enter. The value in the �rst olumn represents the pure TIR geometrial a-

eptane (Eqs. 6.3 and 6.4 on page 132). The results in the other olumns are obtained by �swithing

on� in sequene: the experimental TIR e�ieny; VM2000 foils; attenuation (absorption and inelasti

sattering); �standard� PMT Quantum E�ieny (as in Fig. 5.1) for the �green-enhaned� photoath-

ode; and full PMT optis, inluding re�etane and QE(�; �), aording to Eq. 6.5 and the optial

model overed in Chapter 5. The last olumn orresponds to the full �best� simulation. It is assumed

that the PMTs have �at photoathode and full surfae overage.

Simulation Geo TIR TIR e�ieny + SR +�(�) +QE + PMT optis

R

TIR

= 99:4% R

SR

= 98:5%

PDP (%) 49.1 45.1 72.8 33.1 6.94 9.58

omplete PMT surfae overage. Moreover, the PMTs are not so e�ient over their whole

surfae as they are at the enter, where the QE is measured, and furthermore the manufaturer-

spei�ed QE implemented in the simulation is likely to be an upper limit of the ahievable

PMT response. It an be assumed that the PMT overage is �=4 (a disk insribed in a square)

and that the mean QE over the overed surfae is a fator � 0:9 of the maximum QE

3

. In

onlusion, a more onservative estimation is PDP � 6:5%� 7%.

7.1.4 Analytial Calulation of the Self-Correlation Probability

We try now to use the results of the simulations to make an order of magnitude estimation

of the SC probability in the Yb-LENS experiment, i.e. the probability that a single event

has a pulse shape that is not distinguishable from that of a �-apture event. An approximate

analytial alulation is developed, whih is desribed step by step for a partiular hoie of

the input parameters.

Input Parameters A detetor with PDP � 6:7% is assumed, as dedued from a onserva-

tive interpretation of the MC output. The sintillator LY is taken to be 50% of BC505 (the best

synthesized Yb-loaded sintillators have LY � 40%, for � 8% Yb loading [Har04, Rag01a℄).

This translates to an absolute primary photon yield of � 6000 ph=MeV

4

. The �nal PY is then

� 400 pe=MeV . A bakground event with su�ient energy to fake a

7

Be� � interation must

have E � 600 keV (it is reminded that the � apture threshold in

176

Y b is 301 keV ), whih

produes � 120 pe=PMT . From Table 7.1 it is dedued that on average � 21 pe are olleted

later than 30ns after the signal onset. In this time window we look for the 72 keV oinidene

, whih would produe � 14:5 pe=PMT (negleting a possible low energy quenhing in the

sintillator). The above inputs are summarized in Table 7.3

3

This last assumption will be redisussed in Chapter 8, where the optial performane of a real prototype

ell are measured and ompared with the MC. An experimental �quality� fator will be dedued.

4

The BICRON spei�ation for BC505 is LY = 80% relative to Anthraene. The BC505 measured by

us is � 105% of the Borexino mixture reported in [Eli97℄ as giving (11500 � 1000) pe=MeV . However the

latter estimation relies on the omparison of the experimental performane of a sintillation detetor with MC

simulations. The absolute estimation of sintillators LY is very unertain.



Table 7.3: Input parameters of the analytial alulation of the SC probability.

PY E

event

�t Late Charge E

tag

400 pe=MeV 600 keV > 30ns 17:8% 72 keV

(120 pe=PMT ) (21 pe=PMT ) (14:5 pe=PMT )

Tag Condition To tag a neutrino we ask that at least E � (72 keV � 1�) is deteted, that

is E

tag

= 11 pe. We onsider the probability P

harge

PMT

that a statistial �utuation of an average

of (21=120) pe at one PMT leads to an exess harge ompatible with a delayed 72 keV energy

deposition:

P

harge

PMT

=

X

N�32

P (N) (7.1)

where N is the number of pe. The probabilities P (N) are given by the binomial distribution,

for the ase of 120 �trials� and 0.178 �suess� probability. It is found: P

harge

PMT

� 8 � 10

�3

.

In addition, it an be asked that this exess photoeletrons form a �luster� with similar time

distribution as a real single pulse. The simulations predit that a signal ollets � 70% of

the total harge in the �rst 20ns, while for the integral harge olleted at t > 30ns � 55%

omes in the interval [30ns; 50ns℄. It an be asked that in the �rst 20ns of the andidate

orrelated event there are � 55% of the underlaying 21 pe and > 65% of the exess pe. Also

in this ase the binomial distribution is used and it is found that the lustering is:

P

luster

PMT

� 0:4 (7.2)

We have then:

P

PMT

� P

harge

PMT

� P

luster

� 3 � 10

�3

(7.3)

The total probability that a self-orrelated event gives a fake is given by the probability that

both PMTs see the same �utuation, in either side onsistent with a delayed deposition of

72 keV . This is the produt:

P

SC

= P

2

PMT

� P

Sum

� P

time

(7.4)

where P

Sum

is a possible additional ut on the sum energy measured by the two PMTs and

P

time

the probability that the two �utuations are onsistent with an event in spatial oin-

idene with the prompt. For simpliity, we onsider that no further ut on the sum energy

is applied, sine � (11 � 2) pe of the tag is only . 1:3� away from the expeted total 29 pe

from 72 keV ; and that P

time

� 1, beause with the highest probability both �utuations will

our short after the 30ns ut and the spae resolution for a low energy event sitting on the

tail of a higher amplitude pulse is not expeted to be very good for real oinidenes, either.

Therefore we end up with:

P

SC

� 10

�5

(7.5)
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Figure 7.3: Left: simulated signal at one PMT, for a

7

Be� � event at the ell enter. The absissa is

the pe detetion time in 2 ns bins, the ordinate the number of pe per bin. The generated delay between

prompt and orrelated signal is �t = 69ns. The average PY at eah side is 200 pe=MeV=PMT .

Right: distribution for the de�it funtion 7.7. Sine the simulated signal onsists of two time-separate

energy depositions, the prompt �misses� the delayed harge (� 16 pe, onsistent with the expetations

for a 72 keV energy deposition). This harge is olleted when the burst of pe from the seond event

arrives. The de�it funtion indiates that the oinidene ours at t � 80ns, whih translates to

�t � 70ns, onsistent with the generated delay.

7.1.5 MC Calulation of the Self-Correlation Probability

Tag Algorithm In order to verify eq. 7.5, a �-tag algorithm has been written. The algo-

rithm omputes �rst the umulative pe distribution for the observed time sequene:

C(t

i

) =

X

j�i

n(t

j

) (7.6)

where t

i

is the i

th

time bin and n(t

j

) is the number of pe deteted in the time bin t

j

. Eq. 7.6

is the disrete equivalent of the time integral of a ontinuous signal.

The algorithm ompares the funtion 7.6 with the time integral of the single-pulse PDF

[I

PDF

(t)℄, normalized to the total number of deteted pe (N

pe

), so that for t ! 1 C(t

i

) =

I

PDF

(t) = N

pe

. A �de�it� funtion is de�ned:

D(t

i

) = C(t

i

)� I

PDF

(t

i

) (7.7)

If the signal time of arrival distribution is onsistent with a single energy deposition, eq. 7.7

will �utuate around 0 at all times. Conversely, if an event onsists of two energy depositions

separated by a delay, the funtion 7.7 will have a negative value, until the burst of photon

from the seond event arrives. The signature for a �double� is a de�it of pe observed at the

end of the prompt signal, followed by a fast zeroing of the de�it as the seond pulse omes.

The onept is illustrated with an example in Fig. 7.3.

If both PMTs observe a de�it ompatible with 72 keV after a minimum delay ut from the

signal onset, the event is tagged. To inrease the bakground rejetion e�ieny, the algorithm

imposes the same uts on number of missing pe and �lustering� of delayed harge disussed

for the approximated analytial alulation, plus a relaxed onstraint on the sum energy and

the time onsisteny (orresponding to the fators P

sum

and P

time

disussed above).



Results of the MC This algorithm has been implemented in a MC simulation that

generates single events with E � 600 keV and mean time PDF given by the full simu-

lation of light transport (Fig. 7.2). The energy is onverted into pe=PMT by assuming

PY = 200 pe=MeV=PMT (Poisson statistis inluded). The tag algorithm imposes a ut of

�t > 30ns on the oinidene delay. The result of the MC is 116 tags in 10

7

events. Thus:

P

SC

=� 1:2 � 10

�5

(7.8)

whih is in exellent agreement with eq. 7.5. Fig. 7.4 shows an example of suh a fake tag

due to SC.

A similar simulation has been performed generating real

7

Be events, also for �t > 30ns.

The tagging e�ieny is "

tag

7

Be

� 0:42. Inluding the loss of e�ieny due to the minimum

delay ut, this translates to:

"

tot

7

Be

� 0:23 (7.9)

7.1.6 Self-Correlated Bakground Rate in Yb-LENS

For this spei� ase studied in detail, it has been found P

SC

� 10

�5

, with good agreement

between analytial and MC alulations. In order to evaluate the orresponding absolute SC

bakground rate in Yb-LENS, this information has to be ombined with the rate of singles

in the onsidered energy window. The bakground of single ounts in a Yb detetor in the

range of the

7

Be � � energy is dominated by

176

Lu (see Se. 2.3.3). It has been alulated

that for a Lu ontamination in Yb of 0:1 ppm (the lowest level measured in Yb samples during

the LENS R&D), the integral bakground rate above � 500 keV (energy deposited in a single

ell) is � 10

7

y

�1

ton

�1

Y b

[Mal01℄, while the

7

Be � � interation rate is � 10 y

�1

ton

�1

Y b

. With

the alulated � e�ieny and P

SC

, it turns out that:

S=N � 2 � 10

�3

(7.10)

.

To improve this number it is neessary to derease the self-orrelation probability, by ating

on one or more of the following diretions:

1. Inrease the minimum delay ut, however at the ost of a further loss of � e�ieny

2. Inrease the detetor PY, by improving the sintillator primary LY, or the PDP e�ieny

(e.g. with a higher sintillator transpareny and a better light olletion at the PMTs)

3. Redue the single bakground rate, i.e. the Lu ontamination

4. Redue the mean late harge from a single ionization event

As an exerise, the S/N ratio in the

7

Be and pp window has been estimated for various

minimum delay uts and PY. The results are reported in Table 7.4. The tag e�ieny in

the pp � � energy range was estimated with the tag algorithm and is slightly higher than

for

7

Be: "

tag

pp

(E

prompt

= 100 keV; �t > 40ns; LY = 400 pe=MeV ) � 0:49. This value ould

be improved by relaxing the uts on the tag energy. However Table 7.4 shows that the self-

orrelations are not ompletely negligible even at for pp neutrinos, due to the muh higher

bakground rate.
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Figure 7.4: An example of falsely tagged simulated single event, with E = 630 keV and PY =

400 pe=MeV . The photoeletron time of detetion distribution was generated by using the average

PDF given by the full MC simulation (Fig. 7.2).

Top-Left: distribution of pe detetion time (2ns bins) at one PMT.

Top-Right: plot of the orresponding de�it funtion 7.7.

Bottom: same distributions at the opposite PMT.

A two-fold statistial �utuation has generated a fake delayed event at t � 40ns, orresponding to a

delay of � 30ns with respet to the prompt event. The de�it funtion shows that on both PMTs a

stable de�it of pe has ourred in the �rst � 30ns of the event. At a delay �t � 30ns, a luster of

photons is deteted in oinidene on both sides. All the event features are onsistent with the late

detetion of the 72 keV oinidene  (� 14 pe=PMT ) and the resulting event annot be distinguished

from a genuine

7

Be� � interation. The probability for suh an event is roughly 1 in 10

5

(see text).



Table 7.4: Calulated SC bakground for di�erent minimum delay uts and detetor performane.

P

SC

is the probability of self-orrelation for an event with deposited energy E = 600 keV , given by

eq. 7.4 and alulated analytially as desribed in Se. 7.1.4. The olumn �Simulation� reports the

number of MC-generated singles that are tagged as � andidates. " is the total detetion e�ieny for

solar �. It is the produt of the trivial loss of statistis due to the ut on �t and the MC-alulated

tag e�ieny. The latter weakly inreases with inreasing �t

min

and PY, from � 0:42 in the �rst row

to � 0:50 in the best ases. The olumn S/N reports the estimated signal-to-bakground ratio due to

SC, assuming a rate of singles of 10

7

y

�1

ton

�1

Y b

in the relevant energy interval, dominated by

176

Lu

[Mal01℄.

In the last row a similar alulation is reported for the ase of pp neutrinos. A deposited energy of

200 keV is onsidered, whih in ase of SC would be observed as � 130 keV prompt plus � 70 keV

delayed. The estimated bakground rate of single events at these energies is � 10

10

y

�1

ton

�1

Y b

[Mal01℄.

�t

min

(ns) pe=MeV P

SC

Simulation " S/N

30 400 10

�5

116=10

7

0.23 2 � 10

�3

40 400 2 � 10

�6

17=10

7

0.21 5 � 10

�2

50 400 7 � 10

�8

0.18 3

60 400 5 � 10

�9

0.16 30

40 450 7 � 10

�7

0.21 0.3

40 500 6 � 10

�8

1=10

7

0.22 4

40 400, E = 200 keV 5 � 10

�12

0.22 50

7.1.7 Disussion

The analysis presented in this setion has shown that in a Yb detetor with fairly good

performanes (400 pe=MeV , the Borexino yield with an unloaded sintillator) a minimum

delay ut of & 60ns must be imposed for the safe detetion of

7

Be neutrinos, and & 40ns for

pp neutrinos. The expeted total e�ieny for � detetion is low, in the range of 20%.

It is realled that for simpliity the analysis has been arried out for the partiular ase

of a soure at the ell enter. In general a soure is loser to one PMTs and this a�ets both

pulse shape and PY at the two sides. Conerning the pulse shape, the sintillator deay time

and the late pulses a�et the PDF in a way independent of the soure position, whereas the

delay in the detetion of photons re�eted o� the PMTs is di�erent at the two sides if the

soure is not at the ell enter. For the PY, obviously more photoeletrons are measured by

the losest PMT. Therefore the probability P

PMT

of eq. 7.3 is lower for the near PMT and

vie versa.

As a guideline for a disussion about the SC bakground in Yb-LENS the sheme in Table

7.5 is onsidered.

Late Charge Conerning the re�etions o� the PMTs, there seems to be not muh room for

an improvement, as far as onventional PMTs are onsidered. The re�etivity is an intrinsi

property of the photoathode layer, as disussed in Chapter 5, and annot be lowered without

a�eting the PMT sensitivity. Nevertheless, the impat of PMT re�etions an be dereased

by making shorter ells, so that the �rst re�etion peak falls at a shorter delay. This would also

improve the PY, however inreasing the ost of the experiment, as more PMTs and eletronis



Table 7.5: Guidelines for the evaluation of the ritial SC bakground.

What an (must) be improved What an worsen the situation

signal late harge low energy �-quenhing

detetor PY noise/re�etions eletronis

detetor radiopurity detetor performane worse than expetations

hannels would be needed.

In the MC a PMT with hemispherial photoathode has been implemented, as in Fig. 6.2

on page 134. The simulations show that this geometry redues the amount of late-deteted

re�eted light of a fator � 4 in a TIR based ell. The reason is that the re�etion o� a �at

surfae in a �box� geometry does not hange the angle for TIR, whereas photons re�eted o�

a hemispherial PMT lose with high probability the ondition for TIR. However, in a mixed

TIR-SR ell, whih ensures a muh higher light olletion e�ieny (to be disussed in detail

in Se. 7.2), the photons that are not piped by TIR are re�eted by the mirror foils with high

e�ieny and hene the di�erene between a �at and a hemispherial PMT is expeted to be

modest.

The sintillator late �uoresene is a major ontributor of late harge. There an be some

room for an improvement of this parameter, by areful hoie of solvents and �uors. However,

the results of Chapter 3 have shown that there are no huge di�erenes in the late sintillation

of all the samples and that the deay urves measured for the metal-loaded sintillators are

not signi�antly di�erent than those of benhmark unloaded sintillators.

An R&D on PMT tehnology should be undertaken to explore the possibility of reduing

the late pulsing.

Photoeletron Yield The estimations in Table 7.4 show that even if it turns out that the

late part of the signal PDF annot be redued, an improvement of S/N an be ahieved by

inreasing the PY. This means that the sintillator needs to have higher LY and transpareny,

or the detetor a better PDP. However, the benhmark value of 400 pe=MeV seems an opti-

misti rather than a onservative estimation. The possibility to ahieve a better performane

in a real detetor must be experimentally proven.

Detetor Radiopurity A fundamental parameter that ontrols the SC bakground is the

rate of single events, whih is dominated by
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Lu. It would be important for the Yb projet

to demonstrate that an admixture of natural Lu in Yb signi�antly lower than 0:1 ppm is

feasible at a reasonable ost.

The right olumn in Table 7.5 is a remind that e�ets not inluded in this simpli�ed

analysis may in fat further worsen the situation. Signal pulse-shape and �nal PY must be

eventually measured in a full sale prototype detetor.

7.1.8 Conlusions

Due to the low energy and short delay of the
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Y b �-tag, the self-orrelations are expeted to

be a ritial bakground for the observation of solar neutrinos, espeially for the main

7

Be��



line and higher energy �uxes. The S/N ratio depends on several detetor parameters: late

harge, PY, bakground rate of single energy depositions. The PDF of a single pulse and the

PY have been estimated via MC simulation of an Yb-loaded sintillation ell. These results

have been used to predit the probability for fake �-tag from SC of single energy depositions

and onsequently the expeted S/N. This analysis has shown that the SC bakground is in

fat a very severe problem for Yb-LENS. With the present detetor onept and assuming a

benhmark PY and lutetium ontamination, S/N>10 requires a minimum-delay-ut of �t &

60ns for

7

Be and �t & 40ns for pp. The orresponding � e�ieny would be � 0:16 and

� 0:22 respetively, found as the produt of the probability for a

176

Y b

�

de-exitation with

�t > ut and the tag e�ieny (other soures of detetion ine�ieny are not onsidered).

This implies that a larger detetor mass is required to ompensate this loss of statistis.

Further omments on the feasibility of an Yb solar neutrino experiment are given in the

onlusions of this work, in Chapter 10.

The e�orts of the LENS R&D and the �nal pilot phase have foused on
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In as a � target.

Indium has a muh more favorable �-tag, a muh higher � interation rate per unit mass and

a learer bakground rejetion strategy: high granularity and energy resolution.

7.2 MC Studies of Benhmark Light Colletion for an Indium

Cell

In Chapter 4 the e�ieny for the two main light piping mehanism, TIR and SR, has been

experimentally determined in prototype light guides. It is now possible to address the question

that opened that hapter (Se. 4.1): is light piping a limiting fator for the Indium-LENS

projet? Is the ommerial tehnology (quartz �nished surfaes and VM2000 mirror foils)

su�ient to meet the LENS demands? Whih between TIR and SR ensures a superior per-

formane in a LENS module, given the results in Eqs. 4.11 and 4.12? These questions will be

here addressed through MC simulations.

7.2.1 MC Study of a Benhmark Ideal Detetor

Input Parameters of the MC To answer the question whether (or to whih extent)

the In-LENS onept is limited by light piping e�ieny, an ideal ase is assumed for the

simulations:

� Parallelepiped ell geometry with external dimensions 5 m � 5 m � 300 m, with a

5 m � 5 m � 50 m bu�er at eah side and perfet square setion.

� No light attenuation in the propagation media, BPO emission spetrum.

� Light piping via TIR and/or SR. The refrative index of sintillator, walls and PMT

window is n = 1:5. The re�etion oe�ients are R

TIR

= 99:4% and R = 98:5%

(assumed onstant over � and �), as measured in Chapter 4. The spei� onditions for

light piping are varied.

� PMT oupled to the ell ends with �at photoathode and omplete surfae overage.

The �green-enhaned� bialkali sensitivity is hosen and the optial model of the PMTs

is implemented, as desribed in Se. 6.6.
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Figure 7.5: MC preditions for some ideal sintillator ells: PDP per PMT as a funtion of the soure

distane. The ordinate is given in perent of the primary light onverted to photoeletrons. The

total harge olleted at the distane d is then Tot(d) = light(d) + light(400� d), whih is obviously

a symmetri funtion with respet to the axis d = 200 m. Red urve: light piping via SR, with

R = 98:5%. Gray urve: light piping via TIR, with R = 99:4%. Green urve: light piping via TIR if

� > �



, else via SR. Blue urve: photons missing TIR re�etion for � > �



due to re�etion ine�ieny

are reovered via SR (see Se. 6.5).

In the SR simulation a smaller ell ross setion was hosen: 4:6 m � 4:1 m � (300 + 100) m, to

ompare the performane with equal sintillating volume. In fat, in a design based on pure SR via

VM2000 it is envisaged that the detetor onsists of a big tank with inserts of mirror foils to segment

the total volume in a modular array. Therefore no other materials and/or dead volumes are present,

ompared to the � 2mm walls and � 5mm air gap neessary in a sintillation ell. The outermost

segments at (0� 50) m and (350� 400) m are the ell bu�ers

Thus the only open hannels for light loss are piping and photoeletron onversion. The 5 m

side dimension is hosen following the MC preditions of the full sale detetor, whih indiate

that this size optimizes the signal-to-bakground ratio in the �hybrid� LENS design (Se. 2.4.3

and ref. [Mey03℄). The 3m ell length is a kind of upper limit in the range of onsidered

reasonable geometries (longer dimensions are in priniple desirable, but light losses in the ell

would be to too severe).

This ideal ase sets an important benhmark: no real ell an perform better, however

good the optial transpareny of the sintillator.

Results In Fig. 7.5 the MC preditions for the main light piping solutions are shown. The

various simulation-spei� assumptions are desribed in the aption of the same �gure.

The simulated light attenuation urves an be �tted with a double exponential funtion

(eq. 4.3 on page 82), as desribed in Se. 4.5.2 and applied for the analysis of the light piping

measurements. However, this proedure leads to results not ompletely meaningful in some of

the �ts. For this reason Table 7.6 reports the 2-exp �t parameters, in analogy with the analysis



Table 7.6: Fit parameters for the urves in Fig. 7.5. The weights, W

1;2

= I

1;2

=(I

1

+ I

2

), refer to

x

0

= 50 m (see Eq. 4.3 on page 82).

Simulation W

1

(�

1

� �) (m) W

2

(�

2

� �) (m) �

mean

(m)

TIR R = 99:4% 0:036 69� 57 0:964 1191� 113 1061

SR R = 98:5% 0:550 141� 2 0:450 1135� 50 323

TIR or SR 0:495 230� 5 0:505 � 1 654

TIR and SR 0:157 117� 34 0:843 � 1 1874

in Tables 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, together with a oarse mean attenuation length, derived from

a global single exponential �t (the quality of the �t is in general not very good, exept for the

ase of pure TIR light piping).

Disussion The MC alulations show that TIR alone with 99:4% e�ieny is superior to SR

alone with R

VM2000

(430nm) = 98:5%, not only for what onerns the attenuation length, but

also in the absolute PY: the lower TIR olletion at short distane is more than ompensated

by the higher amount of light deteted by the other PMT. Only in a shorter ell (l . 150 m +

bu�ers) SR would be superior to TIR, however at the ost of a less uniform detetor response.

This would imply a stronger orrelation between spatial and energy resolution: the unertainty

in the spatial reonstrution translates to an additional error in the energy reonstrution.

What is found is onsistent with the expetations: SR guiding is advantageous over TIR

at short distanes, sine no solid angle is lost, but TIR ensures more light olletion at longer

distanes, beause it has a superior re�etion e�ieny.

Obviously, the best absolute performane is o�ered by a mixed TIR-SR light piping, whih

ombines the advantages of the two methods (see Se. 6.5 for the de�nition of the TIR-SR

mixed guiding used in the simulations). No diret light piping measurement has been arried

out to estimate the e�ieny of a TIR-SR pipe, i.e. to understand whether reality is loser to

the �TIR or SR� model or to the �TIR and SR� one. Inluding this unertainty, the onlusion is

that a LENS optial module with the simulated geometry, built with the available tehnology,

should exhibit a limit attenuation length due to light piping losses only:

6m . �

limit

. 20m (7.11)

This means that the goal of a total e�etive attenuation length in the range of the module

dimension (& 3m) an be met if the ontribution due to absorption in the sintillator is of

the order of � 6m. For the operation of a shorter ell this demand would be less stringent.

7.2.2 MC Study of a Benhmark Realisti Detetor

Input Parameters of the MC In order to verify this onlusion, other MC simulations

have been arried out, reonsidering the ases studied above with a realisti benhmark model:

� Rounded orners in the sintillator volume are implemented in all the simulations, exept

for the pure-SR ase, where no physial ontainment ell is needed. The radius of

urvature at the orners is set to 0:4 m (the same as in the LENS prototype quartz

ells, to be desribed in the next hapter).
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Figure 7.6: MC preditions for some realisti high-transpareny liquid sintillator ells (see text and

Table 7.7 for a desription of the simulated system). The de�nitions are the same as in Fig. 7.5.

Table 7.7: Attenuation lengths at various wavelengths for the sintillator simulated in Fig. 7.6.

For inreasing wavelengths, light attenuation is dominated by: BPO (� . 360nm, mostly inelasti

sattering), bis-MSB (360nm . � . 420nm, mostly inelasti sattering), Anisole (� & 420nm,

absorption).

�(nm) 380 400 410 420 430 440 450 500

�(m) 0:31 2:6 35 260 577 779 909 2304

� Absorption has been swithed on, orresponding to a sintillator mixture Anisole +

BPO(3 g=l) + bis �MSB(20mg=l) and to a onstant � = 20m in the ell walls and

bu�ers. Table 7.7 gives the attenuation lengths of the simulated sintillator mixture

at various wavelengths. Attenuation with absorption and inelasti sattering is imple-

mented as desribed in Se. 6.4.

� The emission spetrum is the one of BPO, whih is e�iently shifted by bis-MSB to an

emission peaked at � 420 � 440nm within few entimeters.

The other assumptions are the same as in the previous setion.

The hosen simulated omposition represents an example of an unloaded sintillator with

good transpareny. A metal-loaded sintillator an hardly be better, thus the preditions of

these simulations give a benhmark of the best performane ahievable in a realisti LENS

module.

Results and Disussion The results of the simulations are reported in Fig. 7.6 and Table

7.8. We note that the implementation of the ell rounded orners has introdued a fast light



Table 7.8: Fit parameters for the urves in Fig. 7.6. The last two rows report the �t parameters for

the same simulations, arried out assuming a low-re�etane model: R

TIR

= 99:2% and R

SR

= 98:2%.

Simulation W

1

(�

1

� �) (m) W

2

(�

2

� �) (m)

TIR R = 99:4% 0:393 16� 3 0:607 354� 25

SR R = 98:5% 0:316 45� 2 0:684 242� 4

TIR or SR 0:178 45� 4 0:822 397� 8

TIR and SR 0:143 34� 5 0:857 520� 13

low-TIR or low-SR 0:188 41� 4 0:812 360� 7

low-TIR and low-SR 0:145 36� 6 0:855 521� 15

attenuation omponent in the TIR-based ell. TIR light piping is in this ase inferior to SR

over the entire detetion volume. This result on�rms the high sensitivity of TIR light piping

to geometry, as observed in Ses. 4.6.3 and 6.5. The MC simulations predit that mixed

piping ensures the highest response homogeneity and the best absolute performane, with a

fator � 2 greater photo-olletion in the entral volume, ompared to TIR or SR alone.

The PDP in Fig. 7.6 translates to PY � 0:12Q � LY , where Q is an experimental

�quality fator� (Q < 1), whih inludes losses due to partial PMT overage and lower e�etive

PMT QE. For Q � 0:7 and LY � 6000 phs=MeV (as assumed for the Yb simulations),

PY � 500 pe=MeV .

7.2.3 Conlusions

The results of the simulation of a limit ideal detetor, where light is only lost due to piping in-

e�ieny and photo-onversion at the PMTs, show that light guiding o�ered by ommerially

available materials in the geometry onsidered for LENS will not dominate the e�etive atten-

uation length and therefore does not represent a limiting fator for the Indium-LENS onept.

This onlusion is on�rmed by MC simulations of �realisti� benhmark sintillation ells,

where light attenuation due to inelasti sattering and absorption is properly implemented.

It is shown that an e�etive attenuation length > 3m and an absolute photoeletron yield of

� 500 pe=MeV are in priniple feasible.

MC simulations of the full LENS detetor performed at Salay [Mey03℄ have shown that

the In-BS bakground an be redued to a level S=N > 2 with a hybrid design (see Se.

2.4.3), where the In ells have the same geometry simulated here, e�etive attenuation length

� = 2:9m and PY = 310 pe=MeV . The ombination of this result with our analysis shows

that pp neutrino detetion is not limited by light transport to the PMTs and hene in priniple

feasible, provided that a stable In-loaded sintillator, with high LY and exellent transpareny

an be developed and that the absolute optial performane of a real ell is orretly predited

by the MC. The experimental test of these fundamental requirements is one of the primary

goals of the LENS pilot phase.

This issue is addressed in the next hapter, where the results are reported of measurements

of the optial performanes of prototype ells �lled with a benhmark liquid organi sintillator

and with In-loaded sintillators synthesized and puri�ed at MPIK.



Part III

LENS Prototypes
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Chapter 8

Optial Performane of LENS

Prototype Cells

8.1 Introdution

The preliminary LENS R&D has indiated that the observation of pp neutrinos with
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In an

be tehnially feasible if it is experimentally demonstrated that the performane of a LENS

indium ell meets the quantitative demands spei�ed in the previous hapter. The latter

test is one of the primary goals of the pilot phase. MPIK has ommitted in this experimental

program, leading the design and onstrution of a set of high purity quartz ells for use as LENS

prototypes, of a dark room faility equipped with PMTs, NIM and digital VME eletronis,

and developing indium �-diketonate sintillators (In-aa) at a mass sale of several liters.

This hapter reports on the experimental haraterization of the optial performane of LENS

prototype ells, with the following struture:

� In a preliminary phase the optimal parameter area for the In-aa sintillator formulation

has been seleted, both with MC studies and with the results of the measurement of

�pre-prototype� ells. This studies are desribed in Se. 8.2.

� A system has been set up in our dark room with the aim to measure the optial perfor-

mane of prototype sintillator detetors. This is desribed in Se. 8.3.

� The prototype ell has been �rst �lled with a PXE-based sintillator, to measure the

benhmark high-performane limit of the detetor, in an experimental equivalent of the

MC studies in Se. 7.2. The results are reported in Se. 8.4.

� This work has been �nalized with the measurement of three di�erent indium sintillator

samples synthesized at MPIK. Results are presented in Se. 8.5.

The results of all the prototype measurements are summarized and disussed in Se. 8.6. The

onlusions of this work are given in Se. 8.7.

8.2 Preliminary Studies

MPIK has invented and developed a novel tehnique to dissolve metals in organi liquid sin-

tillators, based on the hemistry of �-diketones. This approah has been suessfully applied
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to indium in the ontext of the LENS projet (other appliations are disussed in [Bu04℄).

The proedures for the synthesis of high purity In(aa)

3

to dissolve in organi solvents is

published in [BHS03℄ and the optial properties of In-aa sintillators omprehensively stud-

ied in [MPI03, Bu04℄. This system and the advantages of the �-diketonates approah have

also been brie�y desribed in Se. 2.4.3.

We fous here on the problem of the optimization of the sintillator omposition for appli-

ation in a long module. The aim of this study is to selet the formulation that provides the

best light output in a LENS ell.

8.2.1 Optimization of the Sintillator Composition

The Problem The most ritial problem of the In-aa sintillators is that the In(aa)

3

moleule has an absorption band that overlaps with the UV emission of anisole. E�ient

luminesent systems are realized when the exitation energy of the solvent moleule is non-

radiatively transferred to the �uor. The hoie of the latter is tailored to maximize this energy

transfer. In the In-aa system there is a ompetition between �uor and In(aa)

3

to ath

the solvent exitation energy. In(aa)

3

gives no detetable �uoresene when exited at its

absorption band, hene this moleule ats as quenher: it dissipates a part of the solvent

exitation, whih would be otherwise available for onversion into the �nal sintillation light.

The strategy to obtain good light yields (LY) is to enhane the �solvent ! �uor� pathway

relative to the quenhing �solvent ! In(aa)

3

� dissipation. The hoie of anisole as the

base solvent and the onentration of In(aa)

3

are onstrained by the demand of high metal

loading. Therefore the only handle for ontrolling the energy transfer is the �uor hoie and

its onentration. It is found that the best performanes are given by PPO and BPO and in

both ases it is observed that, at high In(aa)

3

onentrations, the LY measured in a 20ml

sample (by �uorimetry as well as by irradiation with  soures) monotonially inreases with

the �uor onentration, up to the �uor solubility limit. The shape of the LY as a funtion of

the �uor onentration is well explained by theoretial models of light quenhing [Bu04℄. An

example of measured LY versus BPO onentration is shown in Fig. 8.1.

At the benhmark of 5% indium loading, light yields interesting for LENS are only obtained

with �uor onentrations that are �unusual� in unloaded sintillators, where LY saturation,

followed by the onset of self-quenhing e�ets, is typially observed at few g/l. The addition

of bis-MSB improves dramatially the LY in the PPO system, probably beause the PPO

primary emission still overlaps with the In(aa)

3

absorption band. The light output in BPO

systems is found far less sensitive to the bis-MSB onentration, as a onsequene of the more

�right-shifted� emission spetrum (f. Fig. 2.1 on page 40). In samples with 5% indium loading

and BPO onentration of 100 g=l, LY = 52� 3% relative to BC505 is measured. PPO-based

samples reah LY = 35� 2% for 200 g=l PPO and 500mg=l bis-MSB.

The sintillator formulation has to maximize the PY in a ell, whih is not neessarily

the same as maximizing the absolute primary yield in a small sample. In fat, self-absorption

in the sintillator is another parameter that enters the problem. In standard sintillators the

�uors have a minor role in the long-range attenuation beause of their low onentration. This

is however not the ase for the In-aa formulation. It is found that BPO has a muh worse

transpareny in the visible region than PPO

1

, however PPO gives useful LY only at very high

1

Several attempts to purify BPO gave no signi�ant improvement of the transpareny in the visible range,

see [Bu04℄.



Figure 8.1: Measured LY for In-aa sintillator samples (In 5% by weight) as a funtion of the BPO

onentration. Figure from [Bu04℄.

onentrations and with the addition of a large amount of bis-MSB, whih also degrades the

sintillator transpareny.

The single attenuation ontributions and the total attenuation length alulated for the

system �anisole + In(aa)

3

(indium 50 g=l) + BPO(50 g=l) + bis-MSB (100mg=l)� are plotted

in Fig. 8.2. At the referene wavelength of 430nm the attenuation length of this system is

dominated by BPO: �

BPO

� 1:5m. The optial purity of the In(aa)

3

material, obtained

by sublimation of the raw synthesized rystal powder, is good: �

In(aa)

3

� 3m. The other

sintillator omponent give minor ontributions �

anisole

� �

bis�MSB

� 10m. The resulting

total attenuation length at � = 430nm is �

tot

� 0:85m, whih is in good agreement with the

diret spetrophotometri measurement of this sample. At this stage, the onlusion is that

reasonable light outputs and homogeneous detetor response an be obtained either with a

more indium-diluted sintillator (so that less �uor is needed), or with muh shorter ells than

initially envisaged. The deision for the LENS pilot phase was the latter and hene prototype

quartz ells of 5 m � 5 m � 100 m have been built.

The purpose of this preliminary work is to �nd the parameter area where the best om-

promise between primary LY and e�ient light transport over long distanes is realized. This

was ahieved by MC simulation and by probing the multi-parameter spae of the problem

with a few tests in a small volume pre-prototype ell. The results presented in this setion

seleted the sintillator omposition for the implementation in the �nal LENS prototype.

Solution via MC Simulations The optimization of the sintillator omposition requires

a model of light transport that inludes the best physis of emission, energy transfer and

photon absorption. The experimental input data are the �uor emission spetra, the extintion

oe�ients of eah single omponent of the system and the estimation of their �uoresene

yields. Suh a model has been desribed in Se. 6.4 and already used in the MC simulations

reported in the previous hapter (see e.g. Fig. 7.6). The MC simulations presented here

assume:

� Cell geometry of 5 m � 5 m � 100 m, square setion with rounding at the orners
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Figure 8.2: Attenuation lengths, alulated from spetrophotometri extintion data, for a system:

anisole + In(aa)

3

(indium 50 g=l) + BPO(50 g=l) + bis �MSB(100mg=l). Details on the spe-

trophotometri measurements in ref. [Bu04℄.

(4mm radius of urvature), 2mm wall thikness and 5mm air gap on top of the sin-

tillator. No bu�ers.

� Sintillator based on anisole as solvent, In(aa)

3

as metallorgani ompound, BPO as

primary �uor, bis-MSB as WLS. The onentration of In(aa)

3

is �xed to the value

orresponding to 50 g=l In loading. The BPO onentrations is varied. The attenuation

lengths are alulated from the onentrations and the extintion oe�ients of eah

omponent, as in Fig. 8.2. The parameters in Table 6.1 are used for the relative

probabilities of absorption and inelasti sattering.

� The emission spetrum of BPO is assumed as primary sintillation spetrum (Fig. 2.1

on page 40), beause it is found that the energy transfer to bis-MSB is predominantly

radiative [Bu04℄.

� LY as measured by us in 20ml samples [Bu04℄.

� Light piping via TIR and SR. The refrative index of sintillator, walls and PMT window

is n = 1:5. The re�etion oe�ients are R = 99:7% for � > �



and R = 98:5% for � < �



.

This hoie orresponds to an intermediate ase between the limits �TIR or SR� and 'TIR

and SR� de�ned and disussed in Se. 6.5 and simulated in Se. 7.2.

� The PMTs are oupled to the ell ends with �at photoathode, �=4 surfae overage.

The �green-enhaned� QE is hosen (Fig. 5.1 on page 100). The optial model of the

PMTs is implemented, as desribed in Se. 6.6.

The results of the simulations are shown in Fig. 8.3. The e�et of BPO self-absorption is
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Figure 8.3: Simulation of the PY in a In-loaded ell for di�erent BPO onentrations. Top: attenu-

ation urve for the light measured by one PMT. Bottom: sum harge at the two sides, as a funtion

of the soure position. Bis-MSB is inluded, at 100mg=l, in all but one simulation (green-downward

triangular markers), where bis-MSB is absent to hek the e�et of the �-shifter in a BPO system.

The PY is given in absolute pe=MeV , assuming that the referene BC505 has LY = 12000 pe=MeV .



Table 8.1: The samples measured in the small prototype ell. Details about sample preparation and

spetrophotometri measurements are found in [Bu04℄.

Sample Purpose

Anisole + BPO(3 g/l) Benhmark

Anisole + BPO(50 g/l) Absorption BPO

An + BPO(50 g/l) + In(aa)

3

(In 5%) Absorption In Material

An + BPO(50 g/l) + bis-MSB(100 mg/l) Impat �-shifter

An + BPO(50 g/l) + bis-MSB(250 mg/l) Dependene bis-MSB Conentration

An + BPO(50 g/l) + bis-MSB(500 mg/l) E�et High bis-MSB Conentration

lear to see: the sintillator with 100 g/l gives the highest light output in a small sample,

however at the ell enter the PY is predited to be the lowest among the onsidered ases.

The best ompromise is expeted at � 50 g=l BPO, whih has 42% primary LY ompared to

the standard BC505. The model predits that bis-MSB is useful, even if BPO emits already

at long wavelengths.

The PPO system with the highest LY (PPO 200 g/ l and bis-MSB 500 mg/l) has also been

ompared with BPO. Surprisingly, the simulations indiate that a higher PY at the ell enter

ould be ahieved. This happens beause even at 200 g/l the PPO absorption is muh less

than the BPO absorption at 50 g/l. In fat, the attenuation in the PPO system at 430nm

is dominated by bis-MSB, due to the high onentration. If the absorbed light is e�iently

reemitted, this part of the attenuation length does not imply a real light loss. However, these

onlusions are strongly model-dependent, beause the simulations are very sensitive to the

imposed �uoresene wavelength ut, i.e. to the e�ieny and wavelength dependene of the

bis-MSB reemission at � � 430nm (see Table 6.1 on page 131).

8.2.2 First Experimental Indiations

A preliminary small-volume test system has been set up in our dark room with the aim of

probing several samples during the proess of sintillator optimization. Moreover, this work

permitted to develop and test the experimental tehniques to use in the subsequent optial

haraterization of the big prototype ell, to be desribed in the next setion.

The ell used was the same quartz tube measured for light piping (Fig. 4.4 on page 80).

The external dimensions are 1:5 m � 1:5 m � 110 m and the quartz thikness is 0:2 m.

The ell has been losed with welded windows on both sides and modi�ed with the opening of

a �lling stub at one end. At the other end, a PMT has been oupled. No VM2000 have been

used and hene light was piped by TIR only. The eletronis and data-aquisition are similar

to those of the light piping measurements and are a simpli�ed version of the system set up for

the �nal full-sale prototype ell, whih will be desribed in the next setion.

For eah �lling, the harge signal from the PMT has been measured as a funtion of

the soure distane. As soure, an external ollimated 380nm LED was used. This exites

the sintillator �uors, whih in turn reemit light isotropially inside the ell. The measured

samples are listed in Table 8.1.

The main experimental output of these tests was the determination of the light intensity

attenuation urve, as for the light piping measurements. The system has not been alibrated



Table 8.2: Summary of the measurements in a 1:5 m � 1:5 m � 110 m ell. The relative PY is

measured through the ADC-position of the

137

Cs Compton-edge at 5 m distane from the PMT. The

estimated relative error is � �5%. �

long

and W

long

are the longest attenuation length and its relative

weight returned by a double exponential �t of the attenuation urve (same analysis as desribed in

Se. 4.5.2).

Sample Relative Yield �

long

(m) W

long

(5 m)

Anisole + BPO(3 g/l) not measured 218� 16 0.66

Anisole + BPO(50 g/l) 1 123 � 5 0.74

An + BPO(50 g/l) + In(aa)

3

(In 5%) 0.56 57� 2 0.70

An + BPO(50 g/l) + bis-MSB(100 mg/l) 0.59 81� 5 0.59

An + BPO(50 g/l) + bis-MSB(250 mg/l) 0.52 72� 10 0.69

An + BPO(50 g/l) + bis-MSB(500 mg/l) 0.49 91� 14 0.48

for absolute determinations, however a qualitative omparison of the samples relative light

outputs was obtained by irradiating the ell with a

137

Cs soure at the referene distane of

d = 5 m, where the e�ets of self-absorption are only important for the energy transfer to

bis-MSB. Table 8.2 reports a summary of the analysis of the measurements.

The results have given the following indiations:

� The two anisole/BPO samples had performanes onsistent with the expetations (the

agreement with the simulations is good). In partiular, the long-range attenuation of

the 3 g/l BPO sample is only slightly worse than what was found in the TIR piping

measurements at (�

long

(430nm) = (259 � 5) m, see Se. 4.6.2). The di�erene is

onsistent with the attenuation length of this sample, �

430

' 4:3m.

� The addition of In(aa)

3

to the base Anisole + BPO (50 g/l) determines a redution of

the light output at 5 m distane to � 56% of the unloaded sintillator. This is in good

agreement with the independent LY measurements performed in a 1 m vial, whih give

for the In-loaded and unloaded samples LY � 42% and � 80% respetively, relative

to the standard BC505

2

. The observed drop of the attenuation length is not onsistent

with the expetations for the best measured In(aa)

3

. It turned out that the In(aa)

3

rystals of the used bath did not have homogeneous optial purity and that the sample

dissolved in the sintillator belonged to the least pure part. Later measurements at the

spetrophotometer on�rmed that the In(aa)

3

omponent used for this measurements

had only � 1m absorption length [Bu04℄. This observation has allowed to improve the

proedure for the preparation of the In(aa)

3

rystals for the later use in the prototype.

� The addition of bis-MSB at 100mg=l produes a slight inrease in the PY, also observed

in the LY measurements. The e�etive attenuation length is notably improved, as an

e�et of the wavelength shift.

� The inrease of the bis-MSB onentration to 250mg=l determines a redution of the

light intensity measured at 5 m distane. The LY measurements show however that

2

The limit LY measured for an unloaded anisole/BPO sintillator is � 90% of BC505 [Bu04℄. At higher

BPO onentrations self-quenhing is observed.



the output from a small sample is nearly independent of the bis-MSB onentration.

Therefore this e�et is likely due to short-range photons interations with bis-MSB.

With our set up it is not possible to disentangle unambiguously bis-MSB absorption from

wavelength-shifting with harateristi sale length �

shift

� 1 m (the internal dimension

of the quartz ell). In fat, after few re�etions in the pipe, light has been seleted by

the TIR aeptane. If the wavelength shift is not realized in a very short range (i.e.

before the �rst re�etion), light is reemitted isotropially and � 50% gets lost at the

next re�etion. Wavelength shifting beomes again onvenient when the path-length to

the PMT is longer than the absorption length due to the other omponents.

At 250mg=l, �

bis�MSB

� 1 m for � � 405� 410nm. In this range the total absorption

length from the other omponents of the sintillator is � 20 m. In a bigger ell or in

a ell wrapped with VM2000 foils, the bis-MSB attenuation might not result in a real

loss.

� The inrease of the bis-MSB onentration to 500mg=l redues further the measured

light intensity from 5 m distane. Moreover, even at longer distanes light is attenuated

faster, as an be seen by the lower weight of the long attenuation omponent. This means

that the attenuation due to bis-MSB dominates even beyond the referene 5 m distane.

The onlusion of these measurements is that � 100mg=l of bis-MSB in the base In-loaded

sintillator improves the ell performane. Higher onentrations do not improve the long-

range e�etive attenuation length and introdue short-range attenuation. With our system, it

is di�ult to say to whih extent this short-range bis-MSB attenuation is a real absorption, or

still a wavelength shift, however less e�ient due to limited solid angle for TIR aeptane. In

any ase, a onentration in the range of 100mg=l seems the safest hoie for the �nal LENS

prototype.

8.3 Experimental Tehnique

The �nal prototype ell measured in our dark room is one of a set of 12 idential quartz modules

built by MPIK for the LENS pilot phase. The raw pro�le tubes have been manufatured by

the Heraeus Quartz Glas GmbH out of �syntheti quartz rystals�. The Helma ompany has

welded the two side windows and manufatured two openings and stoppers for the ell �lling

and emptying, one on eah side. The ells have been �nally annealed by Heraeus. The ell

dimensions are 5 m � 5 m � 100 m. Fig. 8.4 shows a drawing of the transversal setion, as

it appears during the measurements of the optial performane, to be desribed later.

The purpose of this ampaign of measurements was to haraterize the performane of a

single LENS detetor unit. The parameters to measure are:

1. Energy resolution

2. Spatial resolution

3. Absolute PY

4. Dependene of the ell response on the soure position
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Figure 8.4: Setion of the prototype LENS ell. The side dimension is 50mm, the quartz thikness

2mm and normally a spae of � 5mm on top of the liquid was left free to avoid that the sintillator

touhes the stoppers of the �lling openings (not shown in the �gure). All the features shown are

implemented in the simulations reported in this hapter.

A measuring system has been set up in our dark room to aomplish the above goals. Most

useful is to test the detetor response to the deposition of single known energies in the sintil-

lator, so that the ell performane an be dedued diretly, without deonvolving the primary

energy spetrum. This onept has been implemented with the Compton-bak-sattering

(CBS) tehnique. Fig. 8.5 shows a drawing of the experimental set-up and the logi sheme

of the front-end eletronis and data-aquisition (DAQ).

Set-Up The ell is irradiated with a ollimated  soure and the Compton-sattered ele-

trons deposit a ontinuum energy spetrum in the sintillator. The resulting light pulses are

measured in oinidene on both PMTs. An additional liquid sintillation unit is loated on

the bak side of soure and ollimator, opposite to the ell. A three-fold oinidene an

be set, whih selets the events with simultaneous energy deposition in the ell and in the

bak-sattering box. These events are due to:

1. Random oinidenes, in partiular of a soure event in the box and an unorrelated

bakground ount in the ell

2. Coinidene of a soure Compton sattering, where the  is bak-sattered by the sin-

tillator in the box and then has an interation in the ell

3. Coinidene of a soure Compton sattering, where the  is bak-sattered by the ell

and then has an interation in the box

The events of ase 3 deposit in the ell a nearly mono-energeti spetrum with the energy of

the CBS peak:

E

CBS

= E



2E



2E



+m

e

(8.1)
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Figure 8.5: Top: shemati view of the experimental set-up realized in our dark room for the optial

measurement of the prototype ell. A ollimated  soure is �xed on a sliding holder to irradiate the

ell at any position. The ollimator width is 12mm. The sintillation light propagates in the ell

and an be eventually deteted by two PMTs optially oupled on both ends. An auxiliary liquid-

sintillator devie an be used to selet events with a nearly mono-energeti deposition, by requiring

the prompt oinidene of the Compton in the ell and the bak-sattered  in the box.

Bottom: logi sheme of the front-end eletronis and DAQ.



Table 8.3: Spei�ations of the PMTs oupled to the prototype ell.

type diameter ative Photo- number operating rise jitter

diameter athode dynodes HV time (fwhm)

ETL9954B 52mm 46mm RbCsSb 12 1:8� 2:0 kV 2ns 2:2ns

where E



is the energy of the  and m

e

the mass of the eletron, measured in the same unit

as E



. The events of type 1 and 2 are the bakgrounds for the analysis of the CBS peak.

Eletronis and DAQ The signals from the PMTs are doubled by a linear fan-out. One

output is sent to form the trigger ondition and the logi start-stop signals for a Time-to-

Digital-Converter (TDC). The other opy of eah analogi signal is delayed of the time required

for the system to trigger and then sent to an integrating harge-sensitive Analog-to-Digital-

Converter (ADC).

The PMT signals are disriminated by a onstant fration disriminator (CF), whih de-

livers two output signals per setion. One is delayed and sent to the stop input of the TDC,

the other to a oinidene unit for the formation of the trigger. The oinidene level an be

set to 3 (CBS seletion), or 2 (Compton spetrum). The AND logi output is shaped with a

gate generator and sent to the start input of the TDC and to the gate input of the ADC.

For every event that satis�es the trigger ondition, the ADC measures the total harge

delivered by eah PMT, whih is proportional to the energy deposited in the sintillator. The

TDC measures the time elapsed between the ommon start (the trigger signal) and the delayed

outputs of the CF. The di�erene between these times gives the delay of one PMT relative

the other, whih relates to the position of the soure in the ell, via photons time-of-�ight.

The PMTs used are the low-bakground version of the ETL9954B. Their harateristis

are listed in Table 8.3. The analogi and logi eletronis is NIM, the digital part is VME.

ADC and TDC are 12-bits (4096 hannels) and are remotely ontrolled. The DAQ program

to drive the VME eletronis has been developed at MPIK and is doumented in [Las02℄. The

ADC and TDC data are written in form of binary �les and stored on a loal disk.

A multi-purpose data-reading and data-analysis platform has been developed during this

work. It is based on the ROOT toolkit from CERN. First the raw binary data are onverted

o�-line into an objet-oriented format and stored in ROOT �les. Eah event ontains the

digital VME outputs of all the ative hannels, hene three harges and three times. Data are

then opened and analyzed with dediated maros.

The Measurements In the next setions the results of the measurements are shown, �rst for

a benhmark PXE ell, then for three In-aa samples. For eah sintillator sample measured

in the prototype ell the results will be reported as follows:

1. Measurement of the light intensity at one PMT as a funtion of the soure distane.

Results are given in arbitrary units and ompared with the MC preditions. The urves

are �tted with eq. 4.3 and the e�etive short and long-range attenuation lengths are

alulated.

2. Determination of the detetor energy resolution and spatial resolution at the energy of

the CBS peak. Two pure  emitters have been utilized: a

137

Cs and a

54

Mn soure



Table 8.4: Attenuation lengths at various wavelengths for the measured PXE + p-TP (2:0 g=l)+bis-

MSB (20mg=l) sintillator. The attenuation at � . 420nm is dominated by bis-MSB, above by

absorption in the solvent.

�(nm) 380 400 410 420 430 440 450 500

�(m) 0.25 5.2 78 580 1300 1700 2300 9500

(E



= 662 keV and 835 keV , respetively). The

137

Cs soure have a muh higher

ativity and hene most of the measurements refers to its CBS reoil eletron energy:

E

137

Cs

CBS

= 477 keV . This energy is partiularly signi�ant for LENS, beause it is lose

to the energy of the 

3

in the �-tag and is representative of the hard-Bremsstrahlung

range. The CBS of the

54

Mn soure is also well suited to LENS: E

54

Mn

CBS

= 639 keV ,

whih is similar to the sum energy deposited by the �-tag (see level sheme in Fig. 2.5

on page 46). In fat, a ruial issue in LENS is how well the tag energy (613 keV ) an

be resolved from the

115

In � end-point (495 keV ).

3. The PMT harge measured at point 2 is alibrated relative to the peak amplitude of

the single-photoeletron harge distribution. The PY derived from this omparison is

reported and ompared with the data of the energy resolution.

The data analysis proedures will be desribed while reporting the PXE measurements.

8.4 Measurements of a Benhmark PXE Cell

The prototype ell has been �lled with a PXE-based sintillator to study the detetor perfor-

mane in a benhmark ase. The PXE omes from a bath measured by Borexino in CTF

[Bor04℄. The omposition is PXE + p-TP (2:0 g=l) + bis-MSB (20mg=l). The sintillator LY

is � 83% relative to BC505, whih translates to � 10000 ph=MeV .

The original attenuation length was 2:7m at 430nm. The sintillator used for these

measurements has been further puri�ed by us [Bu04℄ and the spetrophotometri attenuation

lengths at various wavelengths are reported in Table 8.4.

In the wavelength range of the emission peak (420 � 450nm) the sintillator shows an

attenuation length muh longer than the module dimension. Therefore these measurements

test the optial integrity of the quartz ell and the preision of the the piping re�etion

oe�ients given in Chapter 4, through the omparison with the MC preditions.

After the ell �lling, the PXE has been �ushed with nitrogen for about one hour to sweep

oxygen, whih an derease the sintillation yield (the same proedure is also adopted for the

In-aa samples). Two sets of measurements have been performed:

� TIR light piping

� TIR plus VM2000 light piping

In the former ase the ell is used �just so� and light is piped via total internal re�etion

at the quartz/air and sintillator/air boundaries. In the latter ase a VM2000 pro�le has

been wrapped around the ell (without optial oupling), as shown in Fig. 8.4. The VM2000

reovers the photons that are not TIR-trapped in the ell, as explained in Se. 6.5.
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Figure 8.6: Distribution at the two PMTs of the measured harge from 50000 LED pulses. The

absissa is the ADC hannel, whih is proportional to the harge delivered by the PMT (a �pedestal�

o�set of � 100 � 150 hannels must be subtrated). The ordinate is the number of events per bin.

In this measurement the LED is at 5 m distane from the �left� PMT and the gains are adjusted to

equalize the harge amplitudes at the ell enter. The distributions are gaussian around the peak. If

it is assumed that the observed standard deviation is purely statistial, then the total olleted harge

is � 10

3

pe. The statistial error of the peak hannel is �0:03%(the gaussian �t returns an error of

� 1 h). However the real error during a LED san is dominated by the drifts in the total gain of the

system from one position to another. It has been evaluated from repeated measurements that this

unertainty is � 1%.

8.4.1 TIR Cell

Light Attenuation The light attenuation urve has been measured by sanning the ell

response to a 380nm LED, as also desribed in Ses. 4.5 and 8.2.2. In these measurements

the LED replaes the radioative soure on the sliding holder shown in Fig. 8.5. We remind

that the LED is onneted to an eletri iruit triggered externally with a logi TTL signal.

The LED delivers a fast (few ns width) light pulse at the leading edge of the TTL signal.

This light is absorbed by the bis-MSB in the sintillator and reemitted isotropially inside the

ell. The light intensity an be adjusted from a sub-Poisson photo-statistis to > 10

3

deteted

photons at the PMTs. High intensity is hosen, to derease the photo-statistial �utuations

of the single light pulse.

For eah position 50000 LED events are aquired. Fig. 8.6 shows an example of the harge

distribution measured at the PMTs.

The light attenuation urves measured with an LED san are shown in Fig. 8.7. For

omparison, the graphis also reports the normalized data-points obtained with the CBS peak

of the

137

Cs soure (measurement to be desribed later). In this latter ase, the sintillator is

exited by the CBS reoil eletron.

The normalized predition of the full photon-traing MC simulation of the system is also

shown in the �gure. This simulation assumes the geometry of the prototype (Figs. 8.4 and

8.5), the same physis inluded in the simulations desribed in Se. 8.2.1, with the following
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Figure 8.7: Measured light intensity as a funtion of the soure distane in the PXE ell, with TIR

piping. The markers represent the data points, the solid line is a simulation of the system. The square

and irular markers represent the mean PMT harge measured by the two PMTs under sintillator

exitation with a 380nm LED. The triangular markers are the results of the CBS runs with a

137

Cs

soure. Data and simulation are arbitrarily normalized to 1 at d = 50 m (ell enter).

spei� inputs:

� The PXE attenuation lengths are used (see Table 8.4)

� Light piping is realized by TIR, with R

TIR

= 99:4%

� The PMT overage is redued to the sensitive area spei�ed by the manufaturer (d =

46mm)

No signi�ant di�erenes are observed in the light attenuation urves measured by the two

PMTs, as expeted. It an be seen that the CBS data points are onsistent with the LED

urves. A small departure between simulation and experiment is observed at short distanes,

where the simulation predits a slightly faster attenuation

3

. However, in the rest of the urve

MC and data are in very good agreement.

The results of the quantitative analysis of experimental and simulated urves are given

in Table 8.5. About 90% of the light that an be piped by TIR propagates in the ell with

an e�etive attenuation length of � 3m. The simulation is somewhat more �pessimisti�

onerning the fration of light with long e�etive attenuation (82%), however it predits a

similar asymptoti attenuation length. This means that the physis of light propagation in the

ell is well understood and that no light loss mehanisms beside the known ones are present.

3

It must be noted that the attenuation urves are not absolute. They are ompared with eah other upon

an arbitrary normalization at the ell enter. Therefore the fat that the simulation stays above the data at

short distane does not mean that it predits more light than really observed, but rather that a larger fration

of the primary light is expeted to get lost in the �rst part of the urve.



Table 8.5: Parameters returned by a double exponential �t to the experimental data and the sim-

ulation of Fig. 8.7. �

short

and �

long

are the e�etive short and long attenuation lengths of eq. 4.3.

W

short

andW

long

the relative weight referened to d = 5 m, i.e. W

short;long

is the fration of the light

deteted from 5 m distane that deays with a �

short;long

attenuation length. �LED average� is the

urve obtained by averaging for eah distane the response of the two PMTs.

�

short

(m) W

short

�

long

(m) W

long

LED PMT 1 (�left�) 15:3 0:130 297 � 12 0:870

LED PMT 2 (�right�) 8:9 0:103 289� 4 0:897

LED average 11:2 0:112 288� 5 0:888

Cs-137 24:6 0:151 305� 7 0:849

Simulation 13:6 0:181 330 � 16 0:819

TDC Calibration The LED san also allows to alibrate the TDC hannel-to-distane sale

with a high photoeletron-statistis soure. Fig. 8.8 shows the TDC distributions for three

soure positions and the TDC alibration for the entire set of LED data.

The alibration points are �tted with a linear funtion. For this measurement, the mean

onversion fator is � 3:7 h=m. The linear �t to the data is not good: �

2

=d:o:f: � 5:5,

with 6 degrees of freedoms. This feature has been observed in all the measurements and is

a hint for systemati non-linearities in the position-TDC sale. However this unertainty is

su�iently small to allow the estimation of the ell spatial resolution with a � 5% error.

From the analysis of the TDC peaks and the alibration it is dedued that a single

LED event an be reonstruted via time-of-�ight di�erene with a spatial resolution of

� �2 m (1�).

CBS Measurements The raw data of a � 3h

137

Cs CBS run with the soure at the

ell enter are shown in Fig. 8.9. The CBS peak is visible in the ADC spetra, however

the bakground in the region of interest is not negligible ompared to the CBS signal. The

same �gure explains the origin of this bakground and thus helps to de�ne suitable o�-line

uts to improve the S/N ratio. The ADC harge distribution in the oinidene box shows

a ontinuum Compton spetrum with a low energy peak. This means that many three-fold

oinidene events deposit in the sintillation box an energy higher than the 185 keV of a

137

Cs

bak-sattered . These events are a bakground and an be rejeted on a event-by-event basis

by demanding that the energy deposited in the oinidene box is lower than an upper ut.

Furthermore, the TDC event distribution shows that many events are spatially reonstruted

far from the soure loation. Therefore a further TDC ut an be applied, to rejet the events

that are not onsistent with the soure position. The e�et of the uts disussed is shown in

Fig. 8.10.

The energy spetrum of the events surviving all uts shows a nearly gaussian CBS peak,

with a modest bakground ontamination on the left side of the peak. The latter is su�iently

small to allow a preise determination of the energy resolution by �tting with a gaussian plus

an asymmetri bakground, or a gaussian plus an exponential tail plus a onstant bakground

(alled �pseudo-gaussian funtions� hereafter). In both ases the �t is very good and the esti-

mation of the standard deviation is nearly independent of the assumed low energy bakground
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Figure 8.8: Left: TDC distributions measured with the LED at 5 m, 25 m and 50 m from one

PMT. The absissa is the di�erene between the TDC hannels of the two PMTs. From the measured

standard deviation it is dedued that the spatial resolution of a single LED event is � 1:9 m, with

� 10

3

total deteted pe (estimated from the width of the ADC distribution).

Right: Calibration of the Position-to-TDC sale obtained with a LED san. The markers represent

the TDC peak hannels for eah probed distane (the estimated error bars are reported). The solid

line is a linear �t. The slope is � 3:7 h=m.

Table 8.6: Analysis of the

137

Cs-CBS measurements with the PXE-TIR ell (E = 477 keV ). The

relative 1� error of the energy resolutions is �2%. For the spatial resolution it is �1:5% (stat) �

5% (sys), where the systemati error derives from the unertainty in the hannel-to-distane sale.

Distane from PMT 1 �

E

PMT 1 �

E

PMT 2 �

E

Sum �

x

(m) (%) (%) (%) (m)

10 10:6 13:0 8:4 4:9

30 11:0 12:3 8:5 5:0

50 12:6 11:4 8:7 4:4

70 12:9 10:3 8:5 4:1

shape.

The �gure also shows that the TDC spetrum obtained by seleting only the events in the

CBS energy window has a sharp gaussian peak that orresponds to the soure position.

Figs. 8.11 and 8.12 show how the single-PMT ADC spetra and the TDC spetrum

hange with varying soure positions. The amplitude of the ADC peaks varies in agreement

with the LED san (these data-points have been reported in Fig. 8.7), and the shape is in all

ases well �tted by a pseudo-gaussian funtion. The TDC data demonstrate the good spatial

reonstrution apability of the time-of-�ight tehnique for events depositing energies in a

region of interest for LENS.

The results of the analysis of ADC and TDC CBS data are reported in Table 8.6. At

477 keV an energy resolution of (8:5 � 0:2)% (1�) is found, slightly dependent on the soure

loation, as expeted from the light attenuation urves. One PMT (the �right�, or �2�, in the

onvention of the previous �gures) has a slightly better energy resolution. This an be due to

a higher QE or to a better single-photoeletron (single-pe) spetrum. The spatial resolution
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Figure 8.9: Example of raw ADC-TDC data for a CBS run with soure in the ell enter. The CBS

peak is visible on both distributions around hannel 2000. The left side of the distribution is however

shaded by the tail of the low energy bakground.

Top: ADC spetra of the energy deposited in the ell, measured by the two PMTs.

Bottom left: TDC spetrum of the time di�erene between �left� and �right� PMT.

Bottom enter: TDC spetrum of the time di�erene between the oinidene-box signal and the

average time of the two PMTs of the ell.

Bottom right: ADC energy spetrum measured in the oinidene box. The PMT gain is tuned to

have the

137

Cs Compton shoulder within the ADC dynami range.
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Figure 8.10: Top left: raw CBS Sum-ADC spetrum. The plot is the distribution of the total harge

measured for eah aquired event, alulated by summing the ADC values of the two PMTs. The

spetrum orresponds to the single PMT distribution shown on top of Fig. 8.9

Top right: TDC spetrum. It is the same plot of the bottom-left pad of Fig. 8.9.

Middle left: Sum-ADC spetrum obtained after utting all the events with an ADC harge in the

oinidene box higher than hannel 1000 (ut

1

). The S/N for the CBS peak has signi�antly improved.

Middle right: TDC spetrum after ut

1

. The events reonstruted far from the ell enter have

dereased.

Bottom left: Sum-ADC spetrum after imposing ut

1

plus a ut on the TDC orresponding to � �2�

of the soure peak. The CBS peak is now learly highlighted and an be �tted with a gaussian funtion

that takes into aount the small bakground on the left side of the peak.

Bottom right: TDC spetrum after imposing ut

1

plus a ut on the Sum-ADC harge, orresponding

to �

+3�

�2�

of the CBS peak. The distribution is dominated by the 477 keV CBS events and an be �tted

with a gaussian funtion plus a small onstant bakground.
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Figure 8.11:

137

Cs-CBS harge spetra measured by eah PMT after all uts desribed in Fig. 8.10,

for two soure positions.

Top: soure at the ell enter (d = 50 m from both PMT).

Bottom: soure at d = 10 m from the �left� PMT.



Figure 8.12: Superposition of the

137

Cs-CBS TDC spetra measured at various soure positions with

the PXE-TIR ell, after all uts are applied. The soure was loated at d = 10 m; 30 m and 50 m

from the �left� PMT.

via di�erential time-of-�ight is � 4:5 m (1�) and seems to have a weak dependene on the

soure position.

Single-Photoeletron Calibration The detetor energy resolution gives an indiation of

the PY. If it is assumed that the width of the CBS peak is dominated by the statistial

�utuations in the total number of pe, it is found that

�

N

pe

= 132� 6 at 477 keV . This would

translate to PY = (277 � 13) pe=MeV . Repeating the alulation for eah PMT leads to

�

N

left

pe

= 63 � 2 and

�

N

right

pe

= 77 � 2. The estimated number of pe per PMT is statistially

ompatible with the energy resolution of the sum spetrum. However the energy resolution of

eah PMT may ontain additional ontributions, beside the photoeletron statistis. In order

to estimate independently the PY, the system has been alibrated by measuring the response

to a single photoeletron. For this measurement the LED has been used.

The light intensity was tuned to a sub-Poisson statistis of pe (the mean number of pe

per LED pulse is � 1), so that the probability to measure events with more than one pe is

negligible. The aquisition shown in Fig. 8.5 had to be modi�ed: the trigger for the ADC was

synhronized with the external LED-TTL signal, so that the integration gate was opened in

oinidene with eah expeted pe. The TDC was disabled, sine most of the times the start

was not followed by any orrelated stop. The PMT gain set for the ell measurements was

too low to permit to study the single-pe spetrum, therefore a low-noise � 50 ampli�ation

stage has been introdued. The preision of the ampli�ation fator was tested at a digital

osillosope and was better than 3%. A high-pass passive iruit was neessary to �lter out

the 50Hz network noise.

The measured spetra are reported in Fig. 8.13. It is observed that the �left� PMT

has a bad single-pe spetrum, while the �right� PMT exhibits a well-resolved peak. Various

attempts to improve the �left� PMT response (by hanging HV and onneted eletronis)
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Figure 8.13: Example of single-pe harge spetra for the two used PMTs. The spetra are �tted with

the sum of an exponential plus a gaussian funtion. The preision of the peak determination is � 10%

for the �left� PMT, � 1% for the right PMT. The signals are ampli�ed of a fator 50 relative to the

CBS spetra in Fig. 8.11.

Table 8.7: Estimations of the PY for the PXE-TIR ell. Soure at the ell enter. The olumn of the

single-pe alibration reports the value estimated multiplying by 2 the average number of pe deteted

by the better alibrated �right� PMT. The MC estimation is the produt of the predited photon

detetion probability (7:5%) times the sintillator primary LY (� 10000 phs=MeV ).

resolution single-pe alibration MC Exp=MC

(pe=MeV ) (pe=MeV ) (pe=MeV )

& 280 � 330 � 750 � 0:44

were unsuessful. Therefore the preision of the single-pe harge estimation for the �left-side�

PMT is poor. The omparison of the single-pe ADC peaks with the results of the CBS harge

measurements gives a alibration of the PY at the PMTs: N

left

pe

= 63�7 and N

right

pe

= 73�3.

These values are onsistent with the evaluations based on the energy resolution. Therefore it

an be onluded that at this energy the detetor resolution is dominated by the statistial

�utuations of the number of photoeletrons.

Comparison between Experimental and MC PY Table 8.7 summarizes the analysis

of the PY based on the CBS measurements and the single-pe alibration, and reports for

omparison the preditions of the MC simulation. The disagreement between experimental

data and simulation is huge: the MC predits more than twie as muh light than observed.

This disrepany must be understood, sine the onlusions of the previous hapter on the

feasibility of the LENS onept depend dramatially on the detetor energy resolution.

With a rough alulation it an be veri�ed that the MC preditions are reasonable. Let us



onsider an event depositing 1MeV energy in the ell enter. About 10000 primary photons

are generated. The half is lost after few re�etions due to the TIR angular aeptane. The

experimental attenuation urve in Fig. 8.7 shows that about 70% of the photons should be able

to reah the PMTs from a distane of 50 m

4

. Here the geometrial photoathode overage

is 66%. The PMT QE is � 27% in air at normal inidene. However many e�ets should

inrease the e�etive PMT sensitivity: optial oupling, higher photoathode absorption above

the riti angle (see Fig. 5.16), olletion of the photons re�eted from the opposite side. For

simpliity, it an be assumed QE = 30%.

It follows that the approximate number of expeted photoeletrons is: N

pe

� 10000 �

0:5 � 0:7 � 0:66 � 0:3 � 700, very lose to the MC predition.

This fundamental question will be addressed again in Se. 8.6, after the results of all the

other measurements will be presented.

8.4.2 TIR Cell with VM2000 Wrapping

After ompletion of the sets of measurements reported in the previous setion, the ell has

been wrapped in a VM2000 pro�le. The VM2000 omes from the same bath of the samples

haraterized in Chapter 4.

Light Attenuation The transpareny of the VM2000 at 380nm is very poor, therefore

the light attenuation urve ould not be measured with the external LED. The ell has been

irradiated with the

137

Cs soure and the trigger oinidene level swithed to 2. This ondition

selets all the events in the ell above threshold (� 100 keV ) and the rate is dominated by the

soure Compton spetrum. The ADC position of the Compton �edge� is used as an estimator

of the relative light intensity. Some examples of

137

Cs Compton spetra aquired during the

measurement of the light attenuation urve are shown in Fig. 8.14.

The preision ahievable with the estimation of the light intensity from the Compton-

edge position is lower than for the LED. However the detetor has su�iently good energy

resolution to produe a lear peak around the Compton-edge, whose position is estimated

with � 1% error through a �t with a pseudo-gaussian funtion. The light attenuation urves

dedued from a Compton san along the ell are shown in Fig. 8.15.

The measurements of the two PMTs are in slight disagreement in the initial part of the

urves. A left-right asymmetry was not observed in the previous measurement and is not

found with the indium samples, either (see later). It is possible that this disagreement is

due to a slow drift of the gain of one PMT. The urves are however in good agreement for

d > 40 m, whih is the range that gives the asymptoti light attenuation in the ell.

The preditions of two MC simulations are also plotted in the �gure. The simulations

have the same assumptions and input parameters as in the previous setion, exept for light

piping, whih is now possible either via TIR and via SR. Two limit ases are shown in the

�gure, whih are de�ned in Se. 6.5 (�TIR or SR� and �TIR and SR�).

The analysis of the urves is reported in Table 8.8. The experimental average asymptoti

attenuation length is (4:2 � 0:3)m, signi�antly better than that measured with TIR alone.

4

It must be noted that the fast deay at very short distanes (d < 5 m) is dominated by the loss of the

solid angle for diret illumination of the PMT. This fast deay omponent is not present when the soure is

at 50 m distane. The 0:70 transport e�ieny is estimated from the ratio of the experimental attenuation

urves at 5 m and 55 m.
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Figure 8.14: Compton spetra from irradiation with a

137

Cs soure in the PXE TIR+VM2000 ell.

The bakground has been redued with a �2� ut on the TDC.

Top: soure at d = 5:0 m from the �left� PMT.

Bottom: soure at d = 95:0 m from the �left� PMT.

Table 8.8: Parameters returned by a double exponential �t to the experimental data and the simu-

lation of Fig. 8.15.

�

short

(m) W

short

�

long

(m) W

long

LED �Left� PMT 13:2 0:075 417 � 20 0:925

LED �Right� PMT 20:4 0:123 441 � 68 0:877

LED Average 16:2 0:094 418 � 29 0:906

137

Cs-CBS / / 386 � 32 � 1

Simulation �TIR or SR� 16:6 0:079 316 � 7 0:921

Simulation �TIR and SR� 14:8 0:050 375 � 13 0:950
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Figure 8.15: Light attenuation urves for the PXE ell, TIR piping plus VM2000 wrapping. The

markers represent the data points, the urves are simulations of the system for the two limit ases

disussed in Se. 6.5. Data and simulations are arbitrarily normalized to 1 at d = 50 m (ell enter).

The data points have a statistial error from the estimation of the Compton-edge of � 1%.

This result disfavors the �TIR or SR� senario, namely that light lost by TIR piping above

the riti angle is not reovered by the VM2000. Intuitively, if this was the ase, the e�etive

attenuation length should not improve, beause the VM2000 simply pipes light that would

have been lost by TIR, however with a lower e�ieny than TIR. This is on�rmed by the MC,

whih predits a similar �

long

as for TIR alone. Even the MC alulation for the limit ase

in whih the e�etive re�etivity above the riti angle is 99:99% (the VM2000 reovers the

0:6% measured TIR ine�ieny) gives a slightly worse performane than measured, though

ompatible within the errors. A signi�ant underestimation of the TIR re�etion oe�ient or

of the sintillator transpareny seems to be exluded by the good agreement between data and

MC in the TIR ell. A possibility is that the VM2000 re�etivity is slightly underestimated.

For instane, a simulation with

�

R

VM2000

= 98:7% and ideal �TIR and SR� predits �

long

=

(418� 7) m.

CBS measurements The

137

Cs ADC and TDC CBS spetra after all uts are displayed

in Fig. 8.16, for the base ase of soure in the ell enter.

The analysis of the ADC and TDC peaks is presented in Table 8.9. The last row reports

the results of a

54

Mn run arried out with the soure irradiating the ell enter. The energy

resolution is (5:2� 0:15)% at 477 keV and (4:6� 0:15)% at 639 keV . The former orresponds

to a limit PY = (775 � 25) pe=MeV , the latter to PY = (740 � 25) pe=MeV .

The TDC sale was alibrated with the Compton san. The standard deviation of the TDC

distribution for the

137

Cs CBS events translates to a spatial resolution of (3:2�0:2) m at the

ell enter. In the other positions the spatial resolution is slightly worse, as also observed in

the TIR measurement. The spatial resolution measured with the

54

Mn should be better than

the

137

Cs one, beause more photoeletrons are deteted. The opposite is observed and this
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Figure 8.16: CBS spetra for the PXE ell with VM2000,

137

Cs soure at ell enter.

Top: �nal CBS ADC spetra measured for eah PMT, after the o�-line bakground uts.

Bottom left: Corresponding Sum-ADC spetrum.

Bottom right: TDC spetrum for all the events in the CBS energy window. For omparison, the

approximate TDC hannels orresponding to the position of the ends of the ell are indiated by the

two vertial segments.

Table 8.9: Analysis of the CBS measurements with the TIR-VM2000 PXE ell. The relative �1�

error of the energy resolution is �2% for the single PMT, �3% for the sum. For the spatial resolution

it is �1:5% (stat) � 5% (sys), where the systemati error derives from the unertainty in the hannel-

to-distane sale.

Energy Distane from PMT 1 �

E

PMT 1 �

E

PMT 2 �

E

Sum �

x

(keV ) (m) (%) (%) (%) (m)

477 10 7:0 7:2 5:4 4:1

477 30 7:3 6:9 5:2 4:0

477 50 7:5 6:7 5:2 3:2

639 50 6:6 5:5 4:6 3:6



Table 8.10: Estimations of the PY for the PXE-TIR ell. Soure at the ell enter.

resolution single-pe alibration MC �TIR or SR� MC �TIR and SR� Exp=MC

(pe=MeV ) (pe=MeV ) (pe=MeV ) (pe=MeV )

& 760 � 720 � 1740 � 1920 � 0:40 � 0:44

is an indiation that the systemati unertainty of �

x

might be worse than the estimated 5%.

The single-pe alibration of the ADC amplitude gives an average of � (172� 5) pe=PMT

at 477 keV , translating to PY = (720� 20) pe=MeV . Therefore energy resolution and single-

pe alibration are also in this ase in agreement with eah other, within the errors. Table 8.10

summarizes the analysis of the PY. Also in this ase the absolute output of the MC predition

is a fator > 2 higher than the experimental result.

It an be onluded that in the PXE benhmark ase the prototype ell with VM2000

wrapping ollets more than twie as muh light as the same ell with no re�etive foils.

This is an experimental evidene that the VM2000 serves not only to pipe the light outside

the TIR aeptane, but also ompensates the non ideal performane of the quartz ell. If

this was not the ase, the ratio PY

TIR+SR

=PY

TIR

would have 2 as an upper limit, sine in

the ideal ase about 1=2 of the total solid angle is overed by TIR. Also this e�et is well

understood with the MC: in an ideal geometry PY

TIR+SR

=PY

TIR

< 2 (f. Fig. 7.5, where

the simulations are alulated for an ideal square geometry), however in a real ell this ratio

an be > 2, beause of the reovering of the light lost at the ell rounded orners (see Fig. 7.6

and relevant disussion). In this spei� ase, the MC predits PY

TIR+SR

=PY

TIR

� 2:3� 2:6

(f. Tables 8.7 and 8.10), depending on the hosen mixed-piping senario. The experimental

value is PY

TIR+SR

=PY

TIR

� 2:3, where for both measurements the highest estimation of the

PY between energy resolution and photoeletron alibration was hosen.

8.5 Measurements of Indium-Loaded Prototype Cells

The measurements with PXE have shown that the prototype ell works properly and that

the VM2000 wrapping inreases the photoeletron e�ieny of more than a fator 2, as also

predited by the simulations. Consequently this design was also hosen for the indium mea-

surements.

8.5.1 Sintillator Samples

Several hundreds grams of In(aa)

3

rystals have been synthesized and puri�ed by sublima-

tion in our hemial laboratory at MPIK, for use in this optial measurements and for loading

in the �nal LENS prototype at Gran Sasso. The base organi solvent, anisole, was also puri�ed

from an initial spetrophotometri attenuation length of � 5m at 430nm to � 9m.

Three sintillator samples have been measured in the prototype ell. They have been

prepared by subsequent additions of omponents to a ommon base:

1. Anisole + In(aa)

3

(Indium 20 g=l) + BPO (27 g=l) + bis-MSB (50mg=l)

2. Anisole + In(aa)

3

(Indium 44 g=l) + BPO (47 g=l) + bis-MSB (50mg=l)



Table 8.11: Attenuation lengths at various wavelengths for the measured In(aa)

3

sintillator sam-

ples. The �Indium 44 g=l - I� row refers to the 50mg=l bis-MSB sample, the �Indium 44 g=l - II� to

the 100mg=l sample.

�(nm) 380 400 410 420 430 440 450 500

Indium 20 g=l 0.09 0.99 13 76 140 170 200 540

�(m) Indium 44 g=l - I 0.08 0.93 12 55 88 110 130 340

Indium 44 g=l - II 0.05 0.50 6.6 43 83 110 130 340

3. Anisole + In(aa)

3

(Indium 44 g=l) + BPO (47 g=l) + bis-MSB (100mg=l)

The measurement of the �rst sample aims at studying the ell performane in the lowest limit of

the indium loading range that is onsidered interesting for a solar neutrino detetor. Sine less

In(aa)

3

is dissolved, the quenhing is redued and hene the onentration of BPO an also

be lowered, thus improving the sintillator transpareny. This sample has a primary photon

yield of � (44 � 2)% relative to BC505. The latter has an absolute LY of � 12000 ph=MeV ,

hene our sample is estimated to have a primary light output of � 5300 ph=MeV .

The samples 2 and 3 have the indium loading targeted by LENS and are the base ase for

the pilot phase. The BPO onentration was hosen as the best ompromise between primary

LY and �nal sintillator transpareny, based on the results of the MC studies presented in Se.

8.2. Two bis-MSB onentrations have been tested, to better understand the dependene of

the detetor performane on the WLS onentration, after the �rst indiations from the small

ell. The LY of both samples is (42 � 2)% of BC505, translating to � 5000 ph=MeV .

Table 8.11 reports the attenuation lengths alulated from the spetrophotometri determi-

nations of the extintion oe�ients of eah omponent of the mixture. The attenuation-length

spetra for a spei� ase with similar omposition as our sample 2 was shown in Fig. 8.2.

The diret spetrophotometri measurement of the attenuation lengths in the �nal sintilla-

tion mixture are in good agreement with the values reported in the table. More details about

the sample preparation, LY and spetrophotometri measurements are given in ref. [Bu04℄.

The simulations reported in this setion are based on the same general assumptions dis-

ussed for PXE and use eah time the attenuation lengths relevant to the spei� sample. The

optimisti �TIR and SR� light piping is assumed, beause the PXE measurements have shown

that this model gives the best e�etive desription of the ell performane in the limit of very

low attenuation in the sintillator.

8.5.2 20 g/l Indium Cell

Light Attenuation The estimation of the Compton edge position from the pseudo-gaussian

�t used for the PXE ell is less easy with the indium ell, due to the lower energy resolution.

The Compton edge smears into a shoulder and no lear peak an be distinguished. However,

the position of the Compton shoulder is not a good absolute referene, beause it depends

on the energy resolution. When the soure is distant from the PMT the energy resolution is

worse and the shoulder appears further shifted to lower amplitudes.

The systemati error introdued by this smearing e�et has been experimentally measured.

The CBS peak position has been ompared with an estimation of the Compton edge position,
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Figure 8.17: Light attenuation urve for the Indium-loaded ell (In 20 g=l). The markers represent

the data points, the solid line is a simulation of the system. Data and simulation are arbitrarily

normalized to 1 at d = 50 m (ell enter). The data points have a statistial error of � �0:01 in the

arbitrary units of the graphis. The errors due to systemati drifts of the eletronis gain during the

measurement is estimated to be � �2%.

obtained by �tting the shoulder of the spetrum with a pseudo-gaussian funtion (as done

with PXE in Fig. 8.14). With the

137

Cs soure at 5 m distane from the PMTs, the ratio

of the amplitude of the Compton shoulder to the CBS-peak position is ADC

Sh

=ADC

CBS

=

0:90 � 0:01 for both PMTs. At 95 m it is ADC

Sh

=ADC

CBS

= 0:78� 0:02 for the �left� PMT

and 0:83� 0:02 for the �right� PMT. This shows that the Compton shoulder has a systemati

�shift� with respet to the �xed CBS energy.

This problem an be solved by �tting the spetrum with a better funtion, for example

with the onvolution of the theoretial Compton spetrum with an energy resolution funtion.

However it was believed that a simpler and safer solution was to perform the ell san with

a CBS measurement. The disadvantage of this method is that the trigger rate of events in

the CBS window was only 3Hz with our set-up (the soure ativity was � 2 � 10

4

Bq).

However, the CBS peak is nearly symmetri and hene the entroid of the distribution an be

evaluated with good preision even with a limited statistis. About 20 minutes per position

were neessary to determine the ADC and TDC peak positions with � 1% auray.

The results of the CBS san are shown in Fig. 8.17, together with the MC-predited light

attenuation urve. The two PMTs are in good agreement with eah other. The data are in

reasonably good agreement with the simulation, however the di�erenes seem larger than in

the PXE measurements. In partiular, the simulation predits a less fast light attenuation

either at short and at long distanes, i.e. an overall slightly better performane.

This might be due to the fat that this ell was �lled too muh, up to the level of the

stoppers. A little amount of anisole has ome out of the ell, due to apillary fores, and

has orroded part of the VM2000 foils. Unfortunately this aident was disovered only a

few weeks after �lling, when the ell was emptied and re�lled with the next sample. It was



Table 8.12: Parameters returned by a double exponential �t to the experimental data and the simu-

lation of Fig. 8.17.

�

short

(m) W

short

�

long

(m) W

long

137

Cs-CBS average 23:1 0:282 154 � 17 0:718

Simulation �TIR and SR� 16:5 0:202 161 � 3 0:798

Table 8.13: Analysis of the

137

Cs CBS measurements with the 20 g=l Indium ell. The relative

�1� error of the energy resolution is �3% for the single PMT, �2:5% for the sum. For the spatial

resolution it is �2% (stat) � 5% (sys), where the systemati error derives from the unertainty in the

hannel-to-distane sale.

Distane from PMT 1 �

E

PMT 1 �

E

PMT 2 �

E

Sum �

x

(m) (%) (%) (%) (m)

50 14:4 13:0 10:4 6:7

75 17:4 11:4 10:0 6:7

possible to reonstrut the degradation proess of the VM2000 a posteriori, by analyzing the

ell performane as a funtion of the time. The PY had a fast downward drift of � 15% in the

�rst few days and then stabilized after one week. Conerning the light attenuation urve, two

measurements have been arried out: a fast Compton san immediately after the prototype

onnetion, and the CBS san reported in the �gure after three days, when a lear gain drift

had already ourred. The results of the �rst Compton light attenuation san, though less

preise, are onsistent with the later CBS san. However, it annot be exluded that the

original ell light attenuation was slightly better.

The results of the analysis of the experimental and simulated urves are given in Table

8.12.

CBS Measurements The energy and spatial resolutions measured with the

137

Cs CBS

peak for two soure positions are given in Table 8.13. Due to the problems disussed above,

only the data aquired in the �rst day of measurements are presented.

The limit PY at the ell enter orresponding to the measured energy resolution is PY =

(195 � 5) pe=MeV . The single photo-eletron alibration gives PY = (230 � 10) pe=MeV .

These results and the MC predition are summarized in Table 8.14.

The light at the ell enter is less than 1/3 of PXE. The di�erene of LY gives a fator 1/2

and the lower sintillator transpareny explains the rest. In fat, the MC predits a similar

ratio as observed.

8.5.3 44 g/l Indium Cell

The results of the two measured samples (50mg=l and 100mg=l bis-MSB onentration) will

be reported and ommented together.

After the experiene of the previous sample, it was payed partiular attention not to �ll

the ell up to the stopper level. The ADC response to the

137

Cs CBS line was ontinuously



Table 8.14: Estimations of the PY for the 20 g=l indium ell. Soure at the ell enter. The MC

estimation is the produt of the predited photon detetion probability (� 11:2%) times the sintillator

primary LY (� 5300 ph=MeV ).

resolution single-pe alibration MC Exp=MC

(pe=MeV ) (pe=MeV ) (pe=MeV )

& 195 � 230 � 590 � 0:39
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Figure 8.18: Light attenuation urves for the 44 g=l indium ell, for both measured samples. The

markers represent the data points, the solid line is a simulation of the system. For simpliity, only

the simulation for one sample is shown, beause the MC predits no signi�ant di�erenes in the

attenuation urves of the two samples. Data and simulation are arbitrarily normalized to 1 at d = 50 m

(ell enter). The data points have a statistial error of � �0:01 in the arbitrary units of the graphis.

The drifts of the eletronis ontribute another � �2% error.

monitored on both samples for several days and no signi�ant drifts were observed.

Light Attenuation Also in this ase the light attenuation urves have been measured with

CBS sans. Results are shown in Fig. 8.18.

No signi�ant di�erenes are observed in the attenuation of the two samples. The sim-

ulation reprodues very well the asymptoti behaviour of the experimental urves, whereas

it predits a slightly faster light attenuation at d . 30 m. This means that this prototype

system performs better than expeted at short distane, and as expeted at long distane.

Table 8.15 reports the �t parameters of experimental and simulated attenuation urves.

The experimental �nding that the two samples exhibit very similar attenuations is also

predited by the MC.

The higher �

long

of the simulations seems to ontradit the visual omparison with data.

The reason is that the two attenuation lengths onsidered are not very di�erent and therefore



Table 8.15: Parameters returned by a double exponential �t to the experimental data of Fig. 8.18

and the relevant simulations.

�

short

(m) W

short

�

long

(m) W

long

137

Cs-CBS average bis-MSB (50mg/l) 18:0 0:253 128� 3 0:747

137

Cs-CBS average bis-MSB (100mg/l) 15:7 0:203 128� 4 0:797

Simulation bis-MSB (50mg/l) 20:9 0:342 142� 3 0:658

Simulation bis-MSB (100mg/l) 20:0 0:327 139� 3 0:673

Table 8.16: Analysis of the CBS measurements with the 44 g=l indium ell. Measurement at the

ell enter. The relative �1� error of the energy resolution for the

137

Cs (

54

Mn) measurements

is �1:5% (�3%) for the single PMT, �1% (�2:5%) for the sum. For the spatial resolution it is

�1% (stat) � 5% (sys), where the systemati error derives from the unertainty in the hannel-to-

distane sale.

Bis-MSB Energy �

E

PMT 1 �

E

PMT 2 �

E

Sum �

x

(mg/l) (keV ) (%) (%) (%) (m)

50 477 18:4 15:6 11:8 7:2

50 639 14:3 12:5 9:9 6:5

100 477 18:6 15:3 11:6 7:0

they are strongly orrelated parameters in the �t. The �t to the simulations requires a larger

weight for the short omponent to reprodue the �rst part of the urve. However �

short

is

su�iently long to give a signi�ant tail at longer distanes. Therefore the �t needs a slightly

longer �

long

for the simulations than for data. It an be observed that the opposite happened

in the analysis of the 20 g=l, where �

long

of data and simulation are similar, though the MC

was visually superior.

This disussion shows that the analysis based on the double exponential �t is a useful tool,

but an be misleading if a single �t parameter is used to desribe the global performane of

the system.

CBS Measurements The results of the analysis of the

137

Cs and

54

Mn CBS runs are

reported in Table 8.16. There is a weak indiation that the sample at higher bis-MSB onen-

tration gives better energy and spatial resolutions. The results are however ompatible within

the errors.

Fig. 8.19 shows the ADC and TDC spetra of a high statistis run with the 100mg=l

bis-MSB sample.

The estimations of the PY are given in Table 8.17. The values derived from the single-pe

alibrations are in this ase signi�antly higher than those based on the energy resolution. A

similar indiation is also observed in the 20 g=l indium sample (Table 8.14). It is likely that

for low absolute numbers of deteted photoeletrons the departure of the energy resolution

from the ideal

1

p

N

statistial limit beomes more important. For example, a ontribution to

the degradation of the energy resolution that ertainly inreases with dereasing number of
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Figure 8.19: CBS spetra for the 44 g=l indium ell (bis-MSB 100mg=l),

137

Cs soure at ell enter.

Top: CBS ADC spetra after uts, measured for eah PMT.

Bottom left: Corresponding Sum-ADC spetrum.

Bottom right: TDC spetrum for all the events in the CBS energy window. For omparison, the

approximate TDC hannels orresponding to the position of the ends of the ell are indiated by two

vertial segments.



Table 8.17: Estimations of the PY for the measurement of the two 44 g=l indium sintillators. Soure

at the ell enter. The MC estimation is the produt of the predited photon detetion probability

(� 8:75% and � 8:90% for 50mg=l and 100mg=l bis-MSB, respetively) times the sintillator primary

LY (� 5000 phs=MeV for both samples).

Sample resolution single-pe alibration MC Exp=MC

(bis-MSB mg=l) (pe=MeV ) (pe=MeV ) (pe=MeV )

50 & 150 � 190 � 440 � 0:43

100 & 155 � 200 � 450 � 0:44

photoeletrons is the width of the single-pe harge distribution (Fig. 8.13).

The measurements of the PY and of the light attenuation urve are brought together in

Fig. 8.20, whih shows the absolute detetor performane as a funtion of the soure position.

In Fig. 8.21 the CBS spetra of two runs of similar statistis are superimposed, one with

the

137

Cs soure, the other with

54

Mn (sample with 50mg=l bis-MSB). The �gure gives

an idea of how well the MPIK LENS prototype would energetially resolve a typial hard-

Bremsstrahlung event (similar energy as the

137

Cs CBS reoil eletron) from the delayed �-tag

(E = 613 keV ). The e�ient resolution of these two events is the ruial parameter for the

feasibility of the LENS experiment, as disussed in Se. 2.4.3. With the results presented

in this hapter for the MPIK high-indium-loading prototype, those two energies are � 1:5�

apart.

8.6 Summary and Disussion

Summary In this hapter the results of experimental investigations of the optial perfor-

manes of LENS prototype ells have been reported.

In Se. 8.2 preliminary MC and experimental studies are disussed. This work has prepared

the �nal prototype phase, by seleting the optimal area in the omposition parameter spae of

In-aa sintillators developed at MPIK. In Se. 8.3 the experimental set up and the methods

employed for the measurements of prototype ells have been desribed. Our prototype system

has been �rst haraterized with a benhmark PXE-based sintillator. The experimental

tehnique and the analysis proedures have been developed and tested with this sample.

The results, reported in Se. 8.4, have shown that notable photoeletron yields and light

attenuation lengths are ahievable with this prototype system. In Se. 8.5 the results obtained

with indium-loaded sintillators developed at MPIK have been given. Three samples have been

measured, di�ering by indium loading and �uors onentration.

The main results of this hapter are summarized in Table 8.18. The prototype detetor with

indium loadings of interest for LENS has given energy resolutions of 10 � 12% at � 500 keV

and asymptoti attenuation lengths in the range of 1:3 � 1:5m. The estimated PY was

� 190 � 230 pe=MeV .

In Fig. 8.22 all the measurements of spatial resolution have been displayed as a funtion

of the number of photoeletrons. The spatial resolution an be parametrized by a funtion

�

x

�

k

p

N

pe

, where N

pe

is the number of photoeletrons and k a onstant. The �t gives k � 65.
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Figure 8.20: PY as a funtion of the soure position for the 44 g=l MPIK indium prototype ell.

Ordinates are given in absolute number of photoeletrons per MeV of deposited energy. The atten-

uation urves for both PMTs (square and irular markers) and the sum of the harges (triangular

markers) are shown. The onversion fator is assumed suh that at the ell enter PY ' 200 pe=MeV ,

as alulated from the single-pe alibration (Table 8.17).
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Figure 8.21: Resolution of two spetral lines with the MPIK LENS prototype (indium 44 g=l).



Table 8.18: Summary of the main results of the optial measurements of LENS prototypes arried

out at MPIK. The measured samples are desribed in Ses. 8.4 and 8.5.1. TIR means that light is

piped via total internal re�etion. �TIR+SR� desribes a ell where light esaping TIR is reovered

by external unoupled mirror foils. W

l

is the weight of the long-range attenuation omponent, �

l

, at

5 m, for a double exponential �t of the light attenuation urve. �

MC

l

is the long attenuation length

of the urve predited by our photon-traing simulation. �

477 keV

E

and �

477 keV

x

are energy and spatial

resolutions measured at the energy of the

137

Cs CBS reoil eletron. PY is the total photoeletron

yield at the PMTs and

PY

exp

PY

MC

the ratio of the experimental to the predited yields. The errors of the

parameters are evaluated in the relevant setions.

Sintillator Light W

l

�

l

�

MC

l

�

477 keV

E

�

477 keV

x

PY

PY

exp

PY

MC

Piping (m) (m) (%) (m) (pe/MeV )

PXE TIR 0.89 2.9 3.3 8.7 4.4 330 0.44

PXE TIR + SR 0.91 4.2 3.2 - 3.8 5.2 3.2 760 0.40 - 0.44

In 20 g=l TIR + SR 0.72 1.5 1.6 10.4 6.7 230 0.39

In 44 g=l -I TIR + SR 0.75 1.3 1.4 11.8 7.2 190 0.43

In 44 g=l -II TIR + SR 0.80 1.3 1.4 11.6 7.0 200 0.44
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Figure 8.22: Experimental spatial resolution as a funtion of the total number of deteted photoele-

trons. Eah marker represents one of the measurements reported in this hapter. All the CBS data

with

137

Cs and

54

Mn have been used. The last data point on the right side of the graphis is the

LED measurement, where the number of photoeletrons has been tentatively dedued from the ADC

peak width. The solid line is a �t with the funtion f(N

pe

) =

65:5

p

N

pe

.



The satter of the data with respet to the �t funtion is big, however the parametrization

gives a useful �rule of thumb� to predit the time-of-�ight energy resolution of a LENS ell for

a wide range of ases, with better than 20% preision.

Comparison with Previous Measurements The results presented in this hapter an

be ompared with a previous experimental work published in 1990 [Suz90℄. The authors have

synthesized an In-loaded sintillator, �lled a test ell and measured its optial performane.

The sintillator onsisted of an emulsion of an In inorgani salt (indium trihloride tetrahy-

drate) in the organi sintillating solvent. About 30% of the mass onsisted of a surfatant,

whih had the apability to mix the inorgani polar part with the non-polar organi sintilla-

tor. Loading of up to 7:5% were possible.

This sintillator has been loaded in a prototype ell and measured with a very similar

tehnique as the one desribed in this hapter. The ell was a quartz ylindrial tube 1m long

and 5 m in diameter. Two 2

00

PMTs were oupled to both ends. The CBS tehnique with a

137

Cs soure was implemented to measure the attenuation length, the energy resolution and

the spatial resolution of the prototype.

With 5% In loading by weight, the authors report:

� LY � 52% relative to the unloaded sintillator

� �

long

� 155 m

� �

E

(477 keV ) � 11:7%

� �

x

(477 keV ) � 4:5 m

The paper does not desribe the details of the light piping, however it seems that TIR only

was used.

In this work it was shown that a ylindrial ell operated with TIR piping is not the

best hoie to optimize the detetor energy resolution (Fig. 6.1). Furthermore, it has been

demonstrated by MC and as well experimentally that the use of re�etive foils strongly enhane

the light olletion e�ieny. On the other hand, a ylindrial ell has a volume-averaged

better TIR aeptane than a square ell and the surfae math with the PMTs is better.

However, even taking the latter arguments into onsideration, we believe that our prototype

system gives better intrinsi optial performanes. It is then di�ult to explain why the energy

resolutions in the two detetors are the same.

Disussion on the PY The last olumn of Table 8.18 reminds us that more than a fator

2 of light is missing, aording to the MC preditions. In Se. 8.4.1 it was shown with

an approximate alulation that the MC annot be wrong of a fator 2, unless some of the

assumptions of the model that have not been veri�ed experimentally are wrong. The fat that

the simulations reprodue reasonably well the experimental light attenuation urves suggests

that the disrepany in the PY is not related to light losses �on the way� to the PMTs. This

is orroborated by the observation that the experimental de�it relative to the MC is nearly

onstant, despite the measured samples are very di�erent from eah other.

Two possibilities are oneivable: that the estimated number of primary photons is wrong,

or that the detetion probability at the PMTs is overestimated (or a ombination of both). It



should be onsidered that the absolute estimation of the sintillator LY relies on the assump-

tion that our BC505 standard gives LY � 12000 pe=MeV , whih is a very unertain value (see

disussion in [Eli97℄ and in the footnote on page 145). Similarly, the absolute PMT QE is also

a very unertain oe�ient. However, it seems unlikely that even a two-fold overestimation of

both parameters an explain a � 0:4 redution fator of the experimental response ompared

to the preditions.

A reasonable explanation is that the 2

00

PMTs utilized in the ell have an e�etive pho-

toathode overage smaller than the spei�ation, or that the PMTs are less sensitive in a

broad outer photoathode area, ompared to the enter. The mean light redution fator

is 0:42 � 0:02, whih would be onsistent with an e�etive sensitive diameter � 0:65 of the

spei�ation.

Our LNGS-INR olleagues at Gran Sasso have measured an idential quartz prototype

ell �lled with an indium hydroxy-arboxylate sintillator [INR03℄. They have used 3

00

PMTs,

whih over ompletely the ell ends. They report PY = (1100 � 50) pe=MeV . This sample,

the PXE standard and a 48 g=l MPIK sintillator have been measured in the LENS prototype

array at the LLBF (more details will be given in the next hapter). A relative omparison

of the light outputs have given PY

LNGS

=PY

PXE

� 0:7 and PY

MPIK

=PY

PXE

� 0:3 at the

prototype enter. The latter ratio is onsistent with our optial measurements. This means

that the LNGS-INR sintillator would give a light output of � 500 pe=MeV in our set-up

and � 1200 pe=MeV aording to our MC. The error of this estimation is very large, however

the ombination of our optial measurements with a 2

00

PMT, the optial measurements at

Gran Sasso with a 3

00

PMT, and the relative omparison of PXE and In-hydroxy-arboxylate

sintillator at the LLBF seems to give a strong evidene that the disagreement between exper-

imental and MC PY in our prototype is explained by a trivial lak of photoathode overage

at the ell ends.

The experimental test of this hypothesis is a fundamental task for the ompletion of the

LENS pilot phase. The PMT that we have used are the same that have been installed in the

LLBF prototype array at Gran Sasso (to be desribed in the next hapter). 2

00

is the proper

dimension to pak the ells in a ompat matrix. A bigger PMT would require more spae

between neighbouring ells and a more ompliated design. Suitable light onentrators are

also under investigation.

8.7 Conlusions

The results of this hapter over the performane of a LENS prototype ell for a broad range

of sintillator ompositions. The measurements are onsistent with eah other and indiate

that the In-aa sintillators with loading suitable for LENS, measured in our set-up, give a

PY in the range of 200 pe=MeV and an e�etive asymptoti attenuation length of � 1:3m.

At present, the prototype optial performane measured at MPIK do not meet the orig-

inal LENS goals, whih require better energy resolution (> 300 pe=MeV ), to suppress the

Bremsstrahlung bakground, and better attenuation length (� 3m), to build long ells and

hene minimize the osts.

The photon-traing MC simulations developed during this work are found to give a good

desription of the experimental light attenuation urves. However the absolute preditions of

the model are a fator > 2 higher than the measured PY.

In the previous setion it has been argued that the �missing light� might be lost at the



PMTs, due to limited photoathode sensitive area. The ross-hek of our results with the

optial measurements performed at Gran Sasso gives a strong indiation in that sense.

The energy resolution is the ruial parameter of the In-LENS onept, therefore the test of

this hypothesis is the last experimental missing information to onlude the haraterization of

the detetor optial performane. After this veri�ation, we will be on�dent to have ahieved

a full understanding of the performane of a LENS module and to be able to predit reliably

the detetor response for any hosen geometry and sintillator.



Chapter 9

LLBF: LENS Low Bakground Faility

9.1 Introdution

The LENS pilot phase aims at testing whether the proposed novel onept for the spetrosopy

of low energy solar neutrinos an be implemented in a pratial experiment. The goal is

to understand whether a detetor an be built with su�ient performanes to allow a lear

identi�ation of the solar signal. At this regard, it is fundamental to investigate experimentally

the most ritial bakgrounds.

The bakgrounds for the

176

Y b and

115

In targets have been investigated during the

LENS R&D through MC simulations that assumed various designs and benhmark levels

of radiopurity and optial performanes. These studies have been arried out at Salay

[Cri01, Mal01, Mey01, Mey02, Mey03℄, MPIK [Sh00℄ and as well in this work (Se. 7.1).

However, the �nal goal of the LENS pilot phase is to measure the most ritial bakgrounds

in a prototype detetor, under the most similar onditions as those of the envisaged �nal

experiment.

For this purpose, the MPIK has led the design, onstrution and installation of the LENS

Low Bakground Faility (LLBF) at the Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso (LNGS), in Italy.

9.2 LLBF (LENS Low Bakground Faility)

9.2.1 Motivations

The LLBF has been oneived as a multi-purpose system with su�ient shielding and enough

shielded volume to be usable as a test faility for various ultra-low bakground appliations.

The primary objetive of the LLBF was to house a su�iently large prototype system

to simulate a segment of the LENS detetor. This implies providing e�etive shielding from

osmi rays and environmental radioativity, so that the intrinsi bakgrounds of the LENS

experiment an be realistially estimated.

For

115

In as a �-target, the ruial issues to address in a ultra-low bakground environment

are:

� Measurement of the

115

In �-spetrum, partiularly near the (499 � 4) keV end-point

� Measurement of the

115

In �-Bremsstrahlung spetrum in a LENS-like modular detetor

� Measurement of the attainable single bakground rate above the

115

In ativity

197



� Simulation of the �-tag and evaluation of the orrelated bakgrounds

9.2.2 Design

Requirements The suppression of the osmi ray �ux and related diret and indued bak-

grounds imposes the hoie of an underground loation. The LNGS rok overburden ensures

a � 10

6

redution of the osmi muons (residual �ux: 1:1�=h=m

2

[MAC99℄).

The LLBF design strategy was to build a passive shielding to provide:

1. a fator & 10

6

redution against the external 2615 keV

208

T l gamma

1

.

2. a strong shielding against ambient neutrons

3. a tight sealing to prevent the di�usion of radioative noble gases (in partiular

222

Rn)

from the ambient air, and a N

2

�ushing system to ontinually purge the inner volume

The shielding materials are also soures of bakground, therefore they need to be arefully

seleted upon sreening of their ontamination in natural radioative isotopes.

The shielded volume must be large enough to house an array of prototypes and possibly a

surrounding alorimetri and anti-oinidene system.

Implementation The �nal LLBF faility is shown in Fig. 9.1. It is a three-layer passive

shielding with 190 m � 190 m � 520 m external dimensions and a shielded volume of

70 m � 70 m � 400 m (� 2m

3

). The total mass is 80 t. The shielding onsists of (from

outside to inside):

1. 20 m polyethylene

2. 23 m arbon steel

3. 15 m eletrolyti opper

The polyethylene ats as a neutron absorber. Its struture is multilayer, so that, optionally,

additional boron sheets or admium foils an be �sandwihed� between polyethylene plates.

Steel is a �low-ost� e�ient  absorber. It is preferred to lead beause the latter might

bend under its own weight in suh a massive struture. The intrinsi ontamination of steel

varies strongly, depending on the row material and the past treatment of the melting furnae.

The steel used for the LLBF has been seleted from a high quality bath sreened with High-

Purity Germanium spetrosopy (HP-Ge) at the MPIK underground laboratory.

Eletrolyti opper is intrinsially muh purer than steel (however also more expensive),

and for this reason it is used as the last shielding layer around the detetor. At see-level

opper is ativated by the osmi radiation, whih gives rise to the prodution of the long-

lived radioative isotopes

54

Mn,

57

Co,

58

Co,

60

Co, with an equilibrium ativity at themBq=kg

level [Heu93℄. Therefore, the shielding opper has been transported and stored underground

immediately after prodution. Table 9.1 shows the results of a HP-Ge measurement of a

sample of the LLBF opper, arried out in Gran Sasso.

The alulated LLBF performane for the shielding of the 2:615MeV

208

T l line are re-

ported in Table 9.2.

1

This is the highest energy among the most intense naturally-ourring  soures.



Figure 9.1: Photo-realisti rendering of the omplete LLBF shielding, whih houses the LENS proto-

type array in its ore (to be desribed later).

Table 9.1: Trae radioative ontaminants in the eletrolyti opper used for the LLBF shielding,

from a HP-Ge measurement at LNGS (sample mass: 124:7 kg, live time: 70:45 d). In all ases the

ativity were below the detetion sensitivity and only upper limits ould be derived. For the ase of

60

Co, the measurement shows that no signi�ant osmogeni ativation as ourred. Analysis from

[Ned02℄.

238

U

232

Th

nat

K

60

Co

(g=g) (g=g) (g=g) (�Bq=kg)

< 2 � 10

�12

< 7 � 10

�12

< 4 � 10

�9

< 11



Table 9.2: Calulated LLBF performane for the shielding of the 2:615MeV

208

T l line. L

att

is the

attenuation length, de�ned as the distane at whih the radiation intensity drops of a fator 1=e.

L

shield

is the thikness of the onsidered layer and T the alulated transmission probability. Data

from [Sh01℄.

L

att

(m) L

shield

(m) T

Polyethylene 23:4 20 0:42

Steel 3:34 23 1:03 � 10

�3

Copper 2:96 15 6:36 � 10

�3

Total LLBF 2:76 � 10

�6

The shielding is hermetially sealed and a pipeline �ushes nitrogen inside the LLBF to

remove radon and other radioative gases. The nitrogen �ux is monitored at inlet and outlet.

The opening and losing of the shielding is failitated by a modular maro-briks struture

on both short sides. Disassembling or assembling the LLBF front side requires the work of

two persons for about two hours. To move detetors in and out of the LLBF, a �drawer� has

been designed, onsisting of a opper table sitting on the bottom surfae of the inner volume,

whih slides on a pneumati rail-system. The loading apaity of the drawer (and hene of

the LLBF) is 2 t.

The LLBF faility is housed in a barraks that also inludes: a ontrol room, with ele-

tronis, PCs and network onnetion; a �re extinguishing system; and a ventilation system

with temperature and humidity ontrol.

9.2.3 Experimental Program

The onstrution of the LLBF was �naned by the Max Plank Gesellshaft in 2000. The �nal

In-LENS prototype has been installed in Otober 2003 and the bakground measurements are

urrently ongoing. The hronology of the LLBF design, onstrution, haraterization and

experimental program are summarized in Table 9.3.

After the ompletion of the LLBF installation in 2001, the experimental program has

started with the preliminary haraterization of the shielding performane. This work is

reported in the next setion. Upon the results of the �rst phase of the R&D, in 2002 the

LENS ollaboration has deided to fous on indium for the �nal pilot phase. During this year,

the LLBF prototype program has been prepared at MPIK with the �nalization of:

� Design and onstrution of the quartz optial modules and of the support frame

� PMTs and eletronis prourement

� DAQ and data-reading/analysis software

The experimental program for the LENS pilot phase at LLBF has onsidered two phases:

1. Benh-marking with the measurement of the prototype array �lled with PXE

2. Measurement of the prototype array with four In-loaded ells



Table 9.3: Chronology of the LENS prototype program at LLBF.

Summer 2000 First onept

Autumn 2000 Design shielding and housing barraks. Material seletion

Nov-De 2000 Order of the parts

Mar 2001 Completion material prourement

Underground storage of Cu at Gran Sasso

Jul-Sept 2001 Assembly of the shield

Nov 2001 First start-up

De 2001 Test radon removal system

HP-Ge bakground measurement outside the shielding

Jan-Feb 2002 HP-Ge bakground measurement inside the shielding

2002 Deision to �nalize the prototype design for indium

Design and onstrution of the prototype ells and support frame

Order of PMTs and eletronis

Development of DAQ and data-reading/analysis software

Mar-Jun 2003 Installation of a PXE prototype array

Eletronis, abling and test runs

Jun-Aug 2003 First bakground run with the PXE prototype array

Aug 2003 Completion of the eletronis, start seond PXE run

Ot 2003 Installation of 4 In-ells and start data-taking

Preliminary results of the phase 1 are presented in Se. 9.4. First results of the ongoing

measurements of the �nal LENS prototype are given in Se. 9.5.

9.2.4 Preliminary Measurements of the LLBF Performane

Radon Removal System For the test of the radon removal system the outlet of the ni-

trogen purging line has been onneted to a Rn-monitor. The LLBF has been �ushed with a

nitrogen �ux of 0:3m

3

=h and the ativity in the radon monitor has deayed exponentially with

the expeted � 6h time onstant (one volume exhange) from a value of � 100Bq=m

3

(the

average ambient level in the experimental area) to the detetion sensitivity (a few Bq=m

3

) in

� 24h.

High-Purity Germanium Bakground Measurement Inside the Shielding Before

installing any prototype in the LLBF it was neessary to measure the residual external bak-

ground. For this purpose a HP-Ge detetor has been installed inside the LLBF and let ounting

for 525 hours. The Ge rystal was shielded from its own dewar by an additional temporary

wall was ereted using low-bakground lead and opper briks. The dewar was periodially

�lled from outside by mean of a liquid nitrogen line.

The results of this bakground measurement are shown in Fig. 9.2, whih also ompares

the bakground inside the LLBF with the one measured outside the shielding. The bakground

rates for the main -lines from primordial and osmogeni radioativity are listed in Table

9.4.



Figure 9.2: Results of the HP-Ge bakground measurements in the LLBF. The graphis shows the

superposition of the spetra measured outside (top) and inside the shielding (bottom, 525h ounting

time).

Table 9.4: Bakground rates for the main -lines from primordial and osmogeni radioativity. The

detetor bakground (fourth olumn) is the measurement of the ��-Heidelberg-Mosow experiment

with this Ge detetor alone, inside a low-bakground shielding[HM02℄. The Ge rystal has a mass of

0:9 kg.

Soure Energy LLBF Ge bakground

(keV ) (/d) (/d)

214

Pb 352 1:1� 0:2 0:55 � 0:09

e

�

� e

+

511 0:28 � 0:11 0:74 � 0:10

214

Bi 609 0:21 � 0:11 0:35 � 0:07

137

Cs 662 0:32 � 0:12 0:50 � 0:09

228

A 911 0:18 � 0:09 0:27 � 0:06

60

Co 1173 < 0:15 1:32 � 0:11

60

Co 1333 < 0:10 1:36 � 0:12

40

K 1461 0:64 � 0:17 0:14 � 0:05

208

T l 2616 0:32 � 0:12 0:19 � 0:05

integral 100-400 69� 2 49

integral 400-2700 26� 1 46



Table 9.5: Radioative ontaminations in the PMTs used for the LENS prototype. All the ativities

are given in mBq=PMT . Data and analysis from [Lau03℄.

226

Ra

234

Pa�m

235

U

232

Th

40

K

137

Cs

60

Co

176� 5 156 � 74 10� 2 35� 2 136 � 14 < 1 1:8� 0:5

No prominent lines are found, neither from primordial, nor from osmogeni radioative

nulides. The bakground level measured in the LLBF is at all energies of the same order of

magnitude of the previous estimation of the HP-Ge detetor bakground [HM02℄.

The onlusion of this measurement is that the LLBF o�ers an ultra-low-bakground envi-

ronment of omparable level with that of the best ��-deay experiments. These are the ideal

onditions to study the intrinsi bakgrounds of the LENS experiment.

9.3 LENS Prototype Detetor at LLBF

9.3.1 Design

Struture The LENS prototype detetor is a 3 � 3 matrix of quartz optial modules, eah

idential to the one haraterized in our dark room (see previous hapter and Figs. 8.4 on

page 167 and 8.5 on page 168). In addition, two 5 m � 5 m � 50 m aryli bars are op-

tially oupled to the ends of eah ell, to provide shielding against the PMT radioativity.

Eah ell is wrapped with VM2000 foils, to enhane light piping and redue light-ross talk

between neighbouring ells. Exept for the aryli bu�ers, the ells are used as in the opti-

al measurements reported in Se. 8.4.2. The ell optial performanes are expeted to be

aordingly similar to those measured at MPIK.

The array of ells is mehanially supported by a frame made of opper and aryli.

All parts have been arefully seleted after bakground sreening in the MPIK underground

laboratory.

Fig. 9.1 is a photo-realisti rendering of the LLBF shielding with the prototype detetor

in its ore. The �gure skethes also the optional outer-array. This is a system of 8 20 m �

20 m � 300 m sintillation ells that might be implemented in a later phase of the LLBF

experimental program.

PMTs The PMTs are an ultra-low bakground version of the same type used for the optial

measurements reported in the previous hapter (spei�ations in Table 8.3 on page 169). The

results of a HP-Ge bakground measurement at LNGS are reported in Table 9.5. The voltage

dividers are also low-bakground and have been designed in ollaboration with ETL.

Calibration Soures Several enapsulated alibration -soures are mounted on the end

of wires, whih are introdued in the LLBF through four Te�on hoses. The hoses run along

the support frame, one at eah orner of the entral ell of the matrix. During the bakground

measurements the alibration hoses are losed with silion stoppers to prevent the di�usion

of radon inside the shielding. The most utilized soures are:

137

Cs, for the alibration of the

low energies, and

228

Th for the high energies (through the daughter nulide

208

T l).
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Figure 9.3: Simpli�ed sheme of the �nal LLBF eletronis and DAQ. One hannel of the total 18 is

shown.

9.3.2 Eletronis & DAQ

The set-up developed for the dark room and doumented in the previous hapter (see Fig. 8.5

on page 168) has been taken as a test for the projet of the eletronis and DAQ of the LLBF.

Important di�erenes between the dark-room set-up and the LLBF read-out system are:

� Implementation of 18 analogi hannels (2 PMTs � 9 ells)

� Dynami overage of a broader energy range (0; � 4MeV )

Fig. 9.3 shows how the LLBF eletronis has been implemented. In order to minimize the

number of ables to feed through the shielding, high voltage (HV) and PMT signal are driven

by the same able (a standard oaxial RG-58) and the deoupling is realized by a passive

apaitive iruit. The PMT analogi signal is then split by an asymmetri passive splitter (a

simple resistive iruit with 50
 impedane math), whih gives two outputs with amplitudes

of � 0:6 and � 0:4 relative to the input signal. The �0:6 analogi line is diretly delayed and

digitized by a harge-sensitive ADC, while the �0:4 signal is sent to a �10 NIM ampli�er.

The latter has two outputs: one is used to form the trigger, the other is delayed and digitized

by a seond ADC.

Compared to the system of Fig. 8.5, here the trigger ondition is based on the majority

logi. The majority level is set to 2, whih means that a trigger is produed whenever two of

the 18 PMTs get over the CF threshold.

The two analogi hannels ome to the ADCs in the �nal amplitude ratio of � 0:6=4 � 1=7.

The PMT HV is set suh to have the dynami range of the �high-gain� ADC overing the energy

interval [0; � 600 keV ℄. Consequently, the ADC digitizing the �low-gain� hannel overs the

range [0; � 4MeV ℄

2

.

The design of the passive splitter and the hoie of the PMT HV settings have been

optimized to avoid saturation e�ets at very high energies in the low-gain hannel. These

2

The dynami range of the ADCs is �xed by the manufaturer to an integral harge of 400 pC.



an be introdued either by the PMTs, if they are operated at a too high HV, and by the

eletronis. For example, our �10 ampli�er are non-linear for input signals having > 300mV

peak-amplitude.

The HV-signal deoupler, the asymmetri splitters and the linear delays have been on-

struted by the eletroni department of MPIK. The nulear eletronis is NIM-standard and,

for the digital part, VME-standard.

Variant trigger logis are sometimes used:

1. Trigger built by the low-gain line, realized by simply swapping the abling shown in Fig.

9.3. This solution allows to set a higher hardware energy threshold and is used to have

the system triggering above the

115

In � -spetrum.

2. Majority level set to 4. This ondition is the hardware requirement that two ells are

in oinidene and is used to investigate the In-Bremsstrahlung events from a more

ompat set of data (single �-deays are hardware-ut).

DAQ The DAQ software to drive the digital eletronis has been developed at MPIK and is

doumented in [Las02℄. For eah event the following digital measurements are written on �le:

1. ADC integral harge of the low-gain signal

2. ADC integral harge of the high gain signal

3. TDC elapsed time between a ommon start and the delayed output of the CF-disriminators

The above struture is repeated for eah of the 18 hannels of the LLBF eletronis.

The two ADC hannels provide an event energy reonstrution, with the high-gain hannel

giving improved resolution for E < 600 keV . The TDC information is used for the event spatial

reonstrution, as desribed in the previous hapter.

Data-Reading and Data-Analysis Software A multi-purpose data-reading and data-

analysis software has been developed during this work (brief desription in Se. 8.3). This

software has been used to open the VME raw binary �les and onvert their ontent into an

objet-oriented format suitable for analysis within the ROOT environment. ROOT [BR96℄ is

a data-analysis toolkit of the CERN libraries and is intended as an extension of the predeessor

PAW. ROOT implements a wide spetrum of graphis appliations and data-analysis utilities

in the modern objet-oriented programming philosophy. Most of the graphis shown in this

thesis and the relevant data-analysis have been arried out using ROOT.

9.4 Preliminary Results of the PXE Run

9.4.1 Measurements

All 9 ells of the LENS prototype array have been �lled with a PXE sintillator from the same

bath measured in our dark room. Composition, preparation and optial properties are the

same reported in the previous hapter.

After a �rst phase of test and debugging of the eletronis, two long bakground runs have

been arried out with this system:



1. In the run-1 the prototype was read by a simpli�ed version of the eletronis. Only

one analogi hannel per PMT was implemented and no TDC. The signals from the

deoupling station were sent to a fan-out and two outputs used for the trigger and for

the ADC harge measurement.

2. Before run-2 the system has been upgraded to the �nal logi of Fig. 9.3, with the

introdution of a seond ADC and the implementation of the time-of-�ight measurement

using the TDC.

During the tests prior to the start of the run-1 it was realized that the measured bakground

rate was su�iently low to enable a measurement of the

14

C ontent of the PXE sintillator.

Therefore the gain of the PMTs was tuned to obtain the dynami range spei�ed in the

previous setion: [0; � 600 keV ℄. In this range the

14

C �-spetrum an be resolved with

good preision and the energy sale an be approximatively determined by use of the

137

Cs

Compton-edge.

For the PXE run-2, the primary goal was to investigate with spetral information the high

energy natural radioativity and the muon events, still keeping good sensitivity at low energies

with the implementation of the double ADC reading desribed in the previous setion.

Some preliminary results of the analysis of the PXE run-1 will be presented. The analysis

of the run-2 is in progress.

9.4.2 Calibration and Monitoring

Energy Calibration Fig. 9.4 shows the energy spetra of two

137

Cs alibrations, one

performed short after the start of the run, and the other 20 days later, at the end of the

measurement.

The stability of the system was very good. As an example, the �t of the Compton-edge

of the entral ell gives (6121 � 36) hs for the former alibration and (6128 � 54) hs for the

latter.

The energy is preliminarily estimated with the only two available alibration points:

1. the ADC pedestal harge aquired when the signal baseline is digitized

2. the

137

Cs Compton-edge

The pedestal hannel is assumed as E = 0 and the Compton-edge peak hannel as E �

450 keV . The latter assumption follows from the experimental determination of the harge

ratio of the Compton-edge (CE) to the Compton bak-sattering peak (CBS, E = 477 keV )

in the optial measurements of the PXE ell wrapped with VM2000:

Q

CE

=Q

CBS

= 0:94 � 0:01 (9.1)

The ADC-to-energy sale is then interpolated by a linear funtion.

Event Display A program has been written to display eah event. This allows to reonstrut

the topology and energy distribution of the events and to monitor anomalies, noise, et. Fig.

9.5 shows some examples of

137

Cs events. Fig. 9.6 displays an event aquired during the

bakground run and interpreted as due to a high-energy osmi muon rossing the detetor.
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Figure 9.4: Top:

137

Cs alibration performed on June 12 2003, 3 days after the start of the �rst PXE

run. The red markers indiate the positions probed with the soure.

Bottom: alibration performed on July 2 2003, when the run was stopped. In this alibration less

statistis was aquired and the soure was only loated at the bottom left orner of the entral ell,

thus irradiating with higher e�ieny the four ells around this point.

Eah pad displays the sum ADC spetra, for the pair of PMTs belonging to the same ell

(ADC

PMT1

+ ADC

PMT2

), with the �rst 1000 hannels omitted. The 3 � 3 graphial matrix re-

produes the arrangement of the prototype array, as seen from the ounting room. The ells have been

onventionally labeled with progressive numbers from 1 to 9, proeeding from left to right and bottom

to top.

One of the PMTs of the ell �8� had gain problems and this explains the lower sum-ADC values. In

both alibrations the soure was equidistant from the PMTs.
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Figure 9.5: Examples of events from the

137

Cs alibration.

Top: single Compton sattering with deposition of an energy around the Compton-edge.

Bottom: multi-hit Compton with total deposited energy orresponding to � 450 keV .

In all the pads the green (�bak� label) and red (�front� label) bars represent the ADC harge of the

single PMTs. The blue bar (�total� label) is the sum harge. The vertial sale is expressed in ADC

hannels and the pedestal o�set (� 180 hs=PMT ) is subtrated.
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Figure 9.6: Example of muon rossing the detetor. The light olors indiate an over�ow (E >

600 keV , orresponding to � 3800 h=PMT ). The vertial muon trak is learly visible. Muons

deposit a huge energy in the sintillator and give rise to over�ows. The harge measured in the

neighbouring ells is probably due to eletroni or light ross talk.
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Figure 9.7: Count rate for single-ell events above a � 35 keV software threshold. Data are grouped

in � 12 hours bins and the bakground rate is given in mHz=ell. The measurement live time seleted

for the analysis is 535:3h. The event seletion for the ell 8 is not reliable, due to gain problems of

one PMT.

Event Rate Fig. 9.7 shows the integral bakground rates in all the 9 ells as a funtion of

the time, for the following o�-line software event seletion:

1. both PMTs of a ell above the baseline noise level

2. sum harge delivered by the two PMTs over a software energy threshold of � 35 keV

3. none of the other 8 ells satisfying the onditions 1 and 2 (single-ell events)

The bakground rate during the � 23 days ounting time was stable. Sporadi bursts of noise

events have been observed, mostly oming from the ell �9�. In the analysis, the few hours

in whih the hardware trigger rate was dominated by noise have been onsidered dead time.

With this seletion, the measurement live time is 535.3 hours.

The average ounting rate of single-ell events above the onsidered � 35 keV threshold

is 5 � 7mHz=ell. Eah ell ontains a PXE mass of ' 1850 g, hene the measured integral

bakground rate translates to:

B(E > 35 keV ) � 3 � 10

�3

s

�1

kg

�1

(9.2)

It will be shown in the next setion that this rate is dominated by the intrinsi

14

C ontami-

nation of the PXE.



9.4.3 Preliminary

14

C Analysis

The energy spetra of the single-ell events aquired in the PXE-run1 are plotted in Fig. 9.8.

In all the ells the spetra show a very prominent ontribution from a low energy soure

with ut-o� at � 150 keV . End-point and spetral shape are onsistent with the expeted

14

C

ontamination in the sintillator (see [Bor98, Res00℄).

A preliminary analysis based on the observed rates will be presented. For simpliity, only

the entral ell is onsidered, beause it has the best signal-to-bakground ratio, due the more

e�etive anti-oinidene shielding from the other ells. For this ell, Fig. 9.8 shows that the

software threshold an be pushed down to � 20 keV without observing spetral distortions

due to eletroni noise and hardware threshold.

The

14

C ativity in eah ell is given by:

A =

16mN

A

�M

R = (0:325 � 0:005) � 10

18

R (mBq=ell) (9.3)

where m = (1850�30) g is the PXE mass in the ell, N

A

the Avogadro number, � the lifetime

of

14

C, M the molar weight of PXE (210 g=mol) and R the

14

C=

12

C isotopi ratio (

14

C atoms

per

12

C atom). The fator 16 is the number of arbon atoms per PXE moleule (C

16

H

18

).

In the energy interval [20 keV; 200 keV ℄ the measured bakground rate is:

B = (4:92 � 0:07)mHz (9.4)

where the unertainty is statistial only.

The underlaying non-

14

C bakground rate in the same energy window is extrapolated from

the bakground at E > 200 keV , assuming for simpliity that it is a linear funtion of the

energy:

b � 0:80 � 0:08(stat)mHz (9.5)

Therefore the estimation of the

14

C ativity in the ell is:

A = B � b � 4:1 � 0:1(stat)mHz (9.6)

where the e�ieny for the

14

C detetion above the threshold has been negleted (i.e. it is

set to 1).

Introduing eq. 9.6 in eq. 9.3 and solving for R it is found:

R � [12:6 � 0:4(stat)℄ � 10

�18

(9.7)

The value measured by Borexino in CTF for this sample is R = [11:74 � 0:28(syst:) �

0:03(stat:)℄ � 10

�18

[Res00℄. Considering the approximation of our alulation, the agree-

ment is remarkably good.

The bakground rates and energy spetra of the other ells are very similar to the one of

the entral ell and this is onsistent with a onstant

14

C ontamination. Work is in progress

to implement the more preise

14

C analysis used in Borexino, whih is based on the �t of the

spetrum with a theoretial funtion.

One of the primary goals of the 4 t CTF prototype detetor was the measurement of the

14

C level in organi liquid sintillators to use in Borexino [Bor98℄. It has been shown that the

14

C=

12

C ratio of a PXE sample an be determined in the LLBF with a reasonable preision,

in a 1:85 kg sample and a measurement live time of a few weeks. From eq. 9.7 and Fig. 9.8

it an be estimated that the limit sensitivity of this detetor is of a few 10

�18

.
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Figure 9.8: Sum ADC spetra of the 535.3 hours PXE run-1 for single-ell events (one ell only above

threshold). The matrix shows the results of eah ell of the prototype array. In all the graphis the

absissa is the sum of the ADC hannels onverted to the equivalent energy. The ordinate is the total

number of events per keV and the units are in logarithmi sale. A software ut of 20 keV is imposed.

All the ell learly show the

14

C �-spetrum (end-point at 156 keV ). The ell 8 (top-enter) had gain

problems, the 9 (top-right) a high rate of spurious noise ounts.



Table 9.6: In-loaded sintillator samples in the LLBF prototype. �Cell� is the detetor label number,

following the onventions of the PXE runs. LY is the light yield measured in a small vial, relative to

BC505 for the In-aa samples, to a PC/BPO mixture for the In-CHO samples [Cat03℄. The latter

standard is measured to be � 105% of BC505 [Bu04℄. More details about the hemistry of the

sintillators are found in Se. 2.4.3 and refs. [BHS03, Bu04, INR03℄.

Cell In-Complex In onentration Mass LY

(g/l) (kg) (%)

2 In(aa)

3

47 1.80 42� 2

4 In(aa)

3

1 � 1:8 � 80

6 InA

0:6

OH

2:4

54 1.67 78� 5

8 InA

0:6

OH

2:4

51 1.63 73� 5

9.5 First Results of the Final LENS Prototype

In Otober 2003 the prototype has been dismounted, four PXE ells removed, emptied and

�lled with In-loaded sintillators produed in Heidelberg (In-aa) and Gran Sasso (In-CHO).

The detetor has been then remounted and data taking is still ongoing.

In this setion some �rst results from the indium measurements will be given. All the

analysis presented are still at a very preliminary stage.

9.5.1 Samples

Some properties of the sintillator samples being measured in the LLBF are reported in Table

9.6. The In-aa sample in the ell �2� ontains 50 g=l BPO and 100mg=l bis-MSB. It is

therefore very similar to the last sample optially haraterized in the previous hapter. The

seond In-aa sample is a low indium loading version ontaining a mixture of PXE and anisole,

4 g=l BPO, 2 g=l p-TP and 25mg=l bis-MSB. The purpose is to make a omparative estimation

of the bakground ontributions from �uor and In material and to test the performane of

a �-diketonate sintillator for low metal onentrations

3

. The other two samples have been

synthesized at Gran Sasso [INR03℄. Their better LY ompared to the high-loading MPIK

sintillator is due to the ombination of two fators:

1. The In-CHO formulation uses PC as base solvent. Unloaded PC sintillators are � 15%

better than anisole-based sintillators

2. 50 g=l BPO in the In-aa sample is the best ompromise between LY and transpareny

(Se. 8.2.1). However, at this �uor onentration the In(aa)

3

quenhing is still very

strong (Fig. 8.1 on page 161).

3

Metal onentrations in this range are of interest also for other appliations. For example, 1 g=l is the

Gd onentration required to improve the neutron detetion e�ieny in reator anti-neutrino detetors (See

[Bu04℄).
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Figure 9.9:

137

Cs alibration performed with the same HV settings used for the previous PXE run.

In the latter the gain of the PMTs had been tuned to have the Compton edge at hannel 6000 (sum of

the ADC hannels for the two PMTs). The plot shows that, after disassembling and reassembling the

prototype array to install the indium ells, the light output of the PXE ells has remained the same,

within � 3% (one of the PMTs of the ell 9 was replaed, therefore the orret setting was not known

and this explains the lower gain).

9.5.2 Optial Performanes

Relative PY Fig. 9.9 shows the results of the �rst

137

Cs energy alibration arried out

after losing the LLBF. The soure was loated at the enter of the ells. The HV settings

for the PMTs were the same employed in the previous PXE run. In the PXE ells the ADC

amplitudes measured after dismounting and remounting the array are the same as before

within � 3%. Therefore, it is possible to ompare the PY of the In-loaded ells with the PXE

output, by alulating the ratio of the Compton-edge with respet to the average position in

the PXE ells. The results of this estimation are given in Table 9.7.

The 47 g=l In-aa ell is found to give � 29% of the PXE light output at the ell enter.

This is onsistent with the results of the optial measurements reported in the previous hapter.

The In-CHO samples have a more than a fator two higher PY. Assuming that the light

guides do not determine signi�ant light losses, this would imply that the absolute PY of these

ells is � 500 pe=MeV .



Table 9.7: Estimation of the PY of the In-loaded ells, relative to PXE.

Cell 2 4 6 8

PY (% PXE) 29� 1 68� 3 68� 3 69 � 3

Table 9.8: Attenuation lengths measured in the LLBF. Analysis from [Va03℄.

Cell 2 4 6 8 5 (PXE)

� (m) 95� 10 260 � 40 165 � 15 110 � 15 255 � 35

Light Attenuation The light attenuation urves have been estimated by moving the ali-

bration soure in 10 m steps and �tting the measured Compton-edge. The results are given

in Table 9.8.

The value found for the 47 g=l In-aa ell is lower than the result of the optial measure-

ments in Heidelberg. This might be due to the systemati drift of the Compton-edge to lower

energies, as the energy resolution worsens. This e�et has been disussed and experimentally

quanti�ed in Se. 8.4.2.

A more preise optial measurement of an In-CHO sample, performed by sanning the ell

with several  soures outside the LLBF, has given � � 140 m [Cat03℄.

9.5.3 Stability

The prototype array is periodially alibrated to monitor the stability of the In-loaded ells.

The amplitude of the

137

Cs Compton-edge is onsidered, as well as the light attenuation urve.

So far, all the In ells are stable within the errors [Va03℄.

9.5.4 In-115 Beta-Spetrum

In Fig. 9.10 the �high-gain� spetra for a 1-day live-time measurement are shown. In all the

In-ells the

115

In �-spetrum is learly observed. The experimental shape of the spetrum near

the end-point is an important input for the alulation of the In-Bremsstrahlung bakground.

9.5.5 Bakground Spetra

The �low-gain� energy spetra aquired in a 105h run are shown in Fig. 9.11. No event

seletion is applied. It is reminded that the low-gain hannel provides spetral information in

the energy interval [0; � 4MeV ℄.

The bakground rate of the high-loading MPIK ells above the

115

In � end-point is lower

than the one of the In-CHO ells and only slightly worse than that measured in PXE, whih

seems to be dominated by

40

K (E = 1:46MeV ). The 1 g=l In-aa sintillator is not signi�-

antly di�erent than the PXE ells.

A good radiopurity is expeted for the �-diketonate sintillators, at least for what onerns

the In material, beause in the sublimation proess any non-volatile impurity is e�iently

separated. The higher bakground rates of the In-CHO sintillators was also expeted, beause

the hemial steps of the synthesis are not yet optimized for radiopurity.
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Figure 9.10: Energy spetra with low threshold and a ounting time of ' 1 day. The energy sale is

preliminarily estimated from the

137

Cs alibration and the measurement of the ADC pedestal harge.
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Figure 9.11: Energy spetra with � 200 keV hardware threshold and a ounting time of ' 105h.

The energy sale is approximative. No event seletion is applied.



The internal radiopurity of the sintillator is a question of relevane, beause high energy

-rays in random oinidene with an In �-deay an produe fake tags (Se. 2.4.3).

9.6 Summary and Outlook

The experimental study of the intrinsi detetor bakgrounds is one of the fundamental tasks

of the LENS pilot phase. This program an be only pursued in an ultra-low bakground en-

vironment with harateristis as lose as possible to those of the full-sale experiment. The

LLBF (LENS Low Bakground Faility) has been installed at the Gran Sasso underground

laboratory with the aim to operate a prototype array and investigate the LENS ritial bak-

grounds.

The LLBF has been designed following strit low-bakground riteria and seleting all the

materials after areful sreening of their radioativity. The �nal test of the LLBF performane

with a HP-Ge measurement has shown that the LLBF has fully met its design goals.

A prototype detetor has been built and installed in the LLBF. The eletronis, the DAQ

and the tools for data-reading and data-analysis have been developed and tested.

During the �rst experimental phase, the 9 prototype ells have been �lled with a benhmark

PXE sintillator. The PXE bakground runs have demonstrated the proper funtioning of the

system and the ahievement of notable low-bakground levels. It has been found that the

detetor integral bakground rate is dominated by the intrinsi

14

C ontamination of the

PXE. A preliminary analysis of the �rst PXE run has been presented, whih has shown

that the

14

C ontent of a � 1:85 kg PXE sample is measured in the LLBF with a preision

omparable to the one of the 4 t CTF detetor. The limit sensitivity of the LLBF detetor is

14

C=

12

C � 10

�18

.

LENS is now ompleting its pilot-phase program at the LLBF, with the ongoing measure-

ment of a prototype ontaining four ells �lled with In-loaded sintillators, three with � 50 g=l

indium (one �-diketonate and two hydroxy-arboxylates), one with 1 g=l (�-diketonate). Sine

the start of data-taking (a few months), all the In-loaded sintillator samples measured in the

LLBF are stable.

The MPIK �-diketone sintillator with � 50 g=l indium loading gives a light output of

� 30% relative to PXE (at the ell enter) and an attenuation length of � 1m. This is

onsistent with the more preise optial measurements of a similar sample arried out at

MPIK (Chapter 8). The sample with 1 g=l indium has a light output of � 70% of PXE and

an attenuation length similar to PXE. There are preliminary indiations that the radiopurity

of the �-diketone sintillator formulation is good.

The indium hydroxy-arboxylates sintillators developed at Gran Sasso give a photoele-

tron yield of � 70% relative to PXE and an attenuation length of � 1:5m. The light output

of these samples is the best ever measured in an In-loaded sintillator at suh high metal

loadings. However, the hydroxy-arboxylate systems are expeted to be hemially weaker

than the �-diketones and the stability must be on�rmed on a longer time sale. Moreover,

the radioative ontamination of these samples must me evaluated and possibly improved.

The stability of the indium-loaded sintillators will be monitored for a time sale of the

order of one year. The ompletion of the bakground measurements and the release of an

o�ial analysis are sheduled for the end of 2004.



Chapter 10

Conlusions of the LENS Pilot Phase

10.1 Summary

In Chapter 1 the �eld of solar neutrino physis has been reviewed. Partiular emphasis has

been given to the desription of how our understanding of the sun and of the fundamental

neutrino properties has hanged from the �rst pioneering measurements to the most reent de-

velopments. The solar neutrino detetors have given the �rst strong indiation that neutrinos

are not massless, as the Standard Model postulates, and have opened a new era. Meanwhile

this indiation has beome an evidene.

Low energy (< 1MeV ) solar neutrinos oupy a speial position in this ontext, beause

they onnet the fundamentals of partile physis and astrophysis. So far, only the radiohem-

ial gallium experiments GALLEX-GNO and SAGE have observed the pp neutrinos, whih

are produed in the nulear reations founding the energy generation in the sun. However,

these experiments provide only an integral rate and annot disentangle the single neutrino

�uxes.

LENS is a projet aiming at the real-time spetrosopy of low energy solar neutrinos. The

LENS detetion priniple is based on the neutrino-indued inverse-EC reation on suitable

target nulei. It is required that the neutrino-apture leads to a transition to an isomeri

state. The oinidene of the prompt eletron from the neutrino-apture and the delayed de-

exitation of the produt nulide gives a powerful tool for the suppression of the bakground.

The LENS projet has foused on two target andidates:

176

Y b and

115

In. The experi-

mental onept and the target-spei� hallenges are desribed in Chapter 2.

For both isotopes, the rejetion of the bakground requires the detetor to be highly

segmented. Therefore the understanding of the overall detetor performane largely depends

on the haraterization of a single unit. The aim of the �rst phase of this work was to develop

a model to predit and understand the performanes of a LENS ell. This model has been

used to address spei� questions of the two proposed targets and the results of these studies

have ontributed to determine the strategy to follow in the pilot phase.

A ruial tehnial hallenge of the ytterbium onept is the short delay (� = 50ns) and the

low energy (E



= 72 keV ) of the neutrino-tag. The major onern is that, due to statistial

�utuations, single bakground events an originate signals whih are falsely identi�ed as

neutrino aptures. The probability for suh a �utuation depends on the mean pulse-shape

of a single event, in partiular on the fration of the signal harge that is deteted in the tag

time-window. Various e�ets ontribute to determine the �late� harge of a signal. First of

219



all, organi sintillators are known to emit light with a time distribution that ontains slow

omponents. The question is whether in a metal-loaded sintillator, due to the presene of

the additional hemial speies, those slow omponents are enhaned.

This problem has been addressed in Chapter 3. The �uoresene deay-time of several

samples has been measured, inluding standard fast unloaded sintillators of ommon use in

nulear physis, and as well an Yb-loaded and an In-loaded sintillator sample. No signi�-

ant di�erenes were found between benhmark and metal-loaded sintillators. However, the

fration of light typially emitted with � 20ns or longer time onstants was 5 � 10%, hene

ertainly non-negligible.

After emission, photons propagate in the ell and another ontribution to the signal late-

harge is due to the photons that travel a longer path than the average. Light trapping due

to re�etions at the ell ends is partiularly dangerous. In Chapter 5 the optial properties in

the visible range of the most used photoathodes have been experimentally investigated in two

sample PMTs. The photoathode re�etane was measured and the polarization hange of the

re�eted beam analyzed. These experimental inputs have been ombined with a theoretial

model of the optis of the photoathode, to determine its omplex refrative index and its

thikness. The result of this work is a model able to predit the fration of the light impinging

on a PMT that is re�eted, absorbed or transmitted, as a funtion of wavelength and angle.

The sintillator deay-time and the PMT re�etions have been implemented in the optial

model of a LENS ell and the mean pulse-shape of a single event was predited via MC sim-

ulations (Chapter 7). This information was ombined with the MC predition of the detetor

photoeletron yield to estimate the �self-orrelation� probability, namely the probability that

a single event mimis a neutrino apture. The latter translates to a self-orrelated bakground

rate by onsidering the rate of single events expeted in a ytterbium detetor.

The onlusion of this analysis was that a minimum delay ut of � 40ns and � 60ns has

to be imposed to assure an adequate signal-to-bakground ratio, for pp and

7

Be neutrinos,

respetively. The resulting e�ieny for the detetion of solar neutrinos was alulated to

be � 0:22 and � 0:16. These results have ontributed to disfavor the ytterbium option and

onsequently to shift the fous of the LENS R&D to indium.

Due to the �-instability of the

115

In target, the In detetor needs a very high segmentation

and a good energy resolution to disriminate the solar signal from the bakground. The

demand of �granularity� implies a ell transversal dimension of � 5 m. The goal length is

� 300 m. With this geometry, the light produed by an event inside the ell needs on average

& 30 re�etions to be piped to the PMTs. A major question is whether light piping in LENS

ells an be realized with su�ient e�ieny to meet the detetor demand of energy resolution.

This problem has been studied in Chapter 4. The two mehanisms for light piping, total

internal re�etion (TIR) and speular re�etion (SR), have been experimentally investigated.

A system has been set up to measure the re�etion oe�ients of TIR on �nished quartz

surfaes and SR by multi-layer birefringent dieletri foils (VM2000 from 3M). The result was

R = 99:4% for TIR and R = 98:5% for SR by VM2000. Both were measured at � = 430nm,

the typial wavelength of the emission peak in the LENS sintillators.

The impliations of these results for the LENS onept have been analyzed by MC simu-

lations in Chapter 7. It was demonstrated that, given the measured re�etion oe�ients, the

light attenuation in a 5 m � 5 m � 400 m ell would not be dominated by light piping and

that the goal of an attenuation length of � 3m would mostly depend on the transpareny of

the sintillator. This result was deisive to advane the In-LENS projet from the R&D to

the prototype phase.



With LENS fully entering the pilot phase, it was neessary to omplete the work on the

detetor modeling with the implementation of a more preise physis of light interation in

the sintillator. This required the interation proesses of light with eah of the sintillator

omponents to be measured and implemented in the photon-traing simulation of the detetor.

This topi is disussed in Chapter 6, whih also desribes how all the experimental inputs

measured during this work have been implemented in the full optial model of a LENS ell. In

Chapter 8 it is desribed how this model was used to prepare the �nal prototype measurements,

by seleting the optimal formulation for the In-�-diketonate sintillator developed at MPIK.

After this phase of detetor design, the projet has entered the last experimental phase,

with the measurement of prototype detetors. The ruial issues to address in the LENS

pilot phase are of two di�erent kinds: related to the detetor optial performanes and to the

intrinsi bakgrounds.

The former topi has been overed in Chapter 8. A prototype quartz ell of dimensions

5 m � 5 m � 100 m has been set up in our dark room and �rst �lled with a standard

PXE-based sintillator. The exellent transpareny and high light yield of this sample have

provided an ideal benhmark of the limit performanes of the detetor. The ell has been

measured with TIR light piping and then wrapped with a VM2000 pro�le to guide the light

esaping TIR via SR. In eah ase, the light attenuation length, the energy resolution, the

spatial resolution and the absolute photoeletron yield have been measured. The ell with

VM2000 wrapping has provided more than twie as muh light as the TIR ell, and also

a better attenuation length. The benhmark performanes for this ase were: � = 4:2m,

�

E

(477 keV ) = 5:2%, �

x

= 3:2 m, PY = 750 pe=MeV .

Three In-loaded samples synthesized at MPIK have been measured in the same prototype

ell. One had 20 g=l indium loading, the others 44 g=l, di�ering from eah other for the

wavelength-shifter onentration. For the high-loading samples, the measured parameters

were: � = 1:3m, �

E

(477 keV ) = 11:6%, �

x

= 7:0 m, PY = 200 pe=MeV . The attenuation

length and the PY relative to the PXE ell are orretly predited by the MC simulations.

However, these predit a fator > 2 higher absolute PY. The reason of this disagreement is

under investigation. An explanation is that the e�etive sensitive area of our PMTs is lower

than what is assumed. The ross-hek with other experimental data supports this hypothesis.

In order to study the fundamental issues related to the bakgrounds, the LENS Low

Bakground Faility (LLBF) has been installed at Gran Sasso. It onsists of a 80 t passive

shielding and provides a shielded volume of � 2m

3

. The design and the performane of the

LLBF are desribed in Chapter 9.

Reently a prototype detetor made of a 3 � 3 matrix of quartz ells, all idential to the

one measured in Heidelberg, has been installed and operated. The benhmark performanes

of the system have been tested with the 9 ells �lled with PXE. It has been shown that the

bakground of this prototype is dominated by the

14

C ontamination of the sintillator and

a preliminary analysis has determined a

14

C=

12

C ratio whih is in very good agreement with

the measurement of the same sintillator in the 4 t CTF detetor of Borexino.

The LLBF program has entered the last phase, with the installation of four In-loaded ells

in the prototype array. Some preliminary results have been presented, whih show that the

system is fully operative and works as expeted. In partiular, the optial performanes of the

In-prototype ells are stable in time and onsistent with the results of the dark-room optial

haraterization. The LLBF measurements are ongoing and the data analysis is in progress.



10.2 LENS Feasibility: at Whih Cost?

When the LENS ollaboration formed the primary goal of the projet was to develop an

experiment with the potential to give the ultimate proof that solar neutrino �avor-osillate

and to pin-down the osillation solution realized by nature among the several senarios still

allowed at that time (Se. 2.1.1).

After the reent developments in the �eld (Se. 1.4.6), the target of a real-time spetro-

sopi sub-MeV solar neutrino detetor must shift from disovery to on�rmation, preise

parameters determination and preision astrophysial test. To ompete with the onstraints

provided by past, present and upoming experiments and give a signi�ant sienti� output,

a new pp and

7

Be detetor has to measure the neutrino interation rate with a very high

preision, at least 3% (Se. 1.5.1).

In the next setions we will try to draw some onlusions from the results of the LENS

R&D and prototype phase. We will distinguish the �tehnial feasibility� from the �pratial

feasibility�. The former onerns the question whether the tehnology has been developed

to build a reliable detetor, with the apability to measure the solar neutrino signal with

an aeptable signal-to-bakground ratio. The �pratial feasibility� addresses the question

whether a �tehnially feasible� experiment an ahieve the aforementioned preision at a

reasonable ost.

10.2.1 LENS-Ytterbium

The LENS R&D has not proven the �tehnial� feasibility of an ytterbium experiment. A

stable Yb-loaded sintillator has been synthesized, however major issues onerning the

235

U

and

169

Y b bakgrounds have remained unsolved (Se. 2.3.3).

Even if the experiment was tehnially feasible, this work has demonstrated that the ut of

the self-orrelated bakground would imply a large loss of e�ieny for solar neutrinos. It was

shown that, after imposing the minimum delay ut neessary to rejet the self-orrelations, the

detetor e�ieny would be � 0:16 for

7

Be and � 0:22 for pp neutrinos. These estimations are

only upper limits of the real ahievable e�ieny, beause they onsider only the probabilities

that the neutrino-signature is realized after the minimum delay ut and that the oinidene is

tagged by a suitable algorithm (Se. 7.1). We assume that in a real detetor the total e�ieny

would be � 0:15 for both

7

Be and pp neutrinos and with this input we try to estimate whih

mass is neessary for an Yb-LENS experiment.

Let us assume that a alibration of all the Yb-LENS systematis to the level of 2% is

possible (only as an exerise). Then the statistial error of the �ux measurement must be

� 2% to ensure that the total error is � 3%, the threshold that makes a real time low energy

solar neutrino experiment sienti�ally interesting (Se. 1.5.1).

Assuming no other statistial unertainties, 2% preision orresponds to 2500 observed

events. The interation rate in natural ytterbium is � 6 y

�1

t

�1

for both

7

Be and pp, whih

inludes the �

e

survival probability given by the LMA solution (P

ee

� 0:65). This gives an

observable � 0:9 y

�1

t

�1

, due to the detetion ine�ieny. The required � 2500 events would

be observed with a target exposure of � 2800 ty. For an experimental live-time of 5 years,

the detetor must ontain � 560 t of natural Yb. At a benhmark loading of 5% by weight,

this translates to a � 11 kt detetor. A high granularity is required to rejet random

14

C

oinidenes (Se. 2.3.2) and eah module would ontain � 100 kg. Therefore � 10

5

ells are

needed and at least 2� 10

5

PMTs.



These arguments, together with the severe tehnial problems related to the

235

U and

169

Y b bakgrounds, have onvined the LENS ollaboration that the Yb-LENS onept is not

viable.

10.2.2 LENS-Indium

Detetion of pp-Neutrinos The experimental work arried out at MPIK and LNGS has

led to the omprehensive optial haraterization of the performanes of a single detetor unit.

This information is omplementary to the MC studies arried out at Salay [Mey01, Mey02,

Mey03℄, whih use the performanes of a single ell as an input parameter to predit the

bakground rate and the �-detetion e�ieny of the full sale LENS experiment.

We remind (see Ses. 2.4.3 and 7.2.3) that those simulations have shown that the detetion

of pp neutrinos with an aeptable S/N is tehnially feasible if:

� the �hybrid� detetor design is hosen

� the energy resolution orresponds to � 300 pe=MeV

� the e�etive attenuation length is � � 3m

� the spatial resolution is � 15 m (1�) at 100 keV

We will refer to these results as a benhmark for the required performane of a single LENS

ell.

With the detetor parameters measured in this work, a LENS experiment based on In-�-

diketonates, (In-aa), seems tehnially feasible only with a more indium-diluted sintillator

and with a module length muh shorter than the R&D goal of 3m. In Se. 8.6 it was pointed

out that with a better light olletion at the PMTs the photoeletron yield of the detetor

might be improved of up to a fator 2. This must be proven, however even in this ase, the

goal of � � 3m would remain very far, as the experimental results and the MC simulations

of the 20 g=l indium ell have demonstrated.

A design based on the In-aa sintillator would onsider in the best realisti ase a ell

length of � 1:5m and a limit photoeletron yield of � 300 pe=MeV . The extrapolation at low

energies of the spatial resolution measured in our samples at 477 keV and 639 keV suggests

that �

x

� 15 m at 100 keV should be feasible. Therefore a pp indium experiment with an

In-�-diketonate sintillator at � 45 g=l might be tehnially feasible provided that:

� The length of the detetor basi unit is dereased from the design goal to . 1:5m

� It is experimentally demonstrated that the photoeletron yield an be improved from

the present � 200 pe=MeV to � 300 pe=MeV with an e�ient light onentrator or a

larger PMT

We have seen that the In-hydroxy-arboxylate sintillators (In-CHO) developed at Gran Sasso

give a signi�antly higher PY than the In-aa formulation. With the In-CHO systems the goal

energy resolution is already at hand, even without an improvement of the present prototype

design. However, also these sintillators have given attenuation lengths in the � 1:5m range.

Furthermore, highly hydrolyzed In-omplexes are believed to be more fragile systems than

the �-diketonates (Se. 2.4.3). Fundamental questions about the long-term stability and the



hemial robustness of this formulation will have to be answered in the LLBF. Furthermore,

it has to be evaluated whether the bakground rate above the In �-deay spetrum measured

in the LLBF is su�iently low, or otherwise how this level an be improved.

At the start of the R&D on the LENS projet, the initial onept envisaged a homogeneous-

segmented detetor (only In-loaded ells), with indium loading at � 100 g=l, ells 3m in length,

and high � detetion e�ieny. At the losing of the pilot phase the following fats have been

established:

� Two sintillator formulations have been suessfully tested in prototypes, whih ould

ensure the tehnial viability of the onept, however with � 50 g=l indium-loading and

a � 1:5m ell length.

� MC studies have shown that the soft Bremsstrahlung bakground an be suppressed,

however at the ost of �diluting� the detetor by surrounding eah In-ell by unloaded

modules (�hybrid� design, shemati view in Fig. 2.8 on page 51). The resulting �

detetion e�ieny after all uts is � 0:25, provided that two indium ells are separated

by at least 15 m of an indium-free sintillator.

We use the above inputs to arry out a similar estimation to the one reported in the previous

setion for ytterbium. The interation rate in natural indium is � 65 y

�1

t

�1

(LMA osillation

senario), whih gives an observable � 16 y

�1

t

�1

. Therefore, the required statistial preision

implies � 150 ty indium exposure, for example a 30 tdetetor for 5 years live time. With the

viable ell geometry and In-loading, eah indium ell would ontain � 150 g indium and the

detetor would need � 2 � 10

5

loaded ells, plus the unloaded part. Inluding the latter, the

total sintillator mass would be in the range of 15 kton. About 10

6

PMTs and the relevant

eletronis would be required.

This means that an In detetor for pp-neutrinos based on the LENS onept might be

tehnially feasible, but it is not pratially viable.

The arguments about the tehnial feasibility disussed above have only onsidered the

statistial preision of the experiment. However, it seems very hallenging to redue the

systemati error to 2%. In suh a large and diluted detetor a viable soure alibration annot

ahieve this level of preision. For omparison, the two exposures of GALLEX to a � 2MCi

51

Cr soure (the strongest arti�ial � soures ever produed) have provided a alibration of

the reation rate with an error of � 10%. A dediated alibration experiment with a more

ompat detetor would be probably neessary.

Detetion of

7

Be-Neutrinos The hallenge of pp � � detetion in In-LENS resides in

the irremovable low energy internal bakground due to the

115

In �-deay. This a�ets only

marginally the detetion of higher energy neutrinos. The possibility to measure the

7

Be� �

�ux with an indium experiment has been onsidered in the past and even more reently (e.g

[DN85, Suz90, HS01℄). The design and operation of suh a detetor would be easier and more

a�ordable:

� No In-free volume is neessary

� A lower granularity is su�ient and hene the ell ross-setion an be made larger

� The onditions for the tag an be relaxed, thus inreasing the detetion e�ieny



MC simulations arried out at Salay have onsidered a detetor onsisting of In-ells only,

with the same benhmark performanes assumed for the pp analysis [Mey02℄. The results

indiate that for a S=N � 10 the ell ross setion an be 10 m � 10 m and the detetion

e�ieny would be " & 50%. In this ase, a 2% statistial preision would require � 70 t

of indium and a live time of 5 years (assuming again the LMA osillation senario). With

a length of 1:5m, eah ell would ontain � 700 g of indium, therefore � 10

5

ells would be

needed and twie as muh PMTs and eletroni hannels.

This would still be a very expensive experiment, however a lower mass version might be

an interesting �bak-up� solution if Borexino would fail its hallenging experimental program.

10.3 Outlook

LENS is now ompleting its pilot phase, with the bakground measurement of the prototype

detetors in the LLBF. The stability of the sintillator will be monitored for a long time and

the data analysis ompleted. However, on the base of the experimental results of the pilot

phase, of the indiations of MC analysis and of the new sienti� ontext, the European groups

of the LENS ollaboration do not intend to issue a proposal for the onstrution of the LENS

experiment.





Glossary

ADC: Analog to Digital Converter

bis-MSB: 1,4-bis(2-MethylStyryl)Benzene

BPO: 2-(4-Bi-Phenyl)-5-phenylOxazole

BS: BremsStrahlung

CBS: Compton Bak Sattering

CC: Charge Current

CF: Constant Fration (disriminator)

CNO: Carbon-Nitrogen-Oxygen fusion yle

CTF: Counting Test Faility (Borexino)

DAQ: Data AQuisition

EC: Eletron Capture reation

ES: Elasti Sattering

HP-Ge: High Purity Germanium

HV: High Voltage

i.a.: isotopi abundane

In-aa: Indium aetyl-aetonate

In-CHO: Indium hydroxy-arboxylate

LED: Light Emitting Diode

LENS: Low Energy Neutrino Spetrosopy

LLBF: LENS Low Bakground Faility

LMA: Large Mixing Angle (MSW osillation solution)

LY: Light Yield

MC: Monte Carlo (simulation)
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MCA: Multi-Channel Analyzer

MSW: Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein matter-enhaned osillations

mwe: meters of water equivalent

NC: Neutral Current

NIM: Nulear Instrumentation Modules

PC: Pseudo-Cumene, (1,2,4-Trimethylbenzol)

PMT: PhotoMultiplier Tube

PY: Photoeletron Yield

pe: photoeletron

pep: proton-eletron-proton fusion reation

PDF: Probability Density Funtion

PDP: Photon Detetion Probability

pp: proton-proton fusion reation

PPO: 2,5-diphenyloxazole

p-TP: para-TerPhenyl (1,4-diphenyl-benzol)

PXE: Phenyl-ortho-XylylEthane

QE: Quantum E�ieny

SC: Self-Correlated, Self-Correlation

SM: Standard Model of elementary partiles and interations

SNP: Solar Neutrino Problem

SR: Speular Re�etion

SSM: Standard Solar Model

TDC: Time to Digital Converter

TIR: Total Internal Re�etion

TPHC: Time to Pulse Height Converter

TTL: Transistor-Transistor Logi

VME: VersaModule Euroard

WLS: WaveLength Shifter
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